The ASOCSA Built Environment conference series has become the undisputed leading built environment conference on the African continent. It is one of only two construction-related conferences in South Africa that has been fully accredited by the Department of Higher Education (DHET) for subsidy. Since its inception in 2006 the blind peer reviewed conference proceedings have been referred to by private and public sector policy and decision makers. The series produces a post-conference edition of the Journal of Construction, which is on the list of journals approved by the South African Department of Higher Education and Training (DHET) for subsidy. The series continues to be underwritten by major industry stakeholders that have included the Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB), Council for the Built Environment (CBE), Master Builders South Africa (MBSA), branches of the MBA, major construction companies and PPC Cement. It has been endorsed by the International Council for Research and Innovation in Building and Construction (CIB), one of the largest global built environment research organizations.

OBJECTIVES

The Ninth Built Environment Conference continued in the tradition of previous conferences in the series and provided in an ever-increasing challenging global economic environment with shrinking sponsorship budgets an international forum with a very clear industry development and sustainability focus that provides the opportunity for researchers and practitioners from developed, developing and underdeveloped nations to deliberate topical current issues that impact the Built Environment.

The broad objectives of the conference are:

- To provide a forum for multi-disciplinary interaction between academics and industry practitioners;
- To disseminate innovative and cutting edge practices that respond to the conference theme and outcomes, namely Reflections on Directions in Construction;
- To provide a world class leading internationally recognized, accredited conference for the built environment; and
- To contribute to the existing built environment body of knowledge (BEBOK) and practice.

The conference organizers brought together in a single forum a group of researchers and academics from the full range of built environment disciplines that include engineers, architects, quantity surveyors, construction and project managers. Delegates were drawn not only from South African institutions of higher education, government agencies, and other construction-related organizations but also from the African continent, Australia, Europe and the United Kingdom.
CONFERENCE THEME AND OUTCOMES

Reflections on Directions in Construction

This conference sought responses to questions related to current conversations and debates on infrastructure delivery and sustainability such as, for example,

- Infrastructure Development Management
- Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) including professional practice
- Sustainable Green Building
- Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) including Innovative construction education
- Building Information Modelling
- Improved project management
- Inappropriate construction practices and ethics
- Construction Health and Safety
- Construction contracts
- Innovation in construction technologies

and includes papers that address, inter alia,

- Current trends and developments
- Policies
- Legislation and regulations
- Practices
- Case studies

These internationally peer reviewed and edited proceedings were aimed at contributing significantly to the body of knowledge relative to the science and practice of construction not only in South Africa but everywhere that the products of construction are being produced.

Ferdinand Fester
Durban, South Africa
August 2, 2015
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PEER REVIEW PROCESS

In order to maintain and ensure the highest quality in the conference proceedings and comply with the requirements for subsidy of the South African Department of Higher Education and Training (DHET), a rigorous two-stage system of peer review by no less than two acknowledged experts in the field has been followed. In terms of this process, each abstract received was twice blind reviewed in terms of:

- Relevance to overall conference theme and objectives;
- Relevance to selected sub-theme;
- Originality of material;
- Academic rigour;
- Contribution to knowledge; and
- Research methodology.

Authors whose abstracts were accepted after a blind peer review process was completed, were provided with anonymous reviewers’ comments and requested to submit their full papers noting and addressing these comments. Evidence was required relative to the action taken by authors regarding the comments received. These resubmitted papers were twice blind reviewed again in terms of:

- Relevance to overall conference theme and objectives;
- Relevance to selected sub-theme;
- Originality of material;
- Academic rigour;
- Contribution to knowledge;
- Research methodology and robustness of analysis of findings;
- Empirical research findings; and
- Critical current literature review.

Authors whose papers were accepted after this second review were provided with additional anonymous reviewers’ comments and requested to submit their revised full papers. These final papers were only included into both the conference presentation schedule and the conference proceedings after evidence was provided that all comments were appropriately responded to, having been multiple peer-reviewed for publication. At no stage was any member of the Scientific and Technical Committee or the editor of the proceedings involved in the review process relative to their own authored or co-authored papers. The role of the editor was to ensure that the final papers incorporated the reviewers’ comments and arrange the papers into the final sequence based on the conference presentation schedule as captured on the conference proceedings flashdrive and Table of Contents. Of the 78 abstracts originally received, only 47 papers were finally accepted for presentation at the conference and inclusion in these proceedings, representing an acceptance rate of 60%. To be eligible for inclusion these papers were required to receive one of three recommendations from at least two reviewers, namely

- Accepted for publication or
- Provisional acceptance provided minor changes / corrections are made or
- To re-submit for publication provided author/s reconsider/s the areas of concern
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History

ASOCSA is not the first attempt to form a body that addresses, inter alia, matters of construction education and training. In the days of the Building Industries Federation South Africa and the National Development Fund there were regular annual meetings of the Heads of Departments that offered construction-related programs. Recognizing the two-tiered higher education sector in South Africa, there were separate meetings for universities and the former technikons. In the more recent past, the Chartered Institute of Building - Africa initially convened annual educators’ forums that did not quite fulfill the same function as the previous forums. However, during 2005 the very first meeting of University Heads of Departments drawn from all higher education institutions in South Africa met for the very first time since the re-landscaping of the sector in the same venue to discuss matters affecting construction, and particularly construction education in the country. This meeting was repeated in 2006 where the need was expressed for the establishment of a formal forum / association of universities to engage in discussion / debate / collaboration / promotion of matters of mutual interest.

Broad Aims

ASOCSA aims to be the professional association for the development and advancement of construction education in Southern Africa, where the sharing of ideas and knowledge inspires, guides and promotes excellence in curriculums, teaching, research and service. To achieve this aim ASOCSA is partnering with the construction industry to find ways to effectively represent the interests of both construction academic and industry practitioners. ASOCSA will offer a variety of programs and services designed to help its members serve their customers more effectively and succeed in an increasingly challenging environment of construction information management and technology. To this end ASOCSA provides a forum for the debate and discussion of issues of mutual interest to all industry stakeholders. For example, one of the tasks of ASOCSA will be supporting the development of curriculums that address the needs of the construction sector in the Southern African region. ASOCSA convenes an annual conference that is one of only two construction-related conferences accredited by the Department of Higher Education and Training (DHET) where construction academics and practitioners can interact relative to practical experience and the findings of relevant research. This conference series is endorsed and underwritten by the International Council for Research and Innovation in Building and Construction (CIB) as well as several major industry stakeholders.

The Journal of Construction which is accredited by the Department of Higher Education presently published electronically four times per year is the official journal of ASOCSA and in the past more than 5,000 complimentary copies were distributed to all industry stakeholders in the Southern African region. The production and distribution of practice notes and technical papers is a further endeavor to grow the partnership between academia and industry.

With respect to the Southern African region, ASOCSA is committed to the following:

Vision

To drive innovative construction related higher education

Mission Statement

To promote, facilitate, develop and monitor the relevance and quality of construction related curricula, research and graduates in conjunction with higher education institutions, industry and government.

Strategic objectives

The objectives of the Association are:

- to promote and facilitate the development of curricula for construction related programmes
- to assist with the accreditation of construction related programmes
• to hold an annual conference that acts as a forum for multi-disciplinary interaction between academics and practitioners
• to publish an accredited research-based journal and contribute to the built environment body of knowledge (BEBOK)
• to disseminate information dealing with construction education and related matters
• to develop and maintain closer links with industry and government
• to represent the collective views of its members
• to liaise with other organisations and persons to promote the interests of its members
• to promote and support relevant postgraduate research
• to provide bursaries to postgraduate students in accordance with set criteria

ASOCSA continues to seek opportunities to promote both academic and industry employment opportunities. Finally, ASOCSA intends to play a significant role in the accreditation of construction-related academic programs.

Heads Forum meetings

ASOCSA believes that meetings of the Heads Forum comprising of Heads of School and Departments of Construction is a vital component of its functions and holds Heads meetings during each conference. It is still the aim of ASOCSA to bi-annual Heads meetings.

International Affiliation

ASOCSA has commenced discussions about closer collaboration with similar institutions such as the Associated Schools of Construction (ASC) in the United States, the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors (RICS), the Chartered Institute of Building (CIOb), Australian Institute of Building (AIB) and Council of the Heads of the Built Environment (CHOBE) in the United Kingdom. ASOCSA has entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with the International Council for Research and Innovation In Building and Construction (CIB).

In summary, benefits of membership of ASOCSA which are self-evident include participation in meetings of the Heads Forum throughout the region, access to the Journal of Construction, reduced rates at all ASOCSA, MBA and CIB events, involvement at regional level with industry-academia forums, interaction and networking opportunities relative to, for example, collaborative research, curriculum development, external moderation of courses, and external examination
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Introduction

CIB is the acronym of the abbreviated French (former) name: "Conseil International du Bâtiment" (in English this is: International Council for Building). In the course of 1998, the abbreviation has been kept but the full name changed into:

INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL FOR RESEARCH AND INNOVATION IN BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION

CIB was established in 1953 as an Association whose objectives were to stimulate and facilitate international cooperation and information exchange between governmental research institutes in the building and construction sector, with an emphasis on those institutes engaged in technical fields of research.

CIB has since developed into a world wide network of over 5000 experts from about 500 member organisations active in the research community, in industry or in education, who cooperate and exchange information in over 50 CIB Commissions covering all fields in building and construction related research and innovation.

CIB Members are institutes, companies and other types of organisations involved in research or in the transfer or application of research results. Member organisations appoint experts to participate in CIB Commissions. An individual also can be a member and participate in a Commission.

CIB Commissions initiate projects for R&D and information exchange, organise meetings and produce publications. These meetings can be Commission meetings for members only or international symposia and congresses open to all. Publications can be proceedings, scientific or technical analyses and international state of the art reports.

CIB Past and Present

CIB was established in 1953 with the support of the United Nations, as an association whose objectives were to stimulate and facilitate international collaboration and information exchange between governmental research institutes in the building and construction sector. At that time an implicit objective also was to help rebuild the European infrastructure for building and construction research following the ravages of the second World War.

At the start 43 research institutes were members of CIB and by far the majority of these were European. And just as in the programmes of these institutes at that time, so in the CIB programme there was a strong emphasis on technical topics.

For selected topics CIB Commissions were established to which member organisations appointed experts from their staff to participate.

Along with all types of less visible activities, this collective participation resulted in many important international symposia and congresses and in a large number of publications acknowledged as of global standing. Indeed many of these formed the factual basis for developing international standards or were themselves used as such. Others were international state-of-the-art reports that for a long time provided an indispensable input to programming new research by the participating institutes and countries.

However, CIB has come a long way since 1953.

At present about 500 organisations are members of CIB from whom about 5000 individual experts participate in over 50 CIB Commissions. These extend over the whole area of building and construction research and innovation.

Amongst the CIB member organisations we can now find almost all the major national building research institutes in the world, as well as many other types of organisations in the building and construction sector who have joined us since. And although within the CIB programme considerable attention is still given to
technical topics, there are now also activities focused on topics like organisation and management, economics of building, legal and procurement practices, architecture, urban planning and human aspects. It is no exaggeration to say that at present CIB is the world’s foremost platform for international cooperation and information exchange in the area of building and construction research and innovation. And we continue to increase our membership, to expand our scope, to initiate new activities while constantly striving to improve the quality of our products and services.
**Master Builders KwaZulu-Natal**

KwaZulu-Natal Master Builders and Allied Industries Association is an Employers’ organisation registered in terms of the Labour Relations Act, the Association exists to represent the interests of members, as well as to provide them with specialist support services to assist them in the successful running of their business. The membership comprises over 700 enterprises involved in the building industry and related activities in the province of KwaZulu-Natal. The organisation has been in existence for 114 years and is recognised and respected by a wide range of role players in the building industry and beyond.

The Head office is based in Essex Terrace, Westville, supported by area offices across the province in Zululand, South Coast, Midlands, and Northern Natal. The Association continually strives for excellence in service delivery in all areas of operation, providing a wide range of services including training, building services, occupational health and safety, employee benefit schemes and more.

Our special projects include an emerging contractor programme, Vuka Makhi programme and a bursary fund.

Complementary operations include:

- Building inspections, quality assurance and construction risk management
- Health and safety consulting
- Mediation and dispute resolution
- Conference and meeting facilities
- Café Indaba
- Master Builders Print Studio
- Mobile clinic
- Master Builders Occupational Health Clinic
- Property leasing
- Training academy
- E-learning
- Recruitment agency

The general management of the Association is, subject to the direction and control of general meetings of the Association, controlled by the Executive Council. The Executive Director is the Association’s Chief Executive (CEO).

The Association continuously reviews its operations with the object of introducing new and innovative services in the building and allied industry.
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ABSTRACT

Background

The Construction Management Programme (CMP) is a continued professional development programme for construction industry middle level managers. It has been providing a four week personal development and educational programme for construction managers since 1976. The programme is presently presented on an annual basis at Stellenbosch University and caters for the Building as well as the Civil Engineering sectors of the industry.

Purpose of the Paper

The typical format of a management development programme curriculum focused on middle managers in the construction industry is reviewed. The approach adopted for the CMP in dealing with the requirements of andragogy as well as the dichotomy of focusing on business as well as project and engineering management curriculum content, is discussed.

The CMP curriculum has evolved and has been updated over the period of nearly thirty years since the programme started. The main purpose of this paper is thus to review the development of the curriculum and the didactical approach to over the recent past and to provide pointers for future updates of the curriculum as well as modifications to the didactical approach adopted.
Research methodology and implications

The research on curricula was conducted by referring to selected archives of the CMP programme as well to other resources outlining the typical components of generic programme curricula in use. The impact which technical as well as technological change has had on the time and resources allocated per curriculum topic is documented. The structuring of the curriculum to accommodate the teaching and study of various topics as well as tutorials and group activities is also reviewed.

Findings based on the empirical research

By comparing the past and present curriculum of the CMP with other similar curricula, some proposals for modification of the present curriculum in the future are formulated.

Practical implications and outcomes

The outcome of the research is the provision of a reference document to be used by the CMP management for the planning of future updates of the curriculum.

Keywords

Education & training; Construction and engineering management, Curriculum development, Andragogy, Student-Directed Teaching
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1. CMP - Construction Engineering Management Programme

1.1 The Construction Management Programme (CMP)

The Construction Management Programme (CMP) is a programme designed to develop middle management for the South African construction industry. It is a four week residential programme which covers a wide range of modules dealing with personal development, the construction business environment, business management and project management.

The programme was started in 1976 at the Graduate School of Business at the University of Cape Town and has been presented on a regular biannual basis since then. Faculty members for presentation of modules (academics as well as practicing engineers and managers) are drawn from a selection of institutions and organisations in South Africa and around the world.
Since 1987 the programme has been presented at Stellenbosch University. The programme is being presented on an annual basis since 2008.

1.2 Outline of the analysis of the curriculum of the CMP
The purpose of this paper is to provide an analysis of the development of the curriculum of the CMP and to compare the present curriculum content with a typical generic engineering management curriculum.

In a didactical sense the CMP contains important elements linked to andragogy (the theory and practice of the education of adults). It thus contains elements of student-directed teaching technology as well as constructivism (students constructing their own understanding and meaning referred to personal experience of study material). The adopting of this approach focuses on structured as well as unstructured group work, brainstorming sessions, a 'challenge session' where students need to solve a set of physical problems related to construction as well as daily and weekly formal written and oral feedback on the knowledge accumulated by students.

Some of the detail aspects of the didactical aspects of the CMP are discussed in the sections below.

1.3 Structure of the CMP curriculum
The overall structure of the CMP curriculum is shown in Figure 1.

The key components of the curriculum and the activities associated with it are the following:
- The central theme of the CMP event
- The private sector business entity or public sector organisation (the firm) which initiates and supports selected construction related activities
- The construction project with all its ancillary elements
- Business management Tools and Techniques which are used both in the business as well as project focused business process and management process activities
- Selected components of the business environment which impact on the firm
- The synthesis and evaluation process which the delegates are subjected to.
- The weekly change of group membership for group work.
- Delegates from various industry disciplines and groupings are exposed to each other through interaction and collaboration in group assignments. The CMP forms a strong think tank for addressing industry problems through the annual theme.
Figure 1 CMP Curriculum Structure
2. The CMP 2015 Curriculum

The CMP curriculum course modules are grouped into themes and presentation sub-themes. Table 1 shows the themes into which the course modules listed in Table 2 are grouped.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: CMP 2015: Weekly Themes and Sub-Themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core Business Knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Perspectives</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: CMP 2015 - Course Modules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aspects of the Business Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction Business Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership through Creativity and Innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Resource Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Private Partnerships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Failures in Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systems Thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthesis &amp; Implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Presentations for External Adjudicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seminar with Alumni</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Detail aspects of the CMP curriculum which make it unique include:
- Personal stress assessment workshop under Human Resource Development.
- Monitored team building exercise with video and facilitator feedback under Leadership Development.
- The Communication module consists of a number of components i.e. report writing, (Grant and Borchers, 2008) presentation skills, interacting with the media as well as a formal personal interview with a media personality recorded on video. Role playing / acting exercise with video recording and assessment is also included.
- Presentations and panel discussions using selected internationally renowned educators in the field as well as high profile construction business leaders.
- Course module feedback and recording by students.
- Recording and presentation of a learning synthesis by students.
- Feedback from delegates on the evaluation of faculty members and module contents.

Some of these aspects are expanded on in paragraphs below.

3. **Generic engineering management curricula**

Appendix A contains an outline of a typical Engineering Management curriculum as outlined in Mazda, 1998. When this is compared with detail aspects of the present CMP 2015 curriculum outlined in Table 1 and Table 2, the comparison shows that most of the curriculum aspects are covered by the CMP curriculum with the exception of:

- personal time management
- the Financial management curriculum which does not cover all the topics listed in the generic curriculum

Engineering management topics such as manufacturing management, product marketing as well as mathematical modelling of business processes are deemed to fall outside the scope of the CMP.

4. **Course modules where change and modernisation has taken place**

A number of modules have been introduced into the CMP and also existing modules have been updated to address changes in the management environment as well as required skill set of managers in the construction and engineering industry. These include:
4.1 Strategic thinking and scenario planning
The well-known presenter on strategic dialogues Chantel Ilbury provides insight into this approach to Scenario Planning and Strategic Thinking based on the book Ilbury (2007).

4.2 Financial management
In 2013 the Financial Management module was revised and the basic bookkeeping component of the module removed. The focus is now on ‘Finance for non-financial managers’.

The module now includes topics which lead students to be able to:
- Identify the drivers of value within the context of the company
- Understand and develop appropriate responses to issues identified in the financial statements
- Calculate, understand and develop appropriate responses identified during the calculation of financial ratios
- Identify and manage the drivers of cash flow of the company, given the nature of the industry
- Calculate the Break-even, Discounted Break-even, Net Present Value and Internal Rate of Return of identified projects
- Calculate the value of the company using the Discounted Cash Flow Method
- Calculate the Weighted Average Cost of Capital and Return on Equity

A module on the publicly listed companies on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange which is updated on an annual basis is also presented.

Since 2009 a computer laboratory tutorial session exposing students to spread sheet based discounted cash flow calculations as well as financial ratio calculations and interpretation was added to the suite of financial modules.

A review of the didactical approach adopted for the financial management modules indicate that a teaching mode is still prevalent and that the student centred learning approach components of the module needs to be extended and enhanced.

4.3 Labour relations management
With the focus on the challenging South African labour environment students completing this module need to take note of:
- The meaning of Employment Law and Labour Relations, both locally and internationally.
- Challenges of globalisation and international integration to determine the possible impact on the Engineering Sector.
- Implications of the interaction between changes in one or more of a wide range of macro-economic forces.
The importance of distinguishing between disputes of ‘right’ and ‘interest’ and the different mechanisms used to resolve such disputes, such as arbitration, adjudication and ‘power-play’.

The impact of ‘collective bargaining’ in South Africa and the influence of registered trade unions.

The proportionate income differentials and comparative wage justice.

Reference is made to the book by Van Niekerk (2012) as well as the GilesFiles web site maintained by Graham Giles.

4.4 Systems thinking
The field of systems theory represents a logical approach to support the understanding of the complex world of organizations, including operations and projects. The field studies systems from the perspective of the entire system, its various subsystems and the recurring patterns in the relationships between the subsystems.

Students are required to:
- appreciate the inherent complexity in modern business decisions
- understand and articulate the different approaches to systems thinking
- be able to apply systems thinking to reduce complexity and enhance decision making
- be able to create basic causal loop diagrams to describe various systems
- be able to develop intervention strategies to improve system behaviour, based on insight gained from a Causal Loop Diagram and the process required to develop the diagram.

4.5 Infrastructure development funding
Infrastructure funding and the role played by financial institutions in infrastructure spending have been addressed for the past 3 CMP events. Aspects dealt with include:
- The role that financial institutions can play in infrastructure projects
- The vision of financial institutions for project financing
- The requirements for project financing
- Securing project funding and the industry sectors that financial institutions will consider for funding
- The risks that financial institutions identify

4.6 Sustainability and Waste management
With the increased focus on environmental issues, a sub-course module on waste management was introduced to the CMP in 2014.

Course participants were required to:
• understand the volume and types of resource consumption in construction processes
• be able to evaluate a construction or production processes from a value-adding perspective
• understand change processes for reduced waste
• play a leadership role and the long-term perspective of waste management
• understand the role of standardization
• be in a position to initiate activities for waste reduction

In 2015 this module was replaced by a module addressing sustainability in corporate governance and the formal reporting associated with these processes. The contents of this module was:
• External pressures on introducing formal disclosures: King III, Companies Act, JSE prescriptions
• Social & Ethics Committee
• UN Global Compact – 10 Principles
• Global Reporting Initiative GRI G4
• International Integrated Reporting Frameworks
  o (JSE SRI Index)
  o (CESA Sustainability Reporting Framework)

5. Course module feedback and recording by students

In line with the stated aim of student directed teaching, students are required to complete a set of course module 'logs' on a daily basis. These are submitted on the student learning platform and can form the basis for synthesis and other reports on module content required.

6. Recording and presentation of a learning synthesis by students

A formal content and learning implication synthesis by students has formed an important part of the structured learning and course content assimilation process used in the CMP. Up to CMP 2005 a weekly two hour synthesis session was staged where a general discussion of the modules presented in the week was done and selected students were asked to respond to questions posed by the faculty as well as the students. In 2005 this process was formalised where students were required to prepare a one to two page synthesis report summarising the content of the modules of the week and indicating how the knowledge gained could be synthesised across modules and indicate possible application is the business and personal environment of the candidate. The input of students is also now evaluated and forms part of the overall mark for the CMP.
7. Feedback from delegates on the evaluation of faculty members and module contents

Evaluation feedback from students on the content of modules as well as the lecturing faculty members has always formed part of the CMP. Since 2009 this feedback has been done using the learning platform systems of the University of Stellenbosch.

8. Development of modules and distribution of module content

The development of module content as well as introduction of new modules as well and discontinuation of some modules was required to keep the CMP relevant with reference to the changing business and technological environment.

8.1 Pre-programme workshops

A set of pre-programme workshops focusing on basic computer literacy as well as the use of typical project planning and management software was held during the two days preceding the CMP until 1999. With the growth of the exposure of a typical candidate to computer applications in the workplace starting with the introduction of personal computers from 1985, the requirement for these workshops fell away and they were not presented after 1999.

8.2 Provision of tablet computers

Up to 2012 all the CMP course material was supplied to the delegates in printed form i.e. text books or printed notes and copies of presentations on a weekly basis. Since 2012 the students have been issued with tablet computers (Apple iPad and later Samsung Galaxy). All the textbooks (using e-reader software), notes as well as copies of presentations are now available to the students in digital form. Reference can be made to the learning platform data as well as internet cloud storage (Dropbox) to provide updated or additional documentation as required.

Since notebook computers have become common in the business environment most students use their own notebooks to prepare documents and access the learning platform and other internet resources.

8.3 Use of learning platform systems

Since 2009 use has been made of the leaning platform systems of the University of Stellenbosch to distribute learning material to students as well as administrating assignments as well as student feedback. The WebCT system was originally used but was replaced by SunLearn based on the open source Moodle system.
8.4 Candidate evaluation and overall CMP mark

Personal as well as group assignments are graded and added to the finance test mark to provide an aggregate mark for each candidate attending the CMP.

9. Conclusion and Recommendations

The tried and tested general content, format as well as mode of delivery of the CMP have proved to have stood the test of time.

A selection of CMP modules have been updated and new modules added to reflect the change in the management skills requirement of managers in both the public and private sectors the Construction industry.

The proposals for consideration on updating the present CMP content which have been identified are:

1. The introduction of a module focusing on personal time management
2. The updating of the Financial Management module to make it more streamlined and bring it in line with course modules offered in the public domain.
4. The introduction of a module which addresses transformation in the construction industry

It is recommended that at the annual review of the CMP curriculum focus is placed on developments in the industry as well as the business environment in general to determine what changes are required to the curriculum at any given point in time.
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Appendix A

Engineering Management - Curriculum Content

*Reference: Mazda, Fraidoon. Addison Wesley Longman 1998*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I</th>
<th>Management and Engineering Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Definitions of management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Business Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Legal and ethical considerations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Strategy and Decision Making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strategy formulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decision making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mathematical models in decision making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forecasting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Financial Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Financial concepts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mark-up and profit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Principles of risk and return.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Financial investments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Taxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Business Ownership and Organisations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Language of Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Financial statements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Financial Analysis and Ratios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Basic Costing Principles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Budgeting and Profit Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cash Budgeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Capital Budgeting and Time Value of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Money</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Valuing a business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Project and Operations Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Project planning and control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manufacturing operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>Marketing and Sales Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Markets and marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Product management sales and distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td>Personal Skills for Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leadership and motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Team building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Effective communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS

Purpose:
This study aims to investigate the barriers experienced by Property Development students in KwaZulu-Natal that prevent them from graduating within the minimum prescribed period, and to provide possible pointers to overcome them.

Design/methodology/approach:
A mixed approach was used through questionnaires submitted to the graduates in the last four years. Results were enhanced through semi-structured interviews with Honours class of 2014 and lecturers.

Research limitations:
The context of the analysis focused on the University of KwaZulu-Natal. The limited literature available on construction education in South Africa represented an issue for research in this field.

Findings:
The main barriers experienced by students were found to be academic issues, increased workload, problematic transition from secondary education, lack of facilities, time management. Possible remedial actions were eventually outlined accordingly.
Response to conference theme:
The identification of the actual barriers faced by students is critical for the development of effective construction education techniques and methods.

Practical implications:
This study provides the actual students’ perception of the main barriers they experienced during their undergraduate curriculum and outlines possible remedial actions that should be taken into consideration for the curriculum development of the Programme.

Keywords: Challenges in Education, Property Development, Student Perception.

1. INTRODUCTION

Higher education institutions everywhere experience some degree of difficulty in achieving their vision, mission and goals. In developing countries such as South Africa, the challenges for higher education institutions and students are numerous and often complex, being closely related to profound socio-economic issues. Evaluating these barriers from a student and graduate perspective can represent an important step towards the identification of their causes and the definition of possible effective solutions for improving student performance and preparation.

The critical skills shortage experienced in South Africa in the first decade of the 21st century affected education for the built environment professions, since tertiary education institutions struggled to staff programmes, as observed by Pearl (2007). He highlighted the importance of suitably equipping and supporting students employed by education providers as a crucial measure to protect the industry.

With the registered increase in enrolment, South African universities should focus on improving student performance. Improving student access and success is in fact a challenge for the university sector and must become a priority focus for national policy and the institutions (DHET, 2013). This aim is particularly critical when considering the relatively low success rates and related low graduation rates that have characterised South African Universities (DHET, 2013).

In the journey the students undertake to become professionals, they often experience challenges that hinder them from performing well and end up failing to graduate within the minimum prescribed time. According to past research (Frymer, 1992), several mechanisms were adopted for monitoring students at risk. The majority of them came from disadvantaged backgrounds and they became students at risk not only because they were under-prepared for higher institutions, but also because of language barrier, financial difficulties and lack of family support (Ibid). College students are also stressed due to the transitional nature of college life, which implies to adjust to a new social environment that is often far from home (Ross et al., 1999).
Previous research observed that the performance of South African Quantity Surveyors, which is traditionally the primary career undertaken by graduates in Property Development at the University of KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN), was not adequate (Pearl, 2004). One of the possible reasons might have been related to the pre-registration training provided by tertiary education institutions.

Limiting the context of the investigation to KwaZulu-Natal, the rationale of this paper is therefore to investigate the main barriers that affected the performance of Property Development students at the University of KwaZulu-Natal and hindered them from graduating within the minimum prescribed period. In particular, the main objectives of the study are to identify the major barriers experienced by students and to propose possible pointers for remedial actions. The results of the study could therefore aid to improve the practice within the Programme, the performance of students and the preparation of future graduates.

The research adopted a mixed method using survey questionnaires directed to graduates (from 2011 to 2014) and fourth-year students in 2014. Further semi-structured interviews were conducted with a sample of students and academic staff to gain a more in-depth understanding of the problem.

After this introduction, a review of the literature on the main barriers faced by students in higher education is presented. Then the methodological approach adopted for the study is explained in detail. The following section comments on and discusses the main results achieved, and finally conclusions and recommendations are proposed.

2. BARRIERS FOR STUDENTS IN TERTIARY EDUCATION

Universities create new possibilities through research and shape new responsible citizens through the process of teaching and learning (Oakeshott, 2001). However, students are often more concentrated on formal assessment and final mark result, without considering entirely the learning opportunities offered by higher education. Usually, students who underperform in tests and exams, fail the modules and this leads them into failing to graduate within the minimum prescribed time.

In South Africa, 25 public universities offer a wide range of study and research opportunities for both local and international students. The country started an important restructuring of the higher education system in 2003 to widen access to tertiary education and reset the priorities of the previous system. A combination of academic and vocational diplomas, vocationally oriented education programmes and traditional theoretically oriented university degrees forms the current post-school system offered (Brand SA, 2012).

However, the Department of Higher Education and Training stated that South African universities are characterised by relatively low success rates (74% in 2011 compared to a desired national norm of 80%) which resulted in a graduation rate of 15% in 2011, far below the international
norm of 25% for three-year degree programmes in contact education (DHET, 2013). Concerns have therefore been raised in terms of productivity of the system. Particularly students from poor background have showed poor graduation and throughput rates (Ibid). Previous research (Salmi, 2012) observed that high school graduates were not well prepared for university-level education in terms of academic competencies, information, motivation and social capital. However, other reasons must be searched within the university system and factors related to university students during their degree course.

With regard to the Quantity Surveying profession, which is traditionally the professional career undertaken by most Property Development graduates at the University of KwaZulu-Natal, past research concluded that the performance level of South African Quantity Surveyors was poor (Pearl, 2004). It was observed that one possible reasons could have been related to tertiary education institutions that provided pre-registration training. Also, failure rates for council examinations for accreditation were high, generating considerable anger amongst candidates, particularly due to the absence of a previous coherent examination preparation process (Pearl, 2004).

These shortcomings in the expertise of professionals and training-professionals may depend on shortfalls in the tertiary education system and barriers experienced by the students within their degree course.

Despite a general increase in undergraduate university enrolment, low academic achievement and high attrition rates persist for many students (Tinto, 1994, as cited in Hsieh et al., 2007). Student failure and retention are leading challenges faced by tertiary education institutions. Therefore, searching to understand the reasons for attrition is of critical importance (Allen, 1999, as cited in Hsieh et al., 2007). According to Knox et al. (1993, as cited in Pascarella and Terenzini, 2005), the barriers experienced by higher education students in the international context could be identified as personal (self-concept, self-esteem, self-discipline, social life and self-direction), non-autonomy related (financial and family), and academic (lack of time management and adjusting to new teaching methods different from the high school ones). Other authors considered especially self-efficacy and goal orientation as the main factors influencing students’ underachievement (Hsieh et al., 2007). Bean and Vesper (1990, as cited in Allen, 1999) assigned to factors external to the institution (particularly personal and environmental variables, e.g. high school ranking, parents’ education, financial aid, institutional impression, family emotional support) a major role in affecting both attitudes and decisions. In addition to this, Allen (1999) highlighted the importance of motivation to succeed in tertiary education. Motivation can come from some of the external variables and persistence come from both variables and motivation.

The specificity of the socio-economic conditions in a developing country such as South Africa increases the complexity of the barriers for students. Additionally, the variety of the cultural backgrounds of students in the same class creates additional challenges.
Underachievement is a significant predictor of student inability of graduating in the minimum prescribed time (Astin et al., 1997). Frymier and Thompson (1992) listed eight major challenges that contributed to students not to graduate within the minimum prescribed time at university: academic, financial, social challenges, language, lack of time management, responsibility, independence, life skills. In particular, the first four factors were identified to be the leading ones to students' underperformance and failure.

For this study, the possible barriers faced by Property Development students were categorised into four major groups, according to the findings from the review of the literature and particularly the study of Ross et al. (1999), namely interpersonal barriers, related to changes in social activities and social interaction; academic barriers, directly linked to the degree course and academic matter; intrapersonal barriers, related to psychological states and attitudes that influence decisions; environmental barriers, due to the changes in living environment.

According to these categories, particular attention was dedicated in building the survey instruments to specific barriers that may most likely affect South African students. In particular, financial issues were observed to represent a major problem for higher education students that struggle to clear tuition rates (Teferra and Altbach, 2004), and financial concerns were shown to affect negatively student performance (Fryers et al., 2003 as cited in Cuthbertson et al., 2004). Also, language barriers were investigated being in general a critical aspect affecting understanding and communication in South African higher education. Specific academic barriers relating to the volume of workload, issues in the learning process and challenges of learning independently were considered an important focus within the academic category.

Emphasis was also given to parental support. Family participation in students' education was considered as predictive of students' success by several research at international level, which observed that the more intensively parents were involved, the more beneficial the achievement effects (Michigan Department of Education, 2001).

3. METHODOLOGY

The methodology adopted for this study used a convergent parallel mixed study approach combining qualitative and quantitative research. Differentiating between the two approaches is not always easy and clear cut, and the combination of both methods has the potential to intensify the study and the in-depth understanding of the problem (Fox and Bayat, 2007).

Qualitative studies give more emphasis to meaning, experiences, descriptions, and are subjective, dynamic and interactive in nature (Davis, 2007). Given the aim and objectives of the research, a qualitative approach was thus essential to conduct an inquiry process of understanding of social or human problems, in order to build a complex and holistic picture and to report detailed views of informants, as observed by Creswell (1994).
A quantitative approach was used to develop an inquiry into a social or human problem based on testing theories composed of variables, measured with numbers or scores, analysed with statistical procedures, in order to determine whether the predictive generalisations of the theory might be true (Creswell, 1994).

The mixed study method enabled to gain a more in-depth understanding of the participants’ facts and the identification of the most occurring factors in participants’ perceptions of situations (Leedy and Omrod, 2010). The data collection involved gathering both numeric information as well as more personal opinions and perceptions of what the students experienced at UKZN during their undergraduate study. Thus, the final database represented both qualitative and quantitative information, in line with what observed by Creswell (2013) for mixed study approaches.

Two main instruments of data collection were used. A survey exploratory questionnaire was sent by email to 123 participants, who represented the sample of the study defined through a selective sampling method. This sample coincided with the Property Development Honours class students (former and current) at UKZN in the period 2011-2014. With the participants who agreed to be interviewed, semi-structured face-to-face interviews took place to investigate more in detail the barriers faced by and the personal experience of students. Semi-structured interviews were also conducted with two lecturers in the Programme in order to understand the perception of the problem from the instructor perspective.

The questionnaire was organised in four sections, named interpersonal, academic, intrapersonal and environmental. The questions were based on the objectives of the study and related to the literature on the topic investigated, and contained mainly multiple choice, closed ended and declarative questions. The questions included in the interviews were mainly open-ended in order to investigate more in depth perceptions, qualitative aspects and personal opinions.

The data collected were critically analysed to deduce trends and deviations reported in the form of graphs and diagrams. The answers of the interviews helped to build a better understanding in concluding the study rather than just relying on perception of statistical data.

Ethical aspects were carefully considered while conducting the study. All the participants were provided with an informed consent form that explained the nature and aim of the study, the content of the questionnaire and interviews, and specified that the participation was on a voluntary basis. All the process and the data were treated with confidentiality in order to protect participants from criticism and to allow a true reflection of their views and information provided. The results were disclosed as group and not individually.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Survey questionnaire

The participants were asked to fill questionnaires that comprised four categories of barriers. The main objective was to determine from the participants the main relevant barriers experienced by students, thereby determining the conformity of the common factors under each category specified by the literature. From the selected sample, 61 questionnaires were completed and used for the data analysis. Thus a response rate of 49.6% was obtained.

While investigating the intrapersonal challenges, the leading factor that was common among respondents was the financial issues they experienced during their studies. Nineteen respondents (31.2%), declared to have experienced financial related problems during the progress of their degree. This factor affected students’ mental states as they mentioned that they used to stress about not having enough financial resources to pay for their University fees. The nineteen respondents that had financial problems were black students. This barrier was mainly related to the fact that most of their parents did not afford to pay for their University fees.

The second most common factor highlighted by students was the language barriers. It was found that ten of the respondents (16.4%) who had English as a non-mother tongue, had troubles in participating in class discussions, understanding the lecturers, understanding the contents that were taught in class and submitting good quality works. Thus this resulted in students getting lower marks and failing tests and examinations.

Nine respondents (14.8%) who lost close persons during their studies responded that they were affected by those losses on their underperformance. Only seven students (11.5%) had suffered from serious illnesses or injuries because of which they ended up missing a lot of classes that led to them underperforming.

In terms of academic barriers (figure 1), more than two third of the students (72.1%) declared to have experienced problems with adapting to the University workload. This reflected on 49.2% of the participants declaring they found first year studies very difficult, whereas only 34.4% and 6.6% of them found very difficult second and third year respectively.
Most students (82%) declared to have taken between one and two semesters to adapt to the new environment. The transition from secondary education studies to university academic duties, which implies a higher workload, different teaching and learning methods, need for greater commitment and participation in the class, limited contact time with instructors, ability of studying and learning independently, was therefore considered a major issue by most participants. This needs to be carefully taken into consideration from university institutions in order to implement appropriate adaptation measures, as also highlighted by the White Paper for Post-School Education and Training (DHET, 2013).

Almost all the participants (91.8%) declared that they did not receive academic assistance from the University when they were underperforming. Also, 77.1% of them believed that the University did not have enough studying facilities for them to use to support their studies.

When the respondents were asked to breakdown their typical week hours in order to understand the potential causes that influenced their adaptation time and their difficulties in managing the university workload, it was found that they declared averagely to have dedicated approximately 14 hours per week to studying. However, if this data is compared to what is expected in terms of self-study hours from an average student to reach the 720 Notional Study Hours (72 credits) that each semester of the Programme requires, it is to be noticed that first year students, for example, are supposed to spend an average of 21 hours per week in the two semesters only on self-study, according to the official handbook of the College of Agriculture, Engineering and Science of UKZN. Thus, academic barriers and perceived excessive workload are also related to an underestimation of the commitment from the students. Students should therefore understand from the very beginning what is the expected level of commitment and the time that should be dedicated to studying in order to
be successful and not underperform. The role and support of the academic institutions and staff members is critical to clarify these aspects and make students aware of what is expected in terms of their academic duties.

With regard to interpersonal barriers, 44 of the respondents (72.13%) agreed that they often experienced time management issues, influenced especially by the time they used to spend on social activities and not on studying. Almost all respondents (96.72%) had parents that offered motivational support to the respondents and that motivation and support encouraged the respondents to perform better. Only 6 respondents (9.84%) agreed that they were affected in their studies because their parents were having problems at home, like divorce or similar.

Looking at the environmental factors, only 6.6% of the students who lived off campus did not have reliable transport. Therefore, generally for respondents reaching the campus was not a serious issue. Students that lived in the residences complained mostly the noise level from their residence mates, which made hard to concentrate for studying. Few students (13.1%) complained the use of complex computer software had a negative effect on their studies and only one student declared to have been negatively affected by taking vacations during the duration of the studies.

The questionnaire finally asked the students to rank the four impact categories based on their experience, in terms of likelihood of occurrence and degree of impact.

![Figure 4.2 Likelihood of occurrence (left) and degree of impact (right) of the four categories](image)

The academic challenges were those ones that were most likely to occur and to impact negatively on the performance of students, followed by interpersonal and intrapersonal barriers. The students’ perception of their difficulty in performing well and graduating in the minimum prescribed time was therefore primarily related to academic issues experienced during their degree studies. This aspect should be further investigated to understand at institutional and academic level how to improve the curriculum in order to help students overcome these barriers.
4.2 Interviews

Interviews enriched the quality of the information gained through the survey questionnaire and provided deeper insights on certain aspects. Seven students and two staff members accepted to be interviewed. The interviews were carried out face-to-face.

Students highlighted issues related to time management that usually came along with the increased workload and lack of motivation to complete the assigned work on time. They attributed these issues in particular to confusion and little clarity on the required tasks from academic staff.

Students also complained the complexity and difficulty of the curriculum at first year for learners that had never previously attended any construction related subjects at high school. This remarked the problem of the critical transition from secondary education to university that should be addressed as priority from the institution. The lack of direct experience and exposure to construction sites was complained especially at first year, where it is likely to impact positively on students for “breaking the ice” and involving them in practical aspects of the construction industry.

Another aspect that should be considered for the curriculum development of the programme is the complained weight and extensive workload of accounting and economics related subjects for first year students, who had generally never attended any related subjects at high school. The help of tutors for these subjects was considered critical to succeed.

Language barriers were highlighted by interviewed students, who were English non-first speakers, as highly affecting their performance due to the fact that they experienced problems in understanding lecturers’ explanation and were mostly prevented from participating in classroom discussion and asking questions.

The shortage of tutors, considered fundamental for giving guidance in the preparation of formal examinations and for a better understanding of the contents of the lectures, and a closer relation with the teachers were also mentioned as other important aspects for the curriculum to be improved.

The point of view of the lecturers was that the factors leading students to underperform were mainly related to language barriers, poor educational background and limited attendance. They also reported that some students complained difficulty of understanding the contents taught due to problems of communication with some lecturers and lack of preparation for the class. The lecturers highlighted the fundamental role of attendance in class, which students do not usually give the right importance to, particularly in consideration of the scarcity of South African textbooks and research production on construction related subjects. Lecturers also pointed out the rare participation of students in classroom discussion, as a result of them not having consulted the assigned preparatory readings or additional
information besides that one given in class, and the insufficient assistance provided by the university to underperforming students.

Facing the mentioned barriers requires certainly a higher commitment from students, but also a reflection from academics that should address the entire curriculum. This reflection should question subject contents, teaching and learning approaches, facilities and support in order to make the curriculum more appropriate for the target of students of the programme and more focused to develop the professional skills they require in their future career.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Looking at the South African context, the main purpose of this study was to investigate the barriers experienced by the undergraduate students, particularly Property Development students at the University of KwaZulu-Natal, where these barriers led them to underperform and prevented them from graduating in the minimum prescribed time.

The results of a survey questionnaire investigation conducted on former undergraduate students in the Programme showed that the main category of barriers experienced during their degree studies was related to academic issues. In particular, the transition from secondary education to university workload, the lack of academic assistance from university and inadequacy of facilities for students were considered major issues.

Also, financial issues, inappropriate time management, lack of commitment and self-study, language barriers and place of residence during the studies represented other main barriers emerged from the investigation.

The findings from the interviews conducted with former undergraduate students and lecturers suggested in particular some valuable points with regard to student commitment and duties. Students should be advised and aware of the rules and time consumption required by academic courses, also in terms of self-study. The required level of commitment should be clear from the beginning and proper adaptation measures should be implemented during the first year to allow a sustainable transition from secondary school to the university environment and workload. As a common general rule, students should be advised to do their pre-readings before attending the classes. This could also contribute to other important aims, relating to a more active participation in class, a better time management particularly with regard to the development of the assignments according to the progress of the courses. Group work activities could be helpful in this sense to create study groups and social network groups to share and discuss more critically the course material, assignments and career aspirations.

These points should be implemented through proper actions of curriculum renewal that aim not only to help students perform well, but also to foster their personal and professional growth, in order for them to mature high quality skills for increasing their competitiveness in their future career.
in the Built Environment. The introduction of teaching and learning methods focused more on critical thinking development, teamwork, shared learning environment, practical experience, closer relation with instructors, closer interaction with the industry, could represent possible instruments towards overcoming the barriers experienced by former students in the Programme.

Also, establishing such peer-to-peer learning environment could represent an example of the tutorial-driven models suggested by the White Paper for Post-School Education and Training to enable small group interaction, capable of alleviating the shortcomings of the school system and of assisting students with the transition to a successful university career. Observing peers within the same learning environment could also strengthen motivation, self-efficacy beliefs and foster students to implement self-regulatory behaviours when underperforming.
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ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS

Purpose of this paper
To report on the curriculum review workshop of the Property Development programme at UKZN

Design/methodology/approach
A one day workshop was conducted by Property Development staff at UKZN to establish the desired profile of a Property Development graduate, establish the learning outcomes required to produce such a graduate and identify any gaps in the existing curriculum and align any such gaps to meet the desired learning outcomes

Findings
It was established that the Property Development curriculum at UKZN was ill equipped to produce a graduate who would meet the construction industry requirements at graduation and the reliance on the instructive learning approach is not likely to produce a graduate with desired skills and competences
Research limitations/implications
The paper is based on a single case and may not be generalised

Practical Implications
The paper shows that a perfectly well organised curriculum, if critically analysed, might not be able to meet the requirements of skill and competence required by a graduate

Keywords: Curriculum, Curriculum Review, Curriculum Development, Property Development

1. INTRODUCTION

The University of Kwa-Zulu Natal had discontinued the programme of property development due to various reasons. In 2014, the programme was reintroduced. Learning from the shortfalls of years when the programme was offered, it was decided to improve the programme by re-designing its curriculum with the aim of producing graduates who would be more industry ready with some of the skills and competences possessed by working professionals but are often lacking from graduates. This is because it was noted that construction graduates were generally criticised for failing to meet the expectations of the industry experts at graduation and often required significant further training before they were industry ready.

In order to produce “industry ready graduates”, it was agreed that the curriculum must first be designed with the view to do as such. A quick review of the existing curriculum suggested that while the curriculum was generally in tandem with existing best practice in any property development programme, improvements to the curriculum were possible. For example, the curriculum itself and the learning approach were found inappropriate for producing “graduate professionals” who would be industry ready at the time of graduation since the curriculum and the learning approach did not specifically address some of the skills, knowledge and competences required by a graduate to be industry ready at graduation. It was then decided to hold a curriculum review workshop to establish the exact skills, knowledge and competences required to produce “graduate professionals”.

The workshop was attended by ten staff who administer the property development programme from the department of civil engineering. The workshop sought to establish the profile of the desired property development graduate, establish the learning approach best suited to creating such a graduate, establish the learning outcomes for the particular learning approach, identify any gaps that may exist in the current curriculum and align any such gaps to meet the desired learning outcomes.
The paper reports on the curriculum review workshop and starts by establishing the necessity of reviewing curricula generally. It is concluded that literature supports that team based student centred learning combined with the traditional instructive teaching approach are appropriate to produce the desired “graduate professional” as these would create a balance in knowledge, skills and competences acquired by students.

2. THE NEED FOR CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AND REVIEW

University curricula are usually developed by prominent academicians and graduates who have undergone previous training (Taha, 2015). These curricula are often handed down over time with revisions along the way depending on preferences of successive lecturers. While redesigning physician curriculum in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA), Taha (2015) argues that this method of curriculum development and review fails to meet the training needs of physicians in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA).

Hoyles et al. (1999) in looking at the balance between theory and practice in nursing education noted that there is a tendency to place more emphasis on theory rather than practice in nursing curriculum. Hoyles et al. (1999) concluded that there is a need to revise this trend and suggested early exposure to clinical practice to achieve the reversal.

Taha (2015) identified four different types of curriculum namely, competency based curriculum, core curriculum with options, spiral curriculum, and adaptive curriculum. Competence based curriculum identifies key competences which need to be learnt and suggests how to teach these competences. Core curriculum with options identifies topics that are essential and integral to the curriculum and therefore must be learnt. Optional topics are added which the learner can choose to do. Spiral curriculum covers basic science principles in the early stages of learning which are reinforced through the curriculum as the learner progresses. An adaptive curriculum does not permit a learner to progress to the next stage without understanding the core principles. This ensures that the learner acquires all the required knowledge. These different types of curriculum can be integrated to produce a curriculum which bares elements of two or more of the types.

Regardless of curriculum type, there is always a need to regularly review the curriculum to ensure it still meets the intended objectives. Different approaches to curriculum review exist and are mostly based on the methodology for creating new curriculum. It is possible to redevelop curriculum meeting all stakeholder requirements from existing modules without the need to redevelop everything (Schlingensiepen, 2014). For example, Mikami et al. (2010) while trying to meet the shortage of game developer graduates at Tokyo University of Technology in Japan were able to develop curriculum by combining traditional teaching curriculum of
lectures with exercises in a game development programme which was strongly welcome by the game industry.

Traditionally, curricula are developed by prominent academicians in the field with some feedback from graduates who have undergone previous training. This mode of curricula development has been criticised for failing to meet the true needs of graduates (Taha, 2015). O'Shea et al. (2015) while investigating the effect of an integrated curriculum derived from different nursing associations in the United States of America (USA) found evidence of increased knowledge in a small sample of nursing students subjected to an integrated curriculum compared to a control sample which did not. Changing needs of professionals should therefore be met with a review of curriculum which should aim to produce the requisite competences.

3. COMPETENCE BASED CURRICULUM

Competence based curriculum has been described as a curriculum which focuses on competences to be acquired by the learner rather than on predefined disciplines and prepared lectures (Schlingensiepen, 2014; Taha, 2015). Storey (1998) described a similar methodology for curriculum developing dubbing it function analysis but with the same essence of establishing current best practice (competences) from job holders by asking them simple but searching questions. He added that these current best practices need to be balanced with future expectations. The identification and collection of competences or industry best practice is achieved through a needs assessment (Schlingensiepen, 2014) or function analysis (Storey, 1998). The needs assessment or function analysis is done through surveys, workshops, interviews, questionnaires etc. (Schlingensiepen, 2014; Taha, 2015). The identified competences are then broken into objectives after which the proper instruction method is chosen to teach the competences (Taha, 2015). Schlingensiepen (2014) notes that a “cleaning-up” of the resulting competences is necessary to ensure that the resulting programme is not only a vocational programme. A competence based curriculum has been advanced to be an advantageous curriculum (Schlingensiepen, 2014; Soliman et al., 2015). Soliman et al. (2015) found that clinical knowledge and skills were high when a problem-based, system oriented medical curriculum was used on students from the college of medicine of King Saudi University (KSU) in the KSA. However, no control group was used to validate the casual effect of the problem-based curriculum. In Kosovo and on nursing education, participatory action oriented curriculum similar to competence based curriculum was suggested in order to add professionalism to nursing care in that country (Goepp et al., 2008). Benefits of a competence based curriculum have been documented especially in the clinical sciences. Other fields of study,
it seems, still rely on the more traditional curriculum as suggested by the apparent lack of literature on the use of competence based curriculum in fields other than clinical sciences.

When looking at student learning patterns, performance and long term knowledge retention while comparing team-based learning with didactic lecture based methods, Farland et al. (2015) identified skills such as communication, professionalism, teamwork, critical thinking and problem solving as necessities for inclusion in a team-based learning instruction method. Paramasivan and Muthusamy (2012) suggested that global minded engineering graduates should have competences such as adaptability, creativity and innovativeness. A competence based curriculum has been recommended for achieving some of the above suggested competences in learners. For example, as cited above, in trying to incorporate professionalism in nursing education in Kosovo, Goepp et al. (2008) suggested what was described as a participatory action, which is both team and competence based, with elements of grounded theory and student centeredness to be integrated in the curriculum.

Notwithstanding the many merits of a competence based curriculum, Farland et al. (2015) found no evidence of long term exam performance when comparing a team-based learning approach to a didactic lecture approach. Further, no difference in exam score was found by Farland et al., (2015) notwithstanding that students spend more time learning in the team-based learning approach compared to the didactic learning approach. A similar problem was noted by Mikami et al. (2010) at the Tokyo University of technology when they introduced a curriculum that combined the traditional instructive teaching with a problem based approach in a game development programme were it was noted that students take long to master the skills for game development such that by the time they do, there isn’t enough time to actually develop any game. A specific solution was developed to go around this problem.

Paramasivan and Muthusamy (2012) identified what they termed critical success factors in engineering education using a six-sigma methodology. They argue that these factors are necessary for the creation of an engineering graduate of global minded workforce, adaptable, creative and innovative. These factors are outcome based education (OBE), problem based learning (PBL), theory of inventive problem solving (TRIZ), project based learning, case based learning (CBL), internship and continuous quality improvement (CQI).

In order to improve the Property Development (PropDev) curriculum at UKZN, a competence based curriculum was favoured to be delivered through a combination of team based student centred learning and instructive teaching.
4. METHODOLOGY

The curriculum review was conducted through a workshop which was characterised by brainstorming and discussion of the brainstorming outputs. There were four stages in the workshop and these are: brainstorming the desired profile of a Property Development graduate (identification of competences); definition of instruction and learning approach and learning outcomes; gap analysis – identification of gap between existing curriculum and desired learning outcomes; and alignment of the curriculum (content and modules) to meet the desired learning outcomes.

5. THE WORKSHOP

The curriculum review workshop was conducted on 2nd February 2015 from 10:00 to 17:00 at the UKZN School of Engineering staff room. The agenda for the workshop was as follows:

1. Welcome remarks
2. Attendance
3. Introduction to curriculum workshop
4. Workshop outcomes
5. Profile of Property Development graduate
6. Tea
7. Definition of instruction approach and learning outcomes
8. Lunch
9. Gap analysis and alignment of curriculum
10. Assignment of teaching responsibilities
11. Wrap up and conclusion

5.1 Brainstorming profile (competences) of property development graduate

The coordinator of the workshop welcomed all present and explained the reason for the workshop. The workshop started by defining the desired profile of a Property Development graduate. Each participant was given three Post-it® notes to write what they felt were the competences required of a Property Development graduate. The notes were then collected and pasted on a wall with similar competences grouped and duplicated ones omitted. More competences were solicited to add on to the existing ones.
The results are shown in figure 1 below.

![Figure 1 Profile of a Property Development Graduate](image)

**Figure 1 Profile of a Property Development Graduate**

The competences suggested as being necessary for the profile of a Property Development graduate are eligible (able to do the work), responsible, competent (able to carry out all tasks), skilled (able to apply what they learnt), independent thinker, problem solver, practical (hands on), construction expert, innovative (come up with new solutions), knowledgeable (same as construction expert), independent learner (thinker) lifelong learner, human skills (people skills – professional), forward thinking, creative thinker, leader, team player, negotiator, communicator, entrepreneur, proactive, visionnary, planner (manager), administrator (manager), technical, sensitive, decision maker, culturally aware, socially responsible, resilient, adaptable (flexible). These competences were then grouped so that like items belong to the same group. A total of six competence areas were identified with the first group comprising of skilled professional, multi-tasker, human skills, negotiator, communicator, ethical (group 1). The second group comprised of knowledgeable, construction expert, responsible, practical, competent (group 2) and the third group comprised of employable and entrepreneur (group 3) while the fourth group comprised of leader, visionary and planner (group 4). The fifth group had critical thinker, independent thinker, problem solver, forward thinker, informed and lifelong learner (group 5) while the sixth and final group comprised of innovative, creative and proactive (group 6).

Some researchers identified these competences as being required of graduates. For example, Goepp et al. (2008) identified the need to teach professionalism to nursing graduates in Kosovo and suggested to incorporate it in the curriculum. Farland et al. (2015) identified the need to teach skills such as communication, professionalism, team work, critical
thinking and problem solving while Paramasivan and Muthusamy (2012) while looking for critical success factors for engineering graduates suggested that for engineering students to be global minded, they need to have competences such as adaptability, creativity and innovativeness. The workshop agreed that graduates do not usually possess these competences.

5.2 Learning outcomes

The workshop deliberated and brainstormed the outcomes which will be needed to achieve the competences identified above. The outcomes were grouped by year from year one to year three and defined using non-technical terms only. It was agreed that year one should firstly introduce basic concepts and these were agreed as introduction to technology, management concepts, industry, numerate skills, drawing (visualisation, conceptualisation, representation, interpretation), mechanics, processes or sequences, staying alive (health and safety), pre-construction, financial concepts, cost concepts, making and field trips. Year two and three would still try to achieve these outcomes at increasingly advanced levels with some addition of other higher level desired outcomes. The curriculum would therefore be iterative by repeating the delivery of the desired outcomes albeit at progressively advanced levels.

5.3 Definition of instruction approach

The workshop deliberated firstly on the learning approach which would best teach the identified competences to the students and what would be the appropriate learning outcomes to be sought from the lessons seeking to teach the aforementioned competences. It was noted that of the six competence areas identified, group one (figure 2 above) and group five (figure 6 above) competences were most unlikely to be taught effectively through the traditional instructive teaching approach. It was clear that the traditional instructive approach to teaching is not best suited to teaching such competences as professionalism, critical thinking, creativity, team work and problem solving among others. These competences require elements of outcome based education (OBE), problem based learning (PBL), theory of intuitive problem solving (TRIZ), project based learning, case based learning (CBL), internship and continuous quality improvement (CQI) among others if they are to be realised. It was therefore agreed to include a student centred approach with elements of the above learning approaches in order to teach these competences.
5.4 Gap analysis and alignment of curriculum

Having specified the preferred outcomes to deliver the identified competences, the existing curriculum was critiqued to check whether it can be expected to deliver the desired outcomes. This was achieved firstly by pasting the existing curriculum for all the years on Post-it® notes on the wall (figure 2) and establishing whether each years’ curriculum can be reasonably expected to deliver the desired outcomes. Each of the years from first to third had ten modules.

Figure 2 Existing curriculum

Year one modules were written on green post-it® notes, red for second year, blue for third year and orange for the fourth year which is also the honours year. It was established that there were mismatches in all the years and mismatched items were first put aside and later evaluated to establish whether they were relevant. All mismatched items were found to be relevant to the whole curriculum and were therefore assigned to semesters or years were they were thought to be a better fit.
Year one (figure 3 above) was found to have seven matched items and three mismatched items. The mismatched items are Introduction to design, financial reporting and accounting which were found to be rather advanced for first years. Introduction to design and accounting were moved to the second year while financial reporting was moved to the third year. Physics and Management Concepts were noted to be relevant for first year students but were missing from the curriculum. These were added to the first year curriculum and posted in yellow (figure 4 above). Five items were grouped into one module (figure 4 above) to be taught through a student centred learning approach with elements of PBL and CBL, among others, in order
to introduce competences identified as not appropriately taught through traditional instructive approaches.

Figure 7 Existing Third Year Curriculum  Figure 8 Reviewed Third Year Curriculum

Year two (figure 5 above) was found to have four items matched and required four extra items to it. Introduction to Design and Accounting were added to year two (figure 6 above) from year one while Project Planning was added from year three. Structural Design was found to be relevant at this point while it did not exist anywhere in the curriculum and it was therefore added to year two. Five items were grouped into one module to be taught through a student centred learning approach (figure 6 above) as outlined for year one above.

Year three (figure 7 above) had five matched items. Three items were added to year three from year two and one item from year one. Two new items were introduced which were not originally in the curriculum. Six items were grouped together to be taught through a student centred approach (figure 8 above) as outlined for year one above.

Year four, which is the honours year was left as it originally was. Since there are no students going in the honours year this year, it will be reviewed in due course taking account of the success and effects of the changes in lower years. The resulting curriculum now looks as in figure 9 below as opposed to figure 2 above.
6. CONCLUSION

The workshop established that the Property Development curriculum at UKZN was not suited to delivering skills, competences and knowledge required by a graduate expected to deliver the requirements of the industry at the moment. The modules contain enough material to deliver the required knowledge but are ill equipped to offer appropriate skills and competences. The modules were revised and grouped so as to effectively equip students with appropriate skills, knowledge and competences through a competence based curriculum. Schlingensiepen (2014) equally noted that it is possible to create a curriculum meeting all stakeholder requirements without having to redesign the entire curriculum but rather utilise existing modules.

However, content alone cannot teach competences such as professionalism, team work, critical thinking, problem solving etc. For these to be effectively learnt, it is necessary to depart from the instructive teaching approach to more student centred approaches such as team based learning, case based learning, project based learning and internship among others as outlined by Paramasivan and Muthusamy (2012). The workshop acknowledged this and recommended a student centred approach in the delivery of a large portion of the curriculum.
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ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS

Purpose
The problem of this article addresses the competency of university graduate students who may find it challenging to obtain employment in periods of limited economic growth and downturns relative to the Construction Industry, as well as alternative industries.

Design
The study reviews literature on “employability”, career management and transferable / generic skills. The extent of the knowledge and skills developed in the B Tech CM / QS training program is evaluated and categorized to develop competency-testing criteria. This study is described as, Phenomenological in nature as it attempts to understand respondent’s perspectives and views of social reality. The data collected from the questionnaire was statistically analysed to determine the respondents’ perceptions on the level of competency of B Tech CM / QS graduate student in positions outside the “Built Environment.”

Value
B Tech CM and QS graduate students may have to explore employment opportunities in fields outside the “Built Environment” to obtain employment in these economic climates. The “employability of B Tech CM / QS graduate students in fields outside the “Built Environment” is therefore the focus of this article.
Findings
The findings of this research will provide valuable insight into the “employability” of B Tech CM / QS graduate students. Graduate students and employers looking to hire professionals for various career positions may find this article informative. Conclusions are arrived at and recommendations are proposed.

Keywords: Graduate Students; Employment

1. INTRODUCTION

The study will focus on the “employability” of B Tech CM / QS graduate students in fields outside the “Built Environment” The problem addresses the university graduate/s students challenges in obtaining employment in periods of limited economic growth and downturns.

2. REVIEW OF HE RELATED LITERATURE

The “Built Environment” is defined as: “The environment encompassing places and spaces created or modified by people including buildings, parks and transport systems.” (Roof & Oleru, 2008). A review of the literature published by Bridgstock, Simon, and Barrie (2009), forms the foundation of the theoretical framework, developed for this study.

This study investigates and describes the factors that contribute to the “employability” of B Tech CM / QS graduate students. The criteria used to determine the level of competency of these students is established in this chapter. “Employability skills are the skills that are directly pertinent to obtaining and maintaining work.” (Harvey, 2001; McQuaid & Lindsay, 2005)

They are comprised of the generic and discipline-specific skills required for performance in the work situation. (Bridgstock, 2009)

“Students who have strong skills in self-management have a well-developed concept of their career goals and a positive, realistic evaluation of their abilities and aptitudes and believe themselves to possess a higher level of employability” (Eby, Butts & Lockwood 2003;: 689).

According to (King, 2004) self-management behaviors can be divided into 3 sections:

Positioning behaviors:
- Strategic choice of mobility opportunity – initiation of job moves;
- Investment in human capital – investing in training or education;
- Active network development, and
- Job content innovation – changes in methods or environment.
Influencing behaviors:
- Self-promotion, and
- Integration – making oneself more attractive to others.

Boundary Management:
- Boundary maintenance - location of work and non-work role, and
- Role transition – navigating the transition between work and non-work roles” (King, 2004).

Career Management Skills
“Career management involves creating realistic and personally meaningful career goals, identifying and engaging in strategic work decisions and learning opportunities, recognising work / life balance and appreciating the broader relationship between work, the economy and society. It is the process of obtaining and maintaining work.” (Bridgstock, 2009:36).

Discipline Specific Skills
These are the skills traditionally included in university curricula to address specific occupational requirements (Barrie, 2004: 270). B Tech CM / QS graduate students will have discipline-specific skills in.

Generic Skills
Generic Skills include skills such as:
- Lifelong learning can be described as an attitude or stance towards oneself and the capability of continuous learning and reflection, which will promote further understanding of the world and their place in it” (Barrie, 2004: 270). “Graduates will be able to create new knowledge and understanding through the process of research and inquiry” (Barrie, 2004: 270).
- “Graduates will be able to work independently and sustainably, in a way that is informed by openness, curiosity and desire to meet new challenges and will be able to hold personal values and beliefs consistent with their role as responsible members of local, national, international and professional communities” (Barrie 2004:270).

The theoretical framework developed for this study is illustrated in Figure 1.
Theoretical Framework

The framework illustrates the relationship between the dependent variable, the degree of competency of B Tech CM / QS graduate students in careers outside the “Built Environment” and the independent variables, Self-management, Career Management, Discipline Specific and Generic Skills.

Figure 1 identifies the independent variables as Self-management, Career Management, Discipline Specific skills and Generic Skills. They are the factors that form the foundation for the development of the data collection tool. The tool was used to measure the perceived level of competency of B Tech CM / QS graduate students in careers outside the “Built Environment.”

The rating Self-management, Career Management and Generic Skills will give an indication of the B Tech CM / QS graduate student’s ability to obtain and maintain employment. It will also evaluate their abilities to move up the management ladder and create success for themselves within the organizations in which they are employed.
The Discipline Specific Knowledge and Skills possessed by B Tech CM / QS graduate student will be evaluated to determine the transferability of these skills and knowledge to alternative career positions.

The perceptions of respondents in alternative career positions will be tested to achieve a competency rating for B Tech CM / QS graduate students in career positions outside the “Built environment.”

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The approach for this study begins with a review of the literature on “employability”, career management and transferable / generic skills. The extent of the knowledge and skills developed in the B Tech CM / QS training program was evaluated and categorised to develop competency-testing criteria. Employees in positions in alternative career fields were then asked to complete a questionnaire that was designed to test their perceptions on the level of competency that they believe a B Tech CM / QS graduate student would experience in their position. The data collected from the respondents was then analysed and the findings tabulated.

This study can firstly be described as, Phenomenological in nature as it attempts to understand respondent’s perspectives and views of social reality. Secondly, it is also descriptive in nature as it aims at describing the incidence, frequency and distribution of certain characteristics. Lastly, this approach is also co-relational as it makes use of the statistical investigation of relationships between one factor and one or more factors.

This is a quantitative study that begins with a theoretical grounding in the relevant literature. Collected data was analyzed to determine the respondents’ perceptions and develop a list of alternative career positions for B Tech CM / QS graduate students, outside the “Built Environment”. Due to the descriptive nature of this study, no hypotheses have been formed. This study relies on deductive reasoning to process and interpret the data and develop a list of possible alternative career options for BTech CM/QS graduate students.

A questionnaire was uploaded to the NMMU website and respondents were directed to the questionnaires location by means of an email that was sent out to recruitment agencies and company HR Departments in South Africa. The data collected from the questionnaire was statistically analyzed to determine the respondents’ perceptions on the level of competency of B Tech CM / QS graduate student in positions outside the “Built Environment.”

The major advantage of using this method was that a large number of potential respondents were contacted, with minimal time and financial implications. One hundred responses to the questionnaire were received from employees in South Africa, in positions outside the “Built Environment.”
The questionnaire comprised of a five-point Likert-type question system. The questions were constructed according to a model established in the literature study. The scale was developed to evaluate the level of competency of B Tech CM / QS graduate students in positions outside the “Built Environment.”

Permission to use the data collected was obtained from all the respondents and were informed that their personal information (confidentiality) would not be revealed in the report emanating from the research. The respondents were informed that a copy of the final report would be made available to them upon completion, should it be requested.

3. RESULTS

A competency rating for B Tech CM / QS graduate students is calculated based on the answers respondents provided to the questions in Sections 2 and 3 of the online questionnaire:

- Section 2 - Self-management, Career Management and Generic Skills
- Section 3 - Discipline specific skills

The Pearson r coefficient correlation method is used to verify and validate the findings by analysing the relationships between the perceptions of the respondents and their biographical data.

Scores from Sections 2 and 3 of the online questionnaire were totaled to get an overall competency rating for the B Tech CM / QS graduate students in the respondents’ career positions.

Section 2 makes use of a rating scale consisting of 4 categories:

- Not competent;
- Competent with training and mentoring;
- Competent with minimal training and mentoring, and
- Competent.

Section 3 evaluates the B Tech CM / QS graduate student according to their Discipline Specific Knowledge and Skills and uses of a rating scale that consists of the categories:

- Not Competent;
- Low level of competence;
- Fair level of competence, and
- Competent.

Career positions that B Tech CM / QS graduates score over 80% will be deemed to be alternative career positions for the graduates. The frequency of these career positions scoring over 80% competency will be totaled and the career positions will be ranked in descending order according to how many times each of them score over 80%.

Perceptions of the level of competency of B Tech CM / QS graduate students will be described in context of the respondents’ competency rating.
for Section 2 (Self-management, career management and generic skills) and Section 1 (age, gender, highest level of education and years' experience in career position).

This will reveal the relationship between the competency ratings of B Tech CM / QS graduate students to the perceptions of respondents in different biographical categories.

The analysis of the data was done in 2 different stages:

- Stage 1 – Analysis of the data to determine which career positions scored the highest competency rating, and
- Stage 2 – Analysis of the data to determine the relationship between the respondents biography and perceptions of the “competency level” of BTech CM/QS graduate students in career positions outside the “Built Environment”.

Stage 2 – is divided into 2 sections:

The first section analyses the “level of competency” of a B Tech CM / QS graduate student in the Self-management, Career Management and Generic Skills Category.

The second section analyses the “level of competency” of the B Tech CM / QS graduate students is in the category, Discipline Specific Knowledge and Skills.

Figure 2

Figure 2 indicates that 9 / 45 respondents scored B Tech CM / QS graduate students above 80% competent in Technical Sales positions, meaning that 20% of the respondents perceive B Tech CM / QS graduate students to be “competent with minimal training and mentoring” in their career positions.
8 / 45 respondents scored B Tech CM / QS graduate students above 80% competent in Facilities / Maintenance Management positions, meaning that 18% of the respondents perceive B Tech CM / QS graduate students to be “competent with minimal training and mentoring,” in their career positions. Real Estate Sales positions also scored 8/45.

6 / 45 respondents scored B Tech CM / QS graduate students above 80% competent in Property Consulting positions, meaning that 13% of the respondents perceive B Tech CM / QS graduate students to be “competent with minimal training and mentoring” in their career positions.

3 / 45 respondents scored B Tech CM / QS graduate students above 80% competent in Property Management positions, meaning that 6% of the respondents perceive B Tech CM / QS graduate student to be “competent with minimal training and mentoring” in their career positions. Insurance Assessment positions also scored 3/45.

Figure 3 indicates the relationship between the respondents’ level of education and their perceptions of the “level of competency” of B Tech CM / QS graduate students in career positions outside the “Built Environment “with their discipline specific knowledge and skills.

![Figure 3](image-url)

Respondents with matric level of education perceive B Tech CM / QS graduate students to be “not competent” in 14 / 17 of the sections in this category. Communications and Computer Applications scored the highest number of competent ratings and are therefore considered the transferable...
skills that a B Tech CM / QS graduate student would be competent with in their career position.

Respondents with a bachelors degree level of education perceive B Tech CM / QS graduate students to be competent with “no additional training and mentoring” in 4 / 15 of the sections of this category. “Minimal additional training and mentoring” requirements scored 4 / 15 in this category. 12 / 15 of the sections recorded incompetency ratings. 6 / 15 of the sections recorded that “minimal additional training and mentoring” is preferred and 5 / 15 identified that “additional training and mentoring” is preferred for the B Tech CM / QS graduate student to be perceived to be competent in the respondents’ career positions.
Figure/s 5 and 6 indicate that there were nearly double the amount of male respondents to female respondents; both male and female respondents scored the competency of the B Tech CM / QS graduate students in the category, Discipline Specific Knowledge, similarly.

In both cases the discipline specific knowledge and skills in Pricing and Estimating, Construction Economics, Communications and Computer Applications scored the highest competency ratings. Both male and female respondents agreed that B Tech CM / QS graduate students with knowledge and skills in these disciplines would be perceived to be “competent with no additional training and mentoring” in their career positions.
Applications would therefore be the most transferable knowledge and skills to career positions outside the “Built Environment.” The disciplines, Site Surveying, Concrete and Structures, Applied Building Science and Appropriate Construction would therefore be the least transferable skills, to career positions outside the “Built Environment”.

**Findings and Deductions**

In this section, deductions have been made from an analysis of the data. B Tech CM / QS graduate students scored the highest “competency rating” for career positions in Estate Management, Procurement Management, Property Management, Property Valuation and Property Sales. Both male and female respondents perceive B Tech CM / QS graduate students to be “competent with no additional training and mentoring” in the categories, Self-management, Career Management and Generic Skills. Both male and female respondents in career positions outside the “Built Environment” identified Pricing and Estimating, Construction Economics, Communications and Computer Applications as the most transferable skills.

Site Surveying, Concrete and Structures, Applied Building Science and Appropriate Construction were identified by both male and female
respondents as being the least transferable skills, for career positions outside the “Built Environment.” B Tech CM / QS graduate students are perceived to require “no additional training and mentoring” required by respondents between 20-25 years old, “minimal training and mentoring” by respondents 26 - 35 years old and “additional training and mentoring” required by respondent over 36 years old, to be competent in their career positions.

The deduction was made that as the age of the respondents increase, so does the perception that B Tech CM / Qs graduate students will require a greater degree of training and mentoring to be competent in career positions outside the “Built Environment”.

Respondents with a Matric, Diploma and Bachelor Degree level of education perceive B Tech CM / QS graduate students to be competent with “no additional training and mentoring” in their career positions. Respondents with an Honours and Master’s Degree level of education perceive B Tech CM / QS graduate students to be competent with “additional training and mentoring” in the respondent’s career positions.

The deduction was made that as the level of education of the respondents increase, so does the perception that B Tech CM / QS graduate students will require a greater degree of training and mentoring, in career positions outside the “Built Environment.” Respondents with 1-10 years perceive B Tech CM / QS graduate students to be competent with “no additional training and mentoring” to be competent in the respondent’s career positions. Respondents with 11-15 years’ experience perceive B Tech CM / QS graduate students to be competent with “minimal additional training and mentoring” in the respondent’s career positions.

The deduction was made that, the greater the amount of years experience the respondent has, the greater the degree of training and mentoring the B Tech CM / QS graduate students will require to be perceived as competent in career positions outside the “Built Environment.” Respondents with a matric level of education perceive Communications and Computer Applications to be the most transferable skills that B Tech CM / QS graduate students possess. Respondents with a diploma perceive Communications, Computer Applications, and Entrepreneurship to be the most transferable skills that B Tech CM / QS graduate students possess. Respondents with a bachelor’s degree perceive Communications, Computer Applications, Facilities Management, Appropriate Construction, Economics, Pricing and Estimating, Construction Management, Technology and Quantity Surveying to be the most transferable skills that B Tech CM / QS graduate students possess. Respondents with honours degree perceive Communications, Computer Applications, Facilities Management, Appropriate Construction, Economics, Pricing and Estimating, Construction Management, Technology and Quantity Surveying to be the most transferable skills that B Tech CM / QS graduate students possess. Respondents with Master’s degree perceive Communications, Computer Applications, Law and
Procedures, Property Valuations, Economics, Pricing and Estimating and Entrepreneurship to be the most transferable skills that B Tech CM / QS graduate students possess.

4. CONCLUSION

B Tech CM / QS graduate students’ will be perceived to have more career options in positions outside the “Built Environment” as their age, level of education and years of experience increase.

B Tech CM / QS graduate students scored the highest “competency rating” for career positions in:
- Estate Management;
- Procurement Management, and
- Property Management, Property Valuation and Property Sales.

The skills with the highest level of most transferability to career positions outside the “Built Environment” were identified as:
- Pricing and Estimating;
- Construction Economics;
- Communications, and
- Computer Applications.

B Tech CM / QS graduate students’ will be perceived to have more career options in positions outside the “Built Environment” as their age, level of education and years of experience increase.

5. RECOMMENDATION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Training could be implemented in the university holidays. Employers participating in the program would be requested to fill in a logbook for the students that would be accredited by the university to qualify the graduate students with a higher level of “employability” in those alternative positions.

Further research into alternative career opportunities for graduate students with Advanced Diploma: Building and Honours degrees in CM and QS will need to be done as these programs are replacing the B Tech CM and QS training programs at the end of 2016.

Any curriculum restructuring will need to be addressed and respondents’ perceptions of the “employability” of graduate students re-tested.

Furthermore, the National Diploma: Building and B Tech CM and QS qualifications will need to be compared to the new Advanced Diploma: Building and Honours degree to identify any major differences in curriculum or training.
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ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS

Purpose of this paper
This paper presents the observation of students to various aspects of a cluster of discrete modules delivered using a studio based learning pedagogy.

Design/methodology/approach
A variation of a case study approach was used that included the observation studio based learning in a three-module cluster of students after a period of eight weeks into the semester.

Research Limitations
The research is limited because the findings are based on a single case and a sample of fifty five students who had experienced eight weeks of studio based learning of a cluster of three discrete modules in a revitalised construction program.

Findings
The observation included the assigned problems, review and feedback, attendance and participation, peer assessment, review and assessment, instructional space, group formation and the reflect-propose-critique-iterate process. It is evident that the distinguishing features of this form of instructional delivery or transmission mode were reflected in the observation despite the instructional space being far from ideal.

Originality/value of the paper
The findings of this study have implications for the way construction programs are delivered at institutions of higher education.
Keywords: studio based learning, critique, reflection, mode of instruction, learning outcomes.

1. INTRODUCTION

Studio-based learning is not new. Its roots extend a long way back to Platoism and is being fully realised in modern architectural and industry design education. It exists within the university system but does not sit entirely comfortably perhaps because it is a throwback to an earlier mode of education that has been abandoned by other disciplines (Green and Bonollo, 2003). According to Maitland (1991), studio is not just a space, but a way of thinking and learning. Studio-based learning has been found to be an approach that engages and excites students while also facilitating effective learning (Hundhausen and Brown, 2004). It has been argued that the high degree of characteristic interaction, collaboration and feedback in this approach offer many advantages to students (Maitland, 1991). However, a tension exists in the University between the studio process where intuition and reflection conflict with scientific training and its range of the technical and behavioural knowledge derived from a rapidly expanding database (Green and Bonollo, 2003). This paper reports on the observation by the authors of studio based learning in a three-module cluster of students after a period of eight weeks into the semester.

2. STUDIO BASED LEARNING

Studio based learning has been described as being
- Reflective;
- Design project centred;
- Master craftsperson supervised;
- Group size varied;
- Discussion intense;
- Individual project driven;
- Highly integrated across multiple knowledge elements of the profession being practices;
- Studio based; and
- Fostering the learning habits needed for the discovery, integration, application, and sharing of knowledge over a lifetime (Boyer and Mitgang, 1996: xv-xvi).

Bringing students closer to professional practice in group-learning situations can potentially engender the development of those generic skills that are highly valued in vocational fields (Raidal and Volet, 2009). Students are able to behave like practicing professionals while engaging in relevant learning in a studio classroom setting (Burroughs, Brocato and Franz, 2009). It is a shared learning environment where students and instructors
work iteratively to find solutions to authentic complex open-ended construction-related problems (Hundhausen, Agrawal, Faitbrother and Trevisan, 2010; Mathews, 2010; Rowe, 1987).

2.1 Features of studio-based design problems

Design problems are at the heart of many professional practices. The education of engineers, architects, and landscape designers, for example, must prepare students to find solutions for the very complex and ill-structured problems with which they must grapple as professionals (Jonassen and Hung, 2008). These design problems have been described as being among the most complex and ill-structured kinds of problems encountered in practice (Jonassen, 2000). The features of ill-defined or ill-structured problems, which are sometimes referred to as wicked problems are that they are not definitively formulated and there is no possibility of them being fully defined. Posing additional questions about the problems is acceptable considering that they could potentially lead to their continual reformulation. These problems are designed such that they do not have an explicit basis for terminating the problem-solving activity. Consequently, any proposed solution may still be developed further. Differing formulations may imply different solutions. Similarly, differing solutions may imply different formulations of the problem (Rowe, 1987). Proposed solutions are not necessarily correct or incorrect. The proposal of solutions is a means to understanding these ill-defined problems that involve multiple possible paths with many variables and constraints having to be dealt with in the process therefore what is typical is that there are multiple solution possibilities (Schön, 1987; Cennamo, Brandt, Scott, Douglas and McGrath, 2011). Some of these are known initially while some are discovered through the design activity (Schön, 1987).

Students are enticed into leading their own inquiry and allowing for a ‘proposal, critique (or reflect) and iterate again’ procedure before adequate solutions are offered (Brandt, Cennamo, Douglas, Vernon, McGrath and Reimer, 2013). This design thinking process model is a cyclical pattern of analysis (taking things apart), synthesis (putting content together), evaluation (reflection on outcomes), and communication (putting outcomes into words and other media) that moves from more abstract constructs to more concrete constructs over time. Students become producers of knowledge (Kuhn, 1998). Design thinking helps cultivate an ethos built around participation, collaboration and distributed expertise (Mathews, 2010).

Typically, students are presented with a design problem. These are often semester-length projects responding to a complex and open-ended assignment (Kuhn, 2001). They are expected to either work individually or in groups to develop solutions. They subject their efforts to multiple and rapid reviews during both informal and formal reviews (Ibid). The module instructor does not conduct traditional lectures but orchestrates learning experiences that help students to new insights into their work (Cennamo, et
While lectures do occur from time to time as required they are more in the form of presentations and discussions which aim to explain the nature of a project, the associated milestones and submission requirements (Green and Bonollo, 2003). Sometimes areas that need instructional input are delivered in the form of a lecture or presentation. Additionally, students are expected to visit places where their discipline is being practiced such as, for example, construction sites (refer Figure 1). The studio provides a bridge where students can learn the norms, practices, and tools of the larger professional community of practice before actually entering it (Brandt, *et al.*, 2013).

![Figure 1. Visit to a construction site](image)

### 2.2 Student engagement and lifelong learning

It is argued that the traditional teaching processes of delivering information, demonstrating the technique, and providing opportunities for practice should be transformed in ways that better prepare students for the complexities of professional practice (Brandt, *et al.*, 2013). Students need to seek, integrate, and apply knowledge from a wide variety of disciplines or subject matter relevant to the problem solution. They seek additional knowledge and information as required to develop a solution to the assigned problem. Peers are valuable resources and collaboration with other class members is essential to the success of studio-based learning experiences (Cennamo, *et al.*, 2011).

Most students find the process of idea generation, screening and resolution of concepts difficult (Green and Bonollo, 2003). Students are confused when faced with many possible alternatives, which are not identifiable as correct or incorrect (Frost, 1992). It is the decision-making process that is difficult. Students may be unfamiliar with the practice of making their thinking explicit or public through oral and written articulations of their decision. This unfamiliarity may create self-doubt, insecurity and lack of confidence. Students who are familiar with modules that value competitiveness may resist expressing ill-formed ideas in a public forum in which they are subject to scrutiny. In classroom cultures that value
efficiency students may be reluctant to give up or abandon an initial idea and pursue an alternative, potentially more fruitful pathway (Brandt, et al., 2013). Many students are unable to pull together the disparate lectures of other modules into the design thinking process. There is little time for reflection in most undergraduate programs (Green and Bonollo, 2003). Further, students that are more experienced and skilled in studio are expected to mentor those with less experience and skill (Clinton and Rieber, 2010).

Boyer and Mitgang (1996) argue that studio based learning is about instilling life-long learning habits of discovery, community, integration, application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation. The time given to the Reflect-Propose-Critique-Iterate process demands commitment of many consecutive hours.

3. RESEARCH METHOD

A variation of the case study method has been adopted for this paper. Case study research is useful for the in-depth study of a phenomenon in its natural context (Yin, 2003). Case study has some limitations when compared with other methodologies. There are dangers in attempting to generalise from analysis of a single case. Case study evidence can never claim the intuitive general applicability that is present when a conclusion is derived from analysis of hundreds of diverse cases (McLeod and Elliott, 2011). Case studies typically look in detail at how change unfolds over time, based on series of multiple observations. Further, they have the space to examine the influence of contextual factors. Case studies are of particular relevance for practitioners as a form of knowledge. Additionally, the use of multiple data collection sources provides a more ‘convincing and accurate’ case study (Yin 2003). Therefore, data were collected by self-administered questionnaire surveys, observations and semi-structured interviews. This paper only reports on the findings of the observations of the authors of the 8 week studio sessions.

3.1 Background to the case study

The Bachelor of Science in Property Development is a three year programme offered at the University of KwaZulu-Natal. This degree can be followed by an Honours programme in either Quantity Surveying or Construction Management. While it had always been intended that the program which had been phased out in 2010 would start up using a new instructional approach in 2014, this was not possible because of the unavailability of a sufficiently experienced cohort of instructors who had taught construction in a studio for any length of time previously. However, in 2013 several of the instructors had attended an intensive two-day workshop on studio-based learning. As a result the first cohort of students who registered in 2014 were taught in the traditional way ‘chalk-and-talk’ approach during their first year. At the commencement of the second year
the author was appointed having developed a construction program and taught using a studio based learning pedagogy at a university in the United States. The decision was made to immediately change the traditional mode of transmission to an active learning pedagogy, namely studio based learning while working on revising the existing curriculum which involved broad based consultation with a wide range of internal and external stakeholders. After conducting a day-long gap analysis workshop (Refer to Figures 2-4) three discrete modules were integrated into a cluster and taught in the same space in periods of three hours duration. This cluster met three times per week under the guidance of three instructors. During the semester under study one of the instructors went on a study sabbatical and was not replaced. The remaining instructor had some previous experience with teaching in a studio and was coached further by the author who led the integrated cluster.

The proposed revitalised curriculum would support a discursive, collaborative and co-operative learning environment in which the focus shifts from teaching to learning enabling students to acquire and develop autonomous learning skills. Students are encouraged to learn by doing (Green and Bonollo, 2003). They provide the opportunity to prepare students for the forms of value creation essential in 21st century construction practice.
Each student was required to sign a declaration after they had read and studied the cluster guide indicating their understanding and acceptance of the changes that were being brought into effect. They did this without any coercion.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Assigned problems, review and feedback

The original learning outcomes of the three individual modules were consolidated into the clustered module. The assigned problem for the semester was designed to achieve as many of these as was possible in the 15-week period. The students were presented for one major semester long project broken up into five phases with specified submission dates with each building on the previous phase. The learning outcomes of the three original modules as described in the clustered module outline were mapped against the various project phases. The focus was on developing professional behaviours, skills, competences and problem-solving abilities instead of merely covering the syllabus and module content as had previously been done under the traditional instructional paradigm. The time allocated to complete each phase of the problem was about three weeks. Each phase involved work in the classroom as well as work outside the classroom. Students were expected to visit construction sites, consult with construction practitioners and relevant texts to gather information they could use to formulate proposals for solutions to the particular problem described in the project brief.

Students were expected to work individually and in groups (of five) to develop solutions to the problems posed in the project. The students subjected their efforts to multiple informal and formal reviews during the semester.

Students developed a work scheme as the initial step in each phase to learn the importance of proper project planning. The instructors reviewed these work schemes informally with each group. Further, the achievement of the project milestones contained in the project brief helped develop the project management skills of each group. The rotation of the group project leader for each phase allowed each group member to develop his or her leadership skills. The module instructors did not conduct traditional lectures but orchestrated learning experiences that helped students to new insights into their work. While lectures did occur from time to time as required they are more in the form of presentations and discussions which aimed to explain the nature of a project, the associated milestones and submission requirements.

Instructors continually interacted with the groups during each class session and interrupted activities of the entire class from time to time to provide information and overall guidance in the form of explanatory notes.
and/or presentations. Groups made periodic submissions and presentations of their work. They pinned up their work as it progressed from time to time. The feedback given during these review sessions was used to refine their proposed solutions. Each phase of the problem concluded with a set of formal submissions and presentations. Students were given detailed information about the specific submission requirements. These were evaluated using detailed rubrics which were posted on Moodle (an internet based learning website) serving as a guide for students to prepare their submissions and for their presentations or pin ups.

4.2 Attendance and participation

Attendance of all sessions was mandatory. The attendance of students was monitored by having them sign an attendance register at the commencement and just before the end of each session. For students to ‘qualify’ for having attended a session they had to have been present in the class to sign the register both times. Students were constantly reminded that it was imperative for them to participate in every aspect of the assigned problems since they each needed to acquire the skills and competences that the problems were designed to develop. While the level of engagement of each student was monitored informally by the instructors during class sessions, it was no possible to do so outside of class times.

4.3 Peer assessment

After completion of a phase of a project students were required to complete a confidential peer assessment of each of their group members and submit that to their instructors electronically. These were used to assess the individual contributions of each group member.

4.4 Review and assessment

The grade for each project phased was made up of an assessment of the written submission as a group and the performance of each individual during pin ups and presentations. Feedback was given after each phase was graded. Students had the opportunity to make corrections to their work and include them in the final review submissions at the end of the semester.

The final review or examination involved the pin up of all the completed work which included plans, schedules and lists, submission of a final project document and a half-hour long formal presentation by the entire group. This final review was conducted using a panel of external practitioners. Aside from assigning a grade to each student, the panel gave formal feedback to the instructors to be used in improving the clusters and program further. All the instructors in the program who were not involved in
the clustered module were required to attend the final review as well as those involved.

4.5 Instructional space

The physical studio instructional space provides a dedicated collaborative workspace where students collaborate with experts in the form of their instructors (Schön, 1985). The studio engages students in a discursive collaboration where students talk to each other as much as or more than the instructor talks to them (Burroughs, Brocato and Franz, 2009). It brings together disparate thinking into a forum of discussion and idea exchange (Green and Bonollo, 2003). These spaces are messy in a sort of functional disarray that signifies learning is taking place in a messy business way. They hold student work desks, tables, resource storage, wall space for pin ups, and group gathering areas. The arrangement of these spaces changes continually during learning engagement (Ibid). The desks in these spaces are assigned to specific students and are usually available to them at all times. Studio classes typically meet multiple times per week for three hour to four hours sessions. Students are encouraged to work in the studio rather than at home after school hours (Cennamo, et al., 2011).

There were no flat floor instructional spaces that could be converted into studio spaces for the exclusive use of the program. Instead a conventional classroom with movable desks was used for the meeting sessions. At the commencement of each session the desks were moved around to accommodate the needs of the class and then moved back to their original positions at the end of the session. This exercise was in itself an inconvenience. Further, there was no space for pin ups of student work. As with the desks students had to pin up their work and take them down again each time. There was therefore limited opportunity for students outside of the meeting sessions to review or critique the work of their peers or benchmark their work against that of their peers. Students and instructors used the same space for periodic formal reviews and presentations.

Students were required to use their personal laptops during class sessions. However they were unable to charge their laptop batteries since the power points in the room being used could not accommodate their plug fittings. These power points were eventually changed to make this possible.

4.6 Group formation

Given the large class size, namely 55 students, groups of five students each were formed. However, very specific requirements were set for the formation of these groups. Students had to find four classmate that they did not usually spend time with and introduce themselves. They had to memorize the names of each person spelling their names correctly and get their full contact details. The group had to comprise of both genders and where possible a three-two split. The group was also required to consist of
a mix of classmates from different language and cultural backgrounds. Each group had to at least have one laptop. Finally, they were to select a group leader for the first phase of the assigned project.

4.7 Reflect-Propose-Critique-Iterate process

Reflection and critique are pivotal to studio based learning. As students discuss their ideas of solutions to the assigned problem or project brief, others critically question their ideas (Hundhausen, Agrawal, Faitbrother and Trevisan, 2010). These critique, evaluation or assessment sessions provide opportunities for students to present their solutions, articulate their reasoning, and receive feedback from instructors, peers and occasionally guests (Dannels, 2005). This is the informal critique process. As students move along the time-content continuum of understanding they begin to self-define their role to that of finding out by seeking out information beyond the instructor present in the studio. Iteration begins immediately, is generative, and ongoing until a formal critique or review, evaluation or assessment takes place (Ibid). Critiques occur formatively throughout a project’s development as when instructors spend time with student work groups offering input or call for spontaneous pin-up sessions as well as at the completion of a project (Cennamo, et al., 2011) (Refer to Figures 5 and 6). Iteration is followed by reflection before the process begins again. This process allows students to think deeply about meaningful issues and promotes a culture of reflection that is sophisticated, insightful and personal – something that rarely occurs in other learning environments.

5 CONCLUSION

This study discussed the observations of a studio based class at the University of KwaZulu-Natal after a period of eight weeks into the semester. The observation included the assigned problems, review and feedback,
attendance and participation, peer assessment, review and assessment, instructional space, group formation and the reflect-propose-critique-iterate process. It is evident that the distinguishing features of this form of instructional delivery or transmission mode were reflected in the observation despite the instructional space being far from ideal.

The next phase of the study involves a national comparative survey of samples of university students in studio based learning and those in traditional programs.

It is evident from this background that studio based learning in this environment was going to be more than the expected messiness.
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ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS

Purpose of this paper
This paper presents the responses of students to various aspects of a cluster of discrete modules delivered using a studio based learning pedagogy.

Design/methodology/approach
A variation of a case study approach was used that included observations and a survey of student opinions on six constructs or themes after a period of eight weeks into the semester about their experience of studio based learning in a three-module cluster.

Research Limitations
The research is limited because the findings are based on a single case and a small sample of students who had experienced eight weeks of studio based learning of a cluster of three discrete modules in a revitalised construction program.

Findings
The student responses were analysed using SPSS. It is evident that the distinguishing features of the studio based learning form of instructional delivery or transmission mode were reflected in their views despite the instructional space being far from ideal. However, given that this was their first experience they were apprehensive about the benefits of the approach to them personally especially in terms of whether their acquired knowledge base was broad and deep enough for them to be confident about their future careers. The mapping of the learning outcomes of the modules
against the project phases demonstrated that only the mode of transmission had in fact changed. Students were reticent about taking responsibility for their own learning possibly because they perceived that as being too risky. The greatest fear expressed by the students was that they would not be adequately prepared for the world of work.

**Originality/value of the paper**
The findings of this study have implications for the way construction programs are delivered at institutions of higher education.

**Keywords:** studio based learning, critique, reflection, mode of instruction, learning outcomes.

1. **INTRODUCTION**

There has been considerable debate in recent years about construction education with particular reference to its transmission or delivery mode given its disconnect between the academy and professional practice and failure to adequately prepare graduates for lifelong, autonomous learning (Haupt, 2009a and b). Consistent among many professional degrees is the view that traditional didactic instruction approaches are not well suited to improve this situation (Raidal and Volet, 2009). In response construction programs have experimented with various approaches to improve the quality and employability of their graduates while trying to narrow the gap between what academia produces and what industry needs. This paper reports on feedback from students after the introduction of an alternative instructional technique, namely studio-based learning that capitalised on the unique opportunity provided by a construction curriculum that is being revitalised. The intent of the revised curriculum was to embrace an active learning pedagogy.

2. **STUDIO BASED LEARNING DEFINED**

Studio based learning is being embraced across several fields of study in the main because of its optimal strategies for producing articulate thinkers (Burroughs, Brocato and Franz, 2009). Studio based learning allows students to behave like practicing professionals while engaging in relevant, authentic learning in a classroom setting (Burroughs, Brocato and Franz, 2009). It is a shared learning environment where students and instructors work iteratively using the ‘master/apprentice’ method to design solutions to authentic ill-structured complex open-ended construction-related problems that are ambiguous in beginnings, means, and ends (Mathews, 2010).

---

1 Design is used in this context and throughout the paper as a way of thinking that has its origins in or links to architecture education
According to Kuhn (1998), a studio pedagogy comprises of several core components such as, for example:

- Project-based work on complex and open-ended problems;
- Rapid iteration of solutions;
- Frequent formal and informal critique;
- Consideration of heterogeneous issues;
- Use of precedent and thinking about the whole;
- Creative use of constraints; and
- Use of various media.

A comprehensive student-centred approach to learning such as studio-based learning requires that students conduct research, integrate theory and practice, and apply knowledge and skills to develop solutions to realistic problems (Savery, 2006). Students become producers of knowledge (Kuhn, 1998). Design thinking helps cultivate an ethos built around participation, collaboration and distributed expertise (Mathews, 2010). Multivariate ambiguous construction problems are solved iteratively through multimodal analysis, proposition and critique (Monson and Poros, 2003).

Introducing authentic ambiguous problems as applied exercises in the classroom or studio can help students gain deeper domain knowledge and learn the analytical skills needed to frame problems (Novak and Monson, 2013). Research has shown that students who engage in studio based learning activities perform equally well or better on standardised tests while demonstrating superior performance in making trade-specific proposals to solve problems or design solutions (Burroughs, Brocato and Franz, 2009). Rather than perpetuating the practice of teaching modules on a ‘silo’ basis with segregated content the studio approach allows for the integration of content in an active learning environment. It lends itself well to multidisciplinary teaching and learning (Kuhn, 2001).

3. RESEARCH METHOD

A variation of the case study method has been adopted for this paper. Case study research is useful for the in-depth study of a phenomenon in its natural context (Yin, 2003). Case study has some limitations when compared with other methodologies. There are dangers in attempting to generalise from analysis of a single case. Case study evidence can never claim the intuitive general applicability that is present when a conclusion is derived from analysis of hundreds of diverse cases (McLeod and Elliott, 2011). Case studies typically look in detail at how change unfolds over time, based on series of multiple observations. Further, they have the space to examine the influence of contextual factors. Case studies are of particular relevance for practitioners as a form of knowledge. Additionally, the use of multiple data collection sources provides a more ‘convincing and accurate’ case study (Yin 2003). Therefore, data were collected by self-administered questionnaire surveys, observations and semi-structured
interviews. This paper only reports on the findings of the analysis of the self-administered survey of the views of students.

3.1 The case study - Bachelor of Science in Property Development at the University of KwaZulu-Natal

The Bachelor of Science in Property Development is a three year programme offered at the University of KwaZulu-Natal which was reinstated and started taking in new entrants from 2014. This degree can be followed by an Honours programme in either Quantity Surveying or Construction Management. In 2015 with the appointment of a Professor who had experience in studio based learning pedagogy, the decision was made to immediately change the traditional mode of transmission to an active learning pedagogy, namely studio based learning while working on revising the existing curriculum which involved broad based consultation with a wide range of internal and external stakeholders. After conducting a day-long gap analysis workshop three discrete modules in second year were integrated into a cluster and taught in the same space in periods of three hours duration. This cluster met three times per week under the guidance of instructors.

The students were presented for one major semester long project broken up into five phases with specified submission dates with each building on the previous phase. The time allocated to complete each phase of the problem was about three weeks. Students were expected to work individually and in groups (of five) to develop solutions to the problems posed in the project. The students subjected their efforts to multiple informal and formal reviews during the semester. The module instructors did not conduct traditional lectures but orchestrated learning experiences that helped students to new insights into their work. While lectures did occur from time to time as required they are more in the form of presentations and discussions which aimed to explain the nature of a project, the associated milestones and submission requirements. Students were expected to visit construction sites, consult with construction practitioners and relevant texts to gather information they could use to formulate proposals for solutions to the particular problem described in the project brief.

Each student was required to sign a declaration after they had read and studied the cluster guide indicating their understanding and acceptance of the changes that were being brought into effect. They did this without any coercion.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After having participated in the studio for 8 weeks of the 15 week-long semester (about halfway through) the very first cohort of 55 second year students were asked to participate in a confidential self-administered
survey. The instrument was designed in terms of six sub-sections or themes to examine the impact of studio-based learning on the students. The response or participation rate was 28 students or 51%. It was not possible to correlate the findings by gender as no provision was made in the instrument for students to indicate their gender.

The sections or themes were, namely

a) Role, commitment and involvement of instructors;
b) Nature of assignments, projects and problems;
c) Student engagement and empowerment;
d) Mode of delivery or transmission;
e) Group dynamics; and
f) Characteristic of graduates.

Students were presented with statements under each of the sub-sections and asked to respond in terms of their levels of agreement on a 5-point scale where 1=strongly disagree, 2=disagree, 3=neutral, 4=agree and 5=strongly agree. The degree of internal consistency or Cronbach Alpha scores for the scale used for the various constructs is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Cronbach Alpha</th>
<th>No of items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Role, commitment and involvement of instructors</td>
<td>0.880</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature of assignments, projects and problems</td>
<td>0.788</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student engagement and empowerment</td>
<td>0.755</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode of delivery or transmission</td>
<td>0.861</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group dynamics</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristic of graduates</td>
<td>0.909</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All constructs were found to have statistically high levels of internal reliability, namely Cronbach Alpha values greater than 0.700. The One-Sample T-test when applied to all the constructs showed that the sample means for all items differed significantly from the neutral value of 3.00 at the 99% confidence interval level. In all cases except group dynamics the sample means were above 3.00.

a. Role, commitment and involvement of instructors

In studio based learning the role of instructors is pivotal given that it is different to ‘chalk-and-talk’ roles in other approaches. The collaborative nature of studio based learning encourages instructors and students to work together. Instructors who are ‘experts’ facilitate and encourage student responsibility for learning. They design multivariate authentic ambiguous construction problems that students have to develop solutions for. Either informally or formally, instructors iteratively review, critique and give feedback on proposed solutions and guide student thinking (Cennamo, et. al., 2011). From time to time they might interrupt class sessions by...
making presentations of relevant material as part of the process of giving
guidance and input (Green and Bonollo, 2003). Students were asked to
respond to a series of 14 statements on the role, commitment and
involvement of their instructors in their studio classes.

There is a high degree of internal consistency for the scale used for this
construct of 14 items, namely a Cronbach Alpha statistic of 0.880. The
removal of the item "the role of the educator/instructor has changed to that
of a facilitator of learning" would increase the internal consistency to 0.884
but was retained despite the Corrected Item-Total Correlation being low,
namely 0.250. The findings are presented in Table 2.

It is evident that the students recognised the overt and visible efforts of
instructors to proactively change the form of delivery from one that is familiar
to them to one that is based on a student-centred pedagogy. For example,
participation in discussions, interaction with other students, and reflection had
means above 4.00. However, students responded less favourably to
statements that related to the ‘messiness’ of the approach and their perceived
lack of understanding the changed role of instructors and the organisation of
the module. Preparedness of instructors, organisation and sequencing of
material, presentation of material, and enthusiasm for the module had means
that ranged between 3.37 and 3.04.

### Table 2: Performance of instructors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role, commitment and involvement of instructors</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std Dev</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The instructors encourage participation in discussions</td>
<td>4.444</td>
<td>0.697</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The instructors encourage me to interact with other students in the class</td>
<td>4.070</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The instructors stimulate me to think about the subject</td>
<td>4.192</td>
<td>0.567</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The instructors have been available to discuss problems and questions relating to my assignments</td>
<td>4.185</td>
<td>0.622</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The instructors organise class time effectively and efficiently</td>
<td>4.000</td>
<td>0.733</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The role of the educator/instructor has changed to that of a facilitator of learning</td>
<td>3.846</td>
<td>0.731</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The instructors are interested in helping me to learn</td>
<td>3.777</td>
<td>1.050</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assignments marked by the instructors have been returned within a reasonable timeframe</td>
<td>3.777</td>
<td>1.012</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The instructors are well prepared for the subject</td>
<td>3.370</td>
<td>0.791</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written comments on assignments marked by the instructors have been helpful</td>
<td>3.370</td>
<td>1.079</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The instructors organise and sequence the subject matter well</td>
<td>3.332</td>
<td>0.733</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The instructors are helpful in response to my questions or problems</td>
<td>3.333</td>
<td>1.143</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Because of the instructors, I have felt enthusiastic about studying this subject</td>
<td>3.111</td>
<td>1.120</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The instructors present the subject matter clearly</td>
<td>3.038</td>
<td>0.823</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### b. Nature of assignments, projects and problems

Studio based problems which are at the heart of professional practice have
been described as authentic, ill-structured, complex, open-ended, messy
and ambiguous in beginnings, means and ends. These problems do not
necessarily have correct or incorrect solutions. There can also be multiple
solutions. Students were asked to respond to a series of 8 statements on
the nature of the design problems they were presented with in their studio
classes.

There is a degree of internal consistency for the scale used for this
construct of 8 items, namely a Cronbach Alpha statistic of 0.692 which is
marginally below the rule-of-thumb 0.700 for acceptable internal scale
consistency. The removal of the item "I find that having to move from what I
do not know by seeking answers to find information and solutions is
enlightening" increased the internal consistency to 0.788 with a low
Corrected Item-Total Correlation of -0.055. The findings are shown in Table
3 with the exclusion of one item.

The students strongly agreed that the problems that they had been
presented with in the clustered module mirrored the nature and features of
typical studio based problems. They acknowledged that the boundaries of
their existing knowledge were being stretched, the problems were
demanding and required decisions and choices about the relevance of
large amounts of information. They also recognised that there were multiple
solutions to their problem. They also had to defend their proposed
solutions.

Table 3. Nature of design problems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature of problems</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std Dev</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The problems are demanding and stretch the boundaries of what I know</td>
<td>4.444</td>
<td>0.640</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am given problems that require me to gather a large amount of information that I have to work through and select what I need to propose a solution to them</td>
<td>4.407</td>
<td>0.636</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have to decide what information is useful and discard that which is not</td>
<td>4.370</td>
<td>0.629</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The problems that I am given require me to construct and reconstruct meaning from large amounts of information</td>
<td>4.259</td>
<td>0.655</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The problems demand that I discuss, reflect, defend and argue my viewpoint</td>
<td>4.111</td>
<td>0.751</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The problems that I have to resolve are ambiguous and do not have a single solution</td>
<td>4.037</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When I propose a solution to the problems I have to substantiate and justify my position</td>
<td>3.963</td>
<td>0.979</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

c. Student engagement and empowerment

Unlike other 'instructor centric' transmission modes, studio based learning
involves students collaboratively and actively in their own learning. For
students this process can be difficult and unsettling. Consulting their peers
and defending their viewpoints are discomforting experiences. However,
their participation in and embracing the studio based form of instruction is
important for its benefits to be derived optimally. Students were asked to
respond to a series of 11 statements on student engagement in their studio
classes.

There is a high degree of internal consistency for the scale used for this
construct of 11 items, namely a Cronbach Alpha statistic of 0.709. The
removal of the item “*to arrive at a solution demands that I agree with a point of view even though I might disagree initially*” increased the internal consistency to 0.755 with a low Corrected Item-Total Correlation of 0.033.

The findings are shown in Table 4 with the exclusion of one item.

The findings demonstrate that students experienced the characteristics of studio based learning in the delivery of the clustered module, namely that they had proposed solutions, had them critiqued, were allowed to address shortcomings in their proposals, were active learners and had taken responsibility for their own learning. They did not agree as strongly that they were empowered by the studio approach. This response is understandable given that this was their first experience and they had only been in the cluster for 8 weeks.

Table 4. Student engagement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student engagement and empowerment</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std Dev</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I am encouraged to propose solutions and have them critiqued</td>
<td>3.960</td>
<td>0.789</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am allowed to fix shortcomings in my proposed solutions</td>
<td>3.880</td>
<td>0.600</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instead of being a passive and inactive learner I am becoming a creator of knowledge</td>
<td>3.880</td>
<td>0.665</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rather than being passive in class I am an active agent in my own learning experience</td>
<td>3.840</td>
<td>0.687</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I take responsibility for and control of my own learning in this module</td>
<td>3.840</td>
<td>1.106</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In this module I am allowed to take the initiative in figuring out my own learning needs</td>
<td>3.800</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is acceptable to agree and disagree</td>
<td>3.800</td>
<td>1.118</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The module allows me to identify the resources that I need</td>
<td>3.520</td>
<td>1.159</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am able to formulate my own learning goals</td>
<td>3.440</td>
<td>0.820</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The focus on learning empowers me</td>
<td>3.280</td>
<td>0.890</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**d. Mode of delivery or transmission**

The mode of instruction had changed from the traditional instructor-centred focus on teaching to one that is student-centred and focused on learning. This approach has characteristics that are very different especially the shift in responsibility for learning to the students themselves with support from instructors. Students were asked to respond to a series of 8 statements on mode of delivery or transmission or instruction in their studio classes.

There is a high degree of internal consistency for the scale used for this construct of 8 items, namely a Cronbach Alpha statistic of 0.814. The removal of the item “*there has been a shift from the traditional teacher centred approach, in which the emphasis is on teachers and what they teach, to a student centred approach, in which the emphasis is on students and what they learn*” increased the internal consistency to 0.861 with a low Corrected Item-Total Correlation of -0.096. The findings are shown in Table 5 with the exclusion of one item.

While students strongly agreed that the modules were focused on learning rather than teaching they were less agreeable with how they felt...
the studio based learning pedagogy would impact them personally and directly. For example, they seemed reticent about how prepared they would be for the changing needs of the industry, the depth of their learning, and the transformational potential of the approach. As stated earlier, this response is understandable given that this was their first experience and they had only been in the cluster for 8 weeks.

Table 5. Impact of mode of instruction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode of delivery/transmission</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std Dev</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The modules are focused on learning rather than teaching</td>
<td>4.038</td>
<td>0.870</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The assignments helped me to analyse and synthesize important information</td>
<td>3.730</td>
<td>0.724</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The way the module is delivered encourages critical analysis and synthesis</td>
<td>3.576</td>
<td>0.945</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I will be able to meet the changing needs of the industry</td>
<td>3.346</td>
<td>1.198</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This approach encourages the development of a deep approach to learning</td>
<td>3.230</td>
<td>1.305</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I find this form of instruction which focuses on learning transformational</td>
<td>3.153</td>
<td>0.784</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The way these modules are taught prepares me for lifelong learning</td>
<td>3.038</td>
<td>1.148</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

e. Group dynamics

Working in groups was reflective of everyday practices in construction where construction project teams of professionals were temporary and transient and constituted and/or approved either by clients. Typically the influence of individual professionals on that structure is limited. Students were asked to respond to a series of 4 statements about the group dynamics in their studio classes.

There is a high degree of internal consistency for the scale used for this construct of 4 items, namely a Cronbach Alpha statistic of 0.852. The removal of the item “I have to work with people from backgrounds that I do not understand” would increase the internal consistency to 0.875 but was retained despite the Corrected Item-Total Correlation being low, namely 0.530. The findings are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Impact of group dynamics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group dynamics</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std Dev</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I have to work with people from backgrounds that I do not understand</td>
<td>2.615</td>
<td>1.235</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have to work with people that I do not like</td>
<td>2.230</td>
<td>1.274</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>These people frustrate me and make me lose my enthusiasm for the module</td>
<td>2.038</td>
<td>1.148</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My group consists of people who do not contribute to the solution of the problem</td>
<td>2.038</td>
<td>1.455</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The students generally appeared to be comfortable with the composition of their groups and with individual group members despite the stringent
requirements imposed on the manner in which their groups had to be formed. They disagreed that they had to work with students from backgrounds that they did not understand, they did not like, frustrated them and affected their enthusiasm for their studies or did not contribute to the solution of the assigned problems.

f. Characteristic of graduates

During the gap-analysis workshop at the commencement of the academic year, the group of instructors produced a list of desirable qualities or descriptors that they wanted the graduates to have upon graduation. This list was presented to students who were asked to respond to a series of 22 personal defining characteristics that their studio classes helped them develop.

There is a very high degree of internal consistency for the scale used for this construct of 22 items, namely a Cronbach Alpha statistic of 0.909. The removal of the items “socially responsible and culturally aware” would increase the internal consistency to 0.911 but was retained despite the Corrected Item-Total Correlation being low, namely 0.250 and 0.239 respectively. The findings are shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Characteristics of graduates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std Dev</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Responsible</td>
<td>4.636</td>
<td>0.581</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planner</td>
<td>4.363</td>
<td>0.581</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent thinker</td>
<td>4.363</td>
<td>0.657</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicator</td>
<td>4.318</td>
<td>0.567</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem solver</td>
<td>4.227</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leader</td>
<td>4.227</td>
<td>0.812</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward thinker</td>
<td>4.181</td>
<td>0.394</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socially responsible</td>
<td>4.136</td>
<td>0.560</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human skills</td>
<td>4.136</td>
<td>0.710</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical</td>
<td>4.136</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical thinker</td>
<td>4.045</td>
<td>0.575</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro-active</td>
<td>4.000</td>
<td>0.690</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptable</td>
<td>3.909</td>
<td>0.683</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledgeable</td>
<td>3.863</td>
<td>0.639</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrepreneur</td>
<td>3.863</td>
<td>0.774</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culturally aware</td>
<td>3.818</td>
<td>0.588</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifelong learner</td>
<td>3.727</td>
<td>0.827</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negotiator</td>
<td>3.681</td>
<td>0.716</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visionary</td>
<td>3.590</td>
<td>0.908</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informed</td>
<td>3.500</td>
<td>0.597</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skilled Professional</td>
<td>3.500</td>
<td>1.011</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employable</td>
<td>3.454</td>
<td>0.962</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An element of doubt was still evident in their responses about whether they would be informed, skilled professionals and employable.
Comparison of composite means of constructs

By calculating the composite means for each construct it is possible to gauge the level of agreement with the various constructs. These are shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Comparison of composite means

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Composite Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nature of design problems</td>
<td>4.227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate profile</td>
<td>3.985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group dynamics</td>
<td>2.230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance of instructors</td>
<td>3.727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student engagement</td>
<td>3.724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode of delivery</td>
<td>3.402</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given that the means of group dynamics are indicative of the lack of agreement with the statements in this construct, the inverse mean is 5.000 - 2.230 = 3.770. From Table 7 it is evident that students agreed most with the nature of the design problems as described in the statements of this construct or theme and experienced by them. Similarly, they agreed least with the mode of delivery as described in the statements of this construct and experienced by them.

5. CONCLUSION

This study examined after a period of eight weeks into the semester the views of second year students about their experience of studio based learning in a three-module cluster. It is evident that the distinguishing features of this form of instructional delivery or transmission mode were reflected in their views despite the instructional space being far from ideal. However, given that this was their first experience they were apprehensive about the benefits of the approach to them personally especially in terms of whether their acquired knowledge base was broad and deep enough for them to be confident about their future careers. The mapping of the learning outcomes of the modules against the project phases demonstrated that only the mode of transmission had in fact changed. Students were reticent about taking responsibility for their own learning possibly because they perceived that as being too risky. The greatest fear expressed by the students was that they would not be adequately prepared for the world of work. In order to instil more confidence and reassurance in the studio based learning approach it will be necessary for the instructors to develop additional means of evaluating their performance using professional industry practitioners.

The next phase of the study involves a national comparative survey of samples of university students in studio based learning and those in traditional programs.
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ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS

Purpose of this paper
Skills shortage could lead to bad image both of the contractor and the industry. This study aims to access the determinants of skill shortages in the Eastern Cape of South Africa and suggest ways of mitigating them.

Design
A questionnaire survey was conducted to identify and access determinants of skills shortage. A total of thirty questionnaires were analysed for this study.

Findings
Findings include: government policies, skills development predicaments, and condition of working environment are determinants of skill shortage. Effects are: adversely affect quality of work, late payment and affect company’s image. The strategies for the reduction skill shortages are: training, giving of incentives, and rewards, and recruitment and retention.

Practical implications
Arising from the finding, the application of strategies to mitigate skill shortages could lead to sustaining high quality of work in the industry.

Value of paper
The mitigation of findings will ensure adequate supply of skilled workers.

Keywords: Construction, Practice, Skill shortage, Construction workers
1. INTRODUCTION

The amount of resources possessed by a company reflects its image and is a key criterion for competitive advantage. Skill is required for productivity of quality product. Skilled labourers are assets to a company, because they reflect good image and serve as means for continuous existence of the company. Clients are always satisfied with high standard of work and lead to client continuous patronage. Skilled labour shortages causes poor quality product, bad company’s image, delay in the delivery of project, increases in final cost figure of project, client dissatisfaction, and so on. It is in the interest of contractors to continuously seek for ways of improving labourer’s skills, because it will positively impact on company image. The public and private sector have roles to play in the provision of skilled labour in the building construction industry. Government (the public sector) should provide enabling environment for new entrants into the industry to bridge the gap of skill shortages. The private sector should stand as mentor to labourer’s relative to training labourer’s to acquire a skill. This study aims to access determinants of skill shortages in the building construction industry with particular reference to the Eastern Cape Province in South Africa.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Causes of skilled labour shortage

Several author, such as Janse Van Rensburg et al. (2012); Morton, (2009), and the Construction Industry Development Board (CIBD) (2007) have identified causes of skill shortage. These are discussed as follow.

2.1.1. Younger Generation unwilling to take part in industry

The focus of the younger generation is to go through a tertiary institution, graduate and get an office work. Learning a trade to obtain a skills for work is unattractive to them Saleh (2008). The younger generation view construction work as physically challenging, unstable as it entails moving around and often dangerous, thus resulting in opting to pursue other careers.

2.1.2. Wage Problems

Low wages constitute a major cause of shortage of skill. This is coupled with the non- permanent nature of job in the industry, this situation has the potential to cause skilled labourers in the construction industry not to have a stable income.
2.1.3. Conditions of the working environment

The poor conditions of work associated with construction contribute to younger generation’s lack of interest in picking up a career in construction. The work environment is exposed to weather elements, which is harsh and safety issues are not always guaranteed. The activities of construction work usually take place outdoors under risky conditions, extremely hot or cold weather, with sometimes no safety and safety and health conditions considered. Inspection conducted by Department of Safety and Health (DOSH) (2010) found that one of the main contributory factors of accidents at construction sites was the lack of commitment by employers to implement measures to improve occupational safety and health.

2.1.4. Economic Factor

Increased construction activities give rise to people having opportunity to work. It stands as an encouragement to the younger generation to learn skills and having a career in the construction industry that will eliminates skills shortage. The lack of high construction activities may lead to fewer entrants to the industry and lead to skill shortages.

2.1.5. Government policy

Government policies in the form of regulating basic wage pay relative to specific jobs, such as construction trades may go a long way to reduce skills shortages in the construction industry.

2.1.6. Skills development predicaments

There exist predicament relative to skills development of potential workers these in terms of material, mentors and funds are required for skills development. Another version expressed by Jansen (2012) states that large sums of money are often forgone through a high number of black learners and students opting to drop-out of, or taking longer than the minimum period to complete their learner ships and university courses.

2.1.7. Incorrect use of skills development

The incorrect matching of interest of candidate to skills development and relevance to the construction industry have high influence on skills shortage.
2.2. Impacts of skilled labour shortage to the construction industry

The Department of Labour (2006/2007) and Development Policy Research Unit (2007) have identified impacts of skill shortage, they are discussed below. The problem of skilled labour shortage has directly or indirectly brought negative impact to the construction industry. The impact brought by the problem of skilled labour shortage can lead to the end-results affecting the construction cost and quality. The impact of poor capacity, during project implementation, has significant implication for the whole project delivery as projects are exposed to possible cost and time overruns.

Battaineh (1999) evaluated progress reports of 164 building and 28 highway projects constructed between the years 1996 – 1999 in Jordan, and established that extensive delays existed with average ratios between actual completion to the planned duration of 160 %, for road projects and 120 % for building projects.

Assaf and Al-Hejji (2006) that found that only 30 % of construction projects in Saudi Arabia were completed within scheduled time and that the average time overrun was between 10 % and 30 %.

2.2.1. Quality of the work affected

Quality with regard to construction project is a major concern to clients and therefore the non-achievement of quality leads to client dissatisfaction. Dainty et al (2005) describe skills shortages as critical in the construction industry that it results in poor quality work. This arises from contractors employing unskilled labour to perform task.

2.2.2. Increase in construction cost

Due to skill shortages and in order to attract skilled workers to perform task, wages may have to be raised, this will increase the construction cost. This is done to avoid delays and to satisfy the client and the consultants.

2.2.3. Construction delay

Skills shortages will cause delay in the delivery of a project. This will imply the sourcing skilled labour outside the vicinity of the project constituting time wastage relative to their importation and cost increases. Shortage of skilled labour cause delay of construction projects, since skilled labour is one of the important resources that is required for construction. Therefore, lack of skilled labour may result in snail speed of development.
2.2.4. Effects of delay

There are several studies that have been conducted regarding the effects of delay. Studies from Aibinu and Jagboro (2002), Sambasivan and Soon (2007), and Sun and Meng (2009). From the contractor’s viewpoint, delays are simply an additional liability as construction period becomes longer. The longer the period, it results in higher overheads, costs and expenses, and the entire contractor’s working capital may become trapped in one project. Of all the effects of delay, six most common effects of delay were identified and these are discussed below.

2.2.5. Cost overrun

Sambasivan and Soon (2001) in their study of delay effects in the construction industry found cost overruns to be the second most influencing factor relative to effects of delay. Aibinu and Jagboro (2002) found that cost overrun is the most frequent effect of delay.

2.2.6. Late payment

Poor quality of work may attract late payments; client dissatisfaction may lead to is lack of commitment and cause late payment. This is supported by Assaf and Al-Hejji (2006) who found that late payment is a major problem in Western countries.

2.2.7. Rescheduling

Rescheduling is the change of original schedule of time in order to respond to disruption and problems which have occurred. Rescheduling occurs as a result of repetitive work prolonging the delivery date of project and are traceable to poor quality of work stemming from workout from unskilled labour on employment as a result of skills shortages.

2.2.8. Affect company reputation

Reputation refers to overall performance of a firm over a long time. The reputation of a company is very important because an adversely affected reputation can become a business threat, according to Aiyetan et al. (2014).

2.2.9. Lost productivity and efficiency

Skills shortages lead to delays caused by construction mistakes will need rework, and this leads to a significant increase in the amount of
work the labourers are required to complete. This directly reduces the productivity and efficiency of the working labourers. Lost productivity and efficiency of the labourers always occurs when delays happen.

2.3. Possible strategies to overcome shortage of skilled labour

Further, The Department of Labour (2006/2007) and Development Policy Research Unit (2007) enumerated possible strategies to mitigate skill shortage, they are discussed as follow. There are various types of possible methods that can be adopted to overcome the problem of skilled labour shortage. Each of these ways differ in relation to degree of effectiveness. These methods are to raise the image of construction industry and make work in construction industry more attractive to labourers. These methods are as follows:

2.3.1. Apprenticeship

There are a number of ways to alleviate skills shortage. The ways include; increase wages and other incentives (overtime), implementation of training incentives, employing foreign labour or event outsourcing construction work to foreign sources, and reduction of demand through automatic and technology).

2.3.2. Training

Training the preparation of oneself through the performance of a set of instructions, which are later recalled at the workplace. This could be formal or informal. This training could be relative to company’s employees to acquire new skills to match a demand and retaining the employee. In this way skills shortage could be reduced.

2.3.4. Incentives / Rewards

Attaching lucrative incentives / rewards, such as housing loan, car loan, holiday abroad, free education of children, to a skill with a view to attract younger generation to pick up career in such skills acquisition. In addition, a retention mechanism and a performance driver, long-term incentive schemes form a key component of executive pay that could lead to a reduction in the level of skills shortages.

2.3.5. Recruitment and Retention

In order to recruit or retain the skilled labour in the market, the employers need to do their best to attract them by providing higher
salaries and better benefits. Better benefits, high salaries and greater job security will attract new employees and retain the skilled labour.

2.3.6. Improvement of the working conditions

The perceptions of the industry are a major barrier to attracting the participation of labour. This is relative to accidents which are fatal, construction is hard, difficult, and workers expose to extremes of weather conditions. A respectable image of the industry will attract more locals to join the industry, thus leading to a reduction of skill shortage and migration of labour.

2.3.7. Extension of the retirement age

The extension of retirement age of skilled labour may assist in the alleviation of skill shortages. This older worker could train the young generation relative to skills acquisition. The older worker may stand only to supervise work. In this way the bridge of skill shortages may be blocked. The most experienced phase of a person's life is between the ages of 55 to 65. The private or government agencies need to take full advantage of this human resources. This will allow them to take part in construction, and thereby live a more high value life. It is also an effort to extend their working lives in the labour force.

2.3.8. Use of simplified construction method

Industrialised Building Systems (IBS) is a construction process that utilises techniques, products, components, or building systems which involve prefabricated components and on-site installations. IBS can be recommended as an alternative approach of construction that will change the scenario of the current local construction industry towards a systematic approach of mass production of construction materials. The advantage of IBS are the reduction of labour, less wastage and increase in the construction site cleanliness and better quality control.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The study aims to assess determinants of skill shortages in the building construction industry of the Eastern Cape province of South Africa. Registered companies with the CIDB were surveyed. The sample frame consists of contracting firms (50). All were surveyed, due to the small size of the sample frame. Questionnaire survey was conducted. Questionnaires were administered via post. Thirty (30) questionnaires were returned filled representing (60%) response rate was achieved. Descriptive statistics is employed for the analysis of data. Cronbach’s coefficient α value for all the construct were > .70, which indicates
adequate proof of internal consistency of all factors in each construct. Factor analysis test was conducted to test the agreement between factors in each in each category. Factor analysis loading obtained for factors, the majority are greater than 0.60, which is acceptable for the sample size.

Respondents with B.Tech (30.3%), followed by Diploma in construction management (26%). Few of the respondents are registered with their professional bodies. Respondents with years of experience above six years (85%) predominate. Respondents’ organisations have being involved with over 16 projects on the average. Standard deviation is used to enable ranking of factors with the same mean score.

3.1. Data presentation and analysis

Below are presented data obtained for the study and their analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S / N</th>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Mean Score</th>
<th>Ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Government policy</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Skills Development Predicaments</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Condition of Working Environment</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Economic Factor</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Incorrect use of skill development</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Wages problem</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is noteworthy that all factors that contribute to skill shortage have MS’s equal or greater than 2.5 on a five point Likert scale. This indicates a moderate to near high influence. Table 1 presents factors contributing to skill shortages in the Eastern Cape of South Africa. Government policy (MS=3.1). This is attributable to the following government inherited a workforce that lacked skill as a result of the system of governance that was in place. Most people are skilled in other sectors of the economy, such as mining and agriculture. Since the inception of a new type of governance, not much have been achieved in terms of changing policies to empower its citizens particularly in the construction industry where policies have been put in place the effect is not felt relatively to meeting current demand. This phenomenon has affected the construction industry in the Eastern Cape. Next to government policy is skills development predicaments (MS= 3.0). There are quite a number of problems regarding labour skills development. The problem ranges from venues, equipment and instructor. These compound the problem of skills development of labourers. Next to skills development predicament is conditions of working environment (MS=2.9). The condition of working environment
in the construction industry is harsh, exposed to weather elements. This discourages new entrants into the industry, leading to skills shortage. Unlike the white collar jobs where work is done under controlled room temperature, which is attractive.

Least among factors contributing to skills shortage is wage problems (MS=2.5). Wages are low for labourers are low in construction industry compared to some other industries like mining, and having better condition of service to labourers. This contributes adversely to skills shortage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S / N</th>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Mean Score</th>
<th>Ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Quality of the Work Affected</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Late Payment</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Affect Company Reputation</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Construction Delay</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Lost production and efficiency</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Extension of Time</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Rescheduling</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Cost overrun</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Increase in Construction Cost</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Extension of Time</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Effects of skilled labour shortage

Table 2 reveals the effect of skills shortage in the Eastern Cape province of South Africa. The factor with the most effect is quality of the work is affected (MS=3.40). Inexperienced labourers perform work and in most cases, work is not done to high standard. This affects company’s image and also the image of the industry and may lead to low patronage. Next to quality of the work affected is late payment (MS=3.65). Late payment results from client dissatisfaction relative to poor quality of workmanship. Late payment may lead to late delivery of project and lack of commitment on the part of labourers and cause absenteeism. Next to late payment is affect company’s reputation (MS=3.61). Arising from poor quality work and late payment, this ultimately leads to lack of commitment and absenteeism of Labourers Company’s image may be adversely affected. This does not positively contribute to a strong competitive advantage factor to the company.

The least effect of skill shortage is extension of time (MS=3.10), this results from additional time taken to remedy work, warranting extension of time. Next to extension of time is increase in construction cost (MS=3.2). This increase in construction cost is relative to this contractor. It’s a result of rework caused by the construction the final construction cost may have increased based on using unskilled labour to execute work. Next to increase in construction cost is cost overruns (MS=3.28). This is relative to the project, as a result of professionals
staying longer than required on the project. Fees will have to be paid, overhead cost increased, plant and equipment staying longer than required on site, payment of accommodation and other increases causes cost overruns.

Table 3: Strategies for reducing skills shortages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S / N</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Mean Score</th>
<th>Ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Incentives / Rewards</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Recruitment and Retention</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Improvement of the working conditions</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Use of simplified construction method</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Extension of the retirement age</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Attract the young generation</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Apprenticeships</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 indicates strategies for reducing skills shortages. The best strategy for reducing skill shortage is training (MS= 4.10). This could be formal or informal training of labourers. Company may train workers and make them sign bond regarding time of serving the company in return. In this way skills shortage may be reduced. Next to training is incentives and rewards (MS=3.7). The inclusion of good incentive and rewards scheme, such as housing loan, furniture loans and holiday expenses could attract new entrants to the industry thereby eliminating skills shortage. Next to incentives and rewards is recruitment and retention (MS=3.4). Job security is a main factor to labourers being retained on a job. The understanding of labourers of them having a career and a future in a company makes them want to spend their working years with the company and develop on the job.

The least strategic factor that reduces skill shortage is apprenticeship (MS=3.2). Apprenticeship is rated least compound to other study that rates this factor among the first three top ranking factors. The likely reason for this may be the need to earn a living as a result of family responsibility. Next to apprenticeship is attract the young generation (MS=3.25). Attracting the young generation may be through incentives, security of job, qualifying for pension scheme and so on.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1. Conclusions

The following are the conclusion reached based on the analysis of data:
Government policy, skills development predicaments, and condition of working environment are the main determinants of skill labour shortages in the eastern cape of South Africa.

The most felt effects of skill shortages are, quality of work is affected, late payment, and affects company's image.

The best strategies to mitigate skill shortages are, training.

4.2. Recommendations

Recommendations were drawn based on the conclusions reached from data analysis, they are:

   Government should put in place policies that will attract young generation to enter the industry, such as vocational centres and incentives.

   Continuous training should be given to labourers attached to company and absorbing them into the company at the completion of training ensuring job security will mitigate skill shortages.

   Retirement age of skilled workers should be reviewed. An increase in the age for retirement of skilled worker will enable skills transfer and mitigate shortages.
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ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS

Purpose: This research investigated the challenges for relevant undergraduate programmes at the University of KwaZulu-Natal in preparing future design team members to implement new energetic requirements in buildings in KwaZulu-Natal.

Design/methodology/approach: Qualitative and quantitative research design was used. Survey questionnaires were distributed to professionals, relevant lecturers and results were quantified. Interviews were conducted with Programme Coordinators and lecturers, and then coded and analysed.

Research limitations: The context of the analysis was limited to the relevant UKZN undergraduate curricula and modules. A low response rate from one programme was apparent due to there being no current running second and third year courses.

Findings: Results showed that professionals of the design team believed that an improvement of energy efficiency undergraduate education would be beneficial for their practice. Certain UKZN programmes do face challenges in embedding these aspects into the current curricula, especially due to a lack of awareness amongst students and potential clients as well as programme constraints.

Response to conference theme: Innovating construction education programmes by embedding the topic of energy efficiency in buildings would benefit the entire construction industry and built environment.

Practical implications: The outcomes of this study could aid in upgrading and developing undergraduate curricula on building design and technology in South Africa.
Keywords: Energy efficiency in Buildings, Undergraduate Education.

Conference sub-theme: Sustainable Green Building

1. INTRODUCTION

Priorities within the building industry have evolved significantly over the past decade with regard to recent sustainability requirements (Brunsgaard et al., 2013). Developing countries, such as South Africa, have only recently been addressing the challenge of sustainable development with regards to the implementation of green and energy-efficient measures in buildings. The national regulation on energy efficiency in buildings, for example, came into effect only in 2011.

In order for South Africa to move toward a more sustainable future, proper education of professionals in sustainable and energy-efficient design is required in order to achieve sustainability goals in the construction industry. The lack of capacity of the construction sector to implement sustainable practices has been identified as a major barrier to sustainable construction in developing countries (Reffat, 2004). This gap is emphasised by a limited research production about green buildings and sustainability of the built environment in the country. According to the Green Star South Africa certification, KwaZulu-Natal, in particular, has few "certified" green buildings. Thus, there is very limited experience in green and energy-efficient buildings, including the education and training on this specific topic.

Along with the increasing awareness of the sustainability issues, the need for education towards sustainable development is becoming more evident (Pavlova, 2007). Knowledge and skills should be primarily acquired through education, and particularly Higher Education plays a key role in preparing professionals of the built environment to implement sustainable and energy-efficient requirements in buildings and to embrace the challenge of leading the construction industry towards sustainability targets and energy efficiency principles. Previous research (Hankinson and Breytenbach, 2012) highlighted the need to make sustainable design a priority in higher education curriculum to achieve this aim. Desha and Hargroves (2009) reported the results of a report of the US National Council for Science and the Environment that marked the very limited information about the status of sustainability education and practice in any nation. Reasons were primarily related to the lack of surveys across building technology degrees and possible lack of enthusiasm amongst university professionals to participate in them.

Considering these premises, this paper addresses the issue of education as a barrier to implementing energy-efficient strategies in the built environment in the context of a developing country such as South Africa. The aim of this study is to investigate whether the current undergraduate curricula at the University of KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN) focusing on building design, construction and management prepare future
members of design teams to adequately implement the new energetic requirements in buildings in KwaZulu-Natal. Related objectives include: to establish the perception of the level of current design team individuals' undergraduate education on the topic of energy efficiency in buildings; to find possible gaps and causes with regard to the integration of energy efficiency within the relevant UKZN curricula; to provide recommendations of improving the current education of energy efficiency in buildings in UKZN.

The study primarily utilised a qualitative approach to research by means of surveys and interviews to gather data. Initially, an online survey was conducted amongst professionals of the built environment located in the KwaZulu-Natal. Another survey as well as personal interviews were conducted amongst academics of the main UKZN programmes related to building design and technology. Results were quantified by means of a combination of various bar graphs and radar charts.

The subsequent section includes a review on the literature about the topic of education for green and energy efficiency in buildings. Following this, the methodology of the research is explained in detail. The main results obtained are summarised and commented on in the next section, and finally conclusions and recommendations are proposed based on the findings of the study.

2. EDUCATION AS A CRITICAL STEP FOR ACHIEVING ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN BUILDINGS

Green construction refers to a building that is environmentally sensible and energy and resource efficient throughout the building’s life cycle (GBCSA, 2014a). The United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA, 2012) recognised energy efficiency and renewable energy as one of the main components of green building. Energy efficiency in buildings is achieved by introducing sensible and practical energy saving measures when buildings are designed or built (SABS, 2014). The reason for constructing energy-efficient buildings is to contribute toward the movement of sustainable development. Education has a primary role in this transition: as Zografakis et al. (2008: 3226) observed, “a lot of today’s world vices can be eliminated if certain targeted modules and adapted curricula are introduced in the schooling system. One of these vices is energy squandering with all its negative consequences for the planet”.

Previous studies observed that energy consumption can be cut down to less than fifty percent in green buildings in comparison to that of a conventional building without compromising on cost (GBCSA, 2014b). However, reaching these targets imply firstly to equip future professionals of the built environment with adequate knowledge and skills.

In South Africa, the regulation on energy efficiency requirements of buildings has only come into effect very recently in 2011. The country, before the end of 2011, had no mandatory regulations governing the use of energy (Reynolds, 2012). National Building Regulations can be complied with by fulfilling the standards in SANS 10400-XA: Energy Usage in Buildings. SANS
204 regulations are not mandatory at the current stage, but under certain conditions are complementary to SANS 10400-XA for the compliance with some requirements. Reynolds (2012) explained that the SANS 204 standard is more complex than SANS 10400-XA as its requirements are more rigid and aim to a higher energetic quality of buildings. For this reason, SANS 204 is used as a reference base for the Green Star South Africa Rating system adopted by the Green Building Council of South Africa. Both SANS 10400-XA and SANS 204 aim to reduce the consumption of energy resources, such as fuel and electricity, for the operation of buildings. Since the two standards are relatively new, it is likely a significant reason for higher education curricula (in building design and construction related programmes) possibly not covering all the relevant topics on energy efficiency requirements for buildings. The key sections affecting the energy consumption of buildings in accordance with the energy efficiency standards are site and building orientation, building architectural design, materials and assembly, and building services.

Designing and constructing energy-efficient buildings require a greater sensibility and preparation of designers and professionals involved in the construction process. Brunsgaard et al. (2013: 2) observed that the development and operation of such buildings are complex tasks “that fully require the combined effort of designers in the development of the projects, qualified architects and engineers with different skills….as well as building operators capable of maintaining the building in its full energy performance”. The necessity for personnel qualified in energy-efficient building has proven to be highly important in the construction industry today.

South Africa has committed to foster the country to achieve energy efficiency through “awareness campaigns, demonstration programmes, audits and education” (DME, 2009: 10). It is understood that furthering the education of scholars and professionals would lead to an increase in the number of qualified professionals practicing green building design, management and maintenance, which in turn would lead to an improvement of the energetic quality of the built environment. Reffat (2004: 4) highlighted that the “lack of capacity of the construction sector to implement sustainable practices” is a major barrier to sustainable construction. Results from a study done by Landman (1999) indicated that education in the implementation of sustainable building strategies is often more significant than the stage of technical training. In South Africa, where the topic of energy efficiency in buildings has been addressed only recently, the issue of education as a barrier to implementing energy-efficient strategies, should be addressed as one of the first steps in the process of implementation of sustainable measures in the built environment.

Providing sufficient education in sustainable strategies is not without its challenges. A multitude of barriers to embedding these topics of sustainability and energy-efficient construction in education were identified. Dawe et al. (2005) highlighted that curricula were extremely crowded to consider the inclusion of more modules and that these new topics required additional knowledge and skill development from academics, and that there
was little institutional motivation and dedication to the work that goes into renewing the curricula.

Also, Tomkiewicz (2011) observed that educational institutions have unsuccessfully communicated a thorough analysis of sustainability and are ignoring the more holistic aspects of the topic. She concluded that these information gaps proceeded to create and give rise to an increase of infrastructure problems and perceived obstacles to sustainable development.

The inclusion of sustainable strategies in Higher Education curricula has been described as a recent challenge with academic systems by several research (Barth and Rieckmann, 2011; Gelegenis and Harris, 2013; Wang et al., 2013). Generally, it has been found that cooperation and backing from university leadership, protection of lasting monetary resources, advancement of suitable managerial capabilities and the integration of courses in sustainability and energy efficiency in present curricula are crucial aspects for the short and long-term ecological advancement of disciplines (Wang et al., 2013).

This paper therefore provides a contribution to this debate by investigating the topic in the KwaZulu-Natal context and particularly looking at the undergraduate curricula at the University of KwaZulu-Natal. KwaZulu-Natal, the second highest populated province in South Africa, is currently home to only 5 out of the 48 Green Star rated buildings in the country (GBCSA, 2014c). That is a mere 10% of the officially recognised green buildings of the country. The need of qualified local professionals and education that can promote environmental and energetic quality in the built environment is particularly evident.

3. METHODOLOGY

The paradigm chosen for this study is based on positivism which helped the researchers investigate the hypothesis that the UKZN curricula are struggling to incorporate the strategies and criteria for energy efficiency in buildings.

The research adopted a mixed method approach. Qualitative research was used as main approach whilst investigating and collecting data about final users' opinion and history. Qualitative data is in fact primarily “descriptive in character” (Walliman, 2011: 73), thus a qualitative approach was favoured to give importance to personal experiences and descriptions of survey and interview participants (Davies, 2007). The quantitative approach was limitedly adopted to quantify results from investigative research such as surveys and interviews. This aided in analysing the results of the research and drawing conclusions from the collected data.

The data collection primarily involved desktop studies, surveys and interviews. A comprehensive literature review was conducted investigating the necessary education needed in implementing energy efficiency in buildings and of the existing gaps in higher education training in other parts of the world. This information was used to design survey questionnaires.
Firstly, an online survey questionnaire was created and submitted to a sample of design firms to their current practicing design teams. The research sample was selected through purposive sampling oriented to focus on a group that was most likely to provide significant and appropriate data in terms of relevance and depth (Oliver, 2006). Within the selected group of professionals of the built environment, a cluster random sample of fifteen architectural firms, fifteen mechanical engineering firms and five quantity surveying firms was selected within the KwaZulu-Natal area. The questionnaire contained mainly multiple choice and declarative questions aimed at investigating the professionals' perception of the importance of the topic of energy efficiency in buildings and related regulation within their common practice, their perception of the standard of their undergraduate tertiary education in this topic, with regard to UKZN graduates, and their opinion about the importance of integrating this topic within Higher Education curricula.

The results of the survey were quantified by means of graphs and tables and were used as a preamble to the following phases of the research, as they reinforced the problem statement and the hypothesis.

Secondly, the programme coordinators and lecturers in undergraduate curricula of Architecture, Mechanical Engineering and Property Development, as well as Housing at UKZN were specifically selected through purposive sampling due to the relevance to the study. The selection was driven by the relevance of the topic of energy efficiency in buildings to their curriculum and related specific modules. A survey questionnaire was created based on the findings of the literature review, using a combination of open, dichotomous, multiple-choice and declarative questions, and submitted to the lecturers or relevant subjects. A similar survey investigation was successfully conducted by Desha and Hargroves (2009) in Australian engineering curricula.

The questionnaire aimed primarily to gain insights about the relation of the modules with and their coverage of the topic of energy efficiency in buildings and related new SANS regulation, and to understand the effort from academics and the Institution, into renewing the curricula to support education in such a sensitive topic. The outcomes were then interpreted, summarised and illustrated through graphs, and compared to the findings from the literature, in order to find possible gaps. The quality of the information and data gained was enriched through face-to-face semi-structured interviews, mainly based on open ended questions conducted with the programme coordinators. The aim was to gain a more in-depth perception of the problem from leadership and coordination positions in the various curricula, investigate possible causes for the gaps emerged and outline potential solutions.

Finally, based on the findings of the previous phases and a review of the literature in the international context, conclusions and recommendations for possible ways of improving Higher Education in energy efficiency in buildings in KwaZulu-Natal were proposed.

Ethical aspects were carefully considered while conducting the research. The participants were previously informed about the nature and aim of the study, and about the contents of the surveys and interviews.
through an informed consent form. The participation in the study was on a voluntary basis. The responses were kept confidential and disclosed as group data and not individually. Anonymity was an option for the respondents and interviewees of the study.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Built environment professionals’ survey

Built environment professionals of the design team were the centre of the preamble study, which was used to support the research by reinforcing the hypothesis that professionals need an improved tertiary education to effectively implement energy efficiency and green strategies in the industry. Furthermore, the survey questionnaire helped assess the areas of education that are lacking and indicated whether or not the respondents furthered their education in energy efficiency and how.

Within the 40 firms selected to which the questionnaire was sent, 55 professionals responded. Only the UKZN graduates were selected, reducing the sample to 41 individuals (17 architects, 15 mechanical engineers and 9 quantity surveyors), of whom 59% graduated after 2006.

It was found that the majority of the respondents were dealing in their practice with energy efficiency requirements in accordance with SANS 10400-XA and SANS 204 regulations (88% of Architects, 80% of Mechanical Engineers and 89% of Quantity Surveyors). However, their understanding of the subject was relatively lacking: apart from Architects, who mostly declared a sound understanding of the topic, most Mechanical Engineers and Quantity Surveyors declared to have an understanding between average (67% of QS and 53% of Mech Engs), poor (22% of QS and 27% of Mech Engs) and very poor (11% of QS).

Results indicated that, although most participants declared that they learn about green buildings and energy-efficient strategies during their undergraduate degree, most of them described the level of the education as inadequate (figure 4.1) to effectively implement the strategies and comply with the requirements of new regulation (53% of Architects and 17% of Mech Engs declared average; 29% of Architects, 58% of Mech Eng and 40% QS stated insufficient; 60% of QS and 25% of Mech Engs declared very insufficient).
Most of those who said they were not taught these topics (only Mechanical Engineers and Quantity Surveyors) did not further their education on the subject after graduation. This would seem to be a misstep and a hindrance to implementing the energy-efficient strategies in building projects. With regards to the subject matter within curricula, the topic of ‘Properties of building materials and energy efficiency parameters of the building envelope’ seemed to be the most lacking amongst the three disciplines investigated (figure 4.2).

The results of the survey also showed that the bulk of the respondents believed that the inclusion of these topics of green building and energy efficiency are rather significant in the preparation of design professionals for industry and should be included in undergraduate curricula.
4.2 Lecturers’ survey

The purpose of this questionnaire was to establish whether the UKZN courses related to building design and construction are including topics of energy-efficient strategies related to the SANS 204 and SANS 10400-XA and to determine what lecturers believe can be done to improve the embedding of these topics into relevant UKZN curricula. Of the 22 questionnaires submitted, 15 were received and used for the data analysis.

The education in energy efficiency in buildings seemed to be taught mostly at third year level during the undergraduate programmes. This suggested that the topic requires a certain level of maturity that follows the foundational concepts taught in first and second year. Elective courses within the Mechanical Engineering discipline seemed to be more focused on the topic. However, compulsory courses would likely better prepare students for implementing energy-efficient design in buildings during their employment after they graduate. The majority of the courses (53%) had only been offered for a period of 5-10 years and 74% the courses had renewed their curriculum in the last five years. This could mean that these courses, related to buildings and energy efficiency, have been taught at UKZN as a component of recent curricula advancement as result of changing legislation and new technologies.

The recent nature of the topic could be a cause for the lack of students understanding the relevance of energy efficiency in buildings. Lecturers emphasised that awareness is key amongst students within the discipline. It was apparent that many of the courses (73%) deal with aspects of SANS 10400-XA regulation. However, just half of the lecturers believed that their course will help students to practically implement these strategies in buildings as a professional. Over 40% of courses surveyed indicated that energy efficiency in buildings was viewed as a ‘minor component’ of the course. The extent of the education on building type energy efficiency within the surveyed courses seemed to be lacking and many of the concepts and principles are not addressed in detail.

The degree to which the courses surveyed are lacking in education on the awareness of energy efficiency in buildings, roles and responsibilities and its value for the society is even greater (only 18% of the courses cover these aspects in detail). Required and optional reading lists are generally not a favoured approach used by lecturers. Most lecturers (80%) believed that their courses cover the topic sufficiently and those who did not, indicate that improvement can be made in areas of fundamental principles and base theory, information and application of theory. Heads of school seemed to be playing a part from lecturers’ perspective in encouraging the inclusion of the topic. However, the University’s dedication was found to be average in their opinion in terms of its depth and level of commitment to integration of the topic in education.
4.3 Programme coordinators’ interviews

The results of the interviews with the programme coordinators suggested that a main concern amongst all areas of interview topics was “awareness” amongst academics. A minority of the programme coordinators believed this topic was more of a bonus topic than a necessary core component. Curricula shortfalls were generally believed to be a combination of issues relating to programme structure, funding, awareness and a lack of research. The majority of interviewees reinforced the idea that the undergraduate degree is responsible for adequately preparing students to implement these energy-efficient building strategies after graduation. However, there was mention that only a basic level should be addressed in the undergraduate degree.

Programme coordinators understood the relevance of the topic which suggested that they were open to improvement, should opportunities come along to develop their curricula. The biggest change that interviewees believed UKZN could become involved with is the education of allied disciplines on the topic of energy efficiency in buildings. This could require large scale programme curriculum renewal which might be costly. Lecturers’ opinions on improvement from their side were increasing awareness and dedicated annual renewal of course material. These small changes were considered doable for lecturers and could greatly improve course content over the years. International methods of improvement reported in the literature (Desha and Hargroves (2009), including case study development, frequent auditing and awareness raising, were generally considered adaptable to the UKZN context.

According to a list of possible resources, gained from the research on the literature, which could be used to further develop education in energy efficiency, Programme Coordinators rated special guest lecturers as the most effective methods, followed by provision of specific readings, case studies and notes. This may suggest that Programme Coordinators are open to outside expertise and are willing to utilise their knowledge to improve the education at UKZN.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The research sought to uncover the challenges and gaps in relevant undergraduate Higher Education curricula, with regard to how they prepare future built environment professionals to implement energy efficiency requirements in buildings in KwaZulu-Natal, particularly in relation to new legislative framework (SANS 10400- XA and SANS 204). Two surveys were conducted, firstly into the built environment professions and secondly within the academic environment and relevant disciplines.

Results revealed that professionals of the built environment confirmed that their level of understanding of the topic is quite average amongst Mechanical Engineers and Quantity Surveyors. However, Architects were shown to have a considerably better understanding than the rest, probably
because they are now obliged to deal with these aspects to obtain approval of their projects from local authorities.

Although the professionals say they have touched on these topics during their undergraduate studies, their perception was that the topics on energy efficiency were not covered in sufficient detail for an effective practical application in their profession. This may probably be related to the recent new legislative framework for the South African context, whose effects on the construction industry need time to be fully understood and to be consequently integrated within higher education. However, a more in-depth knowledge of some core concepts for energy efficiency in buildings (e.g. properties of construction materials, energy performance parameters for building elements, energy-efficient criteria for HVAC systems) emerged as critical aspect that professionals would have needed from their undergraduate education.

Main findings of the survey within the undergraduate academic programmes revealed that there is room for curricula improvement within the Architecture, Mechanical Engineering and Property Development programmes. In addition, it was found that the currently saturated time table does not allow for the addition of building specific modules within Mechanical Engineering.

An overall belief of low funding from the university was apparent which, if available, could permit the hiring of experts and the training of academics to improve education and curricula.

On the whole, it was established that there are challenges faced by the undergraduate programmes to adequately prepare professionals to implement energy efficiency requirements in buildings. Possible solutions deriving from the investigation within the academic environment were identified in the gradual and continuous curriculum renewal, special guest lecturing, information and awareness raising campaigns, supporting learning material as notes and case studies. However, a closer discussion between academic environment and professional bodies could improve the curriculum development in the light of the shortfalls highlighted by the professionals, with regard to what they have received by the undergraduate studies. Promoting this discussion will have positive implications for both parties.
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ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS

Purpose of this paper
To investigate whether a repeated test after a poor performance in Measurements will significantly improve students’ performance.

Design/methodology/approach
A quasi-experimental design was used whereby a test in the Measurements module of third year Construction Management and Quantity Surveying Students in the School of Built Environment at the Copperbelt University in Kitwe, Zambia was repeated without the students’ prior knowledge of this. The resulting total of 26 test one and the repeated test scores were compared with each other using a paired $t$-test. The sample was then divided into three quartiles and again a paired $t$-test computed.

Findings
It was established that repeating a test after poor performance in Measurements yields significantly better results especially for students who performed poorly or average in the first test.

Research limitations/implications
The sample of the 26 test scores for the research is quite small to be valid for a broad generalisation. Further, the division of the sample into three quartiles farther reduces the sample size for each quartile into very small quartile samples.
Practical implications (if applicable)
Repeating a test after a poor performance by students may lead to improved understanding.

What is original/value of paper?
Repeating a test after an initial poor performance by students is an initiative which can be used by lecturers in any field.

Keywords: Repeated Test, Poor test performance, Measurements Test.

1. INTRODUCTION

Research has established that, often, one lesson session is not sufficient to deliver the relevant lessons to students. For example, Hdaib et al., (2015) in assessing nursing students knowledge of administering intra-muscular injections found that one educational session is insufficient to considerably change the knowledge level of students. Kinder and Knecht (2011), while assessing the academic performance of fourth year pharmacy “A”, “B”, “C”, “One-D” and repeating students, found that repeating students performed better than other “C-or-below” students. Repeating students had failed some courses and were consequently not allowed to progress to the following year and therefore were repeating the courses under study. In Burkina faso, due to large class sizes and frontal teaching, learning to read is difficult for elementary school pupils (Boiley, 2015). In order to establish whether reading fluency could be improved, an assisted repeated reading programme was used on third grade pupils. The programme involved students reading and re-reading an assigned passage individually until they reached an appropriate level of fluency. It was found that very poor, poor and average readers significantly improved their reading fluency while very strong and strong students remained at the same fluency level (Boiley, 2015). Therefore, Hdaib et al., (2015), Kinder and Knecht (2011) and Boiley (2015) establish that learning a lesson for the second or more times leads to better lesson understanding.

For university students who are expected to engage in self study to understand any lessons which may have been missed in class, it remains to be established how much learning takes place when students are required to study the same material for a second time. Therefore, in order to establish whether students would improve on their understanding after an initial poor performance in a Measurements test, the same test was repeated without the students prior knowledge.
2. METHODOLOGY

Noting the poor performance of students in Measurements test one for 2013 and also in test one for 2014, a repeated test was introduced to give students a second opportunity to learn the concepts covered in test one. The exactly same test was repeated without the knowledge of the students. Results of the 2014 test one and the repeated test were compared to establish whether a repeated test would yield significantly better results and therefore suggest that students have a better chance of learning when they have to work on the same material at least more than once.

The data were analysed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences version 16.0 (SPSS) and the results displayed in graphs and tables. Mean error bars of the 2013 test one and 2014 test one were used to show the poor performance of the students. Histograms were used to show the distribution of the scores while adjusted mean error bars of the 2014 test one and the repeated test were used to show that the two test results were different. The dependant \( t \)-test was used to establish whether the difference in the mean scores of the 2014 test one and the repeated test seen in the mean error bars was significant after the Kolmogrov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk tests of normality established that the data were suitable for the parametric \( t \)-test. The data were further divided into three quartiles and the parametric \( t \)-test performed to establish whether there was any significant difference in the mean scores for the two tests in the different quartiles.

3. FINDINGS

The average test result for the 2013 test one was 24% and that for 2014 test one was 38.08% as shown in figure 1 below. The performance of the students in the first test for both 2013 and 2014 were below the 50% pass mark set by the university and definitely are a poor performance.
In order to give students a second opportunity to learn the concepts, test one was repeated and yielded an average mark of 52.31% as shown in figure 3 below. The repeated test result show an improvement of 14%
when compared to the first test results.

In order to find out if the observed difference between the scores of tests one and the retest were significantly different, an adjusted values error bar at 95% CI was computed. Because the data are from a repeated measures design, it is necessary to adjust the data since SPSS treats the data as though they are from different groups of participants and therefore the unadjusted error bars do not reflect the true error around the means for repeated measures design (Field, 2009). The computation of the adjusted error bars is done in four steps in SPSS and these steps are, calculate the mean for each participant; calculate the grand mean (the mean of all scores); calculate the adjustment factor (difference between the grand mean and the mean for each participant) and finally create adjusted values for each variable (sum of each participants score and the adjustment factor) (Field, 2009). The resulting adjusted error bar graph is shown in figure 4 below. The figure suggests that there is a significant difference between the score of the first test and the repeated test.
In order to establish whether the repeated test results are significantly better than the first test result, the paired samples $t$-test, which is a parametric test, was performed. Before this, the data were analysed to see if they meet the conditions for the parametric $t$-test. The conditions are that the sampling distribution of the difference between scores should have a normal distribution and the data must be measured at an interval scale or better (Field, 2009). The measurement scale of the data is a ratio scale and therefore the data meets the measurement condition. While the histogram of both the test one and repeated test results shown in figure 2 and figure 3 above and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk tests of normality suggest that the sampling distribution of the data has a normal distribution ($D (26) = 0.07, p > 0.05$, and 2014 repeated test scores, $D (26) = 0.10, p > 0.05$), the paired $t$-test requires the sampling distribution of the difference between scores, and not necessarily the scores themselves to follow a normal distribution (Field, 2009). A new variable which is the difference between scores was therefore computed. A histogram of the difference between scores, shown in figure 5 below, suggests that the new variable follows a normal distribution. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk tests in table 2 below also suggest that the difference between scores, with results $D (26) = 0.15, p > 0.05$, follows a normal distribution.

Table 1 Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk Tests of Normality for 2014 Test One and Test Two
The summary statistics of the data are reported in table 3 below which show that the repeated test has a much higher mean with a slightly lower standard deviation than the first test. Table 4 below shows that the 2014 test one and the repeated test are fairly strongly and significantly correlated, $r = 0.45$, $p$ (two-tailed) < 0.05.
Table 3 Paired Samples Summary Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Std. Error Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pair 1</td>
<td>Test2014One</td>
<td>.3808</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>.17602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test2014Two</td>
<td>.5231</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>.16112</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 Paired Samples Correlations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pair 1</td>
<td>Test2014One &amp; Test2014Two</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>.452</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The $t$ statistic of -4.102, reported in table 5 below shows that on average, students performed significantly better in the repeated test ($M = 52.31$, $SE = 3.16$) than in the first test ($M = 38.08$, $SE = 3.452$), $t (25) = -4.102$, $p < 0.05$, with a very large effect size, $r = 0.63$. The mean of the paired samples shown in table 5 below (which is the difference between the individual means of the two statistics) is negative indicating that the mean score in the second test was higher than in the first test consistent with the summary statistics in table 3 above.

Table 5 Paired Samples Tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Paired Differences</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval of the Difference</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Std. Deviation</td>
<td>Std. Error Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair 1</td>
<td>Test2014One - Test2014Two</td>
<td>-.14231</td>
<td>.17691</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While students clearly performed significantly better in the repeated test than the first test, it remains to be established whether this is true across all quartiles of scores. Therefore, in order to ascertain whether the improved performance is significant across all quartiles, the scores were divided into three quartiles to represent average performance scores (Mid; 8 scores), below average performance scores (Low; 9 scores) and above average performance scores (Upper; 9 scores). The parametric $t$-test was used for the analysis since all data are drawn from the scores that meet all requirements for the parametric test.
Table 6 Paired Samples Statistics of Lower Quartile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Std. Error Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pair 1</td>
<td>Low1</td>
<td>.2000</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>.08832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low2</td>
<td>.4811</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>.14903</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The lower quartile scored below average on both the first and the repeated test as shown in table 6 above but showed a remarkable improvement of 28.11% in the repeated test over the first test with a strong and significant correlation between the two tests, $r = 0.74$, $p$ (two-tailed) < 0.05 as shown in table 7 below.

Table 7 Paired Samples Correlation of Lower Quartile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pair 1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>.743</td>
<td>.022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On average, students in the lower quartile performed significantly better in the repeated test ($M = 48.11$, SE = 4.97) than in the first test ($M = 20.00$, SE = 2.944), $t(8) = -8.245$, $p < 0.05$, with a very large effect size, $r = 0.946$ as shown in table 8 below.

Table 8 Paired Samples Test of Lower Quartile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Paired Differences</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Std. Error Mean</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval of the Difference</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Std. Error Mean</td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>Upper</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair 1</td>
<td>Low1 - Low2</td>
<td>-.28111</td>
<td>.10228</td>
<td>.35973</td>
<td>-.20249</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The middle quartile also improved on its score as shown in table 9 below by 14.50%. However, the improvement in scores is not significantly correlated in the two tests, $r = 0.39$, $p$ (two-tailed) > 0.05 as shown in table 10 below.
Table 9 Paired Samples Statistics of Middle Quartile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Std. Error Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pair 1</td>
<td>Mid1</td>
<td>.3712</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>.03796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mid2</td>
<td>.5162</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>.17582</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10 Paired Samples Correlation of Middle Quartile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pair 1</td>
<td>Mid1 &amp; Mid2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>.388</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On average, students in the middle quartile performed significantly better in the repeated test (M = 51.62, SE = 6.216) than in the first test (M = 37.12, SE = 1.342), t(8) = -2.488, p < 0.05, as shown in table 11 below, with a very large effect size, r = 0.685.

Table 11 Paired Samples Test of Middle Quartile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Paired Differences</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Std. Error Mean</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval of the Difference</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair 1</td>
<td>Mid1 - Mid2</td>
<td>-.14500</td>
<td>.16484</td>
<td>.05828</td>
<td>-.28281</td>
<td>.00719</td>
<td>-2.488</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The upper quartile only improved on its scores by 0.11% as shown in table 12 below but with no significant relationship between the two scores, r = 0.54, p (two-tailed) > 0.05 as shown in table 13 below.

Table 12 Paired Samples Statistics of Upper Quartile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Std. Error Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pair 1</td>
<td>Upper1</td>
<td>.5700</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>.10308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Upper2</td>
<td>.5711</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>.16503</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 13: Paired Samples Correlation of Upper Quartile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pair</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pair 1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>.541</td>
<td>.133</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On average, students in the upper quartile did not perform significantly better in a repeated test (M = 57.11, SE = 5.501) than in the first test (M = 57.00, SE = 3.436), $t(8) = -0.024$, $p > 0.05$, with a very small effect size, $r = 0.008$ as shown in table 14 below.

Table 14: Paired Samples Test of Upper Quartile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paired Differences</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Std. Error Mean</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval of the Difference</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pair 1 Upper1 - Upper2</td>
<td>-.00111</td>
<td>.13950</td>
<td>.04650</td>
<td>-.10834 to .10612</td>
<td>-.024</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>.982</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

Test one results show that students are struggling with the measurements course. The poor results of a course which relies on a good and detailed understanding of building construction technology and the application of basic numerate skills suggests that students are not adequately equipped in building construction technology and that while they possess the relevant basic numerate skills, they fail to apply these in a non-mathematical setup. On average, repeating tests after a poor performance by students leads to significantly improved test scores as suggested by the results of the dependant $t$-test and correlation coefficient above with the repetition creating a large effect size. This can be attributed to students taking their studies more seriously after an initial poor performance. It can also be attributed to a better understanding by the students after realising areas in which they are not performing well and taking the opportunity to improve upon them.

When the data are divided into three quartiles and each quartile analysed separately, all statistics (correlations, percentage increase and effect size) are very large and significant for the lower quartile suggesting that poor performing students improved the most in the repeated test. Poor performing students, after realising that they are failing the course are
prompted to work harder in the repeated test. Average performing student in the middle quartile also improved but by much lower margins than poorer performing students. Perhaps a certain amount of contentment with average marks in a course which is perceived to be difficult leads to complacency in the repeated test. Above average students in the upper quartile showed no improvement at all suggesting that no further effort was put into preparing for the repeated test because they were content with being above average.

5. CONCLUSION

While students perceive measurements to be difficult, their poor performance can mainly be attributed to a lack of detailed understanding of building construction technology and the inability to apply basic numerate skills in a building construction setup. Repeating tests leads to significantly improved test results especially for poorly performing students. Repeating tests on a specific topic or groups of topics is therefore a good way of getting students to improve on their test results and also improve on their understanding of the subject matter. This system is particularly effective for poor performing students. It can also be effectively used for a class which is poorly performing or has performed badly in a particular assessment.
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ABSTRACT

Purpose of this paper
This paper focuses on determining the socio-economic and demographic factors that predict mathematics success for civil and built environment students at a comprehensive university in South Africa.

Methodology
Data was obtained through, questionnaire survey from 197 students purposively sampled. The questionnaire was developed from literature review. The socio-economic and demographic determinants predicting mathematics success were identified. The data was analysed using statistical package for the social sciences (SPSS) version 22. Binary logistic regression analysis was used to analyze the mathematics success predictors.

Findings
The study found that when mathematics outcome (failed/passed) for students was modelled with gender, students accommodation, education sponsor, entry to the university, final high school maths result, citizenship and weekly allowance, only gender predicted mathematics outcome (pass/fail). However, when gender, citizenship and final high school maths were modelled to predict mathematics outcome all the independent
variables were insignificant. Furthermore, it is also interesting to note that when high school math result was modelled with tertiary mathematics outcome the prediction was insignificant.

Value
This study informs the university management to render support on female students pursuing mathematics subject in any engineering discipline, in order for them to succeed at their first major evaluation at the end of the first semester.

Keywords: Determinants, Built Environment, Engineering, University.

1. INTRODUCTION

Education success is typically measured by higher achievement in examinations. It can further be indicated that, the quality of education improves the quality of human resources and is directly related to increased individual earnings and productivity, and economic growth.

However, the benefits of education in the engineering and built environment courses might not be fully realized by students as they perform poorly in mathematics which is a subject taught in most of these courses. Furthermore, several media reports i.e. in newspapers; television and radio have indicated that South Africa has the worst mathematics and science education in the world.

According to the World Forum Economic report (2015), it indicated that South Africa was ranked last of the 143 countries surveyed on the quality of mathematics and science education. The mean value was 1.9 in a 7 point Likert scale. This value is an indicator that the quality of mathematics and science education was somewhat extremely poor. On the quality of its education system South Africa was ranked 139 out of 143 countries surveyed. The mean value was 2.2 in a 7 point Likert scale. The mean value indicated that the quality of education system was tilting towards not well. This current report supports MacGregor (2009) news article, which indicated that vice-chancellors warned the South African government to expect more student drop out, following shocking results of pilot national benchmarking tests (NBT). They further indicated that higher education institutions face greater challenges in relation to mathematics. The NBT revealed that only 7% of students were found to be proficient, therefore ready to study first year mathematics.

Furthermore, the Alternative Admissions Research Project (2009) found that majority of students would find it difficult to pass mathematics at university level without additional support (Dennis and Murray, 2012).

In relation to the aforementioned, student academic performance have attracted the attention of academic researchers from different fields. They have tried to determine which variables impact student performance in positive and negative direction. Determining the factors that affect the
student academic performance is important, because, primarily institutions and lecturers have to find ways to increase student mathematics achievement. In order to achieve this in mathematics at the university, it is imperative to determine which socio-economic and demographic factors play a significant role in student mathematics performance.

This study purports that socio-economic and demographic factors are predictors of mathematics success for civil engineering and built environment students. This study contributes towards unraveling those significant socio-economic and demographic determinants of students' performance in mathematics that need to be addressed. The findings of this study may also be applicable to related courses (those that require the application of Mathematics knowledge) especially with high failure rates.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

According to Spaho and Godolja (2014) lecture attendance of more than ten hours predicted success in general mathematics academic performance for economics students. Furthermore, in their second model they found that attending lectures more than ten hours predicted mathematics success. Students with an average grade of eight (8) and above in mathematics in high school are likely to pass mathematics at the university. Study hours were a predictor of passing mathematics at 10% confidence level. Among the factors predicting students' mathematics achievement according to Murray (2013) were prior academic achievement, learning styles and academic resources. In a generic study of students' performance achievement, Aromolran et al., (2013) found that, student class/year of study and education level of the mother had significant effect on the overall student academic performance. Rajandran et al., (2015) conducted a study in Malaysia on student academic performance. They revealed that gender and place of origin as insignificant determinants, the entry qualification as a weak factor, and the student's Cumulative Grade Point Average (CGPA) of entry qualification as the strongest variable that determines the Cumulative Grade Point Average (CGPA) of first year students.

In a study by Uyar and Gungörmüş (2011), grade point average, high school type, age of the student and attendance were significant variables which influence student performance. Grade point average, high school type, attendance had positive influence on student performance, whereas age of the student had negative influence. According to Mlambo (2011), gender, age, learning preferences, and entry qualifications did not cause any significant variation in the academic performance of students. The researcher suggested further research on other factors that are known to influence academic performance (such as student motivation, socio-economic status, and attendance).

Kara et al., (2009) found that seven determinants were significant viz; gender, course (micro vs macro), the number of hours worked, instructor
six, whether or not to recommend the course, the number of missed classes, and SAT scores, while the number of hours per week spent on studying for the class, textbook rating were not significant. Moreover, gender, university housing and SAT score had positive effect on students’ grades, while the effect of number of missed classes, expected grade at the beginning of the semester and number of hours per week worked at a job was negative.

According to Malik and Basu (2009) they found that unit 2 mathematics; mathematics extension 1 and extension 2 are important determinants of students’ success in the first year level economics subjects at the university. On the other hand, general mathematics had negative impact on economics subject grades. Ushie, et al., (2012) suggested that family structure does not determine students’ academic performance, but rather parental socio-economic background.

Adejumo and Adetunji (2013) conducted a study using Ordinal Logistic Regression (Proportional Odds Model). The results reveal that only sex of students is not a determinant factor of final grade that students may attain at graduation. This research also suggested that there is equal chance for both male and female students to graduate from a university with First Class. The study further established that younger students perform better than the older ones. The researchers also established that the odds of graduating with First Class are obtained by students who were admitted through Direct Entry (DE). These are students who are academically mature as they have spent at least two academic sessions in their previous college mostly Polytechnics.

The findings of Whannell (2013) indicated that, the background information (gender, age, ethnicity, disability, secondary school, work status, and early enrolment) gathered during the enrolment process, does not contain sufficient information for an accurately separation of successful and unsuccessful students. However, Hijazi and Naqvi (2006) found that class attendance; mother education and study hours had significant impact on student performance. Class attendance and mother education had positive impact on student performance, while study hours had negative impact.

According to Tewari (2014) their findings indicated that matric math score is a better predictor of academic performance of the first year courses at the Faculty of Management, University of KwaZulu-Natal. In a study by Vanthournout et al., (2012) they found that academic success is predicted by relating and structuring, lack of regulation, and lack of motivation on students at the end of the year.

As indicated in the aforementioned discussion. Many studies have been carried out to identify and analyze the numerous factors that affect academic performance in various centers of learning. However, few studies have focused on separate disciplines of studies. In light of the aforementioned discussion on socio-economic, demographic and motivational factors as predictors of academic achievement, this current
study will attempt to fill this gap in South Africa context in mathematics success for engineering and built environment students at a selected university.

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Mathematics is viewed as important subject for students pursuing engineering courses. However, despite its importance students at high school have not been performing well according to the Department of Higher Education in South Africa. This same trend has been evident at tertiary institutions where mathematics is taught to engineering and built environment students. Based on this sentiment, researchers have conducted studies to determine the factors predicting academic achievement and some extend mathematics outcome i.e. pass/fail. However, these studies have established different determinants as predictors of passing/failure of mathematics in tertiary institutions. Hence, no consensus has been reached on the socio-economic and demographic determinants that policy maker in universities can use to identify students at risk in mathematics. This is a major gap in the current study. In relation to this gap, this study delved on the following specific research questions i.e.

- What are the socio-economic and demographic predictors of mathematics success at university for engineering and built environment students?
- Does matric result predict success in mathematics for engineering and built environment students?

Specific research objectives are:

- To determine the socio-economic and demographic predictors of mathematics success for engineering and built environment students at the university; and
- To determine if matric or high school mathematics result predicts university mathematics success for engineering and built environment students.

4. RESEARCH METHOD

The study population consisted of students from the department of civil engineering technology third years and construction management and quantity surveying third and second years. These were students attending the 2015 academic year in the Faculty of Engineering and Built Environment (the university name is withheld for confidential purposes). Using purposive sample, 199 students completed a questionnaire survey in the middle of the first semester of 2015. Two of questionnaires were not suitable for analysis. The questionnaire included personal questions about age, gender, students' accommodation, education sponsor, entry to the university, final high school maths result, citizenship and weekly allowance.
Other sections included extra-curricular activities in the university and study skills which are not discussed in this paper. The outcome variable was the students were to indicate whether they passed mathematics at first attempt in the first major assessment at the end of the first semester. The response was either Yes or No. Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 22 was used to perform binary logistic regression analysis on this dichotomous outcome.

A binary logistic regression model with a dichotomous response of Yes or No was modeled. Yes response was defined as having passed mathematics at first attempt at the university. Students who did not pass at first attempt were considered to have failed hence responded as No. For the outcome analysis, the responses were coded as 1 and 0, respectively. The independent variables of the logistic regression model were dummy variables that indicated the socio-economic and demographic characteristics of the students: gender if male 1 and female 2; students accommodation, on campus 1, off campus 2 and home 3; education sponsor, myself 1, parents/guardian 2, government 3; entry to the university, high school 1 and college 2; final high school maths result, less than 50, 1 and 50 and above 2; citizenship, South African citizen 1, permanent resident 2 and international student 3; and weekly allowance, less than R200, 1, R200-R399, 2; R400-R599, 3 and R600 and above, 4.

Logistic regression is recommended over linear regression when modeling dichotomous responses and allows the researcher to estimate probabilities of the response occurring (Hosmer and Lemeshow, 2004). The logistic regression equation takes the following form

\[
\ln \left( \frac{p}{1-p} \right) = \beta_0 + \beta_1 x_1 + \beta_2 x_2 + \ldots + \beta_k x_k
\]  

Where \( p \) is the estimated probability of passing, and \( x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_k \) are independent variables.

The estimated probability of the response occurring or passing \( p \) divided by the probability of it not occurring or not passing \( 1-p \) is called the odds ratio. Maximum likelihood method is used to estimate the odds ratios of the model. Values of odds ratios higher than 1 indicate positive association between the variables, odds ratios equal to 1 indicate no association, while odds ratios lower than 1 indicate negative association between each independent variable and the dependent variable of the model. Furthermore, in order for an independent variable to be a predictor of the dependent variable the \( p \)-value should be less than 0.05 at 95% confidence, which connotes its significance in the model.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Table 5.1 indicates that male students are majority i.e. 60.4% pursuing civil engineering and built environment courses at this comprehensive university. Furthermore, 92.30% of the students are under the age of 25 years. It is interesting to note that of the 197 respondents only 155 students
revealed their age. 55.30% of the parents had tertiary qualification of this percentage 32.50% had a university qualification. 48.70% of parents/guardians are responsible for their children university tuition fee. A meager 9.60% of students are self-sponsored. 52.80% of the respondents have a weekly allowance of less than R200.00 as compared 9.8% of students with an allowance more than R600.00. It is important to note that only 26.90% of students are accommodated on campus.

Table 5.1 Profile of respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>60.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>39.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asian/Indian</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African/Black</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>95.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coloured</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age groups</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18-21 years</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>47.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22-25 years</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>45.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 26 years</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7.70%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parents highest education qualification</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No schooling</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary school</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary/high school</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>29.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>22.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>32.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not know</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Education sponsor</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Myself</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>9.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent/guardian</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>48.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government/bursary</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>41.60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weekly income/allowance</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than R200</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>52.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between R200 - R399</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>22.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between R400 - R599</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>12.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above R600</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9.10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accommodation</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Home</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>22.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On campus</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>26.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off campus</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>49.70%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The result in Table 5.2 indicates that gender predicted the mathematics outcome i.e. passing/failure among the civil and built environment students at this comprehensive university. Hence, gender was a significant predictor. However, the citizenship of students i.e. being South African citizen, permanent resident and non-South African were not significant. Hence, it was a poor predictor of mathematics success. Furthermore, students’ accommodation i.e. housed in campus, off campus or living at home were not predictors of mathematics outcome (pass/failure) as the significance
was greater than 0.05. The other factors that were analyzed i.e. entry to university from high school or college, the education sponsor, weekly allowance and final matric marks were not good predictors of mathematics outcome at this comprehensive university among civil and built environment students. This result was in contrast to the finding of Tewari, (2014) who suggested that matric result is a predictor to mathematics success at the university. The results further indicated that male students are less likely to fail mathematics at their first attempt at this university than female students. The odds of female students failing is at 0.395 times than male students as the odds ratio is less than 1 and the coefficient (B) is negative i.e. -0.93.

However, prior to testing this model, the goodness of fit of the model was tested which indicated a good fit. This result was justified by the Hosmer and Lemeshow test. The significance of the model was greater than 0.05 at 0.822. The result suggests that the independent variables were fitting in the proposed theoretical model.

Table 5.2 Binary logit on determinants of passing mathematics (model 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>S.E.</th>
<th>Wald</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Exp. (B) Odd ratio</th>
<th>Lower 95% C.I. for EXP(B)</th>
<th>Upper 95% C.I. for EXP(B)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender female (1)</td>
<td>-0.93</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.395</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship Permanent resident (1)</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.471</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>16.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non South Africa (2)</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>1.992</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>13.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accommodation On campus (1)</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>1.750</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>5.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off campus (2)</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>1.322</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>3.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entry to university college (1)</td>
<td>-1.07</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.342</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education sponsor Parent/guardian (1)</td>
<td>-1.91</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government (2)</td>
<td>-1.51</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekly allowance R200-R399 (1)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.031</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>2.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R400-R599 (2)</td>
<td>-0.44</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.643</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>1.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over R600 (3)</td>
<td>19.37</td>
<td>29.31</td>
<td>6.41</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2588207</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2588207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final high school mark 50 and above (1)</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>1.646</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>4.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>5.09</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>18.311</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dependent variable: Passing mathematics at University (0=No; 1=Yes) sig. at 5%
A further binary logistic regression analysis was undertaken to establish if gender, citizenship and final high school mathematics result could predict the success of mathematics of these students at university level. The result in Table 5.3 indicates that gender was not significant in predicting the passing/failure of mathematics among the civil and built environment students at this comprehensive university. Furthermore, the citizenship of students i.e. being South African citizens, permanent residents of South Africa and non-South Africa students and the final matric result in mathematics were not significant, hence not good predictors of mathematics success/failure at this comprehensive university. This result suggests that the fewer the independent variables in the model the lesser the significance of predicting mathematics outcome. However, prior to testing this model, the goodness of fit of the model was tested which indicated a good fit. This result was justified by the Hosmer and Lemeshow test. The significance of the model was greater than 0.05 at 0.892. Hence, indicating that the independent variables were fitting in the proposed theoretical model.

Table 5.3 Binary logit on determinants of passing mathematics (model 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>S.E.</th>
<th>Wald</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Exp. (B)</th>
<th>Lower 95% C.I. for EXP(B)</th>
<th>Upper 95% C.I. for EXP(B)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender female (1)</td>
<td>-0.60</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>1.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent resident (1)</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>12.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non South African (2)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>5.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final high school mark 50 and above (1)</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>4.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>7.02</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dependent variable: Passing mathematics at University (0=No; 1=Yes) sig. at 5%

The result in Table 5.4 indicates that final result of mathematics in high school was not significant. This implies that high school mathematics result is not a strong predictor of succeeding in mathematics among the civil and built environment students at this comprehensive university. This finding is justified from the previous models tested in this current study where it was insignificant. This finding is in contrast to the finding of Mallik and Basu (2009). They found that, the level of and performance in secondary school mathematics has strong predictive power on students' performance at university level economics. This conflicting finding might have been as a result of the goodness of fit of the theoretical model being poor as tested using Hosmer and Lemeshow test. The significance output of the model
was not obtained. Hence, an indication the independent variable is not a good fit of the proposed theoretical model.

Table 5.4 Binary logit on high school math result on passing mathematics (model 3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>S.E.</th>
<th>Wald</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Exp. (B)</th>
<th>Lower 95% C.I. for EXP(B)</th>
<th>Upper 95% C.I. for EXP(B)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Final high school mark 50 and above (1)</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>4.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dependent variable: Success in mathematics at University (0=No; 1=Yes) sig. at 5%

6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The study found that gender is a strong predictor of mathematics success for students in the civil and built environment school. Furthermore, the findings suggest that female students were less likely to pass mathematics at their first attempt in the university compared to male students. However, in a related model, when some of the proposed determinants were removed from the model, gender did not predict success of mathematics at the university. This is an indication that other determinants influence gender indirectly as a predictor to mathematics success.

High school results did not predict mathematics success at this university. This finding is contradictory to the previous findings which predicted that passing mathematics in high school will predict passing it at the university. Based on these findings, the researchers recommend that:

The university should inform the female students to be studious in the quest to pass mathematics at their first attempt in their course. More assistance will be required for female students in order to succeed in mathematics.

The researchers also propose the need to use other determinants in relation to the socio-economic and demographic factors as these factors are not exhaustive in relation to the full characteristic of a student. The other factors recommended for testing are extra-curricular activities the student is involved in at the university and their study skills. A further study is also recommended for all Engineering and Built Environment courses at the University of Johannesburg.
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ABSTRACT

Purpose of this paper
This paper focuses on the understandings of sustainable design and construction among key stakeholders in the construction industry in Tanzania. This paper offers empirical evidence regarding different conceptualizations of sustainable design and construction among policy, managerial and operational stakeholders in Tanzania and possible explanations for their understandings.

Methodology
Data was obtained through in-depth interviews, a questionnaire survey, and literature review of previous studies on the understandings of sustainable design and construction in developing countries. Data was analysed using SPSS Statistics 20, Stata SE 12 and a qualitative content analysis.

Findings
Important differences exist in the conceptualization of sustainable design and construction among key actors in the construction industry and there is a lack of practical knowledge, which hinders sustainable design practices. The paper concludes by suggesting that the Government, academic institutions and professional associations must make a greater effort to establish a clear meaning and create more awareness for sustainable design and construction to be mainstreamed in the construction industry in Tanzania.

Originality/value
The paper as part of the ongoing doctorate research contributes to the mainstream of sustainable design and construction practices in developing
countries. It is a step in engaging major stakeholders in the building construction industry in debates about the meaning of sustainable design and construction and what can be done to achieve a sustainable built environment in developing countries.

Keywords:
Construction, stakeholders, sustainable design, Tanzania.

1. INTRODUCTION

The United Nations Environmental Programme, Sustainable Building and Construction Initiatives (UNEP - SBCI, 2009) has identified the construction industry as having a big potential for reducing environmental problems. It is estimated that buildings and their associated functions are responsible for 40% of the world energy consumption (USGBC, 2009), 30% of the CO2 emissions and generate approximately 40% of all manmade waste (Sjostrom & Bakens, 1999). Thus, if properly designed and constructed, their share of these environmental problems could be significantly reduced. However, the construction industry in developing countries shows little environmental concern (Ofori, 1998).

Due to a rising understanding from scientific research of the impact of the construction industry on the environment worldwide, sustainable design and construction has received considerable attention in developed countries’ design and construction practices. In contrast, for developing countries, as pointed out by Du Plessis (2001), in the International Council for research and innovation in building and construction, (CIB) “Agenda 21 for Sustainable Construction”, the construction industry has neglected sustainable construction. The lack of information and research on sustainable construction solutions is a major obstacle that needs to be overcome. In Tanzania the study of sustainability in the construction industry has not been given enough attention by researchers, especially on understanding how stakeholders conceptualize sustainable design and construction and how this is reflected in the built environment.

This paper examines how key stakeholders understand sustainability in the construction industry. The major contribution of this study is to provide an in-depth holistic understanding of the design and construction experience of architects, planners, engineers, building contractors, real estate developers, building owners, building users, academicians, researchers and municipal and central government policy makers. This will lay a needed foundation from which stakeholders in the construction industry can promote sustainable development by fostering a wider awareness of its essence, hence creating an incentive for changes at the policy, managerial and operational level. As a first step, this paper focuses on describing and explaining how key stakeholders (policy, managerial and operational) of the construction industry in Tanzania conceptualize sustainable design and construction.
2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

This paper adopts and adds to McLennan’s idea of sustainable design as a “design philosophy and construction techniques that seeks to maximize the quality of the built environment while minimizing or eliminating the negative impacts to the natural environment” where environmental, social and economic aspects of the building are the key aspects for consideration (McLennan, 2004). The notion of sustainability became global after the 1987 Brundtland Report for the World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) titled: Our Common Future. In this report sustainable development is defined as “the development that meets the needs of the present, without compromising the ability of the future generation to meet their own needs” (WCED, 1987). Although this definition does not necessarily focus on architecture and the built environment, it is nonetheless applicable as a base for understanding sustainability in architecture and many other professions.

Sassi (2006) divided the principles of sustainable design and construction into two major groups. First, sustainable buildings should “metaphorically tread lightly on the earth by minimizing the environmental impact associated with their construction, their life in use, and at the end of their life, sustainable buildings should have small ecological footprints”. Second, “sustainable building should make a positive and appropriate contribution to the social-economic environment they inhabit, by addressing peoples’ practical needs while enhancing their surrounding environment and their psychological and physical wellbeing”.

A number of studies focusing on the construction industry in developing countries (Ozolins, 2010; Sev, 2009; Hakmat and Nsairat, 2009; du Plessis, 2005, and 2007; Reffart, 2004; and Gibberd, 2003) have paved a way by showing different approaches as to how sustainability can be instilled in design and construction in Africa. However, developing the requirements for sustainable design and construction for developing countries and devising ways of integrating them in the design and construction stage will only be successful with the mainstreaming of sustainability among stakeholders.

In terms of the understanding and awareness of sustainable design and construction among stakeholders, a study by Alsanad, Gate and Edwards (2011) revealed that in Kuwait, where the building industry is ranked second (after oil) as an investment priority, a majority of stakeholders have only a moderate level of knowledge and understanding of sustainable design and construction concepts and the level of implementation is very low. Abidin (2009) argues that Malaysian developers have between a low and moderate level of knowledge on sustainable design and construction concepts. Gibberd (2003) found that the understanding of the implications of sustainable development for
building and construction in developing countries is lacking. As such, developing an understanding of sustainable development and integrating it into mainstream practice in the construction industry will be increasingly important for sustainability to be achieved in Africa (Gibberd, 2003).

Ozolins (2010) suggested that for sustainability to be achieved, research that contributes to an improved understanding of the key issues of sustainability related to a developing country’s context needs to be carried out. Similarly, Abidin (2009) suggested that progress towards understanding sustainability in developing countries mainly depends on improving awareness, knowledge, and understanding of the impact of people’s actions on the environment. Research in Tanzania on sustainability in the construction industry has largely been neglected, especially understanding how stakeholders perceive the concept of sustainable design and how these understandings are reflected in the built environment. This paper focuses on understanding the conceptualization of sustainability among stakeholders in the construction industry in Tanzania.

3. METHODOLOGY

A case study using both qualitative and quantitative methods was carried out in Dar es Salaam. Heads of professional associations and academic departments of architecture, engineering and quantity surveying as well as director generals of private firms, presidents of the professional associations, registrars of the professional regulatory bodies, local government official and retired architects were purposefully selected for in-depth interviews. A total of forty-two in depth interviews were conducted, representing 18 operational (architects, engineers, quantity surveyors and contractors), 15 policy (professionals associations, regulatory bodies, academic institutions, government officials), and 9 managerial stakeholders (urban planners, local government officials and building users). Qualitative content analysis using pattern coding was used to analyse qualitative data.

A total of 415 questionnaires were distributed (230 to operational stakeholders, 100 to managerial stakeholders and 85 to policy stakeholders). Questionnaires were delivered in person or e-mailed to respondents using the available contact information. Filled and returned questionnaires were 262, including 181 from operational stakeholders, 45 from managerial stakeholders and 36 from policy stakeholders. The response rate represents 79% of the operational stakeholders, 45% for the managerial stakeholders and 42% of the policy stakeholders, with the overall response rate of 61% of all the stakeholders. Returned questionnaires were analysed using SPSS Statistics 20 and Stata SE 12. The table 1 provides a description of the 262 questionnaire survey respondents.
Table 1: Description of the Questionnaire Survey Respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Background Information</th>
<th>Operational Stakeholders</th>
<th>Policy Stakeholders</th>
<th>Managerial Stakeholders</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Freq.</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>Freq.</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18 - 25</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26 - 35</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>34.93</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36 - 45</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>32.88</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>51.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>46 - 55</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>21.23</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>25.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>56 - 65</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8.90</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>16.95</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>38.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>83.05</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>61.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diploma</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grad. Dip.</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9.44</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>43.33</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>47.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>38.89</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>38.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Doctorate</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6.11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Work experience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 - 10</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>53.80</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>44.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11 - 20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>23.39</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>29.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21 - 30</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>18.13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>23.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31 - 40</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>41 - 50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Familiarity with the concept of sustainable design and construction

Measuring awareness of the term sustainable design and construction is one step to understand how stakeholders conceptualize this key concept. In the questionnaire survey, familiarity was measured using a scale of 1-3 with 1 = not familiar, 2 = slightly familiar and 3 = very familiar. For this study, very familiar, means a stakeholder possesses knowledge on how to achieve a sustainable building. Slightly familiar means a stakeholder can define the term but lacks knowledge on how sustainable buildings can be achieved. Not familiar means they have never heard of the term sustainable design and construction. Analysis was done using the percentages of the responses recorded.
The questionnaire survey findings revealed that most of the policy respondents (51%), managerial respondents (63%) and many operational stakeholders (47%) are slightly familiar with the term sustainable design and construction. Generally speaking while most stakeholders have an understanding of sustainable design and construction, many lack practical knowledge on how to achieve a sustainable building. As indicated in Figure 1, 46% of the policy stakeholders, 32% of the managerial stakeholders and 50% of the operational stakeholders are very familiar with the term sustainable design and construction. The term sustainability has recently been used in many areas, like sustainable economy, sustainable environment, sustainable education, sustainable health and the like. In Tanzania a step towards the concept of sustainability in design and construction was officially introduced into the construction industry in 2014, following the signing of a resolution to establish a Tanzania Green Building Council. It may be that familiarity with sustainable design and construction is based on the term being highly publicized in many areas. However, the extent to which sustainable design and construction is very familiar among stakeholders and has become a part of urban Tanzania design and construction practice is a debatable point. In 1998 Ofori argued that the concept of sustainable design and construction in the construction industry in terms of its response to environmental concerns was still lagging behind. Ofori (1998) and Du Plessis (2001) argued that the construction industry in
developing countries has neglected sustainable construction and recently, in 2015, Ozolins argued that development projects in developing countries do not contribute to sustainable development. In Tanzania, for example, the first green building was officially recognized only recently, in 2013 by using the Singapore green mark rating tool.

4.2 Meanings of Sustainable Design and Construction (SDC)

Meanings of sustainable design and construction revealed from in-depth interviews with 42 key stakeholders in three categories (policy, managerial and operational) are summarised using seven emerging themes in table 2.

Table 2: Meanings of sustainable design and construction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/ n</th>
<th>Meanings</th>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>Managerial</th>
<th>Operational</th>
<th>% of the total respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Environmental, cultural and economic</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Low cost</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Environment friendly</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Efficient and effective</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Durability of building products</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Meeting clients' needs and urban development standards</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Doing the right thing</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Don't know</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.1 Environment, cultural and economic responsive design and construction

In-depth interviews with stakeholders revealed that only 17% of the respondents conceptualize sustainable design and construction in line with the definition guiding this study. The rest, 83% of the respondents, conceptualize it as one or a combination of the following: low cost design and construction, environmental friendly design, traditional design and construction, efficient and effective design and construction, durability of buildings, meeting clients' needs and urban development standards and as 'doing the right thing'.

Only 17% of the respondents had a holistic description of the meaning of sustainable design and construction describing it as activities that take care of the environment, nature, culture, traditions and people of a given place. Terminologies like continuity, which represent a dictionary meaning of sustainability and the word friendly were used often by the respondents to explain the meaning of sustainable design and construction. It was noted
that 17% of the respondents possess more of a theoretical meaning of sustainable design and construction rather than expressing a practical understanding when asked to describe how sustainability can be achieved in the Tanzania context. It was also noted that among the 17% of respondents who stated the meaning of sustainable design and construction as adopted by this study, there is only one respondent in the managerial category.

### 4.2.2 Low cost design and construction

26% of the respondents discussed the meaning of sustainable design and construction in terms of affordability of buildings by consumers, less building maintenance cost, and less time for design, approval, and construction implementation, which is reflected in lower overall project cost, and lastly building operational costs. In particular, they relate it with up-to-date design and low cost of construction using locally available materials and avoiding delays in project implementation as key factors for controlling the cost of the project. It is obvious that one way of looking at the concept of sustainability in the construction industry is to look at the economic dynamics of a country, where efforts to lower ongoing and capital costs of the building is key to achieving sustainable design and construction. In that sense affordability of building products, which results from minimizing the costs involved in the design, construction and maintenance of buildings are key. Based on these stakeholders’ explanations of sustainable design and construction, it appears that cost is considered in isolation from environmental and cultural issues. The concept of sustainable design and construction encompasses controlling resource costs. In developing countries, particularly in Tanzania, resources that go in buildings need to be controlled because of the economic challenges facing the country. Therefore, the amount and type of resources has implications for cost.

### 4.2.3 Environmentally friendly design and construction

Environmentally friendly design and construction and ecological design and construction are widely used to represent green design and construction activities, and sometimes used as a synonym for sustainable design and construction. This study reveals that 12% of the respondents from the operational and policy category described the meaning of sustainable design and construction as environmentally friendly design and construction. According to the respondents, environmentally friendly design and construction are activities that consider climate, context, and they are ecological in the sense that they respond to the contextual aspects including materials, terrain and the like to create comfort. In addition, the environmental consciousness of a building needs to be evaluated for sustainability in all stages of the building’s existence from design to demolition (after building use). Although respondents were concerned with
only an environmental evaluation of buildings, this study argued that sustainable design and construction is more than environmentally friendly design and construction. Social, cultural, and economic sustainability need to complement environmental sustainability for sustainable design and construction to be achieved. This finding implies that for some of the respondents, sustainable design and construction is exclusively about protecting the environment, or protecting buildings from environmental forces, or taking advantage of the environment in designs and construction activities, thus indicating a need to create more awareness of social and economic sustainability.

4.2.4 Efficient and effective design and construction

In-depth interviews revealed another meaning of sustainable design and construction as efficient design and construction. 14% of the respondents used the term efficient design in explaining the meaning of sustainable design and construction by relating it with the efficient use of energy in buildings, efficient use of space in and outside the building, and the overall efficiency of the intended function of the building by allowing easy movement from one point to another, by creating convenience for building users, by allowing optimal use of space for comfort and by considering people with disabilities. It was also noted that the term efficient design was explained differently in interviews among operational and policy stakeholders. Policy stakeholders referred to efficient design as the optimal use of space and convenience for all space users and allowing flexibility in the use of space. On the other hand, operational stakeholders relate efficient and effective design and construction to energy efficiency. Based on interviews, energy efficiency was described in two ways. One description of energy efficiency was using less embodied energy for building construction activities, meaning efficient use of energy in the preparation of building materials, construction and demolition of building structures. The other description of energy efficiency was centred on the efficiency of buildings’ operational energy used to create comfort conditions in buildings, for example for lighting and cooling. Considering the meaning of sustainable design and construction guiding this study, energy efficiency is one step on the ladder of environmental sustainability, which is one pillar towards sustainable design and construction.

4.2.5 Durability of building products

10% of the respondents, all policy stakeholders, defined sustainable design and construction as the durability of building products. In describing the meaning of sustainable design and construction, durability was explained in terms of a long building lifespan, which results from good quality building material, design style, and specifications. According to the respondents, durability of building products is based on the design specifications, which
entails less building maintenance activities and hence is less costly to maintain. Key features from the respondents’ explanation of sustainable design and construction are good quality building materials used in the construction, efficient use of the buildings based on the intended purpose and longevity of building products. As such designers, developers, and contractors play a major role in the design and material specification and construction of a durable building.

4.2.6 Meeting client needs and urban development standards

10% of the respondents, all from the category of managerial stakeholders, specifically in the local government offices, conceptualized sustainability as design and construction that meets clients’ needs and that are in compliance with the urban development standards. This implies that the meaning of sustainable design and construction as meeting client needs and urban development standards is based on the stakeholders’ day to day activities and procedures of managing the built environment. For example, in issuing building permits, the drawings are scrutinized based on the urban development standards established by the municipal council. Building permits are issued when the drawings are in conformity with the standards for the total built up area allowed, plot coverage, plot ratio, buildings height and setbacks. Drawings need to be approved by the Municipal Land Officer, Municipal Town Planner, Municipal Environmental Health Officer, Municipal Architect, and Municipal Engineer before gaining the consent of the urban planning committee. As such, for the project to be approved by the municipal council, meeting urban development standards and client’s needs is a normal practice for the local government officials, which was also reflected in their meanings of sustainable design and construction.

4.2.7 Doing the right thing

5% of the respondents, all from the operational stakeholder category, conceptualized the meaning of sustainable design and construction as “doing the right thing”. These respondents are retired architects and their work and contribution to Tanzania architecture by designing with the climate, using passive cooling systems to create comfort in buildings, is recognised. One respondent among them received a 2012 Green Africa Award in the category of Green Design and Building for his “lifelong contribution for sustainable architecture in Tanzania”. The Green Africa Award was established in 2010 and officially announced in 2011 in Mauritius by the Allied Network for Policy Research and Advocacy for Sustainability (ANPRAS) in agreement with the US based Earth Day Network (EDN) “to give special recognition to its Green Awards”. This respondent revealed that to him sustainable design and construction means “Doing the right thing”. The respondents felt the term sustainable design and construction was “just a new terminology for the right practice”.
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The respondent also argued that doing the right thing has a component of doing justice to the clients, to the environment, culture and economy while following professional ethics and that this is essential for sustainable design and construction. This is in line with another retired architect interviewed who described the term “doing the right thing” as designing and building using the basic knowledge of design with climate, context, and budget as taught in architecture schools.

5.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The findings from a questionnaire survey and in-depth interviews with key leaders in the construction industry, show that there are two ways of conceptualizing sustainable design and construction that cut across the three categories of stakeholders. These are first environmental, cultural and economic design and construction and second low cost design and construction. Low cost design and construction is considered by a plurality of stakeholders (26%) as the meaning of sustainable design and construction. Only 17% of the respondents understood sustainable design and construction in line with the holistic meaning that guided this research. Meanings revealed by 83% stakeholders adopt one but not all of environmental, economic and social sustainability. For example, for some respondents low cost or energy efficiency carries the whole meaning of sustainable design and construction. This implies the need for a comprehensive meaning of sustainable design and construction to be more widespread within the construction industry in Tanzania in order to contribute to the goal of promoting national sustainability.

In terms of a general understanding of the concept of sustainable design and construction among the three categories of stakeholders, in-depth interview results indicate that managerial stakeholders, especially local government officials, show a minimum understanding despite the questionnaire survey results, which show that managerial stakeholders are very familiar with the concept.

It is recommended that the government of Tanzania, through the ministry of works establish a clear legal definition of sustainable design and construction so that stakeholders will share a holistic understanding of the concept facilitating the creation of a common goal of promoting sustainability in the Tanzanian construction industry. The Ministry of works must establish clear policy and legislation to promote and mainstream sustainable design and construction practices. Academic institutions need to invest in and carry out structured training about the concept of sustainable design and construction for stakeholders in the construction industry to acquire a stronger practical understanding. Professional associations and regulatory bodies should endeavour to create awareness and understanding of the benefits of sustainable design and construction practices among professionals in the construction industry.
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ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS

Purpose of this paper
The purpose of this paper is to report on methods to supply sustainable energy to the increased demand by the South African Built Environment leading to sustainable supply and to determine how the environment chain can be satisfied.

Design/Methodology/approach
The study consists out of two types of data sources namely primary and secondary data. Primary data was obtained through an online web survey questionnaire being sent out via email.

Findings
Sustainable energy supply to the South African Built Environment is critical to allow for expansion and growth of the country’s infrastructure and to increase international investment within our country. Effective estimations for future developments are required to see that a country’s energy reserve margin remains at about 15 percent of the demand. South Africa contains great potential for further development of sustainable renewable energy.

Originality / Value
The paper would add value to developers to inform them of what measures they need to implement into new developments to ensure uninterrupted energy supply.

Keywords Sustainable energy, energy reserve margin, renewable energy, energy supply and environmental impact.
1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Globally, there was a rapid increase in the world's economic growth in the 1950s and 1960s. These economic growths led to an increase in energy consumption that in turn increased the energy demand. Social needs started to rise in the 1970s. According to Davidson 2002b, it was realised that the richest 20% of the world’s population received 83% of the world’s income while the poorest 20% only received 1.4%. In South African context, the post-apartheid provision of infrastructure and energy posed a unique challenge. Current and historic systems structured to supply energy to the South African built environment mainly consist of the combustion of coal. Coal is responsible for 72.1% of South Africa's primary energy needs and is unlikely to change significantly in the next decade as suitable alternatives to supply energy is limited (Eskom, 2013: 1). Providing a more sustainable supply and use of energy remains a challenge for future development in South Africa. According to Winkler (2006: 1), energy plays a critical factor in economic and social development while any energy system has an impact on the environment. More sustainable energy developments, the national level, would have a positive effect on global sustainability through decreasing climate change.

Earthlife Africa Jhb (2009: 14) confirmed that the country’s energy crisis has resulted in power cuts, load shedding and an unreliable supply of electricity. A number of issues attributed to the cause of the energy crisis, including a shortage of coal at Eskom’s power stations, South Africa's economic growth and rapid increase in electrified homes, which grew from 1.2 million to 4 million from 1990 – 2007. The energy generating capacity also declined from 45 000MW in 1994 to between 37 000 – 40 000MW in 2008. This crisis forced Eskom to produce rapid solutions. Old coal-fired stations were brought online and new ones were built, with little focus put on renewable and sustainable energy sources. Edkins et al. (2010: 1) indicates that South Africa has very good natural resources (solar and wind), but the deployment of renewable technologies has been slow. More than 90 percent of South Africa’s electricity is generated from the burning of coal. The state-owned company, Eskom, produces 40.7 GW electricity from 27 operational stations in South Africa. The additional capacity from Independent Power Producers results in a total capacity of 43.5 GW. The following summary of primary data explaining the related literature will highlight the variables that were addressed during the empirical study as part of this research explained in this paper.
2. REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

In global context

During the late 1970s and early 1980s, there was a tremendous demand in the international arena to include environmental concerns alongside these of economic and social issues. The population started to notice the detrimental effects that the pollution had on the environment. Sustainable development is a development that satisfies the population’s current needs and goals without decreasing the future generations’ abilities to comply with their needs and goals.

The three elements that are necessary for development to be sustainable are:

1. Economic development can be defined as the process that influences growth and restructuring of an economy to increase the economic well-being of a country or community (Kempner 2004);
2. Social development is the process of change that leads to improvements in human well-being and social relations, and are compatible with principles of democratic governance and social justice (UNRISD 2011);
3. Environmental development is the managing of the impact that the Human being and its activities have on his entire surroundings from water, the sun, air and all livening organisms;

In the South African context

South Africa's energy is mainly supplied and generated by the state-owned utility, Eskom. According to Bekker et al., in Du Toit 2014, Eskom started as the Electricity Supply Commission (Escom) in 1923 which was renamed to Eskom in 1987. In 2001, Eskom was converted into a public company, with the state being the only shareholder (Eskom 2001 in Du Toit 2014). During the apartheid era, the South African government was only concerned to electricity supply services to the white population group and industrial sector, as it drove the economic grow of the country (Du Toit 2014). According to Eskom 1987 in Du Toit 2014, there was overbuilding of energy supply sources which lead to a 55 percent reserve margin and Eskom launched their 'low-income electrification' programme in 1987. Eskom has 27 operational stations in the country that produce 40.7 GW electricity (Eskom, 2009a). Independent Power Producers (IPPs) and imports from other countries increase the total electricity capacity to 43.5 GW. More than 90% of South Africa's electricity is generated from the burning of coal (Edkines et al., 2010:8). The remainder of the electricity
come from nuclear and hydropower as well as newly commissioned renewable energy plants including the wind and solar. South Africa’s industrial sector (including mining) was the major consuming sector in 2008 by consuming 58 percent of the total electricity supply. At 20 percent, the residential sector consumed the second most electricity. The commercial and services sector consumed 15 percent while the remaining 7 percent were divided between the Agriculture, Transport and other sectors at 3, 2 and 2 percent respectively (DBSA, 2011:126).

Coal as energy source

Coal is currently the most widely used primary fuel, as it is used for 36% of total fuel consumption to produce electricity internationally. South Africa is one of the five largest coal users together with China, USA, India and Japan. These five countries account for 82% of total global coal use (Eskom, 2013). The coal demand increased with the rapid increase in the South African mining industry. At first the coal was used to generate steam, compressed air and then electricity. The use of coal has developed over the years and is currently being used mainly for electricity generation, petrochemicals, steel production, brick making and lime calcining. The burning of coal causes air pollution and the extractive activities have a severe impact on the environment. The technological advances provide information on the effect on the environment and guide industries on how they can control the use of fossil fuels, especially coal. Existing and emerging clean coal technologies enable the production, processing, conveyance and utilisation of coal in an environmental friendly manner. Coal is a non-renewable resource, as it takes millions of years to form, but there is still plenty of it in the ground (Du Toit, 2014). Coal is mined some distance away from the generating plants and then transported to the plants by coal trains. At the beginning of the twenty-first-century, coal experienced a rapid increase in usage, as oil, natural gas and other combustibles to generate electricity grew short. Coal remains a temporary solution for humankind’s energy problems while we are working towards more sustainable supplies of energy (IRP, 2011). Although there is a large quantity of coal available, it is not infinite. The combustion of coal produces carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, sulfur oxides, nitrogen oxides and mercury compounds. Coal mining leaves long-lasting landscape scars with a possible runoff of toxic substances eg. lead, mercury and arsenic (Gibilisco, 2013).

Alternative energy sources

The Koeberg nuclear power station in the Western Cape is currently the only nuclear power station in Africa and produces 1800 MW power to provide 6.9% of South Africa’s electricity supply (Eskom, 2013). Nuclear energy relies on uranium, which is a by-product from gold mining (Du Toit,
2014). According to Kenny, in Winkler 2006, South Africa's uranium reserves have been estimated at 261 000 tonnes. The government's IRP identified nuclear power as one of the primary energy uses to produce electricity in the future. The IRP aims to construct nuclear power plants to the capacity of 9600 MW by 2030, which would lead to a total of 11 400 MW of nuclear power being generated in South Africa. Du Toit, 2014 states that the government appears committed to proceed with hydraulic fracturing and has recently published draft Technical Regulations for Petroleum Exploration and Exploitation.

Renewable energy is energy that is generated from renewable and non-depletable energy sources. This includes hydropower, wind energy, solar energy, marine energy and biomass energy. Omer 2012 highlights the fact that water is one of the human's basic needs for survival and can be effectively utilised as a source to produce renewable energy. As water is a finite commodity that cannot be created but only stored, we need to manage it to the best of our abilities (Omer, 2012). That is the reason why we are capable of using stored water to generate hydropower without depleting the stored water. According to Du Toit 2014, South Africa's energy supply currently contains 668 MW of installed hydropower and 1580 MW of pumped storage schemes. The government plans to increase this 2248 MW hydropower to 5499 MW in 2023 by starting to import hydropower from Mozambique and Zambia in 2020 (IRP, 2010).

South Africa is a country that utilises wind energy for many years already. Wind energy is the transformation of natural occurring wind energy into power or electricity by windmills or wind turbines respectively (NERSA, 2009: 5). When large wind turbines operate together in a ‘wind farm’, they produce electricity that can be fed into the national grid. Holmet al, 2008 in (Edkins et al., 2010:6) estimates that South Africa produce 23 MW of wind power off-grid through windmills to operate boreholes across the country. According to (Edkins et al., 2010: 6) South Africa only had two existing wind energy plants before the governments IRP in 2010.

Decrease is supply security

Since the 1990s, Eskom’s performance was good until recent years. Newbery et al., (2008: 51) states that quality and security of supply used to improve, progress was made in extending access to electricity and the utility decreased its debt. In recent years, we saw that the quality of supply has deteriorated as the ageing plant is run to its maximum capacities. Security of supply has been prejudiced by delays in investment planning. South Africa’s reserve margin capacity experienced a large fall to around 8 percent in recent years (15 percent is seen as normal), which placed immense pressure on the industry (DME, 2008: 8). In 2010 the South African Department of Energy (DoE) presented an Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) for the country, when the Minister of Energy determined that new generation was required in terms of section 34 of the Electricity
Regulations Act (DoE, 2006). This plan was developed to guide the energy sector to indicate the necessary new built power plants to reduce the power shortage of the country and increase the energy reserve margin for South Africa. This IRP included the provision of 1 000 000 solar water heaters to reduce electricity consumption (DoE, 2006). The IRP was developed for the period 2010 to 2030 and was planned to be updated at least every two years. The IRP was revised and the final plan allowed for a total increase of 44.54 GW in 2010 to 89.53 GW by 2030. The plan included 6.3 GW for coal, 9.6 GW for nuclear fleet, 2.6 GW from imported hydro power, 6.3 GW from other generation sources and 17.8 GW from renewable resources (8.4 GW Solar PV, 1 GW CSP, 8.4 GW Wind). The proposal ensures the security of supply of energy and is a major step for South Africa in terms of climate change commitment as expressed at the Copenhagen summit (DoE, 2011).

New Infrastructure & governance

The Electricity Regulation Act 4 of 2006 states the government’s interest to develop South Africa’s infrastructure. The Act’s objects are amongst other to achieve efficient, effective, sustainable and orderly development and operation of electricity supply infrastructure in South Africa (DOE, 2006: 6). When planning to develop new infrastructure, it is important to consider the integration of generation facilities into the transmission grid (DBSA, 2011: 137). It is important because of the intermittency of the wind and solar energy where it cannot be stored. The location of new energy facilities is also important, as the resource to produce the energy (e.g. wind) must be available and it would create the potential to change energy flow patterns (DBSA, 2011: 138). South Africa saw electricity shortages in 2007/2008 and 2014 which lead to ‘load shedding’ across the country (Du Toit, 2014: 67). The Department of Minerals and Energy (DME) predicted in their White Paper in (1998: 53) that South Africa would see a shortage of electricity in 2007 if no increase is made to their supply. Until recently it was seen as the premier policy document which guides all subsequent policies, strategies and legislation within the South African energy sector (Du Toit, 2014: 206). In 2004, the DME published a White Paper on the Renewable Energy Policy of the Republic of South Africa (the REWP). This REWP states the government’s vision of developing an economy that increases the renewable energy consumption share and provide affordable access to energy throughout the RSA, and thus contributing to sustainable development and environmental conservation (DME, 2004: 1). The REWP states that ‘The Department of Minerals and Energy will take overall responsibility of renewable energy policy coordination in South Africa, working closely with the relevant Government Departments and institutions’ (DME, 2004: 41). The Electricity Regulation Act No.4 of 2006 was developed in order to regulate the electricity supply industry of South Africa (DOE, 2006: 10). The National Energy Act 34 of 2008 is the framework...
regulation of South Africa by regulating the country's entire energy supply where the Electricity Regulations Act only regulates the country's electricity sector. Among the objects of the Act it includes uninterrupted supply of energy to the Republic; diversity of energy supply and sources; appropriate standards and specifications for the equipment, systems and processes used for producing, supplying and consuming energy; optimal supply, transformation, transportation, storage and demand of energy that are planned, organized and implemented in accordance with a balanced consideration of security of supply, economics, consumer protection and a sustainable development; and ensure effective planning for energy supply, transportation and consumption (DOE, 2008: 6). The load shedding in 2007/2008 led to the development of the Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) 2010-2030. The IRP was first published in 2010 when the Minister of Energy determined that it was necessary for a new generation in terms of section 34 of Electricity Regulations Act (Du Toit, 2014: 214). The objectives of the IRP 1 (2009: 9) were to produce 10 000 GWh renewable energy by 2013; implement energy efficiency and demand side management through a financial incentive scheme; and install one million solar water heaters. The National Energy Regulator of South Africa (NERSA) introduced a feed-in tariff (FIT) policy in 2009 through its Renewable Energy Feed-In Tariff (REFIT) approval by the government. Du Toit (2014: 170) states that for effective FIT policies it is important that grid operators connect renewable energy installations to the grid, purchase the generated energy at pre-determined prices and to upgrade the grid to accommodate renewable energy sources.

**Environmental demands**

Human activities are warming the planet (Earthlife, 2009: 2). Du Toit indicates in (2014: 26) that greenhouse gases (GHGs), including carbon dioxide (CO2), methane and nitrous oxide, naturally occur in the Earth’s atmosphere and have a heat-trapping effect that is responsible for naturally warming the global surface air temperature. Without this natural warming process, the earth would be well below freezing point. During the Industrial Revolution, there was a rapid increase in energy demand, which was supplied primarily through the combustion of coal (Winkler, 2006). This lead to a dramatic increase in the GHG emissions and resulted in an increase in the average global temperatures. Du Toit also informs in (2014: 30) that some of the vulnerabilities already experienced by South Africa include high incidents of diseases such as tuberculosis and HIV/AIDS, water scarcity and a lack of access to services such as clean water and sanitation. Winkler states in (2006: 98) that South Africa’s reliance on coal energy sources is the main reason behind South Africa’s high CO2 emissions. South African CO2 sources that are coal-related include electricity generation and the production of synthetic liquid fuels, and energy-intensive industries such as mining, iron and steel, aluminum,
ferrochrome and chemicals (Winkler, 2006: 98). Climate change is described by the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) in (Du Toit, 2014: 26) as change of climate which is attributed directly or indirectly to human activity that alters the composition of global atmosphere and which is in addition to natural climate variability observed over comparable time periods.

Bhattacharyya, 2010 confirms that natural disasters such as heat waves, flooding and drought are some of the effects of climate change, and accelerates the destruction of ecosystems (including the extinction of animal and plant species). South Africa is one of the developing countries that have a large share of responsibility to the climate change situation, due to its high levels of GHGs emitted from its fossil-fuel powered economy (National Climate Change Response White Paper, 2011: 5). The International Energy Agency (IEA) ranked South Africa as one of the worlds’ top 20 carbon emitters and the country is seen as between industrial and developing economies. According to the IEA tables (2013: 48-57), South Africa has a level of 7.27 tonnes carbon dioxide per capita. This relates to well developed countries such as New-Zealand at 6.87 t CO2/capita, Norway at 7.69 t CO2/capita and the United Kingdom is at 7.06 t CO2/capita. Other developing countries have a much lower rate of emission for example India at 1.41 t CO2/capita, China at 5.92 t CO2/capita and Kenya only at 0.28 t CO2/capita. In the year 2000, 79 percent of South Africa’s GHG emissions came from CO2. This is due to South Africa’s high dependence on coal to produce 72 percent of its energy and 85 percent of its electricity (Eskom, 2013: 1).

Legislation governing environmental concerns

The UNFCCC was planned in 1992, due to the international concerns about climate change and the need to control it and started in 1994. The UNFCCC’s primary objective is to reach stabilisation of GHG concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate (UNFCCC). Such a level should be reached within a sufficient time frame to allow natural adaption for ecosystems, without threatening food production and enable economic development to proceed in a sustainable manner (UNFCCC). South Africa joined the UNFCCC in 1997 (UNFCCC). The UNFCCC require joint countries to take various listed actions in order to protect the climate system for current and future generations. The UNFCCC also recognises the special difficulties of especially developing countries whose economies are dependent on the use and exportation of fossil fuels to reduce their GHG emissions, with specific to South Africa. The Kyoto Protocol was drafted by the UNFCCC and it provides specific emission reduction targets (Du Toit, 2014: 19).
Assessment means the process of collecting, organizing, analysing, interpreting and communicating information that is relevant for decision-making. Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) is the process of integrating the concept of sustainability into decision-making. (Strydom et al., 2009: 983). When evaluating a potential development project which have potential environmental impacts, an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) must be conducted (Turpie in Strydom et al., 2009: 51). The EIA can be defined as the process of examining the possible/potential environmental effects of a development (DEA, 2010: 13). The National Environmental Managing Act (NEMA) has split the process into two types of assessment, namely a basic assessment process and a scoping and Environmental Impact Assessment Report (S&EIR) process (DEA, 2010: 13). The difference between these processes relates to the proposed developments’ nature and the potential impact on the environment. Well known activities are easily predictable and likely to receive basic assessment, compared to the not well-known activities that would require S&EIR (DEA, 2010: 13).

The DEA (2010: 22) informs that the S&EIR entails a scoping phase and an environmental impact assessment phase. In the scoping phase, issues are identified and it includes a plan of study for the EIA. Issues identified in the scoping phase are assessed in the EIA phase and includes an EIP (DEA, 2010: 22). Information on the proposed activity and the manner in which potential impacts will be reduced are discussed in the EMP.

Current situation and protocol

South Africa’s current electricity supply is not sufficient to comply with the demand and Eskom informed (March 2014) that the electricity supply system would remain under pressure until a substantial amount of the newly built programme is complete. Daim et al. (2011:71) acknowledge the fact that implementation of energy efficiency technologies are complex and need to be complying with society, economy and perspective of technology. Lee et al. confirms in (2013: 631) that the development of energy sources (alternatives to fossil fuel) takes a lot of time and the immediate solution to the energy shortage is the reduction of energy consumption through IT in all economic sectors. Ngoma (2014: 47) confirms that the use of ITCs creates intangible assets in the form of managerial improvements, which would increase the overall efficiency of production and therefore increase the total factor of production which in turn leads to a sustainable economy.

Energy profiling & hydrogen production
Energy profiling in the built environment involves the analysis of the actual / predicted energy performance of buildings and the energy embodied in the used materials and methods to construct the building (Crosbie et al., 2009: 22). The aim of this analysis is to improve the building in terms of energy performance. Energy profiling may also include energy consumed and CO2 emissions to produce the energy (Crosbie et al., 2009: 22). The rising environmental concerns and electricity prices lead to great interest internationally to optimise energy performance of commercial and domestic buildings through their entire life cycle (Crosbie et al., 2009: 22). Hydrogen is the most abandoned element on the planet and cannot be destroyed but only change state during consumption, e.g. water to hydrogen and back to water. Omer (2012: 47) informs that hydrogen is now accepted as a form to store energy for reuse onto or from the grid. Electrical power generated from wind and wave farms can produce hydrogen through electrolysis of water. Electrolysis split water into hydrogen and oxygen which are caught as gases (Omer, 2012: 47).

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This paper reports on research based on a quantitative research methodology that obtained the primary data which was supported by the secondary data in order to test each sub-problem’s hypothesis. The primary data was gathered via e-mail in the form of an online survey as well as a manual attached document. This data was then analysed and interpreted. The sample was determined according to the delimitations of the study. The candidates were mostly Engineers, Project Managers, Sustainability Consultants, Suppliers to the Grid and Government officials. The questionnaire was only sent to professionals that are currently involved with the South African energy sector to ensure that the data is accurate and trustworthy. The 5 point Likert-type scale was used for the questionnaire. This scale ranges from 1 – 5, where 1 is considered being not important or strongly disagree and 5 being very important or strongly agree. A mean score (MS) was calculated from the completed questionnaires to indicate the percentage of responses allocated to each of the 5 options per question. This enables me to categorise the data into tables, graphs and pie charts according to their importance.

4. RESULTS

It is notable (with a mean score of 4.22) that respondents believe that insufficient energy resources contribute in a near major extent to a major extent in the Built Environment electricity shortage. Respondents also believe that our South African culture to waste / increased human population and new property developments contribute in some extent to
near the major extent to the electricity shortage. The respondents indicated that RDP houses / free-basic-electricity and previously low electricity prices also contribute to a near important extent to some extent in the electricity shortage.

Table 1: Percentage contribution to electricity shortage in Built Environment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Unsure</th>
<th>Not</th>
<th>Very</th>
<th>Mean Score</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New property developments</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>23.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDP houses</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>23.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free-Basic-Electricity</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient energy resources</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>23.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased human population</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture to waste</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>39.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous low electricity price</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>28.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With a mean score of 4.57 the respondents also believe to a near major to major extent that South Africa contains large potential for renewable energy resources (wind, solar PV, CSP). Furthermore respondents ranked Insufficient planning for the increased demand resulted in unsustainable energy supply the 3rd highest with a mean score of 4.48 which indicates that it contributes in a near major to major extent to the limited infrastructure. Respondents also believe to a near major extent (with a mean score of 4.18) that the electricity shortages of 2007-2008 forced the development of new power plants.

Table 2: Extent to which certain factors contribute to the limited electricity supply infrastructure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Unsure</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Mean Score</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South Africa postponed their duty to increase the electricity generation capacity for too long</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The electricity shortages of 2007 – 2008 forced the development of new power plants</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient planning for the increased demand resulted in unsustainable energy supply</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The low selling price of electricity prevented the development of sustainable energy technologies.

South Africa contains large potential for renewable energy resources (wind, solar PV, CSP).

It is notable that the respondents believe that all the factors are important to more than important with a mean score range from $3.26$ to $4.12$. The respondents perceive the low reserve margin of energy to support a rapid increase in demand (with a mean score of $4.12$) to contribute to a near major extent to the unsustainable energy supply as it is ranked 1st. The respondents ranked the focus on medium term sustainable investment and not enough long term sustainable investments the 2nd highest with a mean score of $3.81$. It is also noted that the respondents ranked both slow implementation of net metering (small producers feed into grid and offset supply against consumption) and a feed-in-tariff by government to purchase renewable energy at a pre-determined price that it economy related in the 4th position with mean scores of $3.30$ and standard deviations of $1.45$ and $1.69$ respectively.

Table 3 Contribution of the following factors to an unsustainable energy supply

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Unsure</th>
<th>Not..........................Very</th>
<th>Mean Score</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small versatility in energy supply mix (mostly coal)</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low reserve margin of energy to support a rapid increase in demand</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slow implementation of net metering (small producers feed into grid and offset supply against consumption)</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Feed-In-Tariff by government to purchase renewable energy at a pre-determined price that is economy related.</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An interconnection between neighboring countries’ electricity networks.</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on medium term sustainable investment and not enough long term investments</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With a mean score of $4.04$ and ranked 1st it is apparent that respondents perceive South Africa’s dependence on coal as energy resource to contribute some extent to a near major extent to increase the renewable
energy implementation from an environmental perspective. The 2nd highest ranked factor, \textit{GHG emissions from coal energy}, has a mean score of 4.00 and is also considered by respondents to contribute some extent to a near major extent to the environmental demand to increase renewable energy supply.

With a mean score of 3.78 (ranked 3rd) it is apparent the respondents perceive \textit{Health and Safety implications from air pollution and coal dust} as an important to more than important factor to increase renewable energy implementation from an environmental point of view.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Unsure</th>
<th>Minor</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>Mean Score</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South Africa’s dependence on coal as energy resource</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>19.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHG emissions from coal energy</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>41.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water usage from coal power plants leads to insufficient and toxic water supply for human consumption</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>30.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health and Safety implications from air pollution and coal dust</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>47.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global rise in air temperature</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>23.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon Tax levies</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>39.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low running cost of renewable energy</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>26.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With a mean score of 4.17 and ranked 1st, respondents believe the fact that \textit{not all South African municipalities accepted net-metering installations} play an important to more than important part in the slow implementation of the technologies to ensure better generation and utilisation of electricity. The \textit{high initial capital outlay} of these new technologies (ranked 2nd) is
also rated to contribute some extent to a near major extent (with a mean score of 4.09) to the slow implementation of the new technologies. The respondents also perceive that the following three factors: public not aware of building life-cycle savings, slow development of specialist knowledge in the field and limited interest from public to implement technology all contribute some extent to a near major extent on the slow implementation of better new technologies to generate and utilise electricity with mean scores of 3.91, 3.89 and 3.60 respectively. With a mean score of 3.59 the fact that uneducated building occupants do not prefer new technologies are ranked 7th and contribute some extent to a near major extent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Unsure</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Mean Score</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High initial capital outlay</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slow development of specialist knowledge in the field</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>62.8</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited interest from public to implement technology</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public not being aware of all the available technologies</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public not aware of building life-cycle savings</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not all South African municipalities accepted net-metering installation</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uneducated building occupants do not prefer new technologies</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. RECOMMENDATIONS

The rapid increase in accessibility to electricity by South African citizens without increasing the supply of electricity leads to the supply shortages. The recommendations to deal with this supply shortage are to increase the energy supply mix. The country therefore has to increase the variety of energy sources used to produce electricity in order to ensure sustainable supply. Coal fired power plants need to be stocked with good quality coal that is able to be used at all times to ensure sustainable supply of electricity. Infrastructure is run to its maximum to ensure adequate supply for the demand. This continuous maximum capacity production makes it difficult to conduct preventative maintenance on current plant. The recommendations would be to increase to generation plant capacity.
would allow shutting down plants in order to execute maintenance procedures. New renewable and nuclear energy should be developed. These types of energy are very sustainable and require minimal operational costs. Renewable energy must be used to supplement other energy sources such as coal and nuclear. The predictions for future energy demand is very accurate up to date and plans are put in place to effective expansion of energy generation plant, but it is not implemented. Competent educated people need to develop plans for executing and funding the developed plans and execute it. The state owned governance need to allow for more privatisation of the energy supply sector in order to create competition and support in a similar manner. Nuclear power plants need to be developed to ensure sustainable supply in the future. Too much focus is being placed on supplying the current and medium growth instead of long term sustainable developments. South Africa is a major contributor to the immense GHG emissions in the world. South Africa's dependence on coal as a source of energy is the main reason for the high emission rate. The recommendation would be to install renewable energy measures in all new developments that allow for complete generation of their own electricity while connected to the grid. This must be a bi-directional connection that allows to building owner to use grid electricity when his current demand exceeds is supply and feed electricity into the system is his supply exceeds his demand. Better quality coal should be kept for the country's own use and not only exported to reduce the GHG emissions. New advanced technological support systems to increase energy efficiency do exist, but are slowly implemented within South Africa. The costs of these new technologies should not be seen as an expense by the client, but rather as an investment as it would reduce the building's operational costs and increase the value of the building when being sold. These technologies such as energy profiling must become compulsory for the construction as well as the life-cycle phase of projects. Existing buildings should also be refitted with these green energy saving technologies.

6. CONCLUSIONS

A sustainable supply of energy is one of the structural factors to ensure social and economic development. Energy supply and sustainable development are inseparable from one another. Sustainable energy supply to the South African Built Environment is critical to allow for expansion and growth of the country's infrastructure and to increase international investment within our country. Research has shown that it is essential to plan and execute the plans to ensure a sustainable supply of energy to the built environment. Effective estimations for future developments is required to see that a country’s energy reserve margin remains at about 15 percent of the demand to allow for unexpected rapid increases in energy demand. South Africa contains great potential for further development of sustainable
renewable energy. The technologies already exist and are slowly being implemented. It is very expensive to start, but has minimal running costs throughout its life-cycle. These renewable energy sources (wind, solar PV and CSP) are effective to strengthen the energy supply chain, but need to be supported by large amounts of coal and nuclear energy to comply with the energy demand.

7. FUTURE RESEARCH

Further studies should be conducted in the following areas:

- How to finance sustainable nuclear energy plants within the country;
- The development of new construction projects with minimal dependence on grid electricity;
- How to effectively implement a wide mix of energy source to produce sustainable energy to the South African Built Environment;
- The cost saving aspect throughout a development’s life-cycle if self-sustaining measures are incorporated into the design;
- The effects that energy shortages (i.e. load shedding) have on the built environment and economy;
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ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS

Purpose of this paper
Even though green building has gained significant momentum in recent years, the South African construction sector seems to still be in the wake of other countries, experiencing resistance and barriers which prevent the uptake of such construction methods. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the primary factors contributing to the low implementation of green building principles in South Africa.

Design/methodology/approach
An extensive review of literature was conducted in order to ascertain a comprehensive list of common factors inhibiting the adoption of green building practices. This was then used in the questionnaire which was sent to a random sample of 180 professionals, namely, quantity surveyors, architects and engineers. A total of 42 responses were received.

Research Limitations/implications
Only architects, quantity surveyors and engineers were sent the questionnaire. Future research can consider the opinions of contractors.

Findings
This study revealed that cost is the primary factor contributing to the low implementation of green building principles. It is recommended that education is the key to overcoming the factors inhibiting the widespread implementation of green building. Life cycle costing was also identified as a
key component of this finding and the means of overcoming it by revealing long term cost savings.

**Practical implications**
This study can be used for further research to assist the construction industry in green building practices.

**Originality/value of the paper**
The investigation serves to create awareness as to the fundamental problems causing the low implementation of green building practices, as well as providing clarity on the important areas which need to be addressed.

**Keywords**: Construction industry, South Africa, Green Building

### 1. INTRODUCTION

The construction industry is very dynamic and in a state of constant change. There is a large influx of new technologies and materials into the construction market all the time. Society has created a need for diversity and change as they aim to satisfy their own needs and wants. Much of this change is therefore driven by limited resources and unlimited wants (Powell, Parkin & Mathews, 2008). With various economic perspectives in mind, this principle of limited resources and unlimited wants has, in all industries, led to ‘over-indulgence’, whilst neglecting to realise how future generations may be adversely affected. In the construction industry, until recently, little thought has gone into how current construction materials and methods are negatively impacting the environment, as resources such as land, water, etc. are still fairly abundant. This being said, diminishing resources have led to a greater awareness of the future effects of current practices, calling for an intervention. Even though green building has gained significant momentum in recent years, the South African construction sector seems to still be in the wake of other countries, experiencing resistance and barriers which prevent the uptake of such construction methods.

This study is therefore concerned with green building practices, and more specifically, the reason why these concepts are not implemented to a degree that would be optimally beneficial to the South African construction industry. By this it is meant that, although green building practices have been adopted to a certain degree, the extent to which they are implemented is not yet sufficient to firstly, increase sustainability for the future, and secondly, to become part of regular built environment practices.

The study was conducted by investigating the views of three major built environment professionals, namely, quantity surveyors, architects and engineers. These professionals were asked to fill in a questionnaire in order to gain insight into their perceived reasons for the lack of green building practices.
2. GREEN BUILDING PRINCIPLES

Construction process not only meets shelter needs to humans but also involves a process called ‘negotiation’ with nature, which has resulted in a displacement of our natural flora and fauna. Buildings permanently substitute plant life on the earth’s surface with structures, which alone, cannot sustain human and animal life in the long term.

World Commission on Environment and Development (1987) defined sustainable development as ‘a development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs’.

Overall, the built environment contributions significantly to environmental degradation. In South Africa, operation of the building sector accounts for 23% of greenhouse gas emissions, while emissions from the manufacture of major building materials for the building sector amounts to approximately 4% of total CO2 emissions (Gunnell, 2009).

The building construction sector has a vital role to play in combating the current threat faced by humankind. In fact, Gunnell (2009) suggests that the building construction sector has the largest potential for reducing greenhouse gas emissions, specifically with energy efficiency. There are seven principles according to Kibert (2008) on which sustainable construction is based which are:

- Reduce resource consumption;
- Re-use resources;
- Use recyclable resources;
- Protect nature;
- Eliminate toxic products and bi-products;
- Apply life cycle costing (LCC);
- Focus on quality.

The challenge facing South Africa like another developing country, is how the provision of national building needs can be attained in a sustainable manner whilst maintaining the life quality and prevailing standard of living (Appelby, 2011).

2.1 The need for the implementation of green building principles

The consideration of social, environmental and economic imperatives is commonly referred to as the triple bottom line (Wilkinson and Reed, 2007). It is critical for built environment professionals to understand this concept in order to keep abreast with the industry’s demand pertaining to enhanced environmental performance, in an ethically accountable manner as illustrated in Figure 1 below.
This is essential as it serves to be a significant, innovative shift in the methodology which the building industry uses to approach building projects and also trigger the industry awareness that the current building delivery system is not only affecting the environment, but also the way we do business and the industry’s bottom line (Montoya, 2010).

2.1.1 Environmental aspects
The world is increasingly aware of the detrimental impacts of pollution on our environment and quality of life. Pollution results in global warming, which is the most pervasive threat to human well-being, and in many respects the most intractable and has been linked to; weather events becoming more severe and unpredictable, increased flooding and drought in different areas, melting ice-caps, rising sea levels, and oceans becoming more acidic (Fitzpatrick, 2011).

The prevailing environmental damage cannot easily be rectified; however a recovery process can be initiated. This suggests that if no urgent precautionary measures are implemented, the situation for our future and that of our future generations is dire (Fitzpatrick, 2011).

2.1.2 Economic aspects
There exists a misconception that the implementation of green building is very costly when compared to that of conventional construction methods. This perception has therefore become a major barrier to green building implementation making strides in South Africa and other developing countries (Langdon, 2007; Montoya, 2010).

It is evident that this barrier could be overcome in various ways, first of which is by changing the approach used for development appraisal. This involves embracing the life cycle costing method on project appraisal. Life-cycle costing (LCC) assesses the cost of a building throughout its useful life, instead of purely focusing on the initial capital development costs.
Where green buildings may have a higher initial cost due to their more specialised construction methods and materials, their financial savings are all long term. By performing a LCC for a green building project, its long term savings come into play and may give it the edge over the traditional alternative (Kibert, 2008; Montoya, 2010).

Another way is to promote the green building movement awareness. Then once the movement has gained significant popularity amongst building stakeholders, green building technologies will become more affordable (Kibert, 2008; Montoya, 2010; Powell, et al., 2008).

This knowledge is critical for builders who want to develop a long-term market share, for evidence suggests that green building practices are here to stay and will soon be considered “best practice” for construction designers in the foreseeable future (Montoya, 2010).

### 2.1.3 Social aspects

Building projects have an effect on the overall community and society they are built in (Appelby, 2011). They define and affect the community spaces where people live and interact. This is to say that buildings create not only a physical environment, but also a social environment. Social sustainability considers and promotes social interactions and cultural enrichment to its occupants and neighbouring communities and stretches as far as the global community (Montoya, 2010).

Socially sustainable developments consider, meet and address the basic social needs of people and communities by providing basic needs for food, shelter, education, work and safe living and working conditions (Montoya, 2010).

Green building projects generate green construction jobs and skills. Green buildings will result in lower operating costs over the life of a building and therefore, potentially reduce living costs for the occupants (Langdon, 2007).

### 2.2 The barriers to green building

Although the benefits of green building are becoming more recognised and acceptable, there are still barriers which inhibit the adoption of green building efficiency measures (Green building Council of Australia (GBCA), 2008) such as psychological, technical, financial, regulatory, socio-economic and informational barriers.

#### A) Psychological barriers

Hoffman (2008) argued that environmental progress in the construction industry will continue to stall if the significant social and psychological barriers that remains are not addressed. When a construction project begins, participants certainly do not intend to build in an environmentally harmful way. Instead, unrecognised cognitive and social barriers stand between technical and economic solutions, and ultimately the successful adoption of green building methods (Hoffman, 2008).
B) Technical barriers
Technical and design barriers are one of the main considerations when looking at the feasibility of green buildings. It has been revealed that one of the primary technical issues with the construction of green buildings is the integration of sustainable technologies into small scale developments due to the perception that these technologies are unreliable. There exists a belief that green technologies, when used, are to the detriment of profit, functionality and aesthetics and that there are added service and maintenance responsibilities to owners (Davis and Harvey, 2008). A further design barrier is that contractors are reluctant to deviate from their standard methods of construction (Williams and Dair, 2007).

It has been revealed that the lack of green product and material supply chain is a significant barrier challenging designers (GBCA, 2008; Landman, 1999), since stockists are unwilling to stock these products and materials that are perceived to lack demand in the market.

C) Financial barriers
The cost of alternatives to conventional building methods and materials are important to consider as the general perception is that green building costs are higher than those of conventional buildings (GBCA, 2008). Studies (Landman, 1999; Williams and Dair, 2007) have revealed that this barrier can be attributed to many factors including the following:

- the unfamiliarity of the design team and contractor with sustainable methods and lack of education on the economic benefits is a contributing factor;
- developers assumed that anything other than ‘business as usual’ would cost more;
- that certain products or skills may be unavailable or prohibitively expensive in developing countries.

D) Regulatory barriers
The government and other institutions play an important role in implementing regulations which will enforce developers to undertake green building practices. A lack of clear leadership has also been identified as a significant barrier (Davis and Harvey, 2008). The regulations should be clear and unambiguous to avoid unintended interpretation to the various role players. There is a lack of regulation regarding fiscal incentives, subsidies and rebates for green building (Davis and Harvey, 2008).

E) Socio-economic barriers
Adam and Dada (2009), propose that South Africa is in a situation where it is trying to juggle three imperatives to change, namely development, poverty eradication and climate change. It was also asserted that any development progress made without a focus on climate change will only serve to increase greenhouse gas emissions, and that the resulting climate change could have the effect of increasing poverty through droughts, floods and disease.
F) Informational barriers

While green building is still a relatively new concept in South Africa (Gunnell, 2009). The fact that it is still in its infancy stage gives rise to a lack of knowledge, awareness and understanding surrounding its concepts. Landman (1999); Wilkinson and Reed (2007) and Williams and Dair (2007) all assert that a lack of information and understanding proves to be a major barrier to sustainable construction. A study by Williams and Dair (2007) revealed that stakeholders often lacked the information they needed to make choices about which development options would be more or less sustainable.

3. RESEARCH METHOD

This was a quantitative study. Questionnaires were used because of their advantages which include the fact that they are cheap to administer and saves time because a large number of people from a wide geographical area can be sent the questionnaire at one time. The anonymity that questionnaires provide allows for sensitive questions to be asked (Leedy & Ormrod, 2010).

A random sample of email addresses of architects, engineers and quantity surveyors were selected from online directories (Association of South African Quantity Surveyors (ASAQS), Consulting Engineers South Africa (CESA) and South African Institute of Architects (SAIA). Architects, engineers and quantity surveyors were chosen due to their knowledge and experience of the built environment. They are also all involved, to varying degrees, with different aspects and phases of construction projects allowing for a more holistic range of perspectives. One hundred and eighty questionnaires were emailed (60 per profession). In the end forty two responses were received, even after numerous reminders to complete the questionnaire. Some of the reasons given for not completing the questionnaire included the fact that they were too busy and they were not involved in to many green building projects.

A pilot study was carried out with 5 members from the construction industry. The pilot study was conducted to ensure that the instructions were clear and understandable, that the participants understood their role, to remove ambiguities and to determine the timeframe.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A total of 19 quantity surveyors, 13 architects and 10 engineers responded to the questionnaire. Of the total number of 42 respondents, 38% indicated that they have received some form of green building training and 62% indicated that they never received any training in green building. Some of the forms of training specified by respondents are as follows;

- Accredited Green Star Professional Course;
Continuous Professional Development Workshop;
Green Building Conference;
University (stated by the Architects).

The above finding indicates that green building training is one of the aspects that could be improved upon. A rate of 62% of respondents claiming to have not received any form of green building training is very high. This is an educational issue which can be combated through the implementation of more green building training programmes, not only in tertiary education institutions, but also for professionals who have received their qualification and are working in the industry.

The results showed that 80% of respondents felt that the adoption of green building is very important. This shows that the awareness of the need for green building exists among professionals.

Of all the built environment professionals who responded to the survey questionnaire, 76% feel that the architect is most responsible for the promotion of green building principles at the design stage of a project, 12% indicated that the quantity surveyor is most responsible, while 8% felt that the engineer is most responsible. Only 4% of respondents selected the ‘other’ category, which could include the client and/or project manager.

The findings indicate that green building awareness is being promoted in a satisfactory manner, considering the 72% positive response rate as to whether respondents have encountered some form of green building awareness campaign or programme. Although the above finding is positive, 28% of respondents indicated that they have never come across such a campaign, which does leave room for improvement in this regard.

Some of the campaigns/programmes specified by respondents include:
- Green Building Council of South African Regulations e.g. SANS;
- Municipality Sustainability Programmes (e.g. eThekwini Municipality);
- Green building conferences;
- Courses, workshops and seminars promoting green building.

4.1 Comparison of factors in their categories

Table 1. Comparison of factors as per group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Psychological</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socio-economic</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informational</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 depicts how the different categories of factors ranked against each other. The categories were rated on a scale of 1 to 5 by the respondents. The highest ranking category, with a score of 3.57, is the financial category.
This category includes factors related to the financial aspects of green building. 
Factors in this category include aspects such as:

- Cost premiums of green buildings as compared to traditional buildings.
- Life cycle costing not considered and therefore, the possible long term benefits aren’t realised.
- Old valuation techniques not rewarding green buildings with higher values than traditional buildings.

As this was the highest ranking category, it can be deduced that professionals perceptions about the financial implications of building green is the biggest obstacle to the implementation of green building in South Africa.

The financial category was followed closely by the informational category, with a mean score of 3.49. This category includes factors related to a lack of information regarding green building. Such factors include those related to:

- Lack of understanding of green building principles.
- Lack of awareness of the benefits of green building.
- Lack of information on new technologies pertinent to green building.

All these factors can be attributed to a lack of education and knowledge of the green building industry. This category also ranks highly as an obstacle to the green building movement.

The regulatory and psychological categories each shared a mean score of 3.44 and were the third highest ranking categories in the study. Regulator factors deal with:

- Lack of governmental/financial incentives for green buildings;
- Lack of clear legislation requiring green building practices to be implemented in developments.

Such factors include a lack of governmental incentives and a lack of clear legislation regarding green building.

Psychological factors include any preconceived mental barriers which may play a role in an individual's unwillingness to consider green building as an option. Such factors include:

- Resistance by traditional professionals to changes in their practices.
- The perceived extra work/complications brought about by green building.
- Perceptions of developers preventing their want/need to investigate the use of green technologies.

Finally, the two lowest ranked categories were technical and socio-economic, with mean scores of 3.32 and 3.30 respectively. The technical
category involves any factors relating to issues with green building technologies and materials. Such factors include:

- Suspicions about the performance and reliability of new, untested green technologies.
- Lack of supply of affordable green technologies.

The socio-economic category includes any factors related to social or economic issues which contribute to inhibiting green building implementation. Such factors include:

- Lack of environmental concern.
- Other issues in the country carry more importance than that of environmental concern/green building.

### 4.2 Comparison of individual factors

Table 2. Most significant factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost premiums of green building as compared to traditional buildings</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of clear legislation requiring green building practices to be implemented in buildings</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifecycle costing not considered and therefore, the possible long term benefits of green building are not realised</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance by traditional professionals to changes in their practices</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of information on new technologies pertinent to green building</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 indicates the top 5 factors inhibiting the adoption of green building in South Africa according to respondents of the survey. The factor which was rated most significant is ‘Cost premiums of green buildings as opposed to traditional buildings’ with a mean value of 4.12. The second highest ranked factor was found to be ‘Lack of clear legislation requiring green building practices to be implemented in developments’. The factor ‘Lifecycle costing not considered and therefore, the possible long term benefits of green building aren’t realised’ was the third highest ranked factor. The fourth and fifth highest rated factors were ‘Resistance by traditional professionals to changes in their practices’ and ‘Lack of information on new technologies pertinent to green building’ respectively. Of these top 5 ranked factors, two fell into the category of financial factors, and one each under the psychological, regulatory and informational categories.

Table 3. Least significant factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Old valuation techniques not rewarding green buildings with higher values than that of traditional buildings</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspicions about performance and reliability of new, untested green technology</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of governmental/financial incentives for green buildings</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The perceived extra work/complications brought about in green building</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other issues in South Africa carry more importance than that of environmental concern/green building</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 shows the 5 least significant factors inhibiting the adoption of green building. The factor with the lowest rating was ‘Old valuation techniques not rewarding green buildings with higher values than that of traditional buildings’.

The questionnaire provided respondents with an opportunity to supply some qualitative data, to add any other factors they felt were relevant to the study. Most of the respondents did not make use of that opportunity, however a certain portion did. Some of these comments received are outlined below:

- It was noted that built environment professionals capacity on environmental issues is an important factor, and further suggested that it could be improved through the implementation of educational programmes.
- It was also suggested that tertiary education programmes, and legislation or planning requirements to enforce compliance with green building specification would help to increase its uptake.
- High green building rating and registration costs was identified as another factor which is discouraging clients from going for green building designs.
- Clients’ lack of awareness was raised as another issue of concern that needs to be addressed. Clients do not want to spend more on a project and do not appreciate the whole-life benefits of green building implementation. They need to understand the trade-off between higher initial costs versus the lower life costs of green buildings.
- It was also perceived that South Africa is not aware of how critical green building implementation is.

The above indicates that a lack of awareness, and suspicions about the higher cost associated with green building are major factors.

5. CONCLUSION

The purpose of this research was to investigate the primary factors contributing to the low implementation of green building in South Africa, as perceived by architects, quantity surveyors and engineers. The research findings indicate that the cost premium associated with green building is the primary factor contributing to the low implementation of green building practices.

One of the most effective ways of decreasing the significance of the abovementioned factor would be the large scale implementation of life cycle costing in building projects.

It is recommended that education is the key to overcoming the factors inhibiting the widespread implementation of green building. Only through knowledge of the benefits of green building, and an awareness of the harmful impacts of current methods, can the concept of sustainability be brought to the attention of the construction industry. Education would have positive effects for the green building movement by equipping
professionals, not only with an understanding of the effects of green building, but also in being able to implement strategies geared toward sustainable development.
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ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS

PURPOSE OF THIS PAPER
The increasing demand for shelter in the developing world is alarming. The provision of these facilities involves intense construction activities. Although construction activities in the past decades have been observed to impact the environment adversely, researchers opined that the adoption of sustainable buildings will significantly reduce the impacts of construction activities on the environment. Conversely, the high cost of total production has been a barrier to sustainable building adoption. Hence, this paper is set to ascertain the cost benefits of sustainable building production.

DESIGN/METHODOLOGY/APPRAOCH
This paper evaluates the perceptions of construction stakeholders (contractors, consultants and clients) on the cost and benefits of sustainable buildings using a questionnaire survey. Quantitative data collected were analysed using descriptive statistical techniques.

FINDINGS
Findings from the analysis shows that the concepts and benefits of sustainable building production are familiar ideologies in the construction industry. In addition, the evaluation disclosed that achieving the benefits of sustainable buildings depends on the collaborative effort of the construction stakeholders and government towards construction materials cost reduction during construction.
RESEARCH LIMITATIONS/IMPLICATIONS
This paper provides empirical findings to the conference sub-theme on sustainable green building thus promoting sustainable construction education.

WHAT IS ORIGINAL/VALUE OF PAPER
This paper has recognised that the costs of materials for construction and procurement processes are core contributors to the high cost of producing sustainable buildings. The results can be useful to all construction stakeholders to enhance the adoption of sustainable buildings with the cost and benefits of production in perception. These combined efforts encourage stakeholders’ participation in the production of sustainable building to reduce the environmental impacts of construction and improve social-economic statues of the population.

Keywords: Building production, Construction cost, Construction materials, Construction stakeholders, Sustainable building.

1.0: INTRODUCTION
Construction industries in developing countries have over the years intensify its pursuit to provide comfortable, affordable and sustainable structures. This is to satisfy the increasing demand for housing and infrastructure. Notably, the negative environmental impacts of these construction activities have increasingly become a concern in the construction industry towards sustainable development. In the quest to reduce these impacts, the concept of sustainable building production emerged in the late 1980’s by the United Nation’s World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED). In the past few decades, sustainability has been defined by various researches and writers in different ways. Although, literatures reveal that sustainable development was first defined by WCED (1987) in the “Brundtland report” as ‘the ability to meet the present needs without compromising the ability of the future generations to meet their own needs’. Consequently, the essence of sustainability in every aspect of the human life (economic, social & environmental) cannot be over emphasized as every choice and actions made in the present affects the future.

Several researchers notably (Azis et al., 2012; Lindahl et al., 2014; Singhaputtangkul et al., 2014; Gan et al., 2015) have carried out studies in the area of sustainability and sustainable building production. Worthy of note, these studies and reviews indicates that sustainability has been a focus of study amongst researchers, with the most studies emphasising on how best to produce and deliver sustainable buildings (Khalfan et al., 2011; Gan et al., 2015; Yudelson, 2009). Relatively, these studies were focused on sustainable building production in the context of design, decision making and stakeholder’s perspectives during construction. Comparatively,
few articles have investigated on the cost benefits of sustainable building (Kats, 2013), which poses as a major concern amongst contactors who perceive sustainable buildings as outrageously expensive. This research aims at addressing this gap by conducting a study on the cost benefit of producing sustainable buildings in the Western cape of South Africa.

In modern construction techniques, buildings that significantly consume less energy and water with reduced environmental impact than traditional conventional buildings have been termed as sustainable buildings (SP). Therefore, sustainable buildings according to Yudelson (2010) are buildings designed and constructed to reduce negative environmental impacts and improve the health of the habitat with the significant use of minimum water and energy. Consequently, Kubba (2012) describes sustainable buildings as structures designed, built, renovated, operated, or reused in an ecological and resource-efficient manner to meet the objectives of enhancing the health status of the occupants and efficient utilization of materials, water and other resources. Thus, this paper is set to ascertain the cost benefits of sustainable building production to encourage the adoption of the concept of sustainable construction in the industry.

2.0: OVERVIEW OF SUSTAINABLE BUILDING DEVELOPMENT

2.1: Sustainable construction

The term ‘sustainable construction’ is often interchanged with the term ‘sustainable. According to Kibert, and Kibert, (2008), the term ‘Sustainable construction’ embodies issues related to the ecological, economic and social aspects of a building. Conversely, Kibert (2012) further stressed that sustainable construction is the process of creating and operating a health facility based on ecologically designed building plans and resource efficiency while sustainable buildings are the end products of applying this processes throughout the lifecycle of the building.

Sustainability in building production is a subset of sustainable development aimed at restoring or maintaining a balance between built environment and the eco-system to create a settlement that promotes economic and social equity. Kibert (2012) in Figure 2.1 illustrates the framework for sustainable construction which is applicable throughout the construction phase of a building. Accordingly, Vatalis et al., (2013), highlighted that the principles of sustainable construction is attainable where the construction resources are efficiently utilized and planned for at every phase of construction. Abey sundara et al., (2009) buttressed further that the construction resources, especially materials should be selected in line with the principles of sustainability as it is essential to note that buildings are characterised by the materials used in its construction. Thus, the adoption
of sustainable construction principles effectively reduces the negative impacts of conventional construction.

![Framework for sustainable construction](image)

**Fig. 1: Framework for sustainable construction (adapted from Kibert, 2012)**

**2.2: Barriers and Challenges of Sustainable building production**

The construction industry has been faced with theoretical and practical issue that have lingered over the years as a result of rapid growth in construction projects. Doubtless, the rapid growth of construction activities in a particular jurisdiction has delivered social necessities as well as contributing significantly to the economic growth of that territory (Azis et al., 2012). On the contrary, the process of constructing these facilities deters adverse environmental impacts, excessive resource wastes and budget overrun as a result of project schedule delays (Azis et al., 2012). As a result, authors notably (the Construction Industry Development Board: CIB, 2002; Häkkinen, & Belloni, 2011) identified the following as barriers to attaining sustainable buildings in South Africa as a developing country:
Lack of capacity of construction sector to implement sustainable principles
- Poverty, high demographic growth and low urban investment
- Declining government investment in construction
- Lack of interest in sustainability issues among stakeholders
- Resistance to new technology
- Lack of effective enforcement on existing sustainability rules.
- Unforeseen high cost of production
- Lack of client understanding on the components of sustainability.

2.3 Significance of sustainable building production

Sustainable buildings basically built to create a balance between the social, economic and environmental statues of humans. As established earlier, the rapid growth of urbanization in developing countries such as South Africa has initiated an unprecedented opportunity for the provision of sustainable buildings by the government (Gan et al., 2015). Du Plessis, (2007) highlighted that the conception of sustainable building production over the years has also afforded developing countries stable solutions to the challenges of urbanization through the production of adequate, safe, sufficient housing and social infrastructure for the populace. As a result, the social-economic and ecological development experienced by these countries enhances the eradication of poverty and deteriorating health conditions in that territory (Golubchikov & Badyina, 2012).

GBCSA, (2010) have noted global warming, along with rising temperatures and sea levels, severe climate events and the extinction of various species are also other persistent threats to our planet and according to experts we have ten years to reduce gas emissions or face the consequences. The CIDB (2009) reported that the operation of the building sector in South Africa accounts for 23% of greenhouse gas emissions, while emissions from the manufacture of the major materials for the building sector amounts to around 18mt CO2 per year, or around 4% of total CO2 emissions. This challenge can be brought under control by the implementation of sustainable principles at the planning and materials selection stage.

2.4 Benefits of sustainable building production

In a research study, the World Green Building Council (WGBC, 2013) reported that sustainability in building production have compelling benefits over the traditional or conventionally built structures. However, the benefits which included environmental, social and economic benefits seemed incomplete without the financial benefits, raised a controversial questionable issues amongst stakeholders in the industry. In an effort to
answer this controversial question, WGBC (2013), catalogued the following as benefits of sustainable buildings:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environmental benefits</th>
<th>Social benefits</th>
<th>Economic benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enhancing and protecting biodiversity and ecosystems</td>
<td>Enhance occupant health and comfort</td>
<td>Reduce operating costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving air and water quality</td>
<td>Improve indoor air quality</td>
<td>Improve occupant productivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing waste streams</td>
<td>Minimize strain on local utility infrastructure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conserving and restoring natural resources</td>
<td>Improve overall quality of life</td>
<td>Enhance asset value and profits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Optimize life-cycle economic performance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Financial benefits**

Financially, sustainable buildings afford investors benefits that the traditional buildings cannot offer. The financial benefits of sustainable buildings to building owners, private investors, government investors or the population at large includes: provision of employment during construction, greater employee comfort/productivity, reduced employee health costs, energy and water savings, reduced waste, improved indoor environmental quality and lower operations and maintenance costs.


**2.5: Cost of producing sustainable buildings**

Kats (2003) argues that there has been a common perception in the real-estate industry that the cost of green building is considerably more than a traditional method of development. Allegedly, the biggest barrier to the adoption of sustainable building principles is the perception that it cost more than conventional building (Kubba, 2012). In order to effectively attain sustainability in the production of buildings and social infrastructures,
Kubba (2012) bolstered that the following factors should be considered for implementation throughout the construction phase of the building:

- Setting clear cost values at the design stage. i.e. defining cost management rubrics.
- Implement the principles of sustainability at the materials selection phase to avert construction waste.
- Create awareness on the benefit sustainable building in by industry through seminars, workshops and practical integration in projects.
- Integrating government policies and regulations as an effective approach to enforcing economic, environmental, social and economically friendly construction activities.

3.0: METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS OF DATA ANALYSIS

A preliminary literature search was carried out to investigate the perception of the construction industry professionals regarding the cost benefits of producing sustainable building. From the information derived from the reviewed literatures, a well-structured questionnaire was developed and distributed amongst a randomly selected sample consisting of quantity surveyors, architects, engineers, developers and contractors operating in the Western Cape Province of South Africa. The questionnaire was distributed via E-mail to reputable companies which included a covering letter of invitation to participate in the study. From the total of fifty (50) questionnaires distributed, 32 (64%) questionnaires were completed and retrieved.

Questionnaires were completed anonymously to ensure a true reflection of the respondents’ opinions and to meet the ethical criterion of confidentiality. It is therefore assumed that the respondents were sincere in their responses. The data collected were analysed with SPSS statistical software. Descriptive statistics was used to describe and summarise the data. Frequency analysis technique was used to for analysis in this study.

3.1: Background information of respondents

3.1.1: Professional affiliation of respondents

The respondent demography was included in the survey so as to review the proficiencies of the respondents in appraising issues relating to the cost-benefit of sustainable buildings. The first demography, Figure 2, illustrates the organisation of respondents. It was derived that majority of the respondents were Quantity surveyors, 28%, followed by Architects, 22%, Engineers, 19%, Contractors, 19%, Developers, 9%, and the lowest were denoted as others, 3%. As a result, Quantity Surveyors played a vital and influential role in this study.
3.1.2: Years of working experience

The working experience of the respondents in the construction industry was evaluated as well. It was discovered that two sets 25% of the respondents have the working experience of 0-5 years and 6-10 years respectively, followed by 22% having over 22 years working experience, 16% of 16-20 years of experience and 12% of 11-15 years work experience as illustrated in Figure 3. The chart (fig 3) indicates that 75% of the respondents have between 6 - over 20 years of work experience. This implies that majority of the respondents have the adequate knowledge on the concerns of the industry on the cost-benefits of sustainable buildings production.

3.1.3: Respondents educational qualification

The highest qualification attained by the respondents as shown in figure 4, indicates that 69% of the respondents obtained Bachelor degrees, followed
by 19% of the respondents who are Diploma holders. The Masters’ degree holders occupied the third largest position of 6%. The smallest percentages of respondents were Matric certificate and other qualification holders with 3% each. This indicates that the majority of the respondents obtained at least a Bachelors’ degree, 75%. Hence, it could be deduced that the all the respondents were satisfactorily educated.

![Figure 4: Highest qualification of qualification](image)

3.2: Sustainable construction experience

The respondents were evaluated on the frequency of their participation in the adopting sustainable principles in construction. The responses are presented in Table 1.

Table 1 reveals that majority of the respondents, 65% “rarely” participate in sustainable construction. However, 22% of respondents indicated that they “often” participate in sustainable construction, followed by 9% indicating that they participate in sustainable construction “very often”.

Table 1: Frequency of participation in sustainable construction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rarely</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Often</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Often</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occasionally</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2 Frequency of Participation in the adoption of sustainable principle in construction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Profession</th>
<th>Frequency and numerical counts of participants</th>
<th>Not at all</th>
<th>Rarely</th>
<th>Often</th>
<th>Very often</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Professtion</td>
<td>Surveyor Count</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professtion</td>
<td>Architect Count</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professtion</td>
<td>Engineer Count</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professtion</td>
<td>Developer Count</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professtion</td>
<td>Contractor Count</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professtion</td>
<td>Other Count</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3: Cost-benefits of Sustainable Buildings

3.3.1: Benefits of sustainable buildings

The questionnaire survey explored respondents’ perception of the perceived benefits of sustainable building. A summary of the responses is presented in Table 2

The table shows that majority, 63% of the respondent strongly agreed that they are assured of savings in energy and water as a result of sustainable building, followed by 34% that “Agree”, then 3% “Disagree”. This benefit was ranked 1st. The analysis of other beneficial factors are as follows.
### Table 3: Benefits of Sustainable buildings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Mean value</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Higher building value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.406</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher return on investment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.156</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in employee productivity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.281</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced occupant comfort and health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.344</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy and water savings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.594</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced waste</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.438</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.3.2: Cost of sustainable buildings

The questionnaire focused on evaluating the perspectives of respondents on the cost of producing and maintaining sustainable buildings. This evaluation was based on the derived information that 65% of the respondents are conversant with the concept of sustainable construction.

Table 3 clarifies that majority of the respondents “Strongly agreed and “agreed”, 46% respectively, with 6% of the respondents “disagreed” that initial cost of sustainable building construction are higher than the cost of conventional building. The respondents were also asked of their perspective on the decrease of operation cost based on the use of sustainable and cumulatively 87.5% of the respondent “agreed” and “strongly agreed” with only 12.5% disagreeing to this factor. Finally, A total of 68.7% of the respondents indicated that they “agree” and “strongly agree” that sustainable building design decreases maintenance cost, while 3.6% and 25% “disagree” and “strongly disagree”, respectively.
Table 4: Cost of sustainable building

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Mean Value</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial costs of sustainable building</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>construction are higher than cost of conventional building</td>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainable building design decreases operation costs</td>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainable building design decreases maintenance costs</td>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.0: DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The results from the study reveal the 5 factors as indicated by the Built Environment stakeholder as the perceived benefits of sustainable building in ranking order as: energy and water savings, reduced waste, higher building value, followed by enhanced occupant comfort and health, resulting in an increase in employee productivity. A study done by Katz in 2003, confirm these findings. The results also reveal that majority of the respondents (96%) are in agreement that sustainable building construction cost more initially compared to that of conventional building, The majority also agree that sustainable building design decrease the operation and maintenance costs which is a cost benefit and are confirmed by the literatures reviewed.

From the findings, it is interesting to note that despite the level of stakeholders’ awareness on the benefits of sustainable building production, majority of construction professionals do not implement the principles of sustainable construction in their projects.

5.0: CONCLUSION.

The findings of this exploratory study has enhanced in identifying the long-term cost-benefits of producing sustainable building in developing countries. The most significant benefits of sustainable buildings are reduced construction waste, reduced operational and maintenance cost,
energy and water saving, higher building value, enhanced occupant comfort and health, resulting in an increase in employee productivity. Hence, these findings will give a better understanding to construction stakeholders, most especially the clients, who play an influential role in adopting the practice of sustainable buildings production in the construction industry for future construction projects.
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ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS

Purpose of this paper
Residential sustainable building practices do not only apply to new environmentally orientated construction designs but also new environmental friendly operation and maintenance procedures. The purpose of this paper is to identify the challenges that prevent sustainable building practices in the residential sector in KwaZulu-Natal (KZN).

Design/methodology/approach
This was a qualitative study and forms the first part of a national study. Data were collected by means of ten telephonic interviews with residential contractors that were purposefully selected. The focus groups consisted of five participants each and were purposively selected.

Research Limitations/implications
This paper forms the first part of a bigger study and therefore a small sample was selected. Therefore the results of this study are indicative of the condition in KZN and cannot be generalized to the rest of South Africa.

Findings
Issues that affect the sustainable building practices in residential sector such as high costs of sustainable building materials and lack of education in sustainable building methods are key factors that builders identified as hindrance in achieving sustainability in residential sector. Careful selection of environmental sustainable building materials by architects is the easiest way for architects to start incorporating sustainable design principles in residential buildings. The contractors believe that ultimately it is the client who is responsible for sustainable residential building practices as they are the ones paying for it.
Practical implications
This study will be used as the foundation on which a comprehensive national study into sustainable residential building practices will be performed.

Originality/value of the paper
With the emphasis now been placed on sustainable contraction and green buildings, very few studies have focused on the residential sector. This paper highlights the challenges experienced by residential contractors in implementing sustainable practices.

Keywords: sustainability, residential building, contractors, sustainable design.

1. INTRODUCTION

Sustainable building practices are practices that aim to reduce resource inputs such as energy, water, materials and waste outputs while at the same time improving the liveability of citizens (Horne and Hayles, 2008). The ecological damage that transgresses from harvesting natural resources and their conversion into building materials includes loss of wildlife habitat, erosion, water and air pollution (Kim and Rigdon, 1998). People are in a relationship with the natural world and the two are acutely interdependent in addressing the complex problem of construction and the environmental efforts towards sustainable construction and it is therefore important to put in place practices that restore the balance between the two (Du Plessis, 2002).

Residential sustainable building practices do not only apply to new environmentally orientated construction designs but also new environmental friendly operation and maintenance procedures (Du Plessis, 2002). Not only should construction materials and components be produced in a sustainable way but their use must also answer to environmental requirements (ibid).

Residential building construction has an important role to play in sustainable development, because constructed houses has a great influence on life quality, comfort, security and health (Zabihi, Habib and Mirsaeedie, 2012). By creating an airtight envelope, home owners can lower heating and cooling costs by over 50% or more (Schmidt, 2008).

Kim and Rigdon (1998) argue that sustainable residential building practices include the in-situ mixing of concrete to reduce the amount of concrete waste that is discharged to landfills. Sourcing locally produced materials also reduces carbon emissions hence using locally produced bricks/blocks and other materials are encouraged in the residential building sector to improve sustainability. Re-using building materials, broken bricks or blocks for filling in required sections can also reduce waste that is taken to dumping sites (ibid).
The purpose of this paper is therefore to identify the challenges that prevent sustainable building practices in the residential sector in KwaZulu-Natal (KZN).

2. SUSTAINABLE BUILDING

To sustain means to support, to keep alive and to keep going. Sustainable construction is an integrated process aiming to restore the balance in the natural and the built environment and create settlements that affirm human dignity and encourage economic equity (CSIR, 2001). There are direct benefits in sustainable building methods which include economies in fuel bills, market advantage and lower long term exposure to environmental or health problems (Edwards, 2003). The risks that are associated with these direct benefits include issues such as the building performance, the cost of green building and the reliability of technology (ibid).

Winston and Eastway (2007) claim that the Agenda 21 protocol produced a global action plan for sustainable development. The Agenda 21 is a charter of 27 basic principles covering rights and responsibilities of states and their citizens. Some of the identified areas include the promotion of sustainable land use planning management, promoting sustainable energy use and transport systems in human settlements and promoting sustainable construction industry activities, but it is a non-binding agreement.

Halliday (2008) argues that the overriding assumption is that sustainable building practices costs more or is less profitable but there is pressure to work towards a more sustainable construction industry with a better processes and products. There has been a growing trend in recognising waste minimisation and energy efficiency as good practice for sustainability while healthy housing, affordable warmth and clean air are recognised as aspects of social justice that should be available to all. Schmidt (2009) highlights that if savings from energy conservation are greater than the increase in the monthly costs of the mortgage or construction loan, the homeowner is literally making money month after month, energy conservation is not a cost it’s an investment that only gets more valuable over time. Benefits of sustainable building practices include:

- Reduced operating costs;
- Reduced waste;
- Reduced liability in municipal expenses and running cost; and
- Enhanced productivity (Halliday, 2008).

2.1 Sustainable Building Materials

Careful selection of sustainable building materials by the architects is the easiest way for architects to start incorporating sustainable design principles in buildings. But in most cases the price of sustainable building materials are a concern when considering sustainable building practices.
compared to the similar alternative materials (Kim and Rigdon, 1998). There is a need to pay attention to the use of modern building materials with reference to energy intensiveness of materials, natural resources and raw materials consumed, recycling and disposal and the impact on environment (Reddy, 2009). Stabilised mud blocks, compacted fly ash blocks, rammed earth walls and low intensive roofing systems are some measures that the builders can undertake to achieve sustainable building homes (ibid).

Kim and Rigdon (1998) believe that there are three phases of building materials that relate to sustainable building practices, these are pre-building phase, building phase and post building phase. The pre-building phase describes the production and delivery process of a material up to but not including the point of installation. This has to do with discovering new materials in nature as well as extracting, manufacturing, packaging and transportation to a building site. The pre-building phase has the most potential for causing damage to the environment. Understanding the environmental impacts in the pre building phase will lead to a wide selection of building materials by the architects (ibid). The architects need to be aware of the raw materials procurement, methods of manufacturing process and the distance from the manufacturing location to the actual residential construction site. The extraction of raw materials whether from finite or renewable sources is a severe ecological damage which can impact negatively with the environment. It is not easy to meet the ever growing demand for buildings by adopting only energy efficient traditional materials like mud, thatch and timber hence more innovative methods are needed (Reddy, 2009).

The building phase refers to a materials useful life, this phase begins with materials assembly into a structure and it includes the repair and maintenance of materials and it extends throughout the life cycle of the material within or as part of the building (Kim and Rigdon, 2008). In the post building phase material usefulness after the building has expired is a key concern as it involves the material re-usability and materials being converted to other products (ibid).

The innovation of new building materials and the reduced reliance on energy intensive materials such as cement, steel, aggregates and aluminium can make a huge difference to the global environment (Du Plessis, 2002). Sustainability as a concept has just been introduced to developing countries and is not yet regarded as a priority whereas the major challenge for sustainable construction would be to get sustainability to the agenda of the construction industry. Schmidt (2009) argues that in residential homes harvesting rainwater for irrigation and other non-drinking purposes is a must in order to achieve sustainable homes. Tank less water heaters are also an option as they produce warm water as required, low pile and natural fibre carpets are presumed good as they trap fewer allergens, porous pavements and un-compacted gravel, crushed stone and open paving blocks reduce or eliminate runoff and allows water to filter in to the ground. It is therefore important to understand why contractors are not implementing sustainable practices in the residential sector.
3. RESEARCH METHOD

This was a qualitative study that focused on the challenges experienced by residential building contractors in implementing sustainable building practices in KZN.

Data was collected by means of an interview from ten residential building contractors in order to obtain their insight, perceptions and reasoning about sustainable residential building practices. The residential contractors were selected via purposive sampling which is a non-probability sampling method (Leedy and Ormrod, 2010). Interviews are used tool to access people, experiences and their inner perceptions of reality (ibid). The authors selected interviews because they are more flexible, it's a quick and cheaper method to obtain information, responses can be recorded without causing embarrassment to respondents and the interviewer has more leverage to explain the requirements more easily (Kothari, 2004). This paper maintains total confidentiality in relation to the data that was collected from residential contractors.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After conducting the interviews the authors read through them to determine the emergent themes. The interviews were transcribed verbatim and were organised by theme.

Of the ten residential contractors sampled for the study, five were owners of a construction firm. The five other people interviewed included a financial director, quantity surveyor, partner, director and a member of the firm. The number of years in the profession of the respondents ranged from two years to 35 years. Nine residential contractors have undertaken some form of sustainable residential building since their companies were incorporated. This indicates that most residential contractors are aware of sustainable residential building practices.

On average the residential construction firms have been practising for 5.4 years, with nine respondents having completed at least 2 sustainable residential buildings.

All residential contractors do believe that the living conditions of the occupant can be improved by using sustainable residential practices however one respondent stated that “they can improve residential living conditions if the materials are available at reasonable prices”. Nine residential contractors believe that the oil spills from plant that contaminates the soil is very minimal in residential projects. Another respondent highlighted the fact that “labourers are well aware on how to deal with oil spills on site”. All respondents do believe that the finished product of the landscaped areas will be in perfect condition if there was minimal or no oil spillage at all.

All the respondents believe that using sustainable building materials made from recycled glass tiles, insulation and dry wall can improve the sustainable building practices. There are however challenges with sourcing
these materials as one respondent highlighted that “small scale hardware’s where they procure materials do not stock these type of materials most of the time because they are hardly purchased because they are expensive”.

Eight residential contractors believe that the materials that the professional team and architects prescribe are easy to understand and obtain but it was also stated that “the specifications are easy to understand but not easy to obtain. The materials may be obtained easily in small quantities, but at later stages of the project, the materials might have to be imported from far as the demand might be too much for local suppliers to produce and supply and some are specialised materials that local producers cannot produce”. The majority of the residential builders outlined that in professional team meetings the materials are clarified and recommendations of suppliers who supply those materials are given or suggested to the builders but the long lead time that it takes suppliers to bring materials to site is another challenge that residential contractors face.

Minimisation of waste is also a major concern in the residential building industry, the respondents agreed that waste minimisation is always prioritised on site as it positively impacts the environment. Seven out of ten respondents believe that it is not the role of the residential contractors to drive sustainable residential building practices. One respondent went as far as saying “it is the architect’s responsibility to design sustainable homes and its onus is on the owner to choose a sustainable home, the contractors simply follow the architects design instruction”. Another respondent stated that the “home owner is the one who is responsible as they have the final say as to what should go in the construction of their houses”. A further respondent highlighted that “the awarding of the work only happens once the design, bill of quantities and necessary documents are all completed and they only receive the tender documents to tender for the job and there is very little that they can do to influence the design or project at this stage”.

Three respondents do believe that the residential contractors can be key drivers on residential projects as “they drive the project and are aware of benefits – it is to their advantage”. One respondent highlighted that “residential contractors have leverage as they can influence the choice of material that the client wants as the projects progresses”. The third respondent stated that “with the experience in the residential building sector they understand it more and they can influence the client but the client should be willing to opt for it”.

All ten respondents do believe that recycling materials on site can benefit the contractor in cost savings and it can benefit the environment. Most respondents argue that wastage is always kept minimal. One respondent highlights that “the contractor can benefit from recycling materials in that he would save on transporting new materials to site, which cuts fuel cost and buying new materials”. The majority of the respondents highlighted that there are major cost savings as less material will be procured. One respondent highlighted that “using different skips for non-reusable materials and one for re-usable materials such as steel off cuts, planks etc. is a good practise”. 
All respondents agree that the use of modern lighting systems such as compact fluorescent light bulbs reduces energy consumption and impacts positively on the environment. One residential contractor stated that “incandescent light bulbs produce light from heat which makes them consume more energy as compared to fluorescent light bulbs which consume less energy”.

Seven out of ten builders do believe that regulations from the National Home Builders Registration Council (NHBRC) are in favour of sustainable residential building practices but the emphasis is more on energy efficiency. One respondent went so far as saying “yes it is incorporated but not in finer details, there are lot of grey areas”. The three residential contractors who believe that the NHBRC guidelines are not in favour of sustainable residential practices mentioned issues such as “they are not in complete favour of residential sustainability building practices as they do not impose strict compliance with sustainability practices”. One respondent mentioned that “should the municipalities put all the residential building practices to its bylaws and have strict measures in place the clients and contractors will comply, the NHBRC guidelines are general basic building codes”.

Eight respondents are positive that if they are involved in planning stages of residential projects they can add more value. One respondent went as far as saying “residential contractors are more hands on, they have experience and they also know what is capable and possible”. One respondent argues that “residential contractors input is vital in early stages as the contractor understands site conditions better than most people who are involved in the project”. Some of the respondents do believe that they can add value if they were to be involved in early planning stages however it is highly unlikely since they only get involved in later stages. The two residential contractors that believe it is not possible for residential contractors in early planning stages to add value on the project mentioned that “typically builders are not always included in initial planning or design stages, they are only appointed after these have been finalised and a quantity surveyor has created a bill of quantilies based on the completed design”. The other respondent highlighted that “even if builders add input or suggest certain aspects the clients call the shots and they have a final say”.

All the respondents believe that sustainable residential building materials inflate building costs. One respondent highlighted that “the market is a niche market and therefore highly priced”. The other respondent mentioned that “the sustainable building materials are expensive and often discourage owners or clients from opting to use sustainable building materials. The materials increase the cost of construction because they cannot be found locally and have to be imported from neighbouring towns”. Another respondent pointed out that the “residential sector is a different sector; the sustainable materials are ordered in low volumes and this leads to higher prices unlike in other sectors of construction where they can order in bulk”. Some respondents went as far as highlighting that the cost of sustainable building materials do inflate building cost “but you do find clients that are prepared to pay the
premium so that they can see savings in water bills and electricity in the long run”

The respondents do believe that there are savings in the long run if the home owner opts for sustainable building practices. One respondent claims that “there will be savings in the long run for the home owner, but the current costs of sustainability building practices becomes too much for the owner to adhere to such”. Some respondents recommended that “lower energy costs equates to lower maintenance in the long run”. Another respondent pointed out that “harvesting rain water for irrigation and outdoor use benefits the owner in water bills and there are major savings in electricity”. In general some residential contractors believe that “for the home owners and contractors to be able to adhere to sustainable building practices, the current cost of implementing sustainability needs to be affordable and there must be future benefits that will exceed the cost of implementing sustainability”. Another respondent believes that “the government needs to subsidise this industry as there is no competition at all and prices are way too inflated”.

5. CONCLUSION

This study has established that residential contractors are aware of sustainable residential building practices but they do experience challenges in its implementation. The challenges experienced by the residential contractors are that architects do not always design sustainable options, these contractors have to pay high prices to procure materials as they buy them in small quantities, they are not involved in the early stages of the design process where they can have a say and overall they believe that clients are responsible for sustainable residential building practices as they are the ones paying for it. A recommendation would be for government departments or even the Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) to conduct awareness programmes for the clients informing them about the green building products and sustainable building practices. Continued education programs for professionals and technicians as well as concerted public education programmes is also important.
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ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS

**Purpose:** The aim of this paper is to investigate the benefits of accredited green buildings in the KwaZulu-Natal context as perceived by the final users, especially in terms of Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ) and its possible influence on the perceived productivity.

**Design/methodology/approach:** A survey using a Post-Occupancy Evaluation questionnaire was conducted for investigating a case study of a Green Star SA certified office building in the Durban area. An unstructured interview with the office manager provided a greater understanding of the IEQ benefits in terms of organisational aspects from the management perspective.

**Research limitations:** The study was limited to one office building. The same methodology should be applied to other green buildings to confirm and generalise the results achieved.

**Findings:** Most IEQ parameters were considered comfortable from the users and in particular some of them were perceived as enhancing their productivity level, providing a positive outlook on the internal environment created by green design principles.

**Response to conference theme:** Understanding the perception of the final users is a crucial step for recognising the benefits of the environment created by green buildings.

**Practical implications:** The findings could lead developers and owners to understand more deeply the benefits of green buildings and to orient their choice towards green building developments.

**Keywords:** Green Star SA, Post Occupancy Evaluation, Indoor Environmental Quality.
1. INTRODUCTION

Regulatory and voluntary instruments are essential to overcome the barriers to the development of sustainable construction (UNEP, 2007: 3). While building energy regulations exist in most developed countries, more and more developing countries are still introducing and implementing such codes (UNEP, 2007: 4, as cited in Iwao and Mwasha, 2010: 7745). Countries as South Africa have become recently more sensitive to the topic of sustainable construction and green buildings, particularly thanks to the activities of organisations such as the Green Building Councils established all over the world. The activities of these organisations include among others information campaigns, training and the release of voluntary instruments such as the green building rating systems. In South Africa, the green building market is growing rapidly, and stakeholders start looking at green buildings as a possible alternative solution to traditional construction, which might be necessary in a near future perspective (GBC SA, 2015).

Environmental and energetic benefits of green buildings, often implying also lower operating costs, are generally beyond dispute (Milne, 2012: 8). What is less apparent, particularly in a young green building market such as the South African one, is whether the potential benefits of sustainable design are actually perceived by the final users of the building in relation to the high-quality indoor environment that such building is supposed to create.

Creating a comfortable environment for the building occupants is considered a key aspect of a green building, as clearly documented by green building rating systems such as the Green Star SA released by the Green Building Council of South Africa (GBC SA, 2014). In this regard, the occupants’ perception of the indoor environment in a green building can form a foundation on the capability of that building in providing greater benefits to its occupants than a conventional building. Businesses have taken note to these possible advantages and are considering green buildings as they can play a key role for a healthier working environment, which can imply an increase in employees’ productivity and consequently financial benefits for owners (Clements-Croome, 2000: 15).

Green buildings should therefore provide to occupants a good Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ), which affects their comfort level and well-being (GBC SA, 2014: 39). IEQ is one of the most important environmental impact categories for Green Star SA certified buildings, particularly office buildings (GBC SA, 2014: 365). However, there has been little investigation locally into the perception whether the environment produced by green principles actually benefits building occupants. The acknowledgement of these benefits might contribute to foster further decision making from owners and developers towards green buildings, thus encouraging the development of a more active green building market.

This paper aims to investigate if the indoor environment provided by a certified green building in KwaZulu-Natal produces actual beneficial effects.
as perceived by the occupants and to which extent they actually view the
quality of this environment. The main objectives include the identification of
the factors that influence the satisfaction of building occupants, the
understanding of occupants' perception of the indoor environmental quality
of certified green buildings, and finally the understanding whether the
effects of a green building environment influence the organisational
outcomes as perceived by occupants and a management perspective.

A case study research method focusing on a Green Star SA certified
office building in KwaZulu-Natal was adopted for this study. A
questionnaire survey investigation was conducted on the occupants of the
green building, which formed part of a Post Occupancy Evaluation (POE).
Accompanying this was an unstructured interview with the office manager
with the focus on occupant relation with their surroundings and
organisational outcomes.

A literature review focusing on IEQ factors of green buildings, their
subsequent effects on occupants, and POE of green buildings is provided in
the next section. Then the methodology and the case study are described in
detail, in order to present and discuss the main results, also in the light of the
literature findings. Finally conclusions and recommendations are proposed.

2. POST OCCUPANCY EVALUATION AND INDOOR ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY OF GREEN BUILDINGS

A Post Occupancy Evaluation can provide essential information about the
actual users’ perception of a building, in order to make a comparison with
what was expected from the design perspective according to the strategies
implemented. POE can thus represent a useful method to evaluate the
effectiveness of design strategies from a users’ perspective, and also can
identify methods in which final users can use the building’s equipment and
features more efficiently. Meir (2008) observed that conducting these
evaluations can help determine ways to decrease energy consumption and
improve building comfort for its final users. The IEQ is in fact linked to the
ergetic performance of the building and the well-being of its buildings
 occupants.

Gou and Siu-Yu Lau (2012: 262) observed a dissatisfaction with the
perceived IEQ of a building to be associated with “Sick Building Syndrome”
(SBS) symptoms. The term SBS is used to describe instances in which
building occupants experience, often, negative health and well-being
effects due to a poor indoor environment. Looking for example at the
Indoor Air Quality (IAQ), which is an important factor of IEQ, research
demonstrated that inadequate IAQ proved to be more credible source to
occupant’s poor health and well-being (Santamouris, 2013). The
accompanying physical health symptoms can also affect the mental well-
being of an occupant as Jaakkola (1998) described in terms of link
between the office environment and the well-being of a person.

The perception of the indoor environmental quality of a building is an
essential aspect that can be investigated through a POE. The features of a
green building are often related to the IEQ created, mainly due to the associated organisational productivity and the health, comfort and well-being of building final users. The common features that usually affect building occupants include: mechanical ventilation, simulated lighting, surrounding noise environment, thermal well-being, air circulation and air quality.

The negative aspects created by an unmaintained mechanical ventilated system include the prolonged exposure of its faulty ducting or filters used which can affect its buildings occupant’s health (Burge, 2004). According to Nimmermark and Gustafsson (2005: 11), thermal changes have been shown to affect surrounding air quality. Buildings that have higher temperatures, either caused by solar gains or HVAC systems, may cause increased emissions of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) (Godish, 2000: 310-311). These VOCs are largely human made and are air-borne compounds that are emitted in their surroundings, often leading to negative health symptoms. Similarly, a deficiency or lack of air circulation and the movement of fresh air has been described as being the primary cause of negative health symptoms experienced by building occupants. This lack of air circulation and possibly inadequate ventilation can increase the amount of CO₂ emissions, as well as VOCs, in the building environment (Hanie et al., 2010).

The IEQ factors of a green building not only have an effect on the occupants’ physical well-being, but also on their psychological well-being. Some researchers observed that these psychological effects could result in physical health problems. For example, interactions with nature play a fundamental role in both their mental and health well-being. Buildings that integrate contact with outdoor nature are likely to give the person a feeling of “escape” and clear their mind of “busy thoughts” and overall well-being than buildings that lack these features (Kaplan and Kaplan, 1990).

Integrating and implementing green design features to achieve a green building certification (e.g. following the criteria of the Green Star SA rating system) should provide occupants a healthy environment that does not physically and psychologically harm the occupants or hinder with their activities. Research into the relationship between the physical work environment of the workers and the organisation are commonly found. Sehgal (2012) debated that by providing relaxed ambient environment and by decreasing health and safety hazards, a building can encourage the capability of occupants to execute their activities. Von Paumgartten (2003: 29) cited a study from the Buffalo Organisation for Social and Technological Innovation which showed that the physical workplace affected job satisfaction by as much as 24%. An investigation by Cooper et al. (2009) observed that the building physical features and techniques affecting its environment had an influence on psychological wellbeing of its occupants. They found that these features related to the physical environment, like a thermal regulation, lighting and ventilation, had a much stronger effect on the satisfaction of the employees than symptoms of psychological distress.

In the South African context, the green building market is still at an embryonic stage. A more in-depth understanding of the benefits of green buildings from the users’ perspective could foster their development in the
local context and promote initiatives from developers and owners in this regard. This research offers a contribution in this sense.

3. METHODOLOGY

In determining a suitable research method, previous studies conducted by Heerwagen (2000), Meir *et al.* (2009) and Singh *et al.* (2010) showed that a qualitative research approach was used with great success for similar studies. The aim was in fact in line with the one of this research, oriented to understand the experiences of the building occupants in order to look mostly into the human element, perception, attitudes and views.

A qualitative method was therefore primarily used by conducting a post occupancy evaluation, using questionnaires and unstructured interviews, and dealing with the occupants’ perceived experiences within a green building.

According to Baker (1999: 389), triangulation can bring together quantitative and qualitative data drawn from distinctly different research methods. The results of the qualitative investigation were improved by quantitative methods used to support and analyse the results of the qualitative research. This together with the in-depth literature review helped develop a stronger background and understanding of the problem, and a more robust interpretation of the results of the investigation.

For the purpose of this research, a case study method was adopted. The case study approach fitted the objectives of the study as it provided the researchers to focus on one entity (person, group or organisation) allowing greater examination and in-depth investigation into their perceptions and views. Benbasat *et al.* (1987: 370-371) further explained that a case study approach endorsed the researchers to focus on present-day views of the occupants in their natural environment, which aligns with the aim of this research.

In selecting a suitable building for the case study, a convenience sampling method, which is under the non-probability sampling technique, allowed to choose samples that are more accessible, in terms of distance and availability of information, thus saving costs and time (Marshall, 1996: 523). Given the objectives, it was logical to choose a green building whose primary function is that of an office block. Under this condition, the green buildings that have been rated and certified under the Green Star SA Office v1 rating system were considered in the local context of KwaZulu-Natal. The office buildings were determined from the Green Star SA certified reference list from the GBC SA website. The Richefond Circle Office park in Umhlanga was selected and the Shepstone and Wiley Attorney Offices, which is a four-star certified building according to the Green Star SA Office v1 design and as-built certification, was assessed. This building is the Durban offices for the exclusive use for Shepstone and Wylie attorneys and has approximately seventy employees. Green features of the building relating to IEQ include among others maximising on the potential of the natural setting by taking advantage of the beautiful east facing sea views.
systems with variable speed drivers responding to CO₂ sensors, deep overhangs to provide shade to the windows, open plan layout.

Meir et al. (2009: 205) explained that questionnaire surveys allow researchers to understand and determine the relations between a building system and its users. For the purpose of this research, the researchers used a post occupancy evaluation questionnaire as main method of data collection. The questionnaire focused on the users’ perception of the indoor environmental quality aspects of the building and their effects on satisfaction and productivity at work. The questionnaire survey was divided into six main sections: Biological Information, Occupant Satisfaction with Indoor Environmental Quality, Perceived Productivity, Visual Comfort, Physical Aspect, Building Contrast. Parts of the questionnaire, referring to the well-being and health of the occupant, were structured with reference to the two scales of measurements, namely Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Well-Being Scale (WEMWBS) and Sick Building Syndrome (SBS).

Questions were mainly tailored with multiple choice and declarative options, using the Likert scale of measuring and usually following a rating scale based on “mostly liked”, “neutral” and “mostly disliked” categories.

Management of the offices permitted the researchers to sample only fifty employees to be used for the study, which ended up to thirty six agreed participants. This equated to 72% of the sample size.

In addition to the questionnaire, an unstructured interview was conducted with the office manager to enrich the findings of the survey. This interview focused on the organisational behaviour, establishing which IEQ factors occupants complained about and seeking greater clarity. This included the rate of absenteeism, perceived benefits from work capabilities of occupants, mental and physical well-being, increased productivity, etc.

The results of the implemented methods were analysed, interpreted, synthesized and presented using graphs. The data analysis was conducted by structuring the collected information into sections that refer to the aim and objectives of the study. These sections were named: occupants’ satisfaction with the IEQ; occupants’ health symptoms; effect of IEQ on the employees’ perceived productivity; effect of external views on employees’ comfort and perceived productivity; occupants’ satisfaction with office surroundings.

Ethical clearance was obtained for this study from the UKZN Ethics Committee. All the aspects relating to the research and the involvement of participants were treated with confidentiality and the results were disclosed as a group and not individually. All the participants were provided with an informed consent form that explained the aim of the study, the contents of the survey, and clarified the nature of participation to be on a voluntary basis.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The main results of the survey are summarised in the following paragraphs.

With reference to thermal comfort (figure 4.1), the majority of the participants were very happy with the indoor temperature during summer (66.67% comfortable and 5.56% very comfortable). Also with regard to
indoor temperature in winter, most participants (77.78%) were satisfied (25% fair, 41.67% comfortable, 11.11% very comfortable). The positive results for thermal comfort over the seasons instil the success of the HVAC system in place, and the positive effects of solar gains through windows in winter and the window screening systems in summer. The office manager reported that employees sometimes criticised too cold temperature during winter, but this might refer to a common problem of HVAC services’ practice in the South African context.

A substantial number of participants conveyed that daylight was adequate, with recorded majority at satisfactory (30.56%) and considerably satisfactory (25%). These results are indication to the successfullness of the design choices (large windows only on north and south orientation, open-plan layout, etc.). The provision of screening apparatuses also reduced the level of surrounding glare exposure, even though the office manager remarked that glare from windows tended to increase in summer.

The majority of the participants’ were comfortable with the air quality answering that the air was odourless (58.33%), following this the second largest group of participants answered that they felt neutral (33.33%). This provided confirmation that the materials used in the construction of the building, including those for finishes, have a small risk of producing VOCs that can affect negatively health of occupants. In addition to this, the proper maintenance of air filters of the HVAC system contributed to a higher air quality level. Also the noise from building services was rarely considered by most occupants as a possible reason from distraction.

Almost three fourth of participants declared to have full (19.44%) or partial view (52.78%) to the exterior environment, which provided beneficial effects on their well-being (47.22% moderate effects, 22.22% major effects). This was primarily related to the open plan layout and large windows. These results are in line with the theory of biophilic design discussed by Molthrop (2011), with the aim of creating beneficial up-liftment to a person’s well-being.

On the other hand, the open-plan layout was recognised to affect negatively the noise within the work environment. The majority of participants complained a distracting noise (47.22% always, 30.56% often)
from daily work activities of other occupants. However, open plan layouts are a common good practice in green buildings, due to the several benefits they can provide. Open plan workplaces enable communication and interaction between co-workers, thus encouraging organisational productivity and increasing the level of control on the work activities. Also, they allow to maximise the use of natural light for a healthy work environment and energy saving. Furthermore, open-plan layouts guarantee higher levels of flexibility of space and adaptability for future uses (Ferreira et al., 2010: 198). Sustainable design solutions often require trade-off and compromise between various possible effects. Therefore, the negative effects on noise must be weighted with many other positive effects provided by that specific design choice. Proper code of conducts and management rules could be helpful to limit noise levels and its negative effects. It is also to be noted that despite the noise level, most participants declared to be happy with the office layout and satisfied with the privacy they had in their work environment.

Over 50% of participants declared to have personal control over their environment, particularly in relation to natural light. This percentage must consider that only workspaces close to the building envelope might ensure full control over the natural energy flows entering the building. Previous research (Newsham et al., 2009) concluded that personal environmental control in an open plan office improved occupant environmental satisfaction.

Overall, the majority of the respondents (figure 4.2) were satisfied with their work environment (58.33% satisfied, 5.56% very satisfied, 25% fair). This confirmed the quality of the green design recognised by the Green Star SA certification. IEQ generally gives an important contribution to the award of the Green Star SA office certification, having the second largest weighting factor (or category weighting) amongst the environmental impact categories (GBC SA, 2014: 365).

![Figure 4.2 General satisfaction with the work environment](image)

Also, 41.67% of participants declared to be convinced that residing in a green building improved (moderately or significantly) their mental or physical well-being. The positive perceived effects to occupants of the IEQ of the investigated green building are in line with the results of other international studies (US GBC, 2009).
In terms of symptoms related to possible SBS, the investigation revealed that the majority of respondents experienced rarely or never common health symptoms. These results are a direct representation of the satisfaction of participants with the IEQ factors of their work environment, particularly thermal comfort, air quality and circulation, lighting. Most experienced symptoms (congested nose: 47.22%; headache and fatigue: 22.22%) might have been related to the small portion of respondents that were not comfortable with glare, noise and brightness of their surroundings, as headaches might be an effect of glare and high noise levels as discussed by Reese (2004: 164) and Bluyssen (2013: 355). The large portion of respondents that answered to having congested nasal problems may have been related to the portion that were not satisfied with air quality and circulation (New York Committee for Occupational Safety and Health, n.d.), but this might have been most likely caused by humidity and temperature during the varying seasons (Means, 2011: 157). Also, it is to be noticed that these symptoms seemed to stay with the occupants also after leaving the building, as most participants declared (61%), showing that the causes were unlikely to be relating to the working environment.

Participants were finally asked to rate the indoor environmental factors affecting positively or negatively their productivity and performance at work. The factors that participants perceived as assisting them in their ability to perform their daily work were those factors that were mostly liked by the bulk of the respondents. The high response rate declaring that the surrounding temperature helped their office activities (67% work is easier to complete) is of similar results to the study by Lan et al. (2012). The other most important factors considered beneficial by respondents to complete easily activities at work were identified in the amount and quality of light, both natural and artificial, and the quality of air. Also, almost half of the respondents declared to be convinced that the view of natural external environment enhanced their mental attitude to conduct their daily work.

The IEQ factor that participants perceived as hampering them in their ability to carry out their daily work was the one that was mostly disliked by the majority of the participants, namely internal noise. The negative perception of the internal noise was related mainly to the open plan layout, which has previously already been commented on.

Ultimately, the measurement of productivity is a difficult aspect to determine as Amar (2002: 108) discussed, being not only the accounting measurement and decrease of absenteeism that determines productivity levels. The interview with the office manager provided similar results to which Amar discussed: he did not seem to notice an employee productivity changes whilst working in the building, providing a fairly neutral response (the absenteeism rate was however not determined neither records were made available). The office manager interview did not provide the researchers specific IEQ factors to which the manager might have considered aiding the employees’ productivity levels. However, from the employees’ perception and view, it can be distinguished that certain IEQ factors did have an effect on their productivity, as showed by the results of the survey. Providing a comfortable indoor environment produces a
constructive working environment for employees where they can carry out their work effectively without disrupting factors. Conversely, if the surrounding conditions are not comfortable or acceptable for the employees, the prior will create avoidable disorders that will inhibit the employees from executing to their broadest capability.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The development of the green building market is still at an early stage in the context of a developing country such as South Africa. A clear and comprehensive understanding of the actual benefits in terms of post-occupancy and operational phase, and in terms of economic implications in the long term has not fully been reached yet. More research and comprehensive post-occupancy data would be necessary in this sense to reveal the real long-term implications of investing in green strategies and to foster owner and developers to move towards green building developments.

In this regard, the Indoor Environmental Quality represents a critical indicator of the well-being of the occupants of a building, which can affect satisfaction and productivity at work, implying also possible financial benefits for owners. Considering the limited research production on the topic in the South African context, this research analysed a local case study of a certified green office building. The aim was to understand through a post-occupancy survey if the sustainable solutions implemented in the design and construction phases reflected on actual benefits perceived by the occupants in terms of indoor environmental quality of their work environment.

The results showed a general satisfaction and positive reaction of the occupants with regard to the indoor environmental quality of the green environment. The results demonstrated a general effectiveness of the green strategies implemented through design and construction, and align with the findings of other international studies.

Few factors were considered not satisfactory from occupants, in particular internal noise due to the open plan layout. However, sustainable design often implies to research trade-off and compromised solutions that can achieve higher benefits when weighted amongst various impact categories. Open plan layouts can affect negatively internal noise, but are highly beneficial to favourite natural cross-ventilation, to improve natural light, to ensure higher degree of flexibility of indoor space and guarantee future easier adaptability, to create a shared working environment, to improve teamwork, communication and collaboration at work.

This paper offers therefore a contribution towards strengthening the awareness of the implications of green building design on the final users and on the perceived indoor environmental quality. The replication of the adopted methodology and post-occupancy evaluation to other local case studies would be essential towards this aim in order to reach generalised data. This would represent an important step for encouraging developers
and owners to invest in green strategies and for fostering the development of the local green building market.
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ABSTRACT

Purpose
The paper attempts to explain the relationship between public capital investment in infrastructure development and economic growth in Ethiopia.

Methodology
A thorough literature review on studies made in developing countries forms the theoretical background of the research. The research is an empirical study based on the secondary time series data collected from the World Bank, Ethiopian Road Authority and the Ethiopian Ministry of Finance and Economic Development. The empirical model for the study was developed from the endogenous growth framework using the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimation technique and time series properties tests conducted on four variables. Granger causality test was conducted to determine the link between selected economic infrastructure sectors namely road, electricity and telecommunications. Data for the study covered from 1992 to 2010 and the source data comprises the yearly trend of growth in investment in road, electricity and telecommunication infrastructure and the corresponding economic growth.

Findings
The unit root Dickey-Fuller test has shown that all variables except growth in telecommunication investment are stationary at level and investment in telecommunication infrastructure found to be stationary at order I. Granger causality tests shows that there is a strong one way causal relationship...
between growth in investment in road infrastructure and economic growth running from the former to the latter. No causal link was found between economic growth and growth in investment in the other two infrastructure sectors.

Limitations
- The research is limited to investment in economic infrastructure namely road, electricity and telecommunication infrastructure
- Performance of infrastructure is not taken into account
- Relationship and interdependence between different economic sectors are not considered
- Long run and short run causality is not considered
- Economic growth and infrastructure provision disparity in the eight regional states across the country is not accounted in the study

Practical implications
The results of the research would help the Ethiopian Government and other countries with a similar economic setting to make informed budget allocation decisions in infrastructure development.

Value
The study focuses on selected infrastructure sectors and assesses their individual impact on economic growth.

Key words: economic growth, infrastructure, GDP, development, Ethiopia

1. INTRODUCTION

Infrastructure is envisaged to be the life blood of prosperity and economic confidence across the globe (Miller, 2013). Infrastructure development is one of the major determinants of economic growth and it creates a bottleneck for sustainable growth and poverty reduction if it not adequately provided (Sahoo, et al., 2010). Availability and accessibility of basic infrastructure particularly in developing countries is considered to be an important factor for development and an essential component for private firms’ productivity (Enimola, 2010). Rodriguez (2007) showed with empirical evidence that infrastructure provision has a positive effect on productivity and growth. Investment in infrastructure in a developing country is essential for poverty reduction (Fay, et al., 2011) and it positively and strongly correlates with economic growth (Myres, 2013). Despite irregularity (Romp & Haan, 2005; Straub, et al., 2009; Briceño-Garmendia, et al., 2004; Prud’homme, 2005; Srinivasu & Rao, 2013) particularly about the magnitude of the effect, literature support the notion that infrastructure has positive impact on economic growth. Studies suggest that the impact of infrastructure on economic growth and productivity seems higher at a lower level of income.
where the developing countries indwell (Romp & Haan, 2005; Briceño-Garmendia, et al., 2004; Estache, 2008).

Literature stipulated that both public and private capital investment positively influence economic growth in the long run (Kayode, et al., 2013). Infrastructure development in developing countries is highly dependent on Government capital budget and the involvement of private investment is minimal (United Nations Human Settlements Programme, 2011) (The World Bank, 1994). Hence it is imperative to investigate the impact of public capital investment on infrastructure and its impact on economic growth in developing countries in this case Ethiopia.

This article has six sections. Section two outlines the literature review followed by sections three and four where the research methodology and data used in the analysis presented correspondingly. Section five stipulates the empirical analysis whereby discussion is made. The conclusion and recommendations are presented under section 6.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Infrastructure defined

Infrastructure may refer to the basic systems and services that are necessary for a country or an organization to operate smoothly (Oxford University Press, 2015). While infrastructure and its related services have been with us for centuries, the term is new (Prud’homme, 2005). The Online Etymology Dictionary (2015) indicates that the word infrastructure originated from French and it is used to describe installations that form the basis for any operation or system.

In 1980s and 1990s the term infrastructure became so popular and its meaning has extended so much that it is being used to describe undertakings in wide range of spectrum (Prud’homme, 2005). In the broader context the term may refer to either "soft" or "hard" infrastructure.

Hard infrastructure entails provision of physical structures for basic services including energy, water supply, sewerage, transportation, waste removal, sanitation, communication, health and education (Casey, 2005). While hard infrastructure is about provision of physical assets, soft infrastructure is about development of skill and knowledge and access to appropriate services (Casey, 2005).

Infrastructure can also be categorized as economic and social infrastructure where economic infrastructure is part of an economy's capital stock used to facilitate economic production (United Nations Human Settlements Programme, 2011). Structures including power utilities, piped gas, telecommunication, roads, drainage, railways, runways and seaport are typical examples of economic infrastructure.

Social infrastructure on the other hand facilitates investment in human capital with a result of improving workforce productivity (United Nations

The scope of this paper is limited to hard infrastructure and economic infrastructure categories only.

2.2 Impact of infrastructure investment on economic growth

Considerable efforts have been exerted in the last couple of decades to study the impact of infrastructure on economic growth and development in several countries. These studies, on the whole, implicated that under the right conditions, infrastructure has notable impact in promoting growth and equity (United Nations Human Settlements Programme, 2011). Apparently, there is an increasing consensus that infrastructure contributes to economic growth by raising labour productivity and lowering production and transaction costs (Dissou & Didic, 2013). Time series analysis and cross-sectional national studies have shown that infrastructure investment has high rate of return on economic growth and infrastructure variables are positively and significantly correlated with economic growth in developing countries (The World Bank, 1994).

Enimola (2010) conducted an empirical research to investigate the impact of infrastructure on the economic performance of the Nigerian economy and indicated that sustainable growth won’t be embraced until governments generate enough funding towards eliminating infrastructure bottlenecks which impede productivity and economic growth. The study (Enimola, 2010) has also found out that an increase in the share of expenditure in infrastructure is necessary and productive for Nigeria. Kumo(2012) conducted a study in South Africa for the period 1960 to 2009 and found out a strong two-way causality between economic infrastructure investment and GDP growth.

Calderon and Serven(2004) used a panel data from 1960 to 2000 encompassing over 100 countries and found out that quantity of infrastructure has a robust effect on growth where a one standard deviation increase in the stock of infrastructure results in a 3% increase in economic growth rate. Sahoo and Dash (2009) attempted to estimate impact of infrastructure quantity on economic growth in India using a data over 1970 - 2006. The results of the study indicated that long-run output elasticity of infrastructre is positive and statistically significant.

A study performed to investigate the role of infrastructure in promoting economic growth in China has shown that infrastructure development has significant positive contribution to growth and there is unidirectional causality from infrastructure development to output growth (Sahoo, et al., 2010).
2.3 Infrastructure in developing countries

Infrastructure access gap looms large in the developing world where an estimated 748 million people live without access to safe water, 1.2 billion without electricity, 2.8 billion still cook their food with solid fuel such as wood, 1 billion people live more than two kilometres away from an all-weather road, 2.5 billion without sanitation, and more than 1 billion without access to telephone services (Lin, 2005; The World Bank Group, 2008; Fay, et al., 2011).

According to the World Bank report (Fay, et al., 2011) despite the fact that 10 percent increase in infrastructure investment contributes to one percent growth in GDP, there is a gap in infrastructure provision which is estimated at $1 trillion in low- and middle-income countries, and the demand continues to grow as countries develop. While developing countries are engaged in massive construction undertakings to curb their infrastructure deficiencies, only limited progress has been made so far (Fay, et al., 2011).

African countries, especially, sub Saharan Africa countries trail behind other regions in terms of infrastructure delivery and quality becoming an impediment to their economic development and a major constraint on poverty reduction (United Nations Human Settlements Programme, 2011).

To fill the infrastructure gap an estimated USD 93 billion, which is about 15% of GDP a year investment in infrastructure is needed in Africa (United Nations Human Settlements Programme, 2011).

2.4 Infrastructure development in Ethiopia

Ethiopia is one of the fastest growing economies in the world with an average growth rate of above 10% for the last decade and this momentum is expected to continue at a rapid pace over the next five years (AfDB; OECD; UNDP, 2014). With a population of more than 90 million it is the second most populous country in Africa following Nigeria. As depicted in Figure 1, agriculture is the backbone of the Ethiopian economy and it contributes about 47% to GDP and about 80% of employment (AfDB; OECD; UNDP, 2014).

The Global Competitiveness Report 2014-2015 (World Economic Forum, 2014), positioned Ethiopia 125th out of the total 144 countries considered in the survey in terms of overall quality of infrastructure where the report highlighted the need for significant improvement to enhance competitiveness of the country's competitiveness in the global market.

According to the United Nations report (United Nations Human Settlements Programme, 2011), only less than 20 percent of the Ethiopian population has access to any modern infrastructure. Surveys indicated that infrastructure constraints are responsible for an estimated 50 percent of the productivity handicap faced by Ethiopian firms (Foster & Morella, 2011).
A report by the World Bank has indicated that infrastructure has contributed 0.6 percentage points to Ethiopia's annual per capita GDP growth over the years from 2001-2010 (Foster & Morella, 2011).

In recent years, Ethiopia has made notable progress in infrastructure development performing relatively well when compared with other low-income countries (Foster & Morella, 2011). Ethiopia's total infrastructure investment is among the highest in Sub-Saharan Africa, however, to reach its infrastructure targets, the country still needs a significant increase in its infrastructure funding amounting more than 40% of its GDP and a careful investment handling (Foster & Morella, 2011).

The data used in the research is on infrastructure sectors - road, telecommunication and electricity and the period covered runs from 1992 to 2010.

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

The research follows Granger's time-series data based approach for determination of causality between GDP and selected economic infrastructure sectors investment growth. In this particular study three economic infrastructure growth variables namely total road infrastructure investment growth (RIIG), total telephone infrastructure investment growth (TIIg) and electric infrastructure investment growth (EIIg) are considered to test if they Granger-cause GDP growth variable.

The results presented here are based on pairwise bivariate causality test between the previously mentioned variables. Below are three sets of hypotheses to be tested:

1. Electricity infrastructure investment growth (EIIg) Granger causes economic growth (GDPg) and vice versa,
2. Telecommunication infrastructure investment growth (TIIg) Granger causes economic growth (GDPg) and vice versa and
3. Road infrastructure investment growth (RIIg) Granger causes economic growth (GDPg) and vice versa

3.2 The Model

Examination of the previously mentioned hypotheses requires selection of appropriate bivariate time series models. At the beginning, unit root tests are conducted to determine if the variables are stationary or not. This is followed by Engle-Granger residual-based test to check the existence of cointegration among variables. If no cointegration is found vector autoregression (VAR) model is applied. However, if cointegration is found vector error correction (VECM) model for multivariate system and a VAR model in levels for a bivariate system are applied.

For Granger causality test between road infrastructure investment growth and economic growth, the following VAR equations can be stipulated:

\[
(GDPg)_t = c_1 + \sum_{i=1}^{m} c_{ij}(GDPg)_{t-i} + \sum_{j=1}^{n} c_{j}(RIIg)_{t-j} + c_{i1}
\]

and

\[
(RIIg)_t = c_2 + \sum_{k=1}^{p} c_{jk}(RIIg)_{t-k} + \sum_{l=1}^{q} c_{l}(GDPg)_{t-l} + c_{i2}
\]

where, $c_{i1}$ and $c_{i2}$ are error terms.

Based on the estimated ordinary least square (OLS) coefficients for equations (1) and (2), three different hypotheses about the relationships between road infrastructure investment and GDP growth can be formulated:

1. Unidirectional Granger-causality from RIIg to GDPg. In this case investment in road infrastructure investment granger causes economic growth but not vice versa. Thus, $c_{ij} \neq 0$ for $j=1,\ldots,n$; and $c_{il} = 0$ for $l=1,\ldots,q$.

2. Unidirectional Granger-causality from GDPg to RIIg. In this case economic growth granger causes investment in road infrastructure investment but not vice versa. Thus, $c_{ij} = 0$ for $j=1,\ldots,n$; and $c_{il} \neq 0$ for $l=1,\ldots,q$.

3. Bidirectional Granger-causality where investment in road infrastructure investment granger causes economic growth and vice versa. Thus, $c_{ij} \neq 0$ for $j=1,\ldots,n$; and $c_{il} \neq 0$ for $l=1,\ldots,q$. 
4. Bidirectional Granger-causality where investment in road infrastructure investment granger causes economic growth and vice versa. Thus, \( c_j \neq 0 \) for \( j=1,...,n \); and \( c_l \neq 0 \) for \( l=1,...,q \).

The same hypotheses is formulated for each of the three relationships stipulated in section 3.1.

3.3 The Data

Time series data used in this study is obtained from the Ethiopian Roads Authority (ERA), the World Bank data base and the Ethiopian Ministry of Finance and Economic Development (MoFED). GDP is measured by constant 2003 market prices and growth rates for each variable were annual average percentage changes.

Table 1: Historical average growth rate of GDP and selected infrastructure economic activity at a constant prices (%) from 1992 to 2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>GDP growth (%)</th>
<th>Electricity investment growth (%)</th>
<th>Telecommunication investment growth (%)</th>
<th>Road network investment growth (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>-8.7</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>-2.2</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>59.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>55.9</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>74.2</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>56.3</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>92.7</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. EMPIRICAL RESULT AND ANALYSIS

4.1 Economic growth and investment in economic infrastructure

In recent years, public investment has become a major driver of economic growth in Ethiopia where the equivalent of two-fifth of total economic activity is linked to public sector activity (Access capital, 2011). Table 2 indicates that Ethiopia has the highest capital expenditure share in Government spending among African countries.

There was a change of government system in Ethiopia in 1992 where the country’s economic policy was changed from command economic system towards more free and market oriented system. During the government system before 1992 the average economic growth rate was 1.86% which indicates the unsatisfactory performance of the economy. Due to this major structural change this study focuses only on the economic performance after 1992.
### Table 2: Capital expenditure in 10 largest African Economies 2011 (Access capital, 2011)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Capital Expenditure (USD mln)</th>
<th>Total Government Expenditure (USD mln)</th>
<th>Percent of Total Expenditure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>4,103</td>
<td>6,849</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>2,045</td>
<td>5,686</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>2,899</td>
<td>9,175</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>1,973</td>
<td>6,681</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambia</td>
<td>1,224</td>
<td>4,432</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>1,271</td>
<td>4,693</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angola</td>
<td>8,543</td>
<td>33,330</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>6,887</td>
<td>27,307</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivory Coast</td>
<td>686</td>
<td>4,718</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>3,383</td>
<td>135,321</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the change in government system total government spending to GDP ratio increased continuously in the late 1990s. The Ethio-Eritrean war during 1998 to 2000 has affected the economy as the government had to direct portion of its capital budget to war related expenses. However, as depicted in Figure 2 and Table 1, beginning from 2004 the country has registered a remarkable two digits economic growth with a corresponding capital expenditure.

### 4.2 Stationary time series tests

Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) unit root test was conducted to determine if the variables considered in study depict stationary time series. Results of the unit rate test is presented in Table 3.

### Table 3: ADF unit root test for road, electric and telecommunication infrastructure investment and economic growth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>T-Statistic</th>
<th>ADF critical value 1%</th>
<th>ADF critical value 5%</th>
<th>ADF critical value 10%</th>
<th>Null Hypothesis: Series has a unit root</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GDPg</td>
<td>-4.735</td>
<td>-3.750</td>
<td>-3.000</td>
<td>-2.630</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIIg</td>
<td>-4.394</td>
<td>-3.750</td>
<td>-3.000</td>
<td>-2.630</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIIg</td>
<td>-4.373</td>
<td>-3.750</td>
<td>-3.000</td>
<td>-2.630</td>
<td>Rejected*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIIg</td>
<td>-4.326</td>
<td>-3.750</td>
<td>-3.000</td>
<td>-2.630</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The symbol * indicates that TIIg is stationary at first difference I(1).

### 4.3 Granger causality tests

The ADF test showed that the three variables namely GDPg, RIIg and EIIg are stationary at level and variable TIIg stationary at first order allowing use of VAR to conduct Granger causality test. Thus equations 1 and 2 are
specified for each of the three causality tests with a corresponding lag length of 4.

Granger causality test results are presented in Table 4 below. According to the test result, of the six hypotheses presented only the null hypothesis that road infrastructure investment growth doesn’t cause GDP growth is rejected at 5%. This indicates that road investment Granger causes GDP growth but not vice versa.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Null Hypothesis</th>
<th>F-Stat</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Prob &gt; F</th>
<th>Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RIIg does not cause GDPg</td>
<td>9.77</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0085</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDPg does not cause RIIg</td>
<td>0.72597</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.6054</td>
<td>Not rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIIg does not cause GDPg</td>
<td>4.5007</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0508</td>
<td>Not rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDPg does not cause TIIg</td>
<td>1.7029</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.2666</td>
<td>Not rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIIg does not cause GDPg</td>
<td>2.0345</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.2084</td>
<td>Not rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDPg does not cause EIIg</td>
<td>.09743</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.8697</td>
<td>Not rejected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The result further shows that telecommunication infrastructure investment and electricity infrastructure investment growths do not Granger cause GDP growth and vice versa.

5. CONCLUSION

Researches both on theoretical and empirical aspects of economic infrastructure support the notion that investment in economic infrastructure drives economic growth. This is particularly true in developing countries where economic development is entangled with acute poverty, illiteracy, limited access to communication services, lack of health and energy facilities.

Empirical result of this study through Granger causality tests for the period from 1992 to 2010 shows that there is a strong one way causal relationship between growth in investment in road infrastructure and economic growth running from the former to the latter. Apparently, no causal link was found between economic growth and growth in investment in the other two infrastructure sectors.

Investment in road infrastructure appears to be the main driver of economic growth in Ethiopia given the current economic structure and level of development. Ethiopian economy largely relies on agriculture where
80% of the population depend on subsistence agriculture. As agricultural products need to be transported to the urban areas, the importance of access to transportation is vital. Ethiopia doesn’t currently have functioning railway systems and transportation activities are heavily dependent on road network systems. This is coupled with the fact that Ethiopia is a landlocked country with its major import and export activities largely relying on the road transportation system to and from the nearby seaports in Djibouti, Kenya and Somaliland. This supports the findings of this study that investment in road infrastructure has a strong causal relationship with economic growth.

On the other hand, the very weak or no causality link between economic growth and investment in electricity and communication indicates that the service and manufacturing sectors of the economy need to be developed more. It is also an indication that more investment needs to be put in electricity and communication to spur the country’s economic growth.
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ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS

Purpose of this paper:
This paper aims at critically analysing the existing single-agent model approach towards energy supply and sustainability, while highlighting the dual role of Microgrid development in reducing payback periods of retrofit solutions while enabling an overall reduction in grid complexity.

Design/methodology/approach:
The research combines a theoretical approach based on the available literature and industry input, along with a developing case study based on migration of an existing factory in Durban to a Microgrid.

Findings:
Microgrid adoption for the case building has a resultant minimum decrease of 11.5% of total energy spent with a potential 36.8% decrease, providing accelerated payback periods for renewable production and storage technologies with further potential for grid interaction

Research limitations/implications
Current regulatory restrictions towards energy export prohibit economic justification to an extent.

Practical implications:
The greatest design challenge is how to make socio-economic systems compatible with social imperatives and boundaries, whilst enabling co-evolution with the socio-technical system of energy supply, active agents within the energy grid have the ability to enhance this co-evolution.

What is original/value of paper:
The focus is on enhancing Energy Efficient measures via developing a new multi-agent system approach model, based on increased coordination through Micro-grid development.

Keywords:
Sustainability, smart grid, Microgrid, Interdependency, multi-agent system

1. INTRODUCTION

Energy is an integral part of any developing economy; linked to poverty alleviation, job creation, economic growth, socio-economic progression and environmental health. As a social responsibility of the Government, Energy and its supply are explicitly linked to the enhancement in the standard of living for the population at all income levels. The challenges faced, and solutions, are both interdependent and integrated. Government often prefers integration to high degrees of interdependency, which is clearly demonstrated in the current crop of energy policies and action plans promulgated. In governmental terms, increased energy integration carries with it the connotation of the opening up and expansion of trade in energy supply on the side of the state, with the gains from supply enhancing economic welfare. Increased energy interdependence has the consequence of creating more independent trade partners (South African citizens or municipalities) increasing the risk of financial instability and reducing economic gains. This favouring of integration on the part of the state through the form of a single-agent system reduces the “transparency” of the energy market while increasing overall control (Appelman, 2014).

However, levels of integration and interdependency need to be balanced and carefully coordinated in order to avoid the reduction of government's ability to react to energy or financial crises through the implementation of national policies or action plans. The type of system within which these policies are shaped, plays a significant role in attaining sustainability. However the current single-agent system is inherently highly complex in nature, due to the centralized agent lacking the ability to create coordination among solutions when dealing with fixed complex tasks (Zlot and Stentz, 2006).

The present research is part of an on-going project focused on enhancing energy efficient measures via developing a new multi-agent system approach model, based on increased coordination through Microgrid development. This paper seeks to critically analyse the existing single agent model approach towards energy supply and sustainability perspectives, highlighting the dual role that Microgrid development has in reducing payback periods of retrofit solutions, while enabling an overall reduction in grid complexity with a corresponding reduction in associated risk.
2. BACKGROUND

A complex system is a system consisting of multiple agents, arranged in structures which can exist at multiple scales and whose process of change is not reducible and describable at only one level of explanation or scale. In a socio-techno system of energy use solving the complex system or understanding the underlying complexity is reliant on drawing in the knowledge base from multiple disciplines in order to understand the dynamic relationships present at the micro and macro level. This distinction between the micro and macro levels requires an altered approach when attempting to research the complex relationships present. With micro level complexity revolving around behavioral rules and the macro level incorporating environmental constraints, in the form of institutional, spatial and structural parameters, advocating an ontological perspective approach to researching and understanding not just the complex system but the underlying causes of the complexity represents a paradigm shift from the norm. This ontological viewpoint is often in conflict with the epistemological viewpoint, in which there is no clear agreement on how the micro and macro levels interact and thus how emergent properties develop or affect each level. With energy use and the quest for sustainable development being an intrinsically social problem, this disagreement means that developing an understanding of the socio technical system is heavily reliant on our views towards the research itself along with the affect our decision making process has on the socio economic environment. This intrinsic openness with regards to the potential for varying interpretations on the externality of the world itself and of the micro and macro components of the complex system neatly highlights the potential inherent within the framework of a complex setting if the correct knowledge is present when attempting to embrace such a system.

An energy model needs to address climate related issues as well as having an interrelated focus on energy security and affordability. The shift from rigid linear policies detailing a stepwise process towards attaining sustainability, in favor of a non-linear dynamic complex method, allows for the development of an environment in which an individual is able to optimally participate within the energy framework. This shift in thought turns the idea that the collective is a cognizing agent, into the collective consisting of cognizing agents, representing what is fundamentally a shift from the macro towards a description of the micro level based on causative assumptions and complex characteristics such as emergence and self-organization. Facilitating the development of an adaptive, evolving complex energy system is reliant on a multitude of conditions drawn from an understanding of multiple theories in particular views from the Economic, psychological, sociological and educational theories are foreseen as being the best possible means of attaining sustainability. Each theory holds a
different view on what energy use is, however this complexity allows for a multiplicity of possible outcomes, each with not necessarily a negative outcome however each lacking the possible best case scenario. The term “outcome” is used over “solution” as ultimately the idea of a solution is fundamentally flawed in that there will always be a better scenario, particularly when dealing with the issue of sustainability. A nice representation of this is in the view that humans within a complex system will with time develop complex thoughts to their views of sustainability of future generations to that of a positive change in their overall environment. One commonality among the four branches is the development of the idea of what an individual is and how they position that individual within a system. There are two distinctly different scenarios with varying effects of outcomes.

**Scenario one:** an energy user is conceived as an individual. And, in particular, an individual who is rational in his choice and in the actions and manners towards other individuals. Their actions are seen as being a direct consequence of the information available, or the external and internal prompts exhibited on them. This guides his decision-making process ultimately resulting in the end action and the outcome of that action. In terms of the important characteristic of rationality, the individual has an interest in the outcome with a particular preference of the various alternatives and who will make a decision that fulfills those preferences. This has the direct consequence of opening up an individual to high levels of uncertainty due to the reliance on knowledge of initial conditions and multiple unknown strategies. Economic and psychological theories in general follow this view of what an individual is and represents what is in effect a linear model where the collective is a cognitive agent with its stimulus basis in the macro level (Newell, 2008).

**Scenario two:** focuses more on the idea of interaction and not process, moving away from the moment of decision, towards how a decision can be made to be inevitable due to the interactions at multiple levels on the individuals, setting conditions within which a decision is formed. This scenario moves away from the idea of focusing on the individual towards a focus on the actors within the individuals systems, which set conditions shaping those individuals actions. Educational and sociological theories represent this view towards that which is non-linear, dynamic model based on the importance of the micro levels drivers (Newell, 2008).

*Microgrid* adoption has the potential to combine these two distinctly different views, moving away from an individualist model of behavior in favor of socially oriented behavioral model, viewing energy use and sustainability as an inherently social problem (micro) with the ability to be
shaped and guided by the infrastructure (macro) setting however with the knowledge that this shaping of the micro level reciprocally alters the macro.

2.1 Sustainability in current thought

A key component of neoclassical economic thought is the Rational Choice Theory (RCT) (Browning, Halcli and Webster, 2000). This method for the quantification and justification of benefits exhibits an inherent instrumental rationality relationship (working directly to a solution through the identification of problems) between state and individual. Energy use (and, as an offshoot, efficiency in the face of shortages or greater calls for sustainability) is a socially interactive decision making process. At the level of the individual, instrumental rationality fails as a consequence of the individuals holding only partial control of the outcomes (Jones and Zhang, 2003), because of a lack of clear understanding and assumptions of behavioural patterns of other individuals within the energy grid. In the current climate of calls for energy efficiency to prevent grid collapse, the inability of the individual to accurately determine their expected maximum utility's levels, often prevent sustainability measures from taking root. This inherent problem in the current sustainability framework will require an alternative able to include the role of individuals. An alternative to enhance energy sustainability is the enablement of individual players in the grid (consumers of all levels) to anticipate other individual's actions though rational and common knowledge assumptions. Energy supply and its subsequent use, is an inherently complex process to model and attempt to predict. Complexity is created through the many facets in the energy supply model (source, legislation, actors etc.) as well as the vast numbers of interconnections involved within the current grid. This is exasperated as the current grid model lacks an adequate degree of high-level technology adoption in order to map and track energy demand in real time and at every level of use. This in turn leads to a high level of non-transparency due the supply and demand levels not being able to be fully described and comprehended. This high degree of non-transparency inhibits sustainability efforts when spontaneous changes, weather in the grid itself or amongst the individuals linked to the grid, lead to a dynamic complexity that cannot be correlated or accounted for within the framework of energy sustainability actions.

Neoclassical economics is driven by the assumption that humans are intrinsically self-interested (Stegman, 1985) as exhibited by rational choice theory, while we do not actively seek to harm others or in that we do not have an overriding level of conceitedness leading to care of ourselves above others. We do, however, have a unique sense of what the preferred state of order is, hence this self-interest governs our actions and opinions as well as how we account for these actions and opinions.
2.2 Complexity in Single Agent Systems (SAS)

The current model of centralized control of energy production, supply and the policies, which govern it, are representative of a Single-Agent System (SAS). Sustainability, in all its forms, is a fixed complex task, implying that a SAS approach is not optimal in that. On the contrary, using a multi-agent system approach (MAS) the level of complexity (when understanding the system) is reduced through distributing control among various interconnected agents. This division of control among various agents allows each agent to in effect become a simpler version of a single agent, in that no one agent is able to complete a task on their own, and instead completion relies on the collective contribution of multiple agents in achieving a task. A brief definition of an agent is important to go forward: “An agent is anything that can be viewed as perceiving its environment through sensors and then having the ability for action” (Russell, Norvig and Davis, 2010). The current SAS does not imply the non-existence of other independent agents. A SAS models itself, the environment and the interaction within the system, the Single agent entity is naturally a component of the system, however it is assumed that the single agent is also an independent agent with its own goals, actions and knowledge (extra-environmental components), while other independent agents may exist, there are not modelled as having goals, action, knowledge etc. and are modelled as only being part of the environment.

3. RESEARCH CRITERIA AND METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH

This paper aimed at critically analysing the existing model towards energy supply and sustainability through a literature review. Formulating the framework for which a complex multi-agent model can be adopted, embracing the inherently dynamic environment in which energy supply and subsequent use exists within. The literature review dealt with providing an alternative through the development of a complex system embracing behavioural characteristics, cultivating coordination within the framework of a higher knowledge base allows for previously segregated agents to effectively contribute to their own sustainability as well as the collectives. The scope of the case study used, is investigating the pure economic benefit for the building owner in establishing a Microgrid. This does not aim to exclude the other benefits associated with Microgrids, however, it provides the basis for commercial adoption. The case study involved potentially establishing the Microgrid through consultation with eThekwini electricity and relevant renewable companies. Data was captured through, installing (temporarily) a meter to capture energy data. The findings were then presented to the building owner with the aim of adoption. Discussions post data gathering, gave insights into the decision process that an individual goes through, prior to coming to a conclusion on a subject such as sustainability of energy supply.
4. MICRO-GRID DEVELOPMENT IN ETHEKWINI

Micro-grids are discrete energy systems able to operate parallel with or independently from the main grid providing autonomous capabilities with the security of grid backup (General Microgrids, 2013). This autonomy is accomplished, but not reliant on, Distributed Energy Resources (DER). DER are localized modular small-scale power sources which provide energy locally at the point of use. This includes; generation, storage and demand management (Electric power research Institute, 2014). The most common type of micro grid is a “true” or “customer” Microgrid (μgrid) (Berkely Lab, 2014). Microgrids are self-governed and independently owned and maintained by a private entity of any size or scale. The municipalities’ responsibility ends at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC). From the PCC onwards an “island” effect can be created allowing those connected to the PCC to run independently from the grid, if so desired, as well as allowing no disruption to the grid or surrounding utility users in case of system failure. The definition of a Micro-grid does not hint at a size prerequisite in order to be defined as a Micro-grid, instead it highlights two key areas. The first being that is a locally controlled load, and secondly it is able to act independently of the grid. These two characteristics of microgrids are convenient as they conform directly with, provided they are engineered to spec, Durban’s current energy regulations and guidelines. While this “independence” from the grid is not a fully achieved separation, it has the effect of creating a platform for energy independence, along with grid interactivity and the potential for financial return in the form of buy back and reduced usage charges. This synchronicity, in light of ever increasing national energy shortfalls has great benefits in allowing a reciprocated approach to energy usage, i.e. grid draw when available and if needed and μgrid supply to the common grid in times of low grid reserves or shortfalls and when economic viability is exhibited. Microgrid adoption creates a platform for users to take control of energy production and supply, in essence allowing a previous end user to become a power producer, breaking the linear traditional energy model that exists in the country.

4.1 The case study: a factory in the eThekwini Municipality (Durban)

The case study incorporated a relatively small Microgrid (μgrid), which was developed and conceptualized with the primary focus on reduction of business-operating cost, through enabling the building owner to take control of his energy environment, thus making the business more cost competitive in the current market place. This solely focused on the benefits or a singe building and did not focus on the cooperative potential between neighbouring buildings of differing but potentially mutually beneficial energy use. In this case study there are two agents: Agent one being the DÔ
(eThekwini municipality) and Agent two being the factory owner/μOP. Development was initially proposed in three stages

1. Stage one: Solar Adoption
2. Stage two: Chemical storage
3. Stage three: Microgrid Adoption

Justification on financial grounds for agent two was the initial basis of the study, however this approach to justification proved to be a barrier to adoption (see discussion section)

4.1 Current supply models

The current supply model has the municipality as the sole supplier and biller of energy to the end user. This exposes the end-user to various charges involved in the supply and use of that energy. The primary charge (above the energy cost) being a 22.5% voltage surcharge to step the voltage supply down from 11kVA to a usable 400v. That surcharge is calculated on the total bill (including all network demand charges) this charge is as a result of equipment cost and maintenance. With around 35% of the total energy costs being related to supply charges above actual electricity costs, this is an area that is often overlooked in energy efficiency measures as it does not provide any direct environmental benefit and investment does not provide any production capacity.

Figure 4.1: Current grid connection
The new proposed model (as outlined in Fig.4.2) has the municipality as the bulk supplier, and the end-user as the secondary supplier and provider of energy to the separate sub meters in the building that supply the tenants. This has numerous advantages. First of all, an immediate reduction in monthly electricity bills of 11%, in itself would be sufficient to justify an investment. Secondly, the building owner can actually become a supplier of electricity; this allows the owner to take advantage of the two different pricing structures. Supply is at T.O.U tariff, while sub supply is at B.N.G. This allows the building owner to in essence charge a premium of on average 25c per kWh for the sub meters. Thirdly, the adopted solar plan has the effect of allowing the building owner to take advantage of the lower T.O.U tariff, while receiving payback from the solar electricity at the higher B.N.G rate. Furthermore, if the owner wished to supply back to the grid he is now able to currently at the same rate that Eskom supplies the local municipality. This provides greater flexibility and predictability for income form a solar retrofit and battery storage adoption, reducing overall risk and increasing the probability of sustainability.

The financial potential for renewable adoption in the Microgrid setting is represented in the table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Financial potential for renewable energy alternative scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Combined approach discounted payback periods</th>
<th>Solar</th>
<th>Solar and chemical storage</th>
<th>Solar, chemical storage and tariff retrofit</th>
<th>Chemical storage and tariff retrofit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capital costs [R]</td>
<td>1 404 000</td>
<td>3 904 000</td>
<td>4 004 000</td>
<td>2 600 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current energy costs</td>
<td>&gt;15 years</td>
<td>5.6 years</td>
<td>3.2 years</td>
<td>2.6 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.5% year on year increase in energy costs</td>
<td>7.5 years</td>
<td>3.1 years</td>
<td>2.4 years</td>
<td>2.2 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO₂ offset/ year</td>
<td>77tons</td>
<td>77 tons</td>
<td>77tons</td>
<td>77tons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savings per year (worst case)</td>
<td>114300</td>
<td>407000</td>
<td>809 000</td>
<td>490500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Financial Risk</td>
<td>Moderate due to nature of investment in renewables</td>
<td>Moderate due to nature of investment in renewables</td>
<td>Low due to short payback periods and the inclusion of renewables</td>
<td>Very Low due to short payback periods and high rate of return on investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Benefit of investment</td>
<td>Low due to capital tie up versus monthly savings</td>
<td>Moderate due to capital tie up versus monthly savings</td>
<td>Very high, short payback period, significant savings an the investment in renewables ensures long term sustainability</td>
<td>Very high, short payback period, high savings coupled with low capital investment risk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Microgrid development was proven to be justifiable on economic grounds, reducing payback periods while providing an income potential which previously was not evident. This increased economic potential enables sustainability measures to be a less risky idea for business thus enhancing the probability of success through the associated reduction in risk. A 2.4-
year payback period with a reduction of 36.8% in energy bills, will significantly alter the business ability to compete in light of rising energy costs in the short term this reduction of risk and decrease in payback periods can provide justification for future adoption of increased renewable production. This adoption will enable a new enhanced level of knowledge to develop within the grid and its users. This will have a corresponding reduction in complexity, as the single agent system will be replaced with a multi agent system. This reduces sustainability’s success to a sum of its parts versus being reliant on the whole. Providing the individual with an identity promotes enhanced sustainability thinking in that actions have consequences for one self as these actions not incrementally diminished or altered by the collective inaction.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Microgrid potential is clearly evident for an individual or business. However, this benefit can be extended to the collective if accurate and real-time data is used to coordinate energy usage and renewable production. Allowing seamless energy export to the grid at a higher net rate then is currently afforded will further enhance the viability for renewable production promoting higher levels of investment in renewable generation and storage. This production can be used to supplement current supply deficiencies or in the long run can be used to replace the need for further non-renewable production means. This decentralized approach allows energy produced to be consumed in the same special frame, enhancing efficiency further as well as providing further incentive and control for municipalities to safe guard themselves against future shortfalls in supply. Future studies need to focus on creating Microgrid communities where interests are aligned in such a way that renewable production and storage are optimised, allowing the Microgrid to exist solely using off-peak grid power while being a net energy producer in peak periods. This approach will provide energy security and financial risk reduction for the individual as well as allowing sustainability goals being achieved via a combination of individuals benefiting the collective as a whole, thus accelerating sustainability success through the use of multiple agents’ actions.
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ABSTRACT
Purpose
This paper aims to develop a framework to incorporate Risk Management (RM) into the design process as an approach towards reducing risks associated with building adaptive reuse.

Design/methodology/approach
To achieve this aim, a research methodology is designed to achieve four objectives.
- Reviewing literature related to the design process, adaptive reuse of buildings, RM and flexible design.
- Presenting and analysing three case studies to investigate the opportunities and risks associated with adaptive reuse.
Investigating the perception and application of RM’s incorporation into the design process as an approach for reducing risks associated with adaptive building reuse.

Proposing a framework to facilitate the integration of RM into the design process.

**Findings**

There are many risks associated with adaptive building reuse. However, despite all the risks it has been proven that adaptive reuse is a better option than demolition. To minimize risks associated with adaptive reuse, RM needs to be incorporated early in the design process.

**Research Limitations**

This research focused on office buildings as the most likely type of buildings to adaptive reuse due to the dynamic business environment.

**Practical Implications**

Incorporating RM in the design process will help developing flexible design that overcomes the risks associated with adaptive building reuse.

**Originality / Value**

Although, RM is well research area, its integration into the design process received scant attention in construction literature. This research highlights its role towards overcoming risks associated with adaptive building reuse, a novel approach for achieving sustainability in construction.

**Keywords:** Risk Management, Design Process, Flexible Design, Building Adaptive Reuse, Office Buildings.

1 **Introduction**

The design process is concerned with delivering projects that satisfy clients’ needs and users’ requirements. Risk management is usually used to identify and analyse the risks that may affect the construction of the project and therefore, develop proper response to mitigate their impacts (Smith, 1999). Due to the dynamic nature of the business environment, clients’ needs and users’ requirements may change over the time and the project is no longer beneficial to them. This necessitates demolishing the project or reusing it with its existing structure in order to extend its life cycle while performing a new function (Othman et al., 2004). Although, adaptive reuse of buildings is a widely adopted practice worldwide, it’s a costly and time consuming process that is associated with a multitude of risks. Literature review showed that futurisic risks resulted from changes in clients’ needs and users’ requirements is not commonly considered during the design process. Adopting a flexible design approach that considers futuristic changes will help in minimizing the long term risks by allowing for efficient and effective adaptive reuse of projects (Balaha and Othman, 2015). This paper aims to develop a framework that incorporates RM into the design process.
process as an approach towards reducing risks associated with building adaptive reuse.

2 Research Objectives and Methodology
To achieve this aim, a research methodology consisted of literature review, case studies and survey questionnaire is designed to achieve four objectives:

a) Building a comprehensive background about the research topic including design process, adaptive reuse of buildings, RM and flexible design.
b) Presenting and analysing three case studies to investigate the opportunities and risks associated with adaptive reuse.
c) Investigating the perception and application of RM’s incorporation into the design process as an approach for reducing risks associated with adaptive building reuse.
d) Proposing a framework to facilitate the integration of RM into the design process.

4 Literature Review
4.1 The Design Process
The phases of the design process according to Royal Institute of British Architects are (RIBA, 2013):

1) Preparation
   • Identify the needed to develop initial project brief.
   • Examine site information
   • Prepare feasibility study
   • Determine Client's risk profile, agree on project programme.
   • Assemble project team
2) Concept Design
   • Outline of proposed project strategies.
   • Agree on initial project brief and develop a final one.
   • Review procurement strategy, finalize design responsibility.
   • Prepare project manual and construction strategy.
3) Develop Design
   • Prepare developed design.
   • Prepare and submit planning application.
   • Implement control procedures for change.
   • Review construction strategy.
4) Technical Design
   • Technical design information.
   • Performance specified work, integrate specialist subcontractor.
   • Prepare building regulations submission.
   • Review construction strategy.
5) Specialist Design
   • Progress specialist design by subcontractors.
   • Take actions for procurement strategies or building contract.
4.2 Adaptive Reuse of Buildings
4.2.1 Definition and importance
“Adaptive reuse” is the process of modifying and adapting obsolete buildings to perform a new function (Burton, 2014). It is generally about reusing a building with its existing structure to extend its life cycle whilst performing a new function. This is currently practiced worldwide, specifically when the building has a unique architectural character and still in stable condition (Bullen, 2007). The extension of building’s life cycle has many downsides as it causes various technical problems when reuse is considered. Technical changes need a very high level of renovation and refurbishment. In most cases this requires the involvement of innovative solutions that can be undertaken despite the range of constraints that are faced by both the design and construction teams. Experience shows that adaptive reuse avoids the demolition of old buildings that still have energy embedded in them as demolition is a waste of resources and the cost of re-constructing is very high (Burton, 2014).

4.2.2 Benefits and Barriers of Adaptive Reuse
The benefits of adaptive reuse of buildings are (Bullen, 2007).
- Less use of resources, energy and emissions.
- Expanding the life cycle of buildings.
- Increasing the cost effectiveness.
- Recovering energy embodied in buildings over a large period of time.
- Giving value to resources of the community from properties that are not productive.
- Stimulating vacant neighborhoods.
- Decreasing consumption of land and urban slump.
- Giving a better aesthetic appearance to the built environment.
- Enhancing the demand for preserved existing buildings.

However, Adaptive reuse has its barriers as follows Bullen (2007):
- The assumed perception that adaptive reuse of existing buildings is more expensive and less creative than new construction.
- Economic benefits are not clearly explained to by clients.
- Extensive and costly maintenance and refurbishment required for obsolete buildings can’t match with new buildings performance and meet sustainability standards.
- Difficulty with availability and price of matching existing materials; and inability to maintain the structural integrity of older buildings.

4.3 Risk Management
4.3.1 Risk and Risk Management
“Risk” is the possibility of a threat to occur and cause damages, which can be avoided by using preventive actions. The two main features of risk are the chance of a certain hazard to occur and its consequences that will in turn have an impact on other aspects of the project. RM is a process used to identify, assess and prioritize risks of different types. Accordingly, the risk manager must start planning for the
4.3.2 Risk Management Process

4.3.2.1 Risk Identification
Risk identification is a diagnostic process in which all the potential risks that could affect a construction project are identified and investigated, thus enabling the client to understand the potential risk sources at an early stage in the project life cycle. This will help clients concentrate on strategies for the control and allocation of risk (Shen, 1999). Different methods are used in risk identification. They are brainstorming, historical data, checklist, tree diagram, and influence diagrams (Hamilton, 1997; Smith, 1999).

4.3.2.2 Risk Analysis
Risk analysis aims to evaluate risks and ascertain the importance of each risk to the project, based on an assessment of the probability of occurrence (Likelihood) and the possible consequence of its occurrence (Severity). Risk = Likelihood x Severity Loss/Gain (Balfour Beatty, 2000). Risk analysis assesses both the effects of individual and combined risks on the project objectives. Risk analysis provides a project risk profile that the client can use to look ahead to possible future events and see the probability of those events to occur. The client can then decide whether or not to invest in the project, or adopt specific strategies for dealing with the major risks. Two techniques are used for risk analysis namely, quantitative risk analysis and qualitative risk analysis (Shen, 1999; Raftery, 1994).

4.3.2.3 Risk Responses
As all projects are unique and risks are dynamic throughout the project life cycle, it is necessary to formulate a risk response strategy. The information gained from the identification and analysis of risks gives an understanding of their likely impact on the project. This enables an appropriate response to be chosen. Typically there are three main types of responses to risks: to avoid or reduce the risks, to transfer the risks or to retain the risks (Shen, 1999; Smith, 1999).

Risk Avoidance or Reduction
This strategy is usually performed during the earlier stages of the project, which allows the client to take a preventive action to avoid or reduce risks as early as possible. Rejecting a proposal is an obvious way of avoiding risks. Other approaches include detailed design review, further geographical / geotechnical investigation, more detailed study of the project environment, the use of alternative contractual agreement, closer co-ordination with the project team or the application of different technology or construction method (Shen, 1999; Smith, 1999).

Risk Transfer
This strategy involves transferring the risk from one part to another, without changing the total amount of risk in the project. Risk transfer can occur between the parties involved in the project or between one party and an insurer. The decision to transfer
or allocate risk to another party is implemented through an insurance policy or the conditions of contract. There are several factors that need to be considered before any risk transfer. First, the capability of the party whom the risk is being transferred to manage the risk and accept the consequences of risk transfer. Second, consideration is whether or not the risk premium that would have to be paid for the transfer of a risk is greater than the cost of the consequences (Shen, 1999; Smith, 1999).

Risk Retention
In some situation the only option available is to retain a risk. The party that is holding a risk might be the only one that can manage the risk or accept the consequences. It is normal for the client to be left with some risks and these are termed residual risks (Shen, 1999; Smith, 1999).

4.4.4 Risks of Adaptive Reuse

Endangering authentic fabric
The core principle of adaptive reuse is to conserve the authentic pattern of the building, however this can be threatened. During the process of adaptive reuse, internal and external changes are made to the building. These changes could be intentional or unintentional. The intentional changes are made as a sacrifice for adapting the building to a new function, while unintentional changes are those due to errors during the planning and execution phases as a result of wrong site interpretation.

Economic obstacles
The requirement for conservation usually increases the cost of construction and operation. Moreover, the cost of maintenance of any old building is high no matter how the refurbishment is adequately done. Conservation of sites located in cities with massive pressure of redevelopment and high land prices has a high cost. A heritage consultant stated that adaptive reuse is a very expensive investment, if people only count the economic return and overlook the intangible non-economic values (Yung, 2012). Other economic obstacles include the low revenue and high energy cost of obsolete buildings and unavailability of materials required for conservation (Douglas, 2006).

Functional disorder
There is nothing that will ensure that the adapted building will meet the requirements of the new function it needs to perform. As the building typology of buildings built hundred years ago will make it hard to perform functions in the existing spatial configuration. There are also some restrictions regarding changes in layout and heights to be minimum. However, they will not be satisfactory to users as it will not meet their needs. This explains why design adaptation has many problems during its operation, specifically in adoptions that have a large and medium scale (Yung, 2012).

Environmental impacts
The amount of contribution of old buildings to the surrounding townscape is usually neglected. Therefore, it is not necessary that the adapted building contributes to the improvement of the external environment. Furthermore, the appearance is another factor to be considered as it may not be enhanced, and also the energy efficiency of the building might decrease. Also the compatibility of the use with the surrounding buildings might not be suitable, as the adapted building may have a different density, nature and produce more waste. Mostly the environmental aspects of adaptive reuse are related to the efficiency in energy consumption and the performance of the building (Yung, 2012).

Technical and legal difficulties
The extent to which the adaption procedure will overcome the lack of good performance is not guaranteed. This is because some buildings might have defects that are difficult to resolve and will cost a lot. It is hard for some old buildings to fully comply with the new building regulations. Some constraints may concern construction and cause lack of accessibility to the public. Moreover, the standards used nowadays by designers are greatly different than those used long time ago. This may cause many obstacles to the adaptive reuse of buildings. Planning is also an issue that will rise, as the land use in the area is specific for a function and cannot be changed, this restraint will act as a limit to the adaptation of the building. Other constraints include license requirements along with planning requirements in order to get approved by the concerned authorities (Yung, 2012).

Conflicting stakeholders’ interests
The process of adaptive reuse is interdisciplinary, therefore it is dynamic, interesting and complicated. The stakeholders of the adaptive reuse process are those who spend their time, knowledge and resources on it. Some of them are clients, local community, developers, government officials, architects, contractors, engineers, planners and specialists in historic preservation. Coordination between the stakeholders during the various stages of the process with the different elements is vital and cannot be avoided. This can cause the process to be a potential nightmare, as it is hard to coordinate people to do the correct tasks at the given time. However, the lack of coordination and suitable communication between the stakeholders may cause delays and the process will not be completed on time (Yung, 2012).

Social considerations
There are many circumstances were the adaptation of old buildings raise many objections about the appropriateness of the new function to the existing community. Usually financial aspects are given more attention than social aspects. Redevelopment on the large scale usually creates a new touristic attraction when it comes to heritage buildings. Uncontrolled social changes are caused by gentrification and upgrading of projects. The correct balance in social diversity is a very important aspect; however it is usually overlooked by the rules and regulations. On the other hand, adaptive reuse projects that are on a small scale do not have an effect on the social life of the community (Yung, 2012).
Losing sense of place and identity
Most clients are mainly concerned with the profit they will gain from changing the function of their obsolete properties to meet the market demand. However, the extent of the change might cause the building to lose its historical origin and identity. Some buildings that are adaptively reused only have their external skin left intact, where the sense of place inside it is completely destroyed. Due to the difficulty in tracing the connection of the place to the people living in, users prefer keeping the building as it is and are against the concept of adaptive reuse as well as the concept of renovation (Yung, 2012).

4.4 Design Flexibility
4.4.1 Definition of Flexibility and Adaptability
Flexibility is mainly assumed to be responding adaptively to uncertainty regarding the environment. To be more specific, it is the extent to which a system can react and change with the minimum period of time, cost and performance loss. Therefore, it may be considered as designing a system proactively and not a system that has a reactive behavior. Adaptability has also been defined as the ability and flexibility as the competence. As capabilities are extracted from competences, adaptability is derived from flexibility (Gosling et al., 2008).

4.4.2 Forms of flexibility
A building is usually needs to offer two fairly diverse forms of flexibility namely modifiability and service flexibility. Modifiability mainly focuses on the ability of a building to adapt to any change that may occur throughout its life cycle. Service flexibility has to do with the capability of a building to operate with different uses and functions according to the changing needs of the society. This type of flexibility can be enhanced in the design stage of the project. This can be done through different ways such as spaces with multipurpose that can be adjusted according to the need (Gosling et al., 2008).

4.4.3 Characteristics of a Flexible Design
A flexible building is a building that has been designed to allow easy rearrangement of its internal fit out and arrangement to suit the changing needs of the occupants. Adaptability is capable of different social uses and flexibility as capable of different physical arrangements. The following definitions are used:
- Adaptable building is a building that has been designed, constructed and maintained with thought of how it might be easily altered to prolong its life, for instance by addition or contraction, to suit new uses or patterns of use.
- Flexible building is a building that has been designed to allow easy rearrangement of its internal fit out and arrangement to suit the changing needs of occupants (Gosling et al., 2008).

5 Case Studies
5.1 Adaptive reuse of 15 buildings in the Netherlands
This case study discusses the adaptation of 15 office buildings to housing buildings in Netherlands. These buildings were constructed during the period between 1999
Findings showed that the main reason for their adaptation is that they were vacant office buildings and there is a tight housing market. The risks of adaptation that faced the client were:

- The specific architecture features that affect the opportunities and risks of adaptive reuse.
- The structural grid of office buildings acts as a barrier as it does not allow for the installation of partitions as there are too many columns.
- The facade, as office buildings are usually designed with a modern facade that incorporates curtain walls.

On the other hand there are a number of opportunities that support the conversion process as follows:

- The load bearing capacity of office building is an opportunity to adaptive reuse as usually office buildings are designed withstand loads higher than those of residential buildings.
- The large number of elevator shafts. In any other type of building these shafts might not all be needed therefore this is seen as an opportunity to be used for HVAC and plumbing systems.

This case proved that adaptive reuse is a better option than demolition and that it is widely used nowadays. Secondly, it showed the need for flexible designs and RM in the early stages of design (Remoy, 2014).

Figure 1 Building before and after conversion (Remoy, 2014)

5.2 Adaptive Reuse of Office Building in Massachusetts

This case study investigates the adaptation of 30-40 square foot office building into an elderly housing project. This tests the practical and financial viability of the project. Two case studies are examined, they are both located in metro-west market of Boston Massachusetts. Site issues and cost of adaptive reuse were examined along with the development and renovation criteria. The process of conversion started with examining literature about elderly housing and interviewing developers and architects associated with elderly housing. Then two prototypical office buildings were chosen for the study, one was rectangular and the other was square. They were analyzed for the suitability of the redesign from the aspects of unit configuration, location and
financeability. A cost analysis was performed to compare the adaptive reuse to constructing new wooden frame buildings. Finally, the two buildings were compared to each other to identify the ease of redesign when considering all necessary factors. Analysis showed that:

- Rectangular buildings are easier to be adapted than square buildings as they allow for proper circulation and division of rooms that allows for natural ventilation and natural lighting.
- The systems used for air conditioning. It was found that water to heat pump is better when adapting a building than variable air systems. Also having a central system that cannot be adapted to be controlled from different units acts a huge barrier.
- A building having square windows is better than having rectangular ones as square windows can be easily adapted. Lastly a general aspect is that bigger buildings are easier to adapt.

5.3 Standard Adaptable Office Buildings in Netherlands

This case study first studies the cost of building new office buildings, then the cost of constructing them with enhanced elements to help ease the reuse in the future. This case study was based on a study of the legal, technical and financial feasibility of adaptable offices, aiming to respond to the following questions: “Which initial measures should be met in order to develop adaptable office buildings, and which costs and benefits are associated with these interventions?” (Hilde, 2011). The main focus was on two standard types of office buildings and how their transformation potential can be increased. First is the central core tower and second is the single corridor slab (see figure 3). The process followed was firstly analyzed literature review about transformation possibilities of office buildings. Then 15 expert interviews were conducted including architects, project developers, structural engineers and mechanical engineers. Then two projects developed for adaptability were examined. Adaptability was then studied according to the findings and how it can be applied to the two types of buildings. Finally, calculating the building cost and the total initial cost of standard and adaptable office buildings. Analysis showed that:

- The building’s adaptability depends on its structure and on the amount of separation between its layers.
• A set of rules concerning the construction, facade, circulation and extendibility have been studied. The main findings showed that the façade grid height should be a multiple of 1.8 meters and width of 7.2 meters.
• Another aspect concerning construction is the columns on the facade that can allow for future changes in the facade.
• Monolithic post stressed floors help in the future adaptability as they allow for making new shafts if needed.
• The central core type has the most suitable technical measures applied.

6 Data Analysis
Results of a survey questionnaire conducted by the authors with 20 architectural design firms in Egypt to investigate their perception and application of RM incorporation into the design process as an approach for reducing risks associated with adaptive building reuse showed that (Balaha and Othman, 2015).
• The main driver for adaptive reuse is achieving sustainability objectives of reducing waste in materials, resources and satisfying users’ needs.
• The most frequent risk is the financial risk as it is caused by all the other risks, while the most important benefit is enhancing the demand for the building.
• Adaptive reuse is a better option than demolition as stated in case studies and users are willing to use adapted buildings.
• Design flexibility can help in reducing the risks of adaptive reuse, therefore it is highly recommended.
• RM can help in improving adaptive reuse. It can be used during the planning and conceptual stage and then followed along with the design process to assess and prioritize the future risks.

7 A Framework to Integrate RM in the Design Process.
Findings of literature review, case studies and survey questionnaire, showed that many risks are associated with adaptive reuse. These include: financial, economic, environmental and functional along with many other risks. However, despite all the risks it has been proven that adaptive reuse is a better option than demolishing the building. Therefore, the process of adaptive reuse is most of the time vital. However, for it to be effective and efficient it must be accounted for early in the design stage of the building. This can be done through incorporating RM into the design process. This will help achieving flexible design that take into consideration futuristic changes.
that will take place in the future. Example of consideration include having an open plan buildings or modular building that can have its internal fit rearranged easily. Along with taking into consideration the structure system not being very rigid and allows for flexibility. Mostly focusing on applying flexibility throughout all the design aspects along with applying the principles of the RM process. As this will lead to minimizing the future risks that the building may face during the adaptive reuse process. Therefore, extending the building’s life cycle and saving it from demolition in order to meet the principles of sustainability by decreasing the environmental and economic impact, (see figure 4).

![Figure (4) Framework to incorporate RM in the Design Process](image)

8 Conclusions and Recommendations

Having reviewed literature review and case studies and keeping in mind the results of the survey questionnaire, the research comes to the following recommendations.

8.1 Recommendations for Design Firms

- Integrating the RM process with the design process from the beginning for it to be proactive not reactive.
- Focus on reducing the financial risks of adaptive reuse by decreasing the other types of risk that cause an increase in cost along with minimizing the time needed for adaptive reuse.
- Properly identify the market needs in the specific location as the most important benefit of adaptive reuse is enhancing the demand for the building. Therefore, the function needed by the market is what the building should be adapted to.
- Applying design flexibility in the design:
  - Focus on applying layers approach in the design: divide the building into a modifiable part and a permanent part.
  - Have a facade that can be easily altered by using columns on the façade that accommodate for different changes.
  - Use a structural grid to be used for different functions.
  - Use a central core design, which has all the elevators and shafts centralized.
Do not use heating and cooling systems that are for the whole building and cannot be controlled separately.

Use square windows as they are easily adapted.

Use a slab type that can allow for extra shafts to be added.

Consider increase in the load bearing capacity.

8.2 Recommendations for the Government

The government plays an important role in enhancing the adaptive reuse process by helping in saving time needed for paper and legal work which will help in reducing the costs as the more time needed to adapt the building the more it will cost. Therefore the government needs to ease the process of getting the legal agreement for adapting a building as long as it is being adapted to a new function that will be beneficial to the community. This will lead to reducing both the legal and financial risks of adaptive reuse.
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ABSTRACT

Purpose of this paper
The construction industry has undergone significant changes during the 21st century. Innovative techniques such as supply chain management, total quality management and lean production principles have been applied to improve the execution phase of the construction projects, as it consumes a major part of the project cost. The paper outlines the different types of design interfaces and its interactions through a thorough literature review. Further, it reports the possible solution methods which are reported in the literature to effectively manage the design interfaces.

Design/methodology/approach
An interpretive research philosophy is used through archival research strategy. An inductive research approach is used in the current study to implement the above said research strategy in the study. The data collected through the published research on the design management around the globe in various design domains are critically reviewed.

Findings
Until recently, design was given low priority in the overall project planning, since it contributes less to project cost. However, many research studies reported that the significant part of rework in construction projects is design related. Information management plays a significant role in the management of interfaces during the design process. Understanding the various types of design interfaces and its interactions is important to design a suitable information interface management methods.
Research limitations/implications (if applicable)
The research is limited to the design management of construction projects only. Also less rigor in terms of the statistical justifications of the findings as this is a review paper.

Practical implications (if applicable)
The findings can be considered while designing the systems for the multi-disciplinary design management process in infrastructure projects. The findings will assist in terms of introducing the relevant risk management strategies to avoid the adverse effect on the overall project outcome during execution.

Keywords: Multi-disciplinary, Design process, Rework, Delay, Revision

1. Introduction

A process is a sequence of steps that transforms a set of inputs into outputs (Ulrich and Eppinger, 2004). Design is the act of designing, which process the information by the various domains involved in it (Austin et al., 2001). Typically, design is driven by the three domains, 1. People (otherwise social), 2. Product (otherwise spatial) and 3. Process (otherwise temporal). These domains are strongly related and bind together through various dependencies (Bradley and Yassine, 2008; Tilstra et al., 2009a). Dependency relationships among these design entities characterise the design processes.

The dependency relationships are characterised by the interaction types. These interactions introduce the dependencies among the process entities. Kusiak et al. (1999) have identified the dependencies among the various process entities as follows 1. Information dependency, 2. Technological or causal dependency 3. Common-sense or pragmatic dependency 4. Resource dependency 5. Preferential dependency and 6. Functional / structural dependency. Among these, the information dependency is the one which characterises the design process of any domain (Eppinger, 2001). Hence understanding the behaviour of these information dependencies can help to plan the design process effectively.

The information dependencies have been classified in many ways. Typically it can be classified as independent, dependent and interdependent (Eppinger, 2001; Yassine, 2004). Another research study classified dependency relationships as direct, indirect, inner and cross dependency for the development of generic design process model (Wang and Jin, 1999). Yassine et al. (2008) classified information flow in two perspectives as internal and external with respective to its source as well as stationary and dynamic with respect to its temporal behaviour. From the review it is evident that the information dependencies have multiple
dimensions and complex as mentioned above. Hence the management of these multi-dimensional information flows become challenging.

The paper has six sections, understanding the importance of information flow in the design process is paramount important and is discussed in the next section. The third section outlines the design process in construction projects followed by the interface management practices in construction projects in section four. To manage the same there exist, design interface management/ design process modelling tools, the tools around the world on managing the design processes are discussed in section five. The summary reports the literature findings on managing the design process in construction, its challenges and the possible solutions reported.

2. Importance of Information Flow in Design Process

Design is generally iterative in nature because of information dependencies among design activities (Eppinger 2001; Oloufa et al., 2004). In addition, owners of modern day projects are keen on reducing total developmental time of projects. Concurrent engineering becomes the first choice for reducing the developmental time. This utilizes overlapping of design activities, hence requires incomplete and uncertain design information or assumptions. Each of the assumptions/ incomplete information creates a potential risk on the design process (Yassine et al., 2008) for iterations. In most instances these assumptions made at the initial stage undergo revision/ rework as the design progresses. Failure to communicate and update these shared assumptions results in knock-on effect also in the downstream design processes (Loch and Terwiesh, 2005).

Further, mistakes and omissions made during the information transfer would also result in error, rework and delays (Keys et al., 2000; Assaf et al., 1995). These errors demand frequent design changes in projects (Fazio et al., 1998). These changes creates iteration in the design process especially when the activities have interdependent information flow among them (Koskela et al., 1997; Eppinger, 2001; Oloufa et al., 2004).

These iterations may add value or diminish the value of the design. Based on the value which the iteration generates, it is classified as positive or negative (Ballard 2000). Another classification of iteration is based on its existence as – planned iteration and unplanned iteration (Eppinger, 2001; Browning, 2003). The iteration which is identified and used for design improvement before it gives impact to the design is classified as planned iteration. The iteration generated by the error is called unplanned iteration. From the literature, it is evident that poor management of these iterations and its information flow may create rework, error, delay and poor quality in the design process. Hence management of these iterative information flows is inevitable in modern multi-disciplinary design.
3. Design Process in Construction Projects

Construction design is different from the design process in other domains by three ways: 1. Project uniqueness 2. Resources uniqueness and 3. Environmental uniqueness (Austin et al., 2001). Further, the construction industry is characterized for its fragmented nature and its information intensive processes. These complexities haven’t produced adverse effect as the traditional project execution follows a sequential path. However the management of these complexities in the modern projects are challenging as it is executed in a concurrent manner. Figure 1 shows the influence of modern day’s concurrent construction projects due to the various factors which are interrelated.

Now, construction companies have realized importance of design management and the fact that it is generally done through informal procedures. As a result, current design management practices are characterised by uncertain input information, poor information flow, poor information management, inadequate documentation, unbalanced resource allocation, lack of coordination between disciplines and variable decision making (Koskela et al., 1997; Hammond et al., 2000). These results in delay, rework, cost overrun, material waste, quality deficiency, productivity reduction, construction rework reduced stakeholder’s satisfaction etc (Palaneeswaran, 2006). Many of these inefficiencies in the design process can be eliminated through a structured information management system. Further, the uniqueness of each construction projects and its participants makes the design process complex and iterative. Scattered project
participants and concurrent execution of modern design projects further increase the complexity of the design process modelling. This creates a need for a collaborative management framework to the successful on time in budget completion.

4. Interface Management in Construction Projects

Interface management involves the integration of various project management sub-areas or of the various technical disciplines participating in the project. Interface Management deals with inter-face issues through the management of common boundaries between people, systems, equipment, or concepts. However, it did not receive enough attention in project management for a long time (Nootieboom 2004; Chen et al 2006). This resulted in a variety of interface issues, such as mismatched parts, dimensional errors, systems performance failures, coordination difficulties, assembly conflicts between sub-contractors/trades, etc (Chen et al 2006). These problems necessitate Interface Management as a critical component for the success of construction projects (Pavitt and Gibb, 2003; Nootieboom 2004).


Hence there is a need for a structured design interface management methodology which can create coordination, negotiation, assumptions, agreement and compromise on the design information among the design activities and the participants in modern construction projects.

5. Design Process Modeling Tools

The design process modeling tools range from simple pen and paper to complex PC based tools. A Schedule is the expected outcome of any process modeling tool. Gantt Bar Charts have been used since the early 1900s (Melin and Whiteaker, 1981). However this representation cannot capture the relationships among the activities.

The directed graphs were introduced to represent the directionality of the relationships. Despite being a useful representation of the
interactions within the design model, the directed graph/digraph does not aid the designer in identifying a sequence of activities (Whitfield et al., 2001). The network based planning techniques have been used since the 1950s (Fondahl, 1980). The well-known examples for the network based techniques are the critical path method (CPM) (Kelley and Walker, 1959) and the program evaluation review technique (PERT). Although the network techniques incorporate more information than the digraph, they are modelled with a one way progression along the paths ignoring iterations and feedback loops, which are the characteristic features of engineering design (Eppinger, 2001).

The graphical evaluation and review technique (GER) (Moder et al., 1983) is an improved version of the network based techniques. Further, DeMarco (1979) developed Data Flow Diagram (DFD). This method has four basic constructs: process (function), data or information flow, data store, and an external entity used as a source of data flow. This has been developed to model the software development process. The applicability of the same in construction process demonstrated by Abou-Zeid and Russell (1993). A Petri net is another graphical tool which can also incorporate the feedback loops and can provide a clear picture of activity sequences and resources (Petri, 1962). The application of Petri net in construction processes was demonstrated in some studies. (Sawhney, 1999). The stochastic dynamic design planning is done through Discrete Event simulation (DES) also. The application of DES produces an alternative solution to the complex dynamic construction systems and design operations (Lu, 2003). The modelling of the same is difficult for the designers as it involves rich probabilistic input data.

The Design Structure Matrix (DSM) developed by Steward (1981) is an effective tool to represent the information flow and understand the relationships among the entities in the design process (Lindemann, 2009; Yassine, 2004; Steward, 1981). DSM can be formulated at various levels such as component, people, activity and parameter (Browning, 2001). It has been proven by many researchers that DSM method drastically reduces the design process time of multi-disciplinary projects that involves excessive iterations (Yassine et al., 2008). DSM provides a simple compact and visual representation of a complex system that facilitates novel solutions to decomposition and integration problems (Browning, 2001). The applicability of the DSM methodology in construction design has been tested by VTT in Finland (Huovila and Seren, 1998), Loughborough University (Austin et al., 1999), University of California (Tuholski and Tommelein, 2008) and IIT Madras (Maheswari and Varghese, 2005).

Another matrix based method is called Domain Mapping Matrix (DMM). The DMM concept is based on Design Structure Matrices. But where DSMs model interdependencies within one domain, e.g. components, activities or people, the DMM models in the same way dependencies between domains, e.g. requirements vs design parameters,
components vs cost. This results usually in rectangular matrices (Danilovic and Browning, 2007).

The DSMs and DMMs can then be used to model whole systems consisting of multiple domains, each having multiple elements, connected by various relationship types. This is called a Multiple Domain Matrix (MDM). MDM allows analyzing a system’s structure across multiple domains, condensing each single analysis into one DSM that represents multiple domains at a time (Lindemann, 2009). However, the implementation of the Matrix based DSM and its allied methodology faced challenges as capturing the interactions at various levels find difficulties.

Another most widely used approach is based on the parametric modelling technique called Building Information Modeling (BIM). BIM is an object-oriented CAD system used in AEC sector. This can build a total building with the intelligent building objects. All data from the design and construction is stored in a digital dynamic 3D model. This can be shared or updated at any point of time. In addition, these 3D models are interrelated and the impacts of change or update are communicated to the dependent parameters and parties. Further, the critical information about the design data is readily available; hence the design related decisions can be made quickly. Though the methodology is good for the effective coordination capabilities, it’s mainly used as a visualization tool (Senthilkumar, 2014). Further, the applicability of the same is faced with challenges, such as the management of people, process and technological interfaces and many strategies are devised and are currently investigated to materialise the BIM implementation and maximize the project success through better information interface management.

6. Summary

Design is a process of information exchange among various design domains and is generally iterative in nature, especially when multiple disciplines are involved. Poor management of these information exchanges will results in rework, error and delay. The modelling of information exchanges can improve the design process. Many research studies related to design process and its information flow have been done in various parts of the world. Further from the literature review, it is evident that there are many methodologies available for modelling the information flow in design processes. Among the available methods, it has been shown that the BIM and DSM methodology has potential to effectively manage the design process of various design domains. In recent years the BIM methodology is widely adopted than the DSM methodology. Though the DSM methodology was demonstrated for its applicability in construction projects, there is no widespread application; hence further investigation of existing DSM methodologies on the design process of construction is essential. However the potential to integrate the two methodologies are promising and may
complement each of the methodology in overcoming its inherent challenges.
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ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS

Purpose of this paper
The aim is to enhance development of artisan skills in the construction industry by investigating whether construction firms contribute to the development of artisans and to determine the barriers in the development of artisan skills which are perceived as hindrances to economic development of the country.

Design/methodology/approach
A survey was conducted among active construction firms in various categories from the CIDB register in Bloemfontein in the Free State Province, utilizing questionnaires.

Findings
The key findings suggest that small and medium construction firms struggle to put artisan mentorship structure in place because they focus primarily on firm survival and profit making therefore relegating mentorship programs as a second priority. Findings also reveal perceived poor practical knowledge by artisans, but with a relatively good implementation of mentorship programs among few larger construction firms.

Research limitations/implications (if applicable)
The empirical study was limited to a single province and therefore further research is recommended to include other geographic areas and a larger sample size.
Practical implications
Artisan skills development is not always adequately addressed and its shortage in the construction industry compromises the growth of the economy and development.

What is original/value of the paper
The paper contributes to the conference theme of skills shortages in the construction sector. Artisan skills shortage need to be addressed to contribute to industry development and promote economic development.

Keywords: Artisans, construction firms, intermediate skills development, mentorship.

1. INTRODUCTION

Fourie (2012) highlights that the South African economic growth is under pressure from the lack or limited artisanal skills required to match the needs of the labor market to keep the economy competitive. The Institute for Management Development (IMD) (2010) ranks South Africa at number 58 out of fifty eight countries profiled with available skills for the labor market. Furthermore, Joint Initiative on Priority Skills Acquisition (JIPSA) (2006), National Skills Development Strategy III (NSD III) 2011 to 2016, and the National Development Plan (2012) identify the base of artisan skills as significantly scarce and critical in light of the shortages experienced in the labor market. The Act further defines an artisan as "a person that has been certified as competent to perform a listed trade in accordance with the Act" The Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) (2007) reflects significant shortages of qualified artisans which is seen as a fundamental threat to the development and growth of South African economy. Similarly, CIDB (2007) highlight a shortage of experienced managers, engineers and supervisors within the category of critical skills. The reflection of shortages of technical skilled artisanal labor personnel at intermediate level is a great concern which poses a serious risk to the implementation of the public and private infrastructure investment programs in South Africa (JIPSA, 2006). According to Kraak (2005), intermediate and lower level skills are those skills which fall within level 1 and level 5 of the South African National Qualifications Framework (NQF). The aim of this study is to enhance development of artisan skills in the construction industry by investigating whether construction firms contribute to the development of artisans. The study also seeks to determine whether there are barriers in the development of artisan skills which are perceived as hindrances to economic development of the country.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Intermediate Skills Development within the South African Education Structure

The DoE (1995) reflects the South African education system as having the National Qualifications Framework (NQF) which comprise the General Education and Training (GET) including primary to senior secondary education, Further Education and Training (FET) which comprises vocational and occupational education as well as training offered at colleges and Higher Education and Training (HET) which includes education offered at universities and universities of technology. DoE (2008) highlights the provision of skills development programmes through Sector Education and Training Authorities (SETAs) and provision of vocational education and training (VET), and post-literacy adult education and training through FET colleges. FET training and education comprise of three different paths namely; academic, vocationally orientated and occupation specific education (DoE, 2008). Vocational education refers to education which gives students knowledge and skills to enter into the economy. This is through provision of general, broad vocational orientation and general learning in essential areas such as Language and Mathematics (DHET, 2012). The DHET (2007) introduced the National Certificate which is vocational (NCV) through Public FET Colleges to try to solve the problem of poor quality and low relevance of NATED programmes and the chronic short supply of work placements available to private students, as well as the low technical and cognitive skills of FET graduates (DHET, 2010). A new program introduced in 2007 offered in 11 economic sectors which comprised: three engineering-related fields, five business aligned fields, and various other programs on information and communications technology, agriculture, tourism and hospitality.

2.2 Location of Intermediate Skills within the National Qualifications Framework (NQF)

According to the Further Education and Training Act of (2008), FET means all learning and training programs which lead to a qualification from levels 2 to 4 of the National Qualifications Framework, as contemplated in the South African Qualifications Authority Act of (1995). These levels are regarded as above the general education below the higher education. Gamble (2003) identified four components within the Further Education and Training (FET) band which encompass provisions of education at level 2 to 4 within the NQF. These comprise public and private secondary schooling, public FET Colleges, private providers and industry-based centres (Gamble, 2003). The FET’s are a key mechanism in response to
the challenge of skills shortage (Akojee and McGrath 2008). FET’s are appropriately placed to serve as access points into skills for less advantaged sectors, and as a response to the labour market needs. Their role as social and economic agents of transformation is therefore important. According to Kraak (2005), qualifications falling within level 1 to level 5 of the National Qualifications Framework represent the intermediate and low level skills which serve as prerequisite qualifications for an artisan in South Africa. Education Training and Development Practices Sector Education, and Training Authority (ETDP SETA)

2.3 Skills Demand Situation in the Construction Industry

JIPSA (2006) indicates that South Africa had experienced an increase in infrastructure investment development since the beginning of 2003 which subsequently led to steady increase in the number of jobs. This also led to challenges of securing requisite skills which were reportedly to be lacking (JIPSA, 2006). Skills demand can be understood to refer to the private and public entities that seek to employ individuals based on the ability to perform efficiently and effectively a particular job. The national master scarce skills list of 2006 projected shortage of 40 000 artisans and in 2008 projected a shortage of 60 000 in the engineering and construction related skills. JIPSA (2006) estimated that 50 000 individuals with priority artisan skills will be needed by 2010 (JIPSA, 2006). The needed output translates to 12 500 artisans per annum or an additional 7 500 new artisans each year. The announcement of mega development projects in 2005 which included the Gautrain, the infrastructure development for the 2010 FIFA World Cup and government's R372bn infrastructure investment programme which was earmarked to contribute towards to already thinly spread skills demand across the country (CIDB, 2007). The government's strong focus of the Expanded Public Works Programme (EPWP) on labour intensive construction also placed extra demands on qualified supervisors and managers (CIDB 2007). The increase in infrastructure development led to the increase in demand across all broad occupational categories. Moreover, it put more pressure on extraction and building trade workers who were 4.88 per cent than craft and other related trade workers who were averaged at 3.15 per cent (Department of Labour, 2008). However, the levels of training for artisans and other mid-level skills remain extremely low (Mukora, 2009).

2.4 Supply of Intermediate Skills in the Construction Industry

The future prosperity and well-being of a country depends on how well it educates its citizens. The importance of focused and targeted skills development is a fundamental ingredient to support the development of any country. Skills supply can be understood as individual’s participation in the labour market with given endowments of human capital (Phillips,
The National Skills Development Strategy III (NSDS III) has identified, among others, the following as key pressing challenges that are impacting on the ability of the South African economy to expand and to provide increased employment opportunities:

- inadequate skills levels and poor work readiness of many young people leaving formal secondary and tertiary education and entering the labour market for the first time.
- Continued skills shortage in the artisan, technical and professional fields is fundamental to the development and growth of the economy.

Over-emphasis on NQF level 1-3 learnerships with insufficient progression towards more appropriate (intermediate and higher) skills is required for growth sectors in a knowledge economy (DHET, 2010). The skills challenge needs a broader understanding of South Africa is historic context which contributes towards There is a need to reflect the relationship interface of input and output between educational institutions in public sector and training providers in the private sector (Daniels, 2007). It is equally important to understand the difference between an Artisan and an Apprentice. An artisan is qualified via a Regulated formal assessment process viz Trade Test. Post level 4 An Apprentice is an individual who is in training to become an Artisan typically level 2-4.

### 2.5 The Role of the Public FET College Sector in Skills Development

Skills development is critical to the development of the economy of a country. The creation of jobs is a logical progeny of skills development and its role to strategically position the Public FET Colleges. Public FET Colleges need to be located within the broader context of the country’s developmental agenda (Financial and Fiscal Commission, 2013). Public FET Colleges need to target the unemployed or the underemployed youth as well as adults and others who need to update reskill and retrain to align to the changing economy of South Africa. The FET College sector in South Africa needs to be considered and publicized as a major contributor to the reduction of intermediate skills shortages in South Africa. According to the White Paper on post-school education released by DHET in (2013:11) “the key area of focus for expansion and skills development must be the public further education and training college sector.” The White Paper also highlights and alludes to the uncomfortable truth that the FET sector is small, weak and not up to the challenge presented by a burgeoning post-matric sector. The National Development Plan: Vision 2030 recommends that FET Colleges be developed in order to meet the required objective of contributing to producing at least 30 000 artisans a year. FET colleges cannot do this by themselves. The shortage of intermediate artisan skills exists alongside a massive expansion of FET College enrolments in engineering studies is a concern. In 2012, 46 272 learners were registered...
for National Certificate (Vocational) (NCV) in Engineering fields, 38 116 in N1 to N3 (National Technical Education Diploma- NATED) programmes and 27 288 in N4 to N6 (DHET, Headcounts, 2012

### 2.6 Contribution of Construction Education and Training Authority in Skills Development

For purposes of this study, it is important to understand that the CETA mainly supports the following categories of construction:

- Building construction and all related areas,
- Civil and roads construction and all related areas,
- Construction materials manufacturing, and
- Built environment professions.

The sector skills plan of 2009/10 indicated that the CETA collaborated with eight HET institutions and was in the process of forging closer working relationships with FET Colleges. During that 2009/10 financial year, it also set an annual target of providing bursaries to 300 learners at FET institutions. In trying to lure more learners into construction, it also developed a manual or a guide document on learnerships in the sector which included a profile of careers, training providers and scarce and critical skills in the construction sector (CETA, 2009). The main challenge identified in the 2009/10 sector plan was a high drop-out rate and low pass rate for some scarce skills qualifications in the sector, particularly in the FET Colleges. The CETA also struggled to market and award bursaries to learners from rural areas. On average 1 817 learners wrote the three compulsory Level 2 vocational subjects for NC (V): Civil Engineering and Building Construction and achieved a pass rate of 44.5%.

### 3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

#### 3.1 Research approach

Data was collected utilising a questionnaire to identify the challenges of artisanal skills development in the construction industry.

#### 3.2 Population

The researcher targeted construction firms from the CIDB database based in Bloemfontein. The selected construction firms comprised only those who were active in the CIDB register of contractor statistics in 2014. Within the CIDB register of contractors, the registered firms were categorised according to their designation and class or grading. The designation in terms of grading contract amounts was in nine (9) categories which ranged between R0, 00 to R200 000 in the first category and from R130 000 000.00 to no limit in the last category. In order to accommodate all the
categories and to ensure acceptable spread of firms, a minimum of two construction firms per category was selected. Based on this sampling criteria, participating construction organisations added up to twenty (20) in total.

3.3 Sampling procedure

The process followed was that of selecting every second construction firm from the CIDB register of contractors per category. The CIDB register for 2014 comprised a list of 250 construction firms who were only active in the database. It was not clear as to how many of these construction firms were located in Bloemfontein. For purposes of this study, a sample of twenty construction firms based in Bloemfontein was selected.

3.4 Data collection

A questionnaire data collection strategy was used. A single questionnaire was designed for group of respondents being the twenty selected construction firms. The questionnaires included the fill in questions with a combination of closed and open ended questions.

4. RESULTS

4.1 Results Presentation and Discussion

The categories of the firms that participated in the study are shown in Figure 1.
Out of the 20 firms 85% (17) responded and participated in the study.

4.2 Knowledge level of artisans in training

The level of knowledge of artisan training was investigated and the responses are as shown in figure 2.
The majority of respondents with fifty two percent report poor level of knowledge of artisans in training. The responses by the majority of respondents reflect the construction firms’ affirmation that the level of knowledge from artisans offered by FET colleges training is viewed as inadequate and poor. However, 24% of respondents viewed knowledge of artisans as average, whilst eighteen percent of respondents reflected fair knowledge of artisan knowledge. Remaining respondents with 6% reported knowledge of artisans as very good. Findings reflect knowledge levels of artisanal candidates as poor and inadequate which suggest the practical training of artisan as not sufficient according to the expectations of the construction firms. This was further confirmed by lack of experience of artisans whilst the FET Colleges increase their enrolment.

4.3 Reasons for persistent skills shortage of artisans

The study also examined the reasons why skills shortage of artisan seems to persist in the industry. The findings are presented in figure 2.

![Figure 1.3 Reasons for shortage of artisans](image)

Findings reflect lack of artisanal mentorship programs in construction firms by 12% of respondents, whilst 29% reported fair implementation of
mentorship programs aimed at improving the skills base of artisans. Nearly a quarter (24%) of the respondents reported an average implementation of mentorship programs in their respective construction firms. The majority of respondents with 35% indicate a very good implementation of mentorship programs in their construction firms. Although findings reflect a very good implementation of mentorship programs for artisans for the bigger firms implementation range from random to non-existent particularly in the small and medium designation category. The reasons put forward for this situation upon inquiry comprise mainly the budgetary and time constraints which are compounded by a lack of human resource capacity. Most small firms cited financial constraints and limited work opportunities to have structured programmes. The confirmation from the literature shows mentorship program success to rely to a large extent on mentor commitment, availability and a formal structured mentorship program.

4.4 Factors contributing to shortage of artisan skills

The factors which contribute to the shortage of artisan skills were investigated and the results presented in figure 3.

![Figure 1.4 Factors leading to shortage of artisans](image)

**Figure 1.4 Factors leading to shortage of artisans**

The majority of respondents at 35% reported lack of taking artisanal skills seriously as a contributing factor to skills shortage, as they indicated artisanal skills to be taken as a secondary priority by small and medium firms. However 23% of respondents reported small and medium firms as focussing their attention on survival than concentrating on development of artisan skills. A further 23% of respondents reported lack of structured mentorship programs by small and medium firms. Around 18% of respondents reported construction firms focussing on their profit making efforts and less on skills development. Findings revealed that small and
medium construction firms have to a large extent relegated skills development to second priority and are focused more on company survival and profit making. The trend poses a challenge as explained during interviews, with the managers of the firms in R200 000.00 to R650 000.00 designated category, in the sense that the small and medium construction firms, which are mainly supposed to serve as access and growth points for skills development will continue to have less skilled artisans. This will lead to a more compromised competitiveness of the firm. It further emerged that the mentors are organisational employees and consider mentorship as part of their job description. Top management take conscious decisions, based on company future expansion opportunities and needs.

5 Conclusion and recommendations

Mentorship as an approach towards intermediate artisan skills development is largely limited to the high income designated group of firms in the construction sector which are also few in numbers. The accelerated development and acquisition of intermediary artisan skills remains a restricting factor towards economic growth and development. The skills pipeline as in both the secondary schooling system and the Public FET College sector continues to experience unintended but avoidable bottlenecks. The construction sector’s ability to acquire skilled labour force centres around the development of mentorship programmes within the small and medium income designated group of construction firms. Since the intermediate artisan skills development is a long term strategic intervention, mentorship programmes need collective planning by both the public and private sector to be sustainable and to continue to yield positive results. The foremost recommendation emanating from this study is that different stakeholders led by CIDB in the construction industry collectively adopt an approach of developing structural plans to implement mentorship programmes for learners in intermediate artisan training within the small and medium income designated construction sector. Since the intermediate artisan skills development is a long term strategic intervention, mentorship programmes need collective planning by both the public and private sector to be sustainable and to continue to yield positive results. The foremost recommendation emanating from this study is that different stakeholders led by CIDB in the construction industry collectively adopt an approach of developing structural plans to implement mentorship programmes for learners in intermediate artisan training within the small and medium income designated construction sector. The following supporting recommendations must be integral to the adopted approach; to have incentive-based programmes for the small and medium firms, with a view of developing and implementing mentorship programmes towards the development of intermediate artisan skills. Development of policy guidelines will assist this process in the creation of various platforms for sharing of best practices within construction firms against the backdrop of the already existing pockets of excellence where mentorship programmes have yielded positive results.
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ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS

Purpose
This paper target is to create consciousness and promote the contemporary strategic management and business concepts that could enhance the emerging contractors’ economic sustainability in the South African construction industry.

Design / Methodology
This is a preliminary study of an ongoing PhD research; as such the study was conducted with desk top research method, which made use of existing literature on the contemporary strategic management and business concepts for sustainable organizations in the construction industry.

Research limitations/implications
This survey is a preliminary study and an ongoing inquiry. In this regard, generalizing the study findings bears limitations.

Findings
The emerging contractors remain the power sources of job generation and of economic development in the developing nations. However, the majority of them fail to grow into sustainable organisations as a consequence of insufficient knowledge of contemporary strategic management and construction business concepts.

Response to conference theme and outcomes
This work illuminates the crucial and potential business approaches that emerging contractors could strategically utilize in order to gain economic sustainability.
Practical implications
This study evaluates how the emerging contractors in the South African construction industry could develop a competitive business strategy that would enhance and foster them to earn competitive advantage and economic sustainability in the industry.

Keywords: Construction Business, Economic Sustainability, Emerging Contractors’, Strategic Management

1 INTRODUCTION
The construction industry is one of the most vital sectors in the world. It plays a huge and remarkable role towards any country’s economic growth and contributes significantly to the gross domestic product (GDP) (Shakantu, 2012; Orozco, Serpell, & Molenaar, 2011; & Egmond, 2012). The construction industry is saddled with the responsibility of forming the built environment. The industry is responsible for development of infrastructure such as roads, railways, airports, harbours and housing (McCabe, 2010).

According to Thwala & Phaladi (2009) and Shakantu (2012) the small, medium and micro-enterprises (SMMEs- the emerging contractors) form the largest number of companies in any country’s construction industry. It is also a major source of job creation. Shakantu (2012) further states that, the SMMEs are mainly family businesses to self-employed and owner/manager informal or formal enterprises with low scale of size and capability. Concretely, Shakantu (2012) opines that the small, medium and micro-enterprises (SMMEs- Emerging contractors) comprise 95% of business entities and generate 60-70% of employment, 50% of the gross domestic product (GDP); and 55% of all technical innovation and development in any economy.

However, Burns (2007) conclude that the emerging, small and growing firms have significantly contributed far better than that of larger corporations in terms of job generation, year after year. Although, Abor & Quartey (2010) note that there is common perception that majority of emerging contractors or small business would fail to grow into sustainable organisations. Burns (2007) further said that emerging small business should focus on skill building capacity to grow their firms into sustainable organisations.

1.1 Research Problem
The majority of the emerging contractors’ in the South African construction industry have failed to develop and grow their businesses into sustainable and competitive organisations as a result of insufficient knowledge of the contemporary strategic management and competitive business strategies.

2.0 THEORETICAL CLARIFICATION
2.1 The New South Africa
According to Ncwadi & Dangalaza (2005) government remains the biggest client of the South African construction industry. The government engenders between 40% and 50% of all domestic construction work. However, Martin &
Root (2010) posit that the new South Africa has, for two decades recorded fundamental and transformational changes in parts of its economic, social and public areas, compared to that of the apartheid regime. According to Jonas, Netshandama & Madau (2014) this new era of democratic governance in South Africa (SA) has re-awakened the need for building skills capacity that would reflect and impact the general market and the broader economy of the country. The arguments of Joan et al. (2014); and Martin & Root (2010) resonate the recognition and need for the transformation and regulation in the SA construction industry, which would engender the participation of the emerging contractors in the formal economy. These emerging contractors in SA are predominately owned and managed by historically disadvantaged individuals (HDIs). The South African government has created a robust mechanism that would ensure that black-owned companies (HDIs) have greater access to the construction industry, (Martin & Root, 2010) through government intervention. Some of these interventions include the promulgation of Acts such as the Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment (BBBEE) Act of 2003, and the Preferential Procurement Policy Framework (PPPF) Act of 2000. However, whether these interventions have in any way enhanced the emerging contractors’ sustainability remains the missing link.

2.1 The Challenges Facing Emerging Contractors’ in the SA Construction Industry

Thwala & Phaladi (2009) raise concern that despite almost two decades of democratic governmence in South, the capacity of the emerging contractors’ undoubtedly still unsustainable and un-competitive even with the existence of supportive programmes (such as the contractor development programme and emerging contractor development programmes). Thwala and Phaladi further stress that inspite of government intervention schemes have made it possible to continuously provide jobs for HDIs and emerging contractors, the majority of them remain unsustainable.

Martins (2010); and Orozco et al. (2011) noted that the current competition forces are intense both on the global and domestic market. This has posed a major challenge for many industries including construction in that, for companies such as emerging contractors to remain competitive and economically sustained their businesses they must develop a dynamic business strategy that would embrace the changing trends and conditions in today’s business world in order to stand a chance for survival; to grow and mature. Therefore emerging contractors need to gain strategic management knowledge, have business goals and objectives and develop a competitive business strategy that would foster their sustainability and competitiveness in the construction industry (Martin & Root, 2010).

Sustainability and competitiveness are are critical challenges facing the South African construction industry, especially the emerging contractors. In addition, Martin & Root (2010) confirmed that newly formed enterprises in the SA construction industry, for instance, battle to grow into sustainable and competitive firms in their first five years of business operation. The bankruptcy rate is alarming among the emerging companies. Bankruptcy is due to internal and external constraints such as unprofitable tender prices, abuse by main contractors, poor general management capability,
technological difficulties, difficulties in accessing finance, difficulties in securing contractors due to a high competition, and legal barriers (Martin & Root, 2010); and other are challenges such as lack of strategic resources and funding for training contractors, poor procurement systems; lack of management capacity which hinder their operation efficiency (Thwala and Phaladi, 2009), in the broader context, their performance is unsatisfactory. Given the above challenges, it is imperative to strategically develop the construction industry in South Africa, so that it can unleash the readiness and enhance the emerging contractors’ capability to compete. According to Dlungwana & Rwelamila (2004) it is imperative that the developing countries should tackle the numerous constraints in their construction industries at basic level in order to enhance the capacity of their local contractors and improve readiness to deliver effectively on local projects.

In the South African context, Ngowi, Pienaar, Talukhaba, & Mbachu, 2004) revealed that the competitive force in the construction industry (CI) has presented new challenges which have an impact on all countries in different perspectives such as strategic alliances, joint ventures and recruitment and hyper-competition. A result of this new phase of the globalization is to erode competitive strengths of the local CI and undermine any protection of “local contractors”. Ngowi et al (2004) maintain that construction firms have no choice but to develop competitive business strategies that would ensure their economic sustainability. Such would also create the readiness for them to compete both in the domestic- and global market. In the same vein, Dlungwana & Rwelamila (2004) opined that not all the local and emerging contractors would thrive and be successful in the industry as success would be limited to those contractors who strive earnestly to become more sustainable, globally competitive and enhance competitiveness across the landscape of the African continent and beyond.

2.2 The Strategic Management: Construction Business Perspective
According to Johnson, Whittington, & Scholes (2011); Petty, Palich, Hoy, & Longenecker (2012); and Megginson, Byrd, & Megginson (2003) strategy is a basic path; a comprehensive and systemic document that focuses on a long-term direction and plan of an organisation that helps the business to navigate the marketplace and to achieve their business goals, mission and objectives. McCabe (2010) argues that the recent study of strategic business management originated from ancient military experiences and perspectives that point towards tackling challenges on the battlefield. It is on the battlefield that terms such as objectives, mission, goal, plan, strengths and weaknesses were used. However, in the middle of the nineteenth century, a Civil War veteran in the US started the systematic study and application of business strategy and strategic management concept in business organisations. This was done through the formulation and implementation of management skills such as leadership, resources management and project control, and logistics strategic planning (Augier & Teece, 2008).

However, Barney & Hesterly (2006) opine that a firm’s strategy should theoretically depict how it will gain sustainable competitive advantage. Barney & Hesterly (2006) further state that only a good competitive strategy has the potential to generate such an advantage; that would the strategic management process cushions an organization to analyse and choose a
business strategy that enhances the likelihood to generate a competitive advantage and sustainable performance. Meggineson et al. (2003) warn that an organisation’s strategies should be effective and efficient in order to generate a competitive advantage in the marketplace. This should be built around the firm’s activities and utilise resources (e.g. marketing, production, operations, research, innovation and development, finance and personnel) in the most effective manner. In addition to this, Augier & Teece (2008) conclude that the primary purpose of strategic management is to guide the emerging contractors’ or organization as it develops and grow sustainable competitive advantage.

2.3 Fundamental Elements for Emerging Contractors’ Development of Competitive Business Strategy
Barney & Hesterly (2006) the strategic management (business process) is a sequential set of analyses and strategic choices that forms the capability that increases the likelihood of an organization through the development of competitive scheme. Barney & Hesterly (2006) further claim that a firm’s strategy can be viewed as the means on how their can gain competitive advantages. Also, how to exploit the opportunities in a given market and earn above-average performance and profits.

![Diagram](image-url)

**Figure 1:** The Strategic Management Process

**Source:** Adapted from Barney & Hesterly (2006)

The strategic management process is as follows:

- **Mission:** A firm’s mission is its long-term business strategy and purpose statements. It consists of what a firm aspires to achieve in the long run, such as vision, value, performance, profit and brand.
- **Objectives:** these must be specific, measurable targets and benchmarking tools that firms use to evaluate their performance and realization of their mission;
- **External and Internal Analysis:** this strategic management process assists firms to identify the critical threats and opportunities in their competitive business environment;
- **Strategic Choice:** falls into two large categories of business-level and corporate-level strategies. These are strategies that determine what strategic actions a firm must engage in to gain competitive advantage in a single or multiple markets or industry such as; cost leadership and differentiation strategies, vertical integration, diversification strategies, strategic alliance, and merger and acquisition strategies; and
• **Strategy Implementation**: this occurs when a firm adopts organizational policies and practices that are consistent with its strategy (Barney & Hesterly, 2006)

According to McCabe (2010) it is crucially important to consider the dynamic nature of the business environment, because it impacts hugely on the strategy being implemented. McCabe (2010) further states that the following techniques could be useful, namely (i) the market options matrix; (ii) SWOT analysis; (iii) PESTEL; (v) Scenario-based planning to analyse the environment; and (vi) Porter's five forces framework. These strategic analysis techniques offer great potential for analysis of the business environment. The techniques can also be used in developing a competitive business strategy and could help obtain and sustain a competitive advantage. Thus, Vorasubin & Charoenngam (2004) highlight that strategic management and competitive business strategy are a single action, but a continuous and conscious effort. Such processes must be driven through commitment and effective use of its resources in order to obtain sustainable performance (economic sustainability). It stands to reason that a strategic management process and procedure should be diligently monitored, whilst formulating and implementing business strategy. The following outline is an iterative process for formulating and implementing a competitive business strategy:

1. Identifying and analysing current mission, values, and objectives
2. Analysing external and internal environments (SWOT analysis)
3. Revising missions and objectives, selecting new strategies
4. Implementing the strategies
5. Evaluating results (Vorasubin & Charoenngam, 2004)

Lambert & Davidson (2012) affirmed that strategic management approach identifies factors that can contribute to an enterprise’s success and sustainable performance (economic sustainability). Some of the major factors include the choice, formulation and development of its competitive business strategy. As such this study identified the contemporary strategic management approach and key drivers of emerging contractors’ economic sustainability in the construction business, namely: business strategy and operation; technology and innovation skills; leadership and entrepreneurship skills; education and skill training; resource base; competence and capability; and globalization and strategic alliance. In summation of this, the above identified elements of strategic management are prime and fundamental for the emerging contractors’ that long for the height to develop and grow a sustainable organization in the South African construction industry.

### 2.4 The Concept of Emerging Contractors’ Business and Economic Sustainability

The word sustainability has recently become a keyword in research domain. According to Presley & Meade (2010); Wikstrom (2006); and Doane & MacGillivray (2001) organisation’s sustainability is built on a long-term foundation, which consists of economic, social and environmental performance. However, this study is on the economic sustainability (sustainable performance or continuous improvement of performance) aspect of emerging contractors. According to Doane & MacGillivray (2001) sustainable performance or economic sustainability for emerging contractors’ simply refers to how they could stay and survive in the market.
Martins & Root (2010) argued that it is imperative for the emerging contractors’ to acquire strategic management knowledge in order and develop competitive business strategy that would foster their sustainability in the marketplace. In addition to this, Presley & Meade (2010) opine that the emerging contractors’ sustainability could involve a top-level competitive business strategy. Such a top-level competitive business strategy could ensure long-term financial viability and help them achieve success in reaching their business objective. Moreover, Froschheiser (2015) explains that the term sustainability in a business context refers to a firm’s ability to acquire and implement winning (competitive) business strategies that would contribute to long-term operation and continuity.

Doane and MacGillivray, (2001) add that indicators of economic sustainability of an organization must reflect on; (i) the financial performance; (ii) how all their resources and assets are managed; and (iii) its influence on the economic activities. In the same luminance, Presley & Meade (2010) claim that long-term financial viability and success, sustainability should be top priority for emerging contractors’ strategic business objective if they require to compete favourably in the twenty-first century business world. Added to this, Carnall (2003) states the key to firm’s competitiveness and sustainability lie with the business leader’s (emerging contractors/owner/manager) ability and capability to conceive competitive business strategies that will become their resource and asset base into competitive advantages.

3.0 RESEARCH APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

The paper is conducted with an in-depth and critical review of literature relating to the construction business, emerging contractors, elements of competitive business strategy, strategic management. However, the concept of emerging contractors’ business and economic sustainability calls for intensive research study, as research on emerging contractor’s sustainability in the construction has been under researched. Thus, this study is an ongoing PhD research which aims to develop strategic business model that will heighten the emerging contractors’ competitiveness and sustainability in the South African construction industry. The current methodology falls within the qualitative research methodology.

4.0 RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The research commentators from the critical review of literature on the subject have acknowledged the important role the emerging contractors in the economic growth and development. This claim resonate with assertion of, Shakantu (2012) that emerging contractors or the small, medium and micro-enterprises (SMMEs) measure up to 95% of business entities and 60-70% employment rate, 50% of the gross domestic product (GDP) as well as a major source of new job in any country’s economy; and the fast-growing
emerging contractors’ has contributed significantly than that of large firms in terms of job generation (Burns, 2007). In regard to this, the common perception that the majority of emerging contractors’ are mostly likely to fail working to grow their businesses into sustainable organisations within their first five years of the business operation (Abor & Quartey, 2010; and Martin & Root, 2010); this challenge need to be tackled with dynamic and contemporary strategic management and construction business concepts.

The emerging contractors should focus on developing competitive business strategy, (Burns, 2007) that would enable them to utilise their capabilities and to grow into sustainable organisations. Barney & Hesterly (2006) conclude that emerging contractors’ business strategy should be able gain competitive advantage, in order to earn above-average performance and profits. In addition to this, Martins & Root (2010) that emerging contractors’ need to acquire strategic management knowledge in order to develop a competitive business strategy that would foster their economic sustainability and competitiveness in the marketplace.

6.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

This paper reviewed and discussed various theoretical concepts and perspective relating to strategic management and construction business and economic sustainability for emerging contractors. Also, the study has illuminated the economic importance of emerging contractors job creation and development in developing countries. Owing to the fact that, the emerging contractors’/ small businesses account for 90% of the business entity, 55% of the employment as well as contributing to 60% GDP in almost all the country’s economy, is an impressive outlook which could be used to transform the economic landscape of the South Africa nation. However, the common perception that the majority of emerging contractors incessantly fails to develop and grow their businesses into competitive and sustainable ventures is becoming a reality in the South African construction industry. It is evident that business failure amongst the emerging contractors, have indeed called for intensive research study; and drastic measures need to employ strategically in order to mitigate this threat.

The emerging contractors’ economic sustainability and competitiveness is of great importance as well as a concerns. Though, the organizations in the construction sectors deserve a crucial measure, as the sector is one of the most vital industry the government of any country utilize to distribute wealth and control economic activities for its sustainable development. Thus, this study was based on bridging the knowledge gap on the issue on how to potentially tackle the challenges facing the emerging contractors business. Various researchers has done study on issues confronting the emerging contractors’ in the building industry, but only limited research study gears towards strategic management perspective as potential solutions to numerous problem of unsustainable organisations.

In a nutshell, this study sought potential solution of the research problem through the field of strategic management and competitive business concepts. This study add value to the concept of adopting strategic
management approach to construction industry; and as well as creating awareness on the concept of emerging contractors’ economic sustainability. Therefore, the study recommend that the an intensive industrial and academic research that related to strategic management and competitive business strategies should be conducted as incubate the potential knowledge that could eradicate the incessant business failure amongst the emerging contractors’ in the South African construction industry.
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ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS

Purpose of this paper
This paper presents an extended study of the project management practice progression by evaluating improvement in training and professional performance based on knowledge application. It aims to compare project management between past and current times in order to find the ‘keys’ to its progression.

Design/methodology/approach
The main issue discussed is the fact that progression requires integration and differentiation which calls for academic attention. Previous research demonstrated that there are factors contributing towards the development and growth rate of a profession.

Findings
Data collection tool used is an online questionnaire providing findings from an academic and professional perspective focused on the project manager’s actual performance.

Research limitations/implications (if applicable)
The research located 15 construction project management organizations as participants within the private and public sector in KZN.

What is original/value of paper
The results from this study indicate the criticality in adequate training in project management and implementation of knowledge through performance observation.
Keywords
Rate of progression in project management, Professional performance, Integration and Differentiation.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the past 30 years the construction industry in South Africa has been gradually developing and dynamically integrating. South Africa hosted for the very first time the 2010 World Soccer Tournament (FIFA World Cup) and 5 years prior to this event, the construction sector was occupied with work. Cottle and Rombaldi (2013) explained that despite the world economic crisis of 2008-2009 the top five South African construction companies benefited handsomely from the World Cup infrastructure projects raking in an average profit of 100% over the five year period (2005-2009) after making substantial losses up to 2004. The initial crisis was skills shortage to render professional services in hosting such a giant sport event, resources were put in place and many professional specialists from around the world were invited to assist South Africa’s engineers and project managers in fulfilling the challenge to complete all projects in time. For many years, project management was derided as a low-tech, low-value and questionable activity. Only recently it has been recognized as a central management discipline. Nowadays, major companies use project management as their principal management style. Smith (2008) explained that ‘management by projects’ has become a powerful way to integrate organisational functions and motivate groups to achieve higher levels of performance and productivity. The construction industry played a very important role in the whole developing process. Qi and Chen, (2014) found out the reasons and processes that made China Construction Industry developed very fast in the last 30 years. As projects become more complex, global and virtual, the project management profession continues to grow and diversify. Thus, the construction management discipline has been long searching for the correct paradigm in construction education and training that would enable the development of competence for construction project management personnel (Panas et al., 2014 cited Bernold, 2005).

A survey was conducted in 15 project management servicing organisations around the Province of KwaZulu-Natal. The open and closed ended interview questions included in the questionnaire seek to reveal the project managers legitimacy in performance precision in terms of the professions’ concoction. Crawford (2005) demonstrated that competence of project managers can be seen as important as they are perceived to have significant impact on project performance and hence on organisational performance. The evaluation was implemented by means of a survey within project management firms in order to trace and measure improvement of the profession and also to clarify, how the educational training contributes and complements the growth of the project
management profession. The second step was the utilization of the current literature available to substantiate the study of performance of the advancement of project management since the 1980’s. The main purpose of this research is to explore what integration, differentiation, competency, and improvement methods contribute towards progression in the project management domain. Progression is traced through the rise in project management demand in construction firms, whereby the most revenue share is projected from the project management division.

2. BACKGROUND OF STUDY

The international community has embraced the birth of the project management profession in the 1950’s. The PMI (2002) clearly stated in their policy governance manual that, ‘Project management’ is a profession. Project managers are becoming extremely important in the modern organizational structure and it is vital to understand what competences they should possess (Miranda and Ghimire, 2007).

Qi and Chen, (2014) mentioned that in China they have had some hard time at the first construction project management paradigm change in 1980s because of the transformation from the old planning economic system to the new market economic system at that time. The fast development of China construction industry in last 30 years are mainly caused and dived by these paradigm changes of China construction projects management. Edum-Fotwe and McCaffer (2000) indicated that in project management the dominance in experience is relevant to dynamic growth and maintaining competence however, it should be built on sound academic background. Project managers should possess a particular skill in managerial knowledge and general skills. Patanakul and Milosevic, (2008) emphasizes the importance of technical knowledge, administrative skills, and leadership ability, including communication, problem solving, conflict resolution, integration and analysis. Qi and Chen, (2014) mentioned that China announced to build an innovative country with an international influence in 2005. However, China started its innovation technology and management in the construction sector many years before this. Qi and Chen, further argue that the innovation in the technology and management is the only effective method to increase the profits and productivity for the industry after the market competition and economies of scale. In fact, better management of technology and management innovations are very difficult, but that really can make construction companies getting more profit and higher productivity.

2.1 Training and Development

Training and development is defined as a process of developing work-related knowledge and skills in employees for the purpose of improving
performance systematically (Tabassi and AbuBakar, 2009) cited by (Panas et al., 2014). Therefore, the performance-based competency standards rather than knowledge standards have been widely adopted as a basis for assessing and credentialing construction project managers (Zhang et al., 2012) cited by (Panas et al., 2014). In essence, the Project Management Profession in construction is growing exponentially due to the fact that it is a scarce skill and for the fact that South Africa is a developing country, it therefore needs certain professions to help create a growing economy. Bowen et al., (2007) argued that a range of ethical problems are evident in the construction industry including collusion, bribery, negligence, fraud, dishonesty and unfair practices. Can these barriers stop the project management profession from contributing profusely to the economy and built environment of South Africa? Burger (2013) claimed that if project management, correctly and effectively applied, has great benefits to offer South Africa and the Construction Industry in its entirety. Therefore, knowing what knowledge is important for a project manager in the built environment to have and whether it will improve the effectiveness and success of a project is crucial. Burger (2013), emphasized that graduate professionals may choose project management because they assumably understand the knowledge that is offered in their degrees and the basic technical knowledge should give them a kick start into the project management profession. Patel, (2003) stated that in education, the key to transmitting the discipline knowledge for the purpose of developing critical learners is to enable students to become owners of the knowledge. The contribution that the approach makes is that it incorporates these recent developments and goes beyond modern education needs to cater for a society and the Industry that makes the individual responsible for their actions and gives the individual responsibility and power to act individually (Patel, 2003). This research is aimed at evaluating the effectiveness of higher education and training to prepare project managers for the future, from the perspective of professional project managers.

2.2 Project Management as a Best Practice

Elias et al., (2012) found that by highlighting knowledge, skills and personal characteristics it might establish a new criterion of best practice in the project management profession. Many countries like Malaysia, have seen tremendous progress in the construction industry since the 1980’s in tandem with the growth of National and World Economy. Filippov and Mooi, (2010) added that in the last couple of years project management enhanced new technologies, new industries, and new business models powering impressive gains in productivity and GDP. The Construction Industry is one of the main sectors that contribute to national economies. However, the industry is tarnished by the existence of failure or abandoned projects. This is where the project managers’ roles and performance become so important and hence made the project manager a key player in
the Construction Industry. Therefore, this study is an inquiry to investigate the current status of project management in terms of progression since the past 3 decades. A best practice is a proven process that delivers measurable improvements in efficiency and effectiveness. Organisations and companies look for best practices to help them speed their progress towards performance improvement and to guide them around pitfalls that might otherwise slow or halt their initiatives. Improved performance should also incorporate better quality. If project management claims the title ‘best practice’, it means it has applied optimum ways of performing work to achieve high performance.

Figure 2.1: Best Practice Conceptual Framework

2.3 Focus of study

This paper focuses on the rate measurement of progression in construction project management based on the inference of performance competence (the ability to perform activities within the occupational area to the level of performance expected in employment) and attribute based inference of training competence (the knowledge and understanding, skills and abilities that person bring to a job; the core personality characteristics underlying a person’s capability to do a job). The opinion of the project management servicing organisations and companies were obtained by means of a Questionnaire survey. The questions sought to establish perspectives of the growth of the project management profession, its integration and how differentiated it is as a profession.

3. METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH

In accordance with the aims and objectives of this study, a mixed methodology was applied. The Qualitative approach was used to identify the dimension and state of the project management progression while the quantitative approach was used to assess the data obtained through cross sectional survey. The stratified questionnaire survey was conducted on practicing firms. The feedback of the questionnaire was based on the respondents experience and practices. The rationale of this paper is to
determine whether the project management positively transcends as a profession and to detail a specific perspective of progression rating from the past three decades, providing a sound analysis. Surveys participants comprise consulting project managers, engineers, construction firms and municipal/government infrastructure development departments. The analysis of data determines whether performance competency in project management produces a growth rate in the professions’ integration since establishment. The structured questionnaires, include questions regarding the educational background, experience, number of years since company adopted project management services, measures of improving practice and status of project management to date.

4. THE CASE STUDY:

South Africa’s economy has many challenges though strives to improve infrastructure development, since it is a 3rd world country but also with the fastest growing economy predominantly in Africa. The success of any construction project typically depends on the soundness of project management and how well have the resources been put together for implementation. Primarily, the growth of profits in any company results from projects done well and that transcends back to project managers being competent enough to produce such outcomes. Now the major question is how legit are those assumptions? Can they be used to measure the PM progression? Below are the first five construction firms in South Africa showing rising profits in Million (ZAR) from 2004 to 2009:

Table 4.1: Rising Profits in Companies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2004</th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basil Read</td>
<td>-41</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 5</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>665</td>
<td>782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grinaker - Lta</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>493</td>
<td>788</td>
<td>7953</td>
<td>3321</td>
<td>2910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murray &amp; Roberts</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>658</td>
<td>1284</td>
<td>2455</td>
<td>2869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBHO</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>1081</td>
<td>1360</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Construction Firms Profit Growth](chart.png)
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section of the study will examine the advancement of project management practice. It sets to analyse and present the contribution of experience, the importance of knowledge areas, the causes of project failures, number of years in existence, higher education and training in the progression of the field over the past thirty years.

5.1 Analysis and presentation of the data gathered and discussion

Part 1: The number of firms that have been providing project management services as from 1980.

As depicted above, only two out of 15 firms began practicing project management in 1980. These firms found themselves in a less perfectly competitive environment due to the social atmosphere in South Africa at that time and the project management profession was scarce, thus a few professionals paid closer attention to it. When the years advanced we see a rise from two to six firms according to the survey conducted and continuously rising to seven after 1991. The argument is that as long as we still witness building and infrastructure development, there is demand of such professions and we can not negate that there is no growth. However, we may about the rate in which the profession grows.

Part 2: The number and cost of projects completed by firms since their start of project management services.
With reference to figure 4.1 and 4.2, the question of experience and number of years in existence arises. The research sample simply shows that 30 years ago two companies operated, then six and seven followed. The least number of companies is more experienced than the most number of companies. The second diagram shows the worth of projects in cost and the number of projects involved by all the firms as per arrival in the three decades. The seven firms that started Project Management ten years ago have done 26 projects altogether compared to 20 projects done by two firms that started 30 years ago for a R10m to R50million project. However, the R100million and above project cost, shows that 31 projects handled by two firms and only nine projects shared amongst the seven firms. As much as more firms would enter the market, the two firms have done 31 projects above R100million. This tells us more personnel should be employed with the project management skills to effectively manage projects this worth. Therefore, the profession profoundly grows and much as the reputation of experienced companies.

Part 3: Are the PMC knowledge areas important for the project management profession to remain relevant in Industry?
As shown in figure 4.3 above none of the respondents found that project management competency is not mandatory in the profession. In Part 3 of the questionnaire, it was measured the importance of project management competency areas which influence project success rate. The rating is reflected in the graph above by means of averaging the total responses in each likert category (very high/very low) for each competency element. The standing of the averaged results simply represent that the overall respondent perspectives felt that 43% of the entire list of competencies are very highly important and 44% highly important and only 13% when averaged thought were of moderate rank. Finally, lack of knowledge of the PMC’s by a project manager may result in project being unsatisfactory. The PMI (2002), states that Project Integration management is assumed to be the combination of (Leadership and Knowledge management); project scope management would be assumed to be (schedule management); and project communication management would be assumed to be (relation with stakeholders). These are the critical knowledge areas in project management competency, followed by Risk, Procurement, Cost, Quality, Human resources, Stakeholders, and Project Time management.

Part 4: Does Higher Education and Training contribute towards the PM profession’s advancement?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qualification</th>
<th>None</th>
<th>Matric</th>
<th>Certificate</th>
<th>Diploma</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Masters</th>
<th>PhD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table above shows the qualifications of project management staff in the different companies. Each respondent provided which qualification they possess, and therefore justifies the assumption that in order to be a project manager you should have gone through Higher Education Training. Education provides every student to become analytical and apply encoded or decoded information. The essentiality of educational training in the table above has emphasized the point that an effective project manager should have the PM knowledge theoretically, that will enable him/her incorporate with the technical skills effortlessly. Having 32 academically qualified professionals shows advancement as opposed to years in the 1980’s.

Part 5: What aspects and factors may cause failure to project and disturb professionals performance?
The intention of this part 5 was to find out from participants at what frequency would the reasons of failure cause actual projects to fail. Figure 4.4 represents total responses to each occurrence category [never/seldom/often/always - refer to appendix A] and then they were converted into percentages as shown in the diagram. Most of the causes show to be often occurring in projects, this is represented by the 48% and 32% of them causes seldom occur, whilst 17% of them always cause projects to find it hard to reach success and finally at least 3% of them would not perpetrate failure to projects. Leadership is rated 55% very high (very important) by the respondents and is followed by 41% highly important rate. Knowledge management is rated also 55% highly important, followed by the extreme importance rate of 32% very high (very important). Secondly, schedule management projects 64% very high (very important) and the remainder was rated highly important at 36%. Finally, relation to clients shows a 55% very high (very important) followed by 44% highly important. The top eight (8) competencies projected by respondent rating were Financial resource capability with 55% extreme high importance (very high); Technical competence with 50% extremely important; Leadership with 55% extreme importance; Relation to stakeholders with 55% extreme importance; Schedule management with 64% extremely important; cost and control management with 64% extreme importance; Quality management at 41% extreme importance; and a 48% for Risk management was also ranked extremely important. Organisational investment and Human resource management were top in the category of highly important competencies according to the survey, respectfully acquiring 59% and 61% from the respondents’ point of view.

5.2 Rating project management progression within an integrated organization

Below is a projection of net incomes from one of the KZN Firms that participated in this research.
The evaluation figures range from 2010 to 2015. It is blatantly project management that makes profits for this company followed by Civil; Environment and Structural Engineering. By studying the project management income segment only, it gives us information that the profession started at 33% in 2010 and rose to 40% in 2014. There are fluctuations in the 6 segments for project management’s contribution to the revenue of the company, this may be due to changes in the economy, construction industry regulations or other externalities that would affect the inflow of projects. In conclusion, if this company projected growth as shown above, it could call for the increase of professionals in the company, in order to manage workload efficiently.

6. CONCLUSION

The project management fraternity does not focus on construction and infrastructure but can also be applied to other disciplines, using the same principles. The analysis of mechanisms contributing towards the realization that project management requires generic comprehension of resources in projects, this includes the education and training importance, competency and relevance of the practice. Developing the requisite competency ensures efficient performance on managers who run projects and it is therefore essential for projects success, project managers growth and the overall professions’ progression. This research showed how important is
the existence and magnitude of project management involvement of companies from the start of practice because that extrapolates the overall progression. Either, in terms of financial standing or reputation in the construction industry. The study conducted a survey that defined what can cause project failure or what would cause ineffectiveness in the profession. A large segment in the study analysis emphasizes the cruciality of higher education and training in order to fit in the project management puzzle. For more detail and in-depth assessment of this study, further research may be carried out to measure accurate and broaden the project management progression scope.
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ABSTRACT

Purpose
The aim of this paper is to ascertain which project objectives can or cannot be achieved through the provision of non-monetary incentives to construction and consultant team members.

Design
A web survey was adopted by using a questionnaire nationwide to purposively selected contractors, quantity surveyors, project managers, architects, and consulting engineers. A quantitative data analysis was adopted and data was analysed using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on project objectives aligned with non-monetary incentives. The PCA output generated a ‘component plot in rotated space’ quadrant which was then accustomed for SWOT analysis.

Findings
In total, 164 construction industry stakeholders participated in the survey. It was revealed that primary project objectives such quality and time have a positive effect as they constitute a ‘strength’ on project success if aligned with non-monetary incentives. It was concluded that the lack of non-monetary incentives towards performing primary project objectives may lead to dropping from strengths to threats.

Limitations – The study was confined to contractors and construction related professional entities; the inclusion of clients would have revealed more insight into the subject matter.
Practical implications
The study serves as a guideline for taking informed decisions when deciding to incorporate motivational incentives into the construction project.

Keywords: non-monetary incentives, PCA, project objectives, SWOT analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION

At a glance, project management is likened with planning, organising, motivating, controlling resources using sophisticated skills and a variety of software to ensure a successful delivery of infrastructures. However, while motivation is embedded within project management body of knowledge, it is hardly seen as one of core features constituting procurement requirements for delivering a construction project. Motivation is a set of forces that initiates, directs, and makes people persist in their effort to perform a goal (Williams, 2009). Motivation is concerned with compelling human resources involved into the project to optimally devote their physical and intellectual abilities to use available resources to achieve project objectives. Both primary and secondary objectives can be set in infrastructure delivery.

Primary objectives such as cost, time, and quality are those related to direct activities of which involved parties are naturally so eager to fulfil. Secondary objectives are those in relation with intervention measures tailored to address certain socio-economic problems. The alignment of infrastructure delivery objectives with motivational incentives can address South African socio-economic challenges. Watermeyer, Gounden, Letchmiah, and Shezi (1998) advise that the construction and procurement strategies as intervention measures can address social and economic concerns and, depending upon how they are structured, can be utilised to facilitate the economic empowerment of marginalised sectors of society, and to address unemployment in a focused manner. This can be possible through targeted procurement strategies to address specific socio-economic objectives.

While the South African government has put in place enabling policies towards the achievement of project objectives; however, no strength, weaknesses, opportunities, threats (SWOT) analysis have so far been utilised to evaluate the importance of offering non-monetary incentives to achieve infrastructure delivery objectives. The objective of this study is to ascertain which project objectives can or cannot be achieved through the provision of non-monetary incentives to construction and consultant team members.
2. PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) proposes delivery-management guidelines for construction.procurement strategy. This procurement strategy consists of a combination of the following: Delivery-management strategy, contracting and procurement arrangements (CIDB, 2010), and all the involved parties in the projects. These individuals should all adhere to this strategy. The CIDB (2010) indicates that the development of a procurement strategy should consist of identification of the best way of achieving objectives and value for money, whilst taking into account the risks and the constraints.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Desired outcome</th>
<th>Project objectives</th>
<th>Performance measurement / Intervention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To comply with standards</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To address socio-economic problems</td>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>Work opportunities to SMMEs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Poverty alleviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Skills transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gender and racial equality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Health (HIV/AIDS) and safety</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1 depicts both primary project objectives that are concerned the compliance with desired standards directly related to the project and secondary project objectives concerned with addressing socio-economic problem though the project:

- **Cost:** Ali and Kamaruzaman (2010) indicate that cost is a major problem in project development; and it is a regular feature in the construction industry. A project is deemed successful when cost is kept within the budget.

- **Time:** Timely completion of a construction project is frequently seen as a major criterion of project success by clients, contractors and consultants alike (Bowen, Cattel, Hall & Peal, 2002). Whenever the planned schedule is not adhered to, it means something has gone wrong.

- **Quality:** Quality in construction is defined as meeting or exceeding the needs of the customer (Knutson, Schexnayder, Fiori & Mayo, 2004). Quality standards will be met when specification will not be compromised.
• **Work opportunities to SMMEs:** The South African history is characterised by vast racial and gender inequalities in the distribution of income, due to discrimination inherited from the apartheid government. In order to redress the inequalities of the past in every sphere – political, social and economic – the National Small Business Act 102 was introduced in 1996 to provide an enabling environment for SMMEs (DTI, 2003). The growth in the small and medium enterprise sector is desirable. Hence, the creation of an enabling environment would be an essential component for small and medium enterprise development (CIDB, 2004).

• **Poverty alleviation:** Poverty alleviation aims to reduce the negative impact of poverty on the lives of poor people, but in a more sustained and permanent way. Noble, Babita, Barnes, Dibben, Magasela, Noble, Ntshongwana, Phillips, Rama, Roberts, Wright and Zungu (2006) identified five areas of deprivation from the 2001 census to determine the poverty status in various South African provinces. These areas included income and material deprivation, employment deprivation, health deprivation, education deprivation and living environment deprivation. Poverty alleviation goes along with the provision of employment to poor historically disadvantaged individuals.

• **Skills transfer:** CETA (2008) promotes and accelerates quality training and identification of critical and scarce skills with a view to addressing skills shortages in the construction sector. Training was possible by a joint effort of various stakeholders such as government departments and public entities involved in contractor skills training, CETA accredited training providers, built environment professional bodies, construction employers' bodies, labour organisations and trainees.

• **Gender and racial equality:** Given that South Africa is a patriarchal society, motherhood is the woman's primary role such as raising children, caring for the home and seeing to the needs of the family and women were concerned with issues such as housing, food prices, and permits (South African History Online, 2011). Khuthaza (2012) believes that the implementation of policies that address gender equality, including the transformation of mind sets and the opening up of formerly male dominated industries, plays a critical role in determining the rate of economic growth and in sustaining socio-economic development.

• **Health (HIV/AIDS) and safety:** The construction industry still has a poor global health and safety record and South Africa is no exception (CIDB, 2009). Construction health and safety performance is influenced by the health and safety specifications and communication of health and safety expectations and requirements from one participant to the others,
and importantly, on the effective monitoring of and compliance with these expectations (CIDB, 2009).

3. NON-MONETARY INCENTIVES

While monetary incentives can be measured in terms of money, the incentives which cannot be measured in terms of money fall into the category of “non-monetary incentives”. Non-monetary incentives do not involve direct cash payment (Yavuz, 2004). Juneja and Juneja (2008) indicates that besides the monetary incentives, there are certain non-financial incentives, which can satisfy the ego and the self-actualization needs of employees. Whenever managers wish to satisfy the psychological needs of their subordinates, they make use of non-monetary incentives. Some examples of non-monetary incentives are: Encouraging employees by providing them with autonomy in their job and participation in decision-making, assigning challenging duties, improving working conditions, recognising good work through small gifts, letters of appreciation, and suchlike.

4. METHODOLOGY

The Principal component analysis (PCA) was done to generate a ‘total variance explained’, ‘component score covariance matrix’, ‘rotated component and component score coefficient matrices’ and ‘component plot in rotated space’ which formed a basis for customisation of PCA results to SWOT analysis. Abdi and Williams (2010) refer to PCA as a multivariate technique that analyses a data table in which observations are described by several inter-correlated quantitative dependent variables. PCA is appropriate when one has obtained measures on a number of observed variables and wishes to develop a smaller number of artificial variables that would account for most of the variance in the observed variables (SAS, 2011). Fellows and Liu (2008) stipulate that the principal components are extracted so that the first principal components account for the largest amount of the total variation in the data. Since the distinctive characteristic of principal components analysis is its data-reduction capacity, it must determine the number of factors to be retained (Fellows & Liu, 2008). However, for the purpose of the study, PCA results have been further translated in a strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) analysis quadrant as indicated in Figure 4.1. Jeyaraj, Muralidharan, Senthivelan, and Deshmukh (2012) indicate that companies conduct the SWOT analysis as part of their strategic planning before formulation of their long and short term strategy. A methodological approach where SWOT and PCA were combined has been used in a case study by Jeyaraj et al. (2012) to analyse the short and long range strategy for a textile processing
organisation in India. For the purpose of the current study, the PCA was done on project objectives aligned with non-monetary incentives. The output generated ‘component plot in rotated space’ quadrants which were accustomed for SWOT analysis.

A SWOT analysis is a strategic balance sheet of an organization; that is the strengths of the organization, the weaknesses of the organization, the opportunities facing the organization, and the threats facing the organization (Lusier, 2003; Williams, 2010). Robbins and Decenzo (2004) emphasizes that SWOT analysis refers to analysing the organisation’s internal strengths and weaknesses as well external opportunities and threats in order to identify a niche that the organisation can exploit. In the context of the study, SWOT is used to evaluate at what extend the provision of non-monetary incentives is successful in achieving infrastructure delivery objectives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunities: Need for improvement</th>
<th>Strengths: Standards to be maintained</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weaknesses: Not regarded as a priority</td>
<td>Threats: May become counterproductive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.1 SWOT analysis quadrants (Own figure)

Figure 4.1 depicts SWOT quadrants in which ‘strengths quadrant’ suggests that the provision of non-monetary incentives is recommended in order to achieve project objectives. ‘Opportunities quadrant’ suggests a need for improvement in the provision of non-monetary incentives towards achieving project objectives. ‘Weakness quadrant’ suggests objectives falling there cannot be prioritised when offering monetary incentives. ‘Threat quadrant’ suggests the provision of incentive may not generate any positive outcome. Kvaløy, Nieken and Schöttner (2013) indicate that monetary incentives do not always improve performance. Arguably, if monetary incentives do not always improve performance, non-monetary incentives may be used alternatively. However, it is not obvious which objectives may be achieved when using non-monetary incentives and those one which cannot be achieved.

The results of the PCA output from component plot in a rotated space customised in a SWOT importance-success quadrants have been interpreted as follows:
• Bottom right: items falling under this quadrant indicate strengths but facing greater threat threats than opportunities (Chang & Huang, 2006). In context of the study, either the lack or excessive incentive may compromise with the optimum achievement of project objectives.

• Bottom left: items falling under this quadrant indicate low strengths and face threats (Chang & Huang, 2006). In the context of the study, threats to achieve a project objective may be eliminated if incentives could be set as a priority towards higher performance.

• Top left: items falling under this quadrant indicate developing opportunities (Chang & Huang, 2006). In the context of the study, the achievement of a project objective may be improved by providing incentives.

• Top right: items falling under this quadrant indicate sufficient strengths to adopt developmental strategies and opportunities (Chang & Huang, 2006). In context of the study, project objectives meet required standards and they have to be maintained and sustained through the provision of incentives.

A web survey strategy was used to gather the empirical data whereby a questionnaire was distributed nationwide. The quantitative approach was adopted whereby questionnaire survey was designed with closed-ended questions grouped into two sections. Section A requested the biographic profile of respondents. Section B concerned the importance of non-monetary incentives offered towards the achievement of project objectives. Respondents were able to indicate on a 7 point Likert-scale how important non-monetary incentives offered towards the achievement of project objectives. In all instances where the Likert response format questions were used, the scale measurement was 1 = unimportant, 2 = little important, 3 = somewhat important, 4 = important, 5 = very important, 6 = extremely important, 7 = utmost important, and U = Unsure.

One hundred and sixty four (164) construction members of the Engineering Council of South Africa (ECSA), South African Institute of Architects (SAIA), South African Council for the Quantity Surveying Profession (SACQSP), South African Council for Project and Construction Management Profession (SACPCMP), and general building contractors registered by the Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) completed and returned the questionnaire.
Likert-type or frequency scales use fixed choice response formats and are designed to measure attitudes or opinion levels of agreement/disagreement (Bowling 1997). Using a 7 point Likert response format allows the respondents more granularity and hence better decision-making to express how much they agree or disagree with a particular statement. When using Likert-type scales it is imperative to calculate and report Cronbach’s alpha coefficient for internal consistency reliability for any scales or subscales one may be using (Gliem, & Gliem, 2003). Reliability is the extent to which a measuring instrument is repeatable and consistent (Maree & Pietersen, 2007). For this particular paper, the internal reliability of variables was tested by using Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of reliability. Maree and Pietersen (2007) suggest the guidelines for the interpretation of Cronbach’s alpha coefficient as follows: 0.90 – high reliability, 0.80 – moderate reliability, and 0.70 – low reliability.

5. FINDINGS

5.1 Profile of respondents

From Table 5.1, it is evident that out of 7,629 delivered e-mails to respondents, only 178 responded using the web survey and their responses were subsequently downloaded in Microsoft Excel. In order to avoid any duplication, responses were further screened; thus, 144 respondents were retained and 34 were cancelled. The criterion for identification of a duplicated response was: similar responses throughout on two or more consecutive rows, and same date of submission. Other 20 respondents preferred to complete the questionnaire on a soft copy, thus the total number of respondents was 164; hence the research participation was 2.1%. Reasons for not participating included retirement, too busy with work, technical problem with internet. Missing data was not reported in tables and charts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Sent</th>
<th>Not delivered</th>
<th>Delivered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architects</td>
<td>1,730</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>1,288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural technologists</td>
<td>1,372</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1,072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural draughtsperson</td>
<td>747</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consulting engineer</td>
<td>466</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project/construction managers</td>
<td>2,825</td>
<td>558</td>
<td>2,267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantity surveyors</td>
<td>719</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contractor, Grade 3</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contractor, Grade 4</td>
<td>802</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contractor, Grade 5</td>
<td>431</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contractor, Grade 6</td>
<td>467</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contractor, Grade 7</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contractor, Grade 8</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1 Targeted population
Figure 5.1 shows that 73.2% (120) of respondents had experience in the construction industry over 10 years, 22.0% (36) between 5 to 10 years and 4.9% (8) less than 5 years. 42.1% (69) of respondents had been in their current position over 10 years, 31.1% (51) between 5 to 10 years and 26.8% (44) less than 5 years.

Table 5.2 shows that participant companies included mostly contractors (27.8%), project managers (19.8%), architects (16.7%), quantity surveyors (16.7%), consulting engineers (8.0%). There were 2 missing values which were not reported in the Table.
5.2 Test of reliability

Table 5.3 reports the reliability of non-monetary incentives aligned with project objectives. It is evident the study produced highly reliable measures ranging from 0.96 to 0.98.

Table 5.3 Test of reliability of non-monetary incentives towards achieving project objectives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project objectives</th>
<th>No. of items</th>
<th>Non-monetary incentives</th>
<th>Cronbach’s alpha</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>Highly reliable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>Highly reliable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>Highly reliable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender &amp; racial equality</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>Highly reliable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provision of work opportunities to SMMEs</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>Highly reliable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poverty alleviation</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>Highly reliable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills transfer</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>Highly reliable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health (HIV/AIDS) &amp; safety</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>Highly reliable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3 PCA analysis for project objectives aligned with non-monetary incentives

The importance of non-monetary incentives aligned with 8 project objectives in terms of their achievement of project success were subjected to principal component analysis using SPSS version 21.

Table 5.4 Kaiser-Meyer-Oklin Measure and Bartlett’s Test
The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin value in Table 5.4 was 0.80 and the Bartlett's Test of Sphericity reached a statistical significance (0.00), supporting the factorability of the correlation matrix. The principal component analysis, as shown in Table 5.5, revealed the presence of two components with eigenvalues exceeding 1, explaining 52.63%, and 18.69% of the variance respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Initial Eigenvalues</th>
<th>Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings</th>
<th>Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>% of Variance</td>
<td>Cumulative %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>52.63</td>
<td>52.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>18.69</td>
<td>71.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>9.59</td>
<td>80.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>6.04</td>
<td>86.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>91.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>95.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>98.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A further analysis with a two-component solution displayed the same results, explaining a total of 71.32% of the variance, with Component 1 contributing 52.63% and Component 2 contributing 18.69%. To aid the interpretation of these two components, the varimax rotation was performed in Table 5.6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A further analysis with a two-component solution displayed the same results, explaining a total of 71.32% of the variance, with Component 1 contributing 52.63% and Component 2 contributing 18.69%. To aid the interpretation of these two components, the varimax rotation was performed in Table 5.6.
The varimax rotation was proposed given that it was assumed that the variables are not correlated. This is confirmed by the value of the covariance which was 0.00, meaning two variables were independent of each other, and thus the value of one does not provide any assistance in predicting the value of the other.

The communalities output in Table 5.7 showed that all values were above 0.3, health displaying the lowest value of 0.63. This confirms there was no need for refining the scale (Pallant, 2010:198).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Component 1</th>
<th>Component 2</th>
<th>Extracted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMMEs</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poverty</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4 Customisation of PCA output to SWOT

From Table 5.7 the rotated solution converging in 3 iterations revealed that Component 1 items such as quality, time, and cost had a positive effect (positive component coefficients) on project success if aligned with non-monetary incentives. However, Component 2 items such as skills transfer, and poverty alleviation had a negative effect (negative component coefficients) on project success if aligned with non-monetary incentives. This suggests that non-monetary incentives have little importance in motivating construction and consultant team members to achieve skills transfer, and poverty alleviation targets.
From Figure 5.2 it is shown that required standards are met for both primary and secondary project objectives. However, the lack of non-monetary incentives towards performing primary project objectives may lead to dropping from strengths to threats. While non-monetary incentives may yield little to achieve secondary project objectives such as the provision of work opportunities to SMMEs, poverty alleviation, health (HIV/AIDS) and safety, and gender and racial equality located in the right top quadrant, monetary incentives may rather be offered. Furthermore, skills transfer located in the top left quadrant indicates there might be some opportunities for improvement by providing monetary incentives. It should be concluded that quality and cost need to be prioritised and the provision of non-monetary incentives would yield positive results.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The study confirms the suitability of non-monetary incentives to achieve primary project objectives in delivering projects. It is therefore important to implement a procurement system having non-monetary incentive provision in contractual conditions. The CIDB (2010) indicates that the development of a procurement strategy should consist of the identification of the best...
way of achieving objectives and value for money, whilst taking into account risks and constraints. Similarly, appropriate motivational incentives may be incorporated in contractual conditions so as to achieve specific project objectives. When planning the provision of incentives, the following questions should be answered along the process:

- Will incentive be required to satisfy this project objective?
- If yes, which types of incentive are available?
- Which project team members would require incentives, and are their demographics influenced by incentives?
- Which mechanisms are available to implement the provision of incentives?

7. RECOMMENDATIONS

Findings confirm the provision of monetary incentives towards achievement of secondary project objectives is at its full strength. Standards should therefore be maintained to avoid falling from strengths to threats. Further studies should explore the suitability of non-monetary incentives towards the achievement of project objectives.
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ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS

Purpose of this paper
The South African construction industry is currently experiencing skills shortages of trained artisans. Skill shortages have become evident in all generic industries, including the construction industry, and are still very real and evident in South Africa today. New legislation has changed the face of training schemes in not only Port Elizabeth, but South Africa at large.

Design/methodology/approach
The aim of the study will focus on the skills shortages, and the initial presumption that the construction industry in Port Elizabeth had fallen victim to a shortage of skilled artisans. The design encompasses a literature review as well as a questionnaire based approached with selected construction industry stakeholders / respondents. The findings presented will indicate in a scientific manner if the skills shortages in the Port Elizabeth area are justified.

Findings
From the data collected the findings indicates that a shortage of artisans in the construction industry does exist. The construction industry is unattractive with regard to working conditions and remuneration which is not attracting sufficient new artisans. The general perception of the construction industry at large is negative in terms of working conditions, and has a poor image throughout.

Value
This article is focused on the training and supply of skilled artisans in the building construction sector, and highlights the cardinal elements that caused the shortage of skilled artisans and the institutional- and educational challenges in producing quality artisans. The research work reviews the problem of skills shortages in the South Africa’s building construction industry, its major causes and will attempt to provide a possible solution. Future research opportunities are identified.

Keywords: Training Schemes; development; employment.

1. INTRODUCTION / BACKGROUND

There appears to be evidence that challenges exists to restore or replace the skills development schemes that are intended to produce the wide range of skills required by the construction industry currently in Port Elizabeth. According to the Skills Development Act (SDA) of 1998, proposed the establishment of Sector Education and Training Authorities (SETAs) in place of the traditional apprenticeship system. Furthermore, the government’s Skills Development Strategy for Economic and Employment Growth (SDSEEG) in South Africa was released in 2001, and were intended as mechanisms for producing adequate skills that the country requires (Kraak, 2008). However, since their establishment, SETAs have been challenged by claims of non-delivery and mismanagement.

The effects of the poor training schemes that have been implemented reverberate throughout the construction industry. While numbers of artisans appear to be increasing, unfortunately levels of competence are causing concerns for the construction industry. This paper intends to identify and resolve problems arising from subsequent challenges posed by a lack of properly trained artisans. Solutions and further recommendations will be proposed.

2. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE AND PRESENTATION OF THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

According to Shah, Burke, & Richardson: (2007) the demand for artisans is greater than the supply of qualified artisans. (Agapiou and Dauber: 2001) states that the construction industry is renowned for shortages of qualified artisans. According to Geminiani & van Wyk: (2002:8), Questions commonly asked are; “Where have all the apprentices gone? Why are there no more opportunities for training of apprentices? Does the present system of training apprentices substantiate the needs? Where do people go to learn specific trade? Utting (2010) argues that organisations may incur difficulty in recruiting artisans even though there may be an adequate supply of skilled artisans. Employers are struggling to attract sufficient,
suitable employees due to the characteristics of the industry, and relatively low remuneration. The New Civil Engineer (NCE) cites Utting: (2010) claiming that skills shortages are not unique to generic artisans, but also include managers and professionals in construction.

Harraway (2007) cautions that the communication of a rewards strategy is as important as it’s design. “A poor communicated plan is better than the best strategy communicated poorly.” As a retention mechanism and a performance driver, long-term incentive schemes form a key component of attracting new artisans. Warne, (2009:3) claims that the construction industry has a poor image, and lacks attraction of new entrants to the construction industry. Warne further states that it is important to recruit new artisans / apprentices for the future of the construction industry.

Loosemore et al., (2003: 7) states that the poor image and lack of recruitment of the construction industry include the following factors:

- The site-based and itinerant work patterns, that result in job insecurity;
- Construction workers continually having to relocate in pursuit of new project opportunities;
- The poor working conditions experienced on sites;
- Health and safety records;
- Poor employee welfare provision within the industry;
- The industry’s association with blue-collar positions, and
- The male-dominated and discriminatory culture that the industry commonly portrays.

According to Maas (2002), there are concerns about the shortage of skilled artisans in the building industry. Deliberations and input from the Master Builders Associations (MBAs), the CETAs and various stakeholders, acknowledge that the number of artisans is lacking and dismally low. Maas further concludes that neither the Skills Development Act, nor the regulations contain any provisions, nor do they create circumstances, which facilitate education in training. MBAs will continue to communicate with all the relevant government departments and industry stakeholders. Malan (2011) added that alternative trades such as welders, electricians, fitters have to be imported from other countries. Geminiani and van Wyk, (2002:8) claim that the changes in the training systems and the introduction of the SDA have affected the construction industry. Furthermore, according to the industry, there is no clarity on the new education systems and its implications. The construction industry claims that in the past, apprenticeship systems were operational. Apprentices would after a certain period of time become skilled artisans and become master artisans of their trades. It is expected of qualified artisans working in the construction industry to perform certain duties, such as working unsupervised, and performing a full day’s work while ensuring that quality is not compromised. Kraak (2008) added that although the South African economy has dramatically improved during the period 2001 to 2005, with a
growth rate of 5 present in 2006, these positive developments have not filtered down into the education and training domains. Observations made include that the South African society has shifted form an era characterised by economic stagnation in the 1990’s to one in which the rate of economic growth is far outstripping the ability to provide the necessary quantity and quality of skills. Blaine and Le Roux (2006) claim that there is a training crisis in the construction industry

Scarce skills or skills shortages are the necessary competencies that may be applied in a particular context of for a particular purpose (NACI, 2003). (NACI, 2003) further states that these scarce skills could have a negative impact on the economy of South Africa. Artisans in the built environment were in the past expected to have completed an apprenticeship training period; normally by receiving training at institutions such as those provided by the former BIFSA colleges in Cape Town, Durban, Port Elizabeth or Springs, (BIFSA, 1996). An artisan is, as described by Brookes et al., (2004: 65) as "someone who does skilled works with their hands". It is generally expected of an artisan to produce an end-product of a quality accepted by the client, and these artisans would be expected to work unsupervised for long periods of time, be able to read and interpret drawings and to carry out instructions set out in specifications on drawings.

There appears to be a sharp decline in training areas crucial to reconstruction and development relative to building and civil engineering. Questions are raised about the relevance of the training that centers provide. Structured skills development is critical to the success and need in the construction industry and no one organisation can work in isolation with another to develop skills. Larger firms have already formed joint ventures to address the need for skills development. Murray & Roberts, states in its internal bulletin that a large global publicly traded South African construction engineering and contracting firm, aims to establish a training academy that will serve as a center for excellence and will initially train its own employees, but move to assist in training others for the industry. Mahobe (2005) states that the training will target both artisans as well as specialist labour. Utting (2010) states that organisations may have trouble in recruiting artisans even through there may be an adequate supply of skilled workers. Employers are struggling though to attract sufficient suitable employees due to the characteristics of the industry, relatively low remuneration, poor working conditions, and poor image of the industry, ineffective recruitment and inappropriate advertising.

According to Haupt et al (2005:87) the following were suggested in an attempt to alleviate the skills shortages:

- An overhaul of the role of the CTEA in facilitating construction skills training;
- A comprehensive review of current industry development and training strategies including learnerships;
The development and introduction of more meaningful financial incentives and funding arrangements to train and re-train construction human capital at all levels;

To develop and introduce aggressive campaigns to positively promote careers in the construction industry including the provision of more attractive bursaries at high school and higher education levels;

A review of the current labour legislative frameworks which has arguably contributed to the shift to informal employment and increased use of labour brokers, some of whom supply cheap labour including illegal immigrants;

The promotion and development of longer term training programmes that target skills that have low and medium transferability rather than narrow, short term task-related training while encouraging improved qualifications through industry-sensitive and relative training;

Construction management and construction project management training targeted, inter alia, to improve the quality of supervision, tendering and project financial management, project scheduling and SHEQ management;

The inclusion in training programmes of generic skills training such as working in teams and the ability to adapt to changing environments, and

Providing incentives for practices and policies that targets recruitment from non-traditional sources such as women and persons with disabilities, while improving older and experienced worker retention.

From the review of the related literature, this research evolved the following theoretical framework. The diagrammatic layout indicates the identified variables relative to negative issues linked to the image and prospects of the construction industry. Ultimately, the resultant investigation will confirm if there is a shortage of artisan skills in the Port Elizabeth area.
3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This research methodology was preferred in order to evaluate how the independent variables affected the numbers of trained artisans in the construction industry in Port Elizabeth.

This study will consist of a questionnaire survey. The questionnaires are compiled based on the concepts identified in the literature review previously presented, which identified various contracting personnel at an upper level of management. The first section indicated the demographic information of the respondents. The second section was concerned with the unattractive nature of the construction industry. Thirdly, the research surveyed how demand for artisans, and lastly the pass rates of training programmes were questioned. The responses to the demographic questions were measured in the form of multiple-choice options and the elements within the independent variable were measured on a five point Likert Scale. The research data used to measure the independent variables that were previously mentioned is analysed in order to gain an estimated of the situation present throughout the country. The advantages of using a quantitative measurement tool is that the responses are represented on a numerical rating scale and can readily be reproduced in a statistical format, using graphs and tables, which are easily read and interpreted. This research was based from the viewpoint of the construction industry as a whole, but more specifically the focus targeted the Port Elizabeth precinct. A paradigm shift relative to the literature investigated and reviewed.
identified the valid opinions of experienced industry members who have a similar viewpoint. This paradigm shift links to the purpose as it indicates that there is a shortage of skilled artisans in the construction industry and the need to improve on these numbers in order to bring about significant positive changes to the industry.

The data collected during the empirical process aimed to determine the perceptions of correctness, applicability, extent of application etc. This data was collected from the contractors, foremen, managers, quantity, surveyors, and site agents. This data was interpreted using the descriptive statistical method of data analysis.

The researcher identified qualified individuals as they would be able to provide the researcher with accurate data. Selected both male and female respondents of various ages, qualifications and experience levels in order to gain an unbiased data were approached. The professionals are located in Port Elizabeth and were familiar with the present artisan’s challenges in the construction industry.

4. THE RESULTS

In this section this paper reports graphically as well as interpretational on the results of the empirical process of the research conducted towards this paper.

4.1 DEMOGRAPHICAL

Figure 1 indicates the field of expertise that the respondents were qualified in. According to the pie chart there appears to be an equal spread of the various respondents.
4.2 GENDER OF THE SAMPLE STRATUM (2014)

Figure 2 below indicates the male and female respondents that participated as and surveyed as part of the sample stratum:

What role do you occupy within the construction Industry?

- Quantity Surveyor
- Constractor
- Architect
4.3 QUALIFICATION OF THE SAMPLE STRATUM (2014)

Figure 3 Indicates the highest formal qualification of the all the respondents within Built Environment as per below:

Please indicate your highest formal qualification

- BSc
- BSc Honours
- Btech
- Ndip
4.4 GRAPH DEPICTING PROMINENT VARIABLE RESULTS FROM STATISTICS (2014)

The Figure below indicates that the majority of the respondents believe that the industry is unattractive to artisans. The highest degree of correlation is indicated under the ‘Agree’ bar. This clearly indicates the majority justifying that there is a skill shortage.
4.5 GRAPH DEPICTING PROMINENT VARIABLE RESULTS FROM STATISTICS (2014)

The Figure below indicates that the majority of respondents believe that training programmes are not up to standards in terms of the number of artisans passing their trade test.

Data were selected from relevant sources, journals, reports, the World Wide Web, libraries, at institutions affiliated to the construction industry and industry members. A questionnaire was compiled using a 5 Likert scale obtaining relevant data from selected respondents. Data was used by statistical processes. Questionnaire findings correlated with the literature received, and the findings of the study. From the data collected the findings indicated that a shortage of artisans in the construction industry does exist. The construction industry is unattractive with regard to working conditions and remuneration being a reason which is not attracting sufficient new artisans.

Findings indicate that Contractors need incentives so as to reach out to schools and local communities in order to actively recruit young aspiring
individuals into the industry by indicating an attractive working environment and a prosperous career path.

5. CONCLUSION

The initial presumption was that the construction industry in Port Elizabeth had fallen victim to a shortage of skilled artisans. Findings indicate that the shortage is a real concern to the construction industry operating in the Port Elizabeth area. In the past, companies were responsible for the training of artisans and appeared to create a situation where the supply of skill artisans met the demand of industry.

In summation, further benefits offered by leading companies for trained artisans could be even more of an incentive to get trained and qualified. Factors such as medical aid, transport assistance and housing subsidies are incentives that could draw more artisans into the industry. There is a need to analyse the current artisan training frameworks currently operating and to evolve new training process in line with previous dispensation.

6. RECOMMENDATIONS

The industry is aware of the current skills shortage problem and it is time to implement remedial action and rectify the problem of a shortage of skilled artisans within the industry. The construction industry as a whole should investigate the possibility of incentives in order to actively recruit young aspiring individuals into the industry by indicating an attractive working environment and a prosperous career path. Methods such as open days and active talks in communities and school should aid in the recruitment process.

FURTHER STUDIES

- Seek to investigate the opinions of artisans and labourers on how improvements to their training and numbers can be achieved;
- Isolate the research to specific trades and compare the numbers of skilled artisans in each trade to one another;
- Comparing male and female trainees and skilled trained artisans to comparing the productivity relative to the younger generations;
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ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS

Purpose

In many instances, the construction industry is seemingly not living up to expectations and performance is deemed to be sub-optimal. To buck the trend, researchers have previously identified and isolated many quantifiable concepts which should be able to create better performing construction projects.

Design

The mentioned information in the paper flows from a comprehensive literature review on current issues in the construction industry. In search of the optimal performing project team, the paper proposes a theoretical framework and relevant concepts which will be the basis for a future PhD research undertaking. The framework incorporates Hertzberg’s Two Factor Theory and relevant performance models to guide the future research related to optimizing construction project role-player performance.

Findings

The noted Theoretical Framework in itself suggests certain implications for the future research, but also implies change in the way which future projects in the construction industry could be managed.
The theoretical framework combined with the embedded concepts makes a direct case for project leaders or managers to focus on certain key principles related to the construction clients, contractors and consultants in project teams. Specific focus is placed on motivation and the creation of an opportune operating environment. The future planned PhD research will relate to enhanced understanding of the sub-optimal performance phenomenon, comprehension of possible drivers of project performance, and ultimately lead to higher project success rates.

**Keywords:** Construction, role-players, performance; project management, theoretical framework

### 1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The manner in which business and concerns will operate in the 21st Century will differ greatly from the previous century. An entirely new and revised set of hard (methods, tools & systems) and soft skills (attitude, style, judgment & ability) will be required to manage and lead in this constantly changing and fast paced environment (Ballard & Howell 2004; Froese 2010; Lee & Yu 2012; Egan 1998; Dainty et al. 2003; Edum-Fotwe & McCaffer 2000). In an industry where the sub-optimal performance is well documented, the construction managers and leaders will have to be even more vigilant in their attempts to change and adapt to the foreseen challenges (Carr & Tah 2001; Leung et al. 2004; Meng 2012; Aibinu & Jagboro 2002; Assaf & Al-Hejji 2006; Takim & Akintoye 2002a; Xue et al. 2007; Emuze 2011; Ballard & Howell 2004). Eagan (1998) famously stated towards the end of the last century that “the industry will need to make radical changes to the processes through which it delivers its projects”.

Typically the construction project team environment differs in many ways to a normal operations management situation. The construction project environment has a unique and intricate set of variables related to the industry and how these teams operate (Shelbourn et al. 2006; Herroelen & Leus 2004; Rezgui 2007; Ballard & Howell 2004; Bertelsen et al. 2007). The project teams are, in most cases, made up of individuals from a range of organisations and backgrounds, which provide multidisciplinary input (Shelbourn et al. 2006). Related to the diverse teams, Fong and Lung (2007) note that most research has focussed on factors necessary for team success rather than investigating the human and individual views of team role players.

In the following sections, the readers will be guided through a summary of the future research undertaking to ensure comprehension of the need for the research and as background for the Theoretical Framework development. The creation and logic behind the Theoretical Framework will be discussed. The framework will form part of a PhD research undertaking to seek greater understanding and appreciation of
the sub-optimal performance in an industry which has specific challenges. The framework would indicate co-existence of motivation and an opportune operating environment towards an individual's performance and argues the frameworks influence by Herzberg’s Two Factor Theory.

2. REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

Guided by the general debates on performance in the construction industry, and seeing that the discipline of construction Project Management is practiced in an industry with a defined culture and style, it is proposed that the nuances of motivation and performance environment factors be investigated. The understanding of the motivation and project environmental factors could:

- Enhance the Industry and Project Managers understanding of the phenomenon of sub-optimal performance experienced by the construction project teams,
- Be a possible driver towards better project performance, and
- Lead to higher project success rates.

Leading from the above possibilities, the aim and direction of the future study will apply to motivation of project teams towards optimum performance to not only achieve, but exceed construction client goals in the 21st Century. It will also aim to seek understanding of the current sub-optimal performance of construction role players in the project team environment, and how Project Managers could assist in noticeably moving the industry in a more positive direction.

Furthermore, the future study is in line with calls to further the Project Management discipline specific theory and thus build the body of knowledge which is only applicable to this field of management (Winter et al. 2006; Söderlund 2004). The proposed research will also adapt the same approach as the Egan report (1998), which probed other industries for answers to the questions and challenges experienced in the construction industry.

For clarification and for the purpose of understanding the importance of the future study further, the metaphor of a stopwatch in athletics could be used. In many instances, the outcomes of current research are adding to the complexity and accuracy of the stopwatch, measuring the various outcomes. Where the proposed research undertaking will be aimed at looking at: Why the athlete runs? What could make them faster? What inhibits their training and preparation? And, what mental state is required to run faster?

Taking the above metaphor and the mentioned negative outcomes into account, the future research will endeavour to create understanding of a complex topic and probe the areas of team operation and individual functioning which is less apparent or tangible, than for example, financial,
time or quality parameters. The research and its outcomes could be a starting point to resolve the current symptoms of sub-optimal performance.

2.1 Future Research: Literature Review Summary

Henning et al. (2004) notes that one of the first tasks of a literature review is to contextualise the research undertaking to be able to argue a case and identify the unique contribution that the research will make. The aim of the literature review has been:

- To enable readers to comprehend the manner in which constructs are viewed, used, discussed and researched in the construction industry,
- To examine the various issues and perspectives currently held,
- To enlighten the readers with regards to the broad views and themes currently being debated and researched in the Construction and Project Management fields, and
- Give context to the theoretical framework of the future research.

The views stated in the reviewed literature can be summarised as follows:

- The current state of the construction industry performance is not optimal (Carr & Tah 2001; Leung et al. 2004; Meng 2012; Aibu & Jagboro 2002; Assaf & Al-Hejji 2006; Egan 1998; Takim & Akintoye 2002b; Xue et al. 2007; Emuze 2011; Ballard & Howell 2004).
- There are definite calls for, and advantages seen in changing the ways that project performance is measured (Hughes et al. 2004; Takim & Akintoye 2002b; Cheung et al. 2003).
- Individual role-player’s performance on project teams is reliant on certain factors (McShane & von Glinow 2013; Scholl 2003; Werner et al. 2011; Herzberg 1968; Herzberg 1965).
- Current tender and procurement practices are not conducive to performance (Egan 1998; Eriksson & Westerberg 2011; Black et al. 2000; Meng 2012).
- Motivation, as one of the factors which impacts performance, is an important factor for Project Managers to influence (Chinowsky et al. 2008; Jay 2003; Peterson 2007).
- The manner in which human resources are managed, have a definite impact on project success (Emuze 2011; Tabassi & Bakar 2009; Tabassi et al. 2012; Raiden et al. 2004).
- Project success is ill-defined, but is still a specific goal in the industry (Chan et al. 2004; Deacon 2011; Barnes 1988; Hughes et al. 2004; Dainty et al. 2003; Acharya et al. 2006; Olander 2007).
- The construction industry is a challenging environment for role-players (Bertelsen et al. 2007; Shelbourn et al. 2006; Herroelen & Leus 2004; Rezgui 2007; Ballard & Howell 2004).
• Project teams have many nuances, which makes management of these teams difficult (Fong & Lung 2007; Jay 2003; Pheng & Chuan 2006; Baiden et al. 2006).
• Project role-players are defined and important (Assaf & Al-Hejji 2006; Wang & Huang 2006; Meng 2012).
• Project Management has a major role to play in the attainment of project success (Pheng & Chuan 2006; Toor & Ofori 2008; Howell & Koskela 2000).
• Information Technology will change the way in which projects are managed (Lee & Yu 2012; Froese 2010; Alshawi & Ingirige 2003; Rezgui 2007).
• The 21st century is bound to change the management landscape and give rise to new challenges for the industry and Project Management (Dave & Koskela 2009; Rezgui 2007; Ballard & Howell 2004; Froese 2010; Lee & Yu 2012; Egan 1998; Dainty et al. 2003; Toor & Ofori 2008).
• Research undertaken in the industry mostly relate to technical project related matters (Peterson et al. 2011; Chinowsky et al. 2008).

Based on the above mentioned literature, the following was established as the main research problem and question for the upcoming research:

• Main research problem:
  Construction role player performance is currently sub-optimal.
• Main research question:
  How could role-players be motivated and the operating environment improved to ensure optimal performance on a construction project?

2.2 Future Research: Methodology, Approach, Design & Method

Henning et al. (2004) states that “each study stands or falls on its methodological qualities”. Epistemologically, the researcher’s stance will be Subjectivist. Thus interpreting the various views and experiences of the various role-players subjectively. Ontologically, the research will identify with the internal reality of each role-players personal and subjective experience. Each person has a subjective view, interpretation and experience of their own relation within the team and what a performance environment would or could be. Each person will also have the same subjective views of what could motivate them towards optimum performance.

The above mentioned aligns with an Interpretivist paradigm. The research approach would be Qualitative. The major reasons for opting for a qualitative approach could be summarised as:

• There is a definite move towards more qualitative approaches (Thorns 2012)(Amaratunga et al. 2002) being used which is driven by the need to comprehend material and nonmaterial issues (Thorns 2012). It is...
further stated that there are clear signs of growth in the use of qualitative research approaches in the built environment (Amaratunga et al. 2002) (Adejimi et al. 2010).

- Currently in the construction industry, many researchers only associated research with using a quantitative approach (Adejimi et al. 2010).
- A journal article related to using qualitatively enriched semi-structured questionnaires, indicate that the qualitative data can give rich and meaningful results (Adejimi et al. 2010), which is exactly what is required to answer the future study’s research questions and deal with the intricate phenomenon of sub-optimal performance.
- Qualitative research could be a powerful tool to study the meaning that people place on events, processes and structures (Amaratunga et al. 2002).
- Finally, but probably the most important, the aims of the future research will be best met by a qualitative approach (Morse & Richards 2002:25). The research question and subsequent objectives in this instance will not be informed by measurable outcomes and variables, which would lead to better understanding and appreciation of the sub-optimal performance phenomenon. The major desire for understanding, greater insight and future application will be met by a qualitative approach towards the research. Morse & Richards (2002:5) states that qualitative research gives the researcher the following options, which in this study could assist in meeting the objectives:
  - Different perspectives of viewing the current reality,
  - Different ways in which to organise chaos,
  - Using of different types of data, and
  - Using the above to interpret different realities.

A Multiple/Collective Case Study design has been chosen “to shed light on a larger class of cases (a population)” (Gerring 2007). The qualitative case study gives the researcher the possibilities to identify, pursue and clarify “ritualistic academic blind alleys” (Flyvbjerg 2006). Finally, the method of soliciting the data will be interviews.

2.3 Future Research: Strategy

The research strategy will comprise of the following stages:

First Stage – Desktop Literature Analysis Survey
The first stage will encompass the extraction of data from research articles, journals and other written sources relevant to the motivation strategies and optimal performance environment elements as used in other selected industries. A list of applicable issues, observations or trends will be compiled. The industries chosen to be applicable, will be identified by using
a set of criteria which would relate their situation and context to the construction industry. For example: The motor industry, due to the fact that it also has a typical design and production function.

**Second Stage – Interviews**
The second stage will entail interviewing construction industry role players. In all cases, the interviews will focus on the context of each participant and aim to solicit detailed information regarding their perceptions and their own experiences.

In both stage one and two, the literary/transcribed word data will be analysed for content through coding in order to theme the data. ATLAS.ti Qualitative Data Analysis & Research Software will be used to analyse the data.

**Third Stage – Expert Panel discussion**
The nuances in the two sets of interpreted data from stage 1 and 2, will be tabled and diagrammatically presented. The tables and diagrams will be used in an expert panel discussion to reflect on findings and ways in which the current situation can be addressed. Also, which of the motivational strategies used by other industries could influence or be adapted for use in the construction industry. Morse & Richards (2002:18) suggests that the data should be creatively played with to move beyond “tidy explanations”.

See the figure 1.1 below for a graphical presentation of the above mentioned.
3. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Henning et al. (2004:25) makes it apparent that the theoretical framework gives the research a clear and identified position in the discipline in which the research is undertaken. Henning et al. (2004:25) further states that the chosen theoretical framework provides a lens or viewpoint from which the world is perceived.

When observing the various management theories and models used in general and operational management fields, it could be seen to have had positive outcomes related to optimising team performance (Werner et al. 2011; Gerber et al. 1998). Famous motivation theorists like Abraham H. Maslow, Clayton Alderfer, David C. McClelland, Frederick Hertzberg, Lyman Porter and Edward E. Lawler, Locke & Latham, B.F. Skinner, J.S. Adams and V. Vroom has been monumental in their findings and impact, and have virtually become household names in all types of management curriculum and academic writing worldwide. It has also been clearly sited
that links are shown between being motivated, the operating environment and an individual's performance (Werner et al. 2011; Scholl 2003; McShane & von Glinow 2013). The three constructs (motivation, environment & performance) virtually operate in tandem, but is not isolated or the soul source of individual performance (Werner et al. 2011; Scholl 2003; McShane & von Glinow 2013).

The mentioned motivation theories are usually defined in two categories, namely Content or Process theories. Content theories focusing on what motivates people, and the Process theories which directs its focus to how people are motivated (Werner et al. 2011) (Gerber et al. 1998) (Verma 1996). Views and perception from both the content and process theories are seen to be of assistance in guidance towards the possible resolution of the research problem.

Specific interest and focus will be placed on the theory developed by Frederick Herzberg in the 1950's. Strongly related to Hertzberg's Theory, both Werner (2011), Scholl (2003) and McShane & Von Glinow (2013) have created models which indicate links between motivation, operating environment and an individual's performance. Henning et al. (2004:26) indicates that the theoretical framework provides the researcher with the space within which he or she can clearly indicate their biases towards a study. Thus, the mentioned theory and models relates strongly to the research question which is aimed at gaining insight into the motivation and project environmental factors within construction project teams.

3.1 Herzberg’s Theory

Herzberg’s theory is mostly known as the “two-factor” or “motivator/hygiene” theory (Werner et al. 2011). Verma (1996:56) quotes Frederick Herzberg which famously stated that: “Motivation is an intrinsic phenomenon. Extrinsic satisfaction only leads to movements, not motivation.” Gerber et al (1998:279) notes a very close relation between Maslow’s theory and Hertzberg’s theory. Gerber et al (1998:279) indicates that Herzberg’s findings added the following valuable insights:

- Broadened outlook of Maslow’s theory and application to the workplace,
- Focus on task enrichment to motivate,
- Explanations related to the limited influence on motivation of money, fringe benefits and working conditions, and
- Managers focus mostly on hygiene factors, which will not motivate workers.

All of the above are invaluable insights when leading and managing individuals in teams.

Verma (1996:64) states that Herzberg’s theory is a very controversial theory due to the fact that it proposes the following:
That some work related factors could only lead to satisfaction and others would only assist a person becoming dissatisfaction which could put a person in a “neutral” position of no dissatisfaction; and

That the level of the “neutral” position could escalate as people expect more.

Related to Herzberg’s theory, and of specific interest to the research outcomes are the following:

- What the major performance barriers could be for project role-players which would keep hindering them from being satisfied in the project team environment (Project Hygiene Factors),
- Possible strategies for motivating role-players towards optimum performance from the “neutral position” (Project Motivators),
- Enhance Project Managers capabilities on the formation of optimum performing teams, and
- Identifying feasible motivation strategies which have been used with success in other industries, for use in the construction project environment.

3.2 Performance models

As noted in the literature review summary, Werner et al (2011) notes that performance levels of individuals can relate to the following factors:

- Inherent ability,
- Developed competencies,
- Opportunity, and
- Motivation.

Scholl (2003) and McShane & Von Glinow (2013) has created very similar models and added the individual’s role perception to the above list. Individually these authors also note situational factors (McShane & von Glinow 2013) and resources (Scholl 2003) as factors to consider when looking at what enables individuals to perform.

The author has related both the situational factor and resources to the “opportunity” factor in the model created by Werner et al (2011), whereas role-perception has strong links to the “developed competencies” factor in the same model.

Taking into account the mentioned industry and specific Project Management challenges and the performance factors, it can be argued that motivation and the environment in which a role-player in the construction industry finds itself in, will affect their performance (McShane & von Glinow 2013; Scholl 2003; Werner et al. 2011; Herzberg 1968; Herzberg 1965).

Related to the mentioned performance models, and of importance to the research outcomes are the following:
To attempt to identify the major performance barriers could be for project role-players,
Possible strategies for motivating role-players towards optimum performance,
Enhance Project Managers capabilities on the formation of optimum performing teams,
Ascertain current and possible Project Management practices which clearly enables or hinders role player performance, and
Identifying feasible motivation strategies for use in the construction project environment.

It should be noted that the future study will assume that all Project team members have the inherent ability and developed skill to operate at the required level as set out by the various professional bodies of the required disciplines when they are appointed to a project team (South African Council for the Architectural Profession, Engineering Council of South Africa & South African Council for the Quantity Surveying Profession). This assumption is made due to the following:

• To ensure that the future research study focuses on the issues in the research problem, and
• The nature of appointments as per the SACPCMP for professional construction project managers and general project constraints does not sanction for project managers to be responsible for training or inherent ability constraints found with role-players. South Africa has a skill shortage and this has been widely publicised and confirmed as a constraint towards development of the local economy and service delivery (Emuze 2011). Solutions and proposals for solving the skill shortage will not form part of the future study.

An adapted model from Werner et al (2011) is shown below which highlights the discussed delimitations and assumptions.
4. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Okolie (2011) and Henning et al. (2004) notes that the theoretical framework creates a platform for the creation of a conceptual framework. Henning et al. (2004) states that the conceptual framework is “an alignment of the key concepts of the study”.

As noted before, the research will be embedded in Herzberg’s theory with assistance from the models created by Werner et al (2011), Scholl (2003) and McShane & Von Glinow (2013).

4.1 Herzberg’s Motivator/Hygiene Theory – Concepts

Hygiene Factors
These are typically the factors that when satisfied, could assist with creating a situation where a team member is experiencing no dissatisfaction (Herzberg 1968; Herzberg 1965; Herzberg 1974; Werner et al. 2011; Verma 1996). The limitation of a hygiene factor is though, that it would not lead to a team member experiencing satisfaction (Herzberg 1968; Herzberg 1965; Herzberg 1974; Werner et al. 2011; Verma 1996). Hygiene factors are in most cases external or extrinsic to the team member (Werner et al. 2011). Gerber et al. (1998) and Werner et al (2011) notes, related to Herzberg’s theory, that management and unions in many instance focus on the hygiene factors to motivate workers, which is seldom or never the case. The satisfaction of Hygiene factors does not
automatically enhance productivity and motivation, it could only realize a neutral level of no dissatisfaction with a team member (Verma 1996).


- Quality supervision,
- Fair compensation,
- Working conditions,
- Company policies,
- Status, and
- Job security.

Motivators
Motivators would lead a team member to experience satisfaction (Herzberg 1968; Herzberg 1965; Herzberg 1974; Werner et al. 2011; Verma 1996). Motivators are mostly intrinsic or internal to the team member (Werner et al. 2011).

Gerber et al (1998), Werner et al (2011), Pink (2009), Verma (1996) and Herzberg (1968; 1974; 1965) indicate that the following could be seen as motivators:

- Performance and success in completion of tasks,
- Acknowledgement of success achieved,
- Work design,
- Responsibility,
- Autonomy,
- Mastery,
- Purpose,
- Advancement or promotion opportunities, and
- Personal growth.

4.2 Performance models – Concepts

Performance – Role Player
Various performance models have been created to identify what factors influence an individual's performance (Werner et al. 2011; Scholl 2003; McShane & von Glinow 2013). It is pertinent that motivation, opportunity, developed competence, inherent ability, role perception, situational factors and resources influence performance influence performance. Within the built environment, performance is directly related to the requirements as set out in the various contracts and service agreements.

Performance – Construction Industry
Performance in the construction industry is closely related to Performance Measurement. Many parameters and indicators have been developed to measure and quantify project performance. For many years the “Iron
Triangle” parameters of Time, Cost and Quality (Barnes 1988) have been the main measures of performance. Subsequently, many authors have noted the requirement for a more holistic measure of performance (Cheung et al. 2004; Hughes et al. 2004; Takim & Akintoye 2002a).

Opportunity - Enabling Environment
Werner et al (2011) and Herzberg (1968; 1974; 1965) indicates that as one of the factors that influences performance, opportunity would relate to a team member being afforded the opportunity in an enabling environment to demonstrate their ability to perform.

As noted in the various performance models related to individuals, the individual needs the opportunity to perform. This could relate to resources required to do the work, or situational factors. For instance, a worker could be motivated, have the inherent ability (talent), develop competency (skill), but if he/she is put in an under-resourced environment, he/she will not be able to perform. If an performance enabling environment does not exist, performance is not likely to occur or be seriously restrained (Werner et al. 2011).

Jay (2003) notes that if a manager is able to create the “right” environment for the team to operate within, the possibility exists that members will “effectively motivate themselves”.

Construction Project Management
In South Africa, the regulated overarching goal of a Project Manager is “the management of projects within the Built Environment from conception to completion, including management of related professional services” and “is the one point of responsibility in this regard”(SACPCMP 2009). Thus to be able to guide a project towards success and creating a performance enabling environment. Although Project Management is one of the many criteria impacting on project performance, Peng and Chuan (2006) note that it could be the most significant factor. Reiterating the above, the authors also concluded that “A Project Manager is vital and indispensable in any project” (Pheng & Chuan 2006).

In lieu of the above mentioned regulated duties, it can further be noted that the strategies used in operation and general management has limitations when used in a construction project team environment (Shelbourn et al. 2006; Herroelen & Leus 2004; Rezgui 2007; Ballard & Howell 2004; Bertelsen et al. 2007). Many issues cannot be addressed or managed in the construction project team environment, in the same manner as is the norm in operation or general management. This is due to contractual, professional and time barriers associated with projects. Typical barriers which would have a substantial effect on how role-players operate and perform on a project could be seen as being:

- Specific short or medium duration of projects,
- Budgetary constraints,
- Prearranged team compilation/selection,
4.3 Motivation

As one of the factors on which individual performance relies, it would be a Project Manager’s intent to motivate role-players on their team. Motivation can be defined as “the force within us that arouses, directs and sustains our behaviour” (Werner et al. 2011). Verma (1996) further notes that “motivation is dynamic and complex”. In this vain, major theorist have paved the way in operational and general management fields with the creation of theories to assist organisations to motivate their workforce.

As one of the factors that influence performance, Herzberg’s views and outlook on motivation and motivators will be used to define the concept.

4.4 Theoretical Framework – Evolution of the Logic

When Herzberg’s Theory is married with the models created by Werner et al (2011), Scholl (2003) and McShane & Von Glinow (2013) it creates a strong basis for the proposed theoretical framework.

The combination of the theory and models has evolved during the literature review to show that the hygiene factors as indicated by Herzberg could have the same implication within the performance models, specifically when linked to the “opportunity” factor. A simple deduction is also made to link the motivators in Herzberg’s theory with the “motivation” factor in the performance models.

The combination of the theory and models and its influence as mentioned above is shown in the figure 3.1 adapted by the author, below.
The adaption of the created framework incorporates and modifies the initial performance models, to not only show impact on the performance of an individual, but also the flow to which Herzberg alludes in his theory, whereby a person would only be able to be motivated, once the hygiene factors have been satisfactorily handled and the person has become not dissatisfied. Only once a person is in a “neutral” position, could they be motivated to perform optimally.
The final proposed framework suggests:

- As mentioned, for the role-players, a possible flow from the bottom up from being dissatisfied, being neutral and finally aiming for satisfaction,
- The ability of the hygiene factors to only move a person towards neutrality,
- The probability that existence of three of the performance model factors, namely inherent ability, opportunity and developed competencies to only be able to create a situation where a person is either dissatisfied or neutral.
- Only the motivators could logically lead to motivation which will, in all probability lead to possible satisfaction and performance.

![Figure 3.3](image.png) Final Proposal of Theoretical Framework for optimizing construction project role-player performance

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The proposed theoretical framework suggests, inline with Herzberg’s and other motivation theorists, strong links between satisfaction and role-player performance. Performance depends on four factors, namely inherent ability, developed competence, opportunity and motivation. Combining the Two-factor theory with the performance models creates strong logical links between the theories motivators/hygiene factors and the models motivation/opportunity factors.

The theoretical framework impresses on the reader that without any of the four performance dependants, performance cannot be achieved, not
even to imagining optimal performance. The combination of the theory and model proposes a order related to the satisfaction of the person involved linked to the performance factors, and the possibility exists that even if inherent ability, opportunity and developed competence are in place, that performance will not be optimal and the persons experience will be neutral. Both of which leaves the person (role-player) dissatisfied or neutral and the project owner in jeopardy due to a possible lack of performance. Both these situations leading to dismal project outcomes and will keep on enforcing the current view that project and the industry are performing sub-optimally.

Both motivation and oppurtunity has strong underlying roots in both the project environment and the persons employer organisation. Thus, making many of the assumptions and outcomes difficult to predict. Many of the factors could be very dependant on either the project or employer organisation environment. In essence the employer organisation applies or lacks creation of the oppurtunity and motivation towards performance. This has a direct impact on the person motivation and oppurtunity needs on a project.

Herzberg (1965) equates and summarises the needs of humans by using two biblical examples of how God defined the goals of these men. Firstly, Adam, the first human being, was banished from the Garden of Eden and seemingly was set to battle unhappiness in the environment he had to navigate. The needs of Adam relates to the avoidance of physical discomfort (hygiene factors). Secondly, God calls a human towards "innate potential" and stating that this human is capable (motivators). Abraham, called by God to be exceedingly more and given a vision of a great future. Both these needs exist in humans, to have a comfortable environment and the ability or drive to show and attain our potential. The one need cannot be ignored, or exchanged for the other.

If we do not create environments were humans as project team role-players can function as comfortable as possible, the result will be dissatisfaction, and the outcome will be low levels of performance. Furthermore, if we are not able to evoke the desires of these project team role-players to fulfill their full potential and be part of fulfilling their own and the project vision, we will always have to settle for low levels of performance.

Contrary, the fulfillment of a humans hygiene factors could lead to the possibility of a hypothetical place where the role-players are ready to be motivated. If these hygiene needs are not properly addressed and comfort created, a human will always be drawn back into the fight against discomfort or dissatisfaction.

The possibility of working with humans which are ready to be motivated, could and should excite any true leader. For project managers in construction this will set the scene where each team role-player could be launched into excellence. If the future research identifies ways in which the role-players potential can be unleashed, it could create teams which will
finish projects optimally. Clients will be motivated about the possibility to undertake more construction projects. Role-players would want to work together, repeatedly. The role-players could then search for more ways to not only release their own potential, but also build on the synergy and high energy levels created by role-players being highly motivated and performing optimally.

Sadly, the above scenario currently almost sounds utopian, but a dream to be pursued indeed.
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ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS

Purpose of this paper
Nanotechnology is the control or manipulation of materials at the nanoscale in order to improve or develop materials. The construction industry, internationally and in South Africa, has fallen behind other industries in terms of technological innovations and efficient practices.

Design/methodology/approach
The aim of this article was to assess the developments of nanotechnology that will directly affect the South African construction industry in terms of benefits and risks. Using Causal Layered Analysis, developments in insulation, paints and coatings, adhesives, concrete, 3D printing, lighting and developments in the energy sector were identified as areas that will positively affect the South African construction industry.

Findings
Improved methods and materials from nanotechnology for the construction industry which reduce energy consumption and optimise efficiency would contribute towards a sustainable environment. However, the potential risks to human health and the environment associated with nanotechnology need to be determined and avoided.

What is original/value of paper
Members of the public and the construction industry who are involved with the development of nanotechnology must ensure a safe implementation of this technology into the South African construction industry.

**Keywords:** Nanotechnology, risks, South African construction industry, sustainability.

### 1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

While the meaning of nanotechnology varies from field to field and country to country and is widely used as a “catch all” description for anything very small, Nanotechnology is commonly defined as the understanding, control and restructuring of matter on the order of nanometres to create materials with fundamentally new properties and functions (NSTC, 2007; Sanchez and Sobolev, 2010: 139-148). Nanotechnology is a term that could be said to have its roots in a few key events, such as the coining of the term by Norio Taniguchi in 1974 and the publishing of Eric K. Drexler's highly influential *Engines of Creation: The Coming Era of Nanotechnology* in 1986 (Adendorff, 2012: 2). Nanotechnology develops our understanding of the properties of materials and structures as well as the manufacturing processes and interactions between materials, structures, external elements and internal components (Bartos, 2009: 2). Nanotechnology can also be portrayed as improvements of current technologies and products (Lösch, 2006: 2).

The international construction industry is increasingly seeking more durable, sustainable and cost effective materials (van Broekhuizen and van Broekhuizen, 2009:5). The application of nanotechnology in the construction industry will lead to better, cleaner, cheaper, faster and smarter products and processes (Zhu, Bartos, and Porro, 2004: 650). New materials and products that have developed for the construction industry as a result of nanotechnology are already found in building insulation, various coatings and solar technology (Elvin, 2007:3). Nanotechnology has the potential to create new and sustainable technologies (Schmidt, 2007: 9) and therefore the international and national construction industry may have the opportunity to benefit from such innovation. Developing countries often find themselves on the sidelines of technological innovations (Singer, Salamanca-Buentello, and Daar, 2005: 57). Despite this, developing countries, such as South Africa, see potential for nanotechnology to meet several of their needs and therefore they seek to develop, use and market these technologies (Singer, et al., 2005: 57). This realisation brought about the commissioning of the South African Nanotechnology Initiative (SANi) by the Department of Science and Technology in the Republic of South Africa to develop the South African Nanotechnology Strategy (South African Department of Science and Technology, 2006). Scientific publications and patents provide a useful indication of the nature and extent of research activities and technological advances in particular areas such as nanotechnology (Zhu et al., 2004: 650). As argued in Andrievski and Klyuchareva (2011), there has been significant
growth in the number and range of journals relating to nanotechnology. However, there is very little literature available on nanotechnology in South Africa, and even less on nanotechnology in the South African construction industry. Therefore, compared to international standards, South Africa is lacking behind in terms of nanotechnology developments and implementation.

The construction industry in South Africa is an important contributor to and facilitator of socio-economic development and economic growth (Rust and Koen, 2011). The construction industry is renowned for low levels of innovation and there is a need in South Africa to enhance and focus innovation efforts as well as construct and support research and development programmes (Rust and Koen, 2011, HSRC, 2006). Nanotechnology arguably offers construction professionals the opportunity to design, engineer and build in new ways (Keyvani, 2007: 4). Nanotechnology could be the catalyst that revolutionises the construction industry to equal the technological levels of other industries, both nationally and internationally.

However, new technologies often have unanticipated or unwanted consequences (Davies, 2009: 16). Davies (2009) and Van Broekhuizen et al., (2009) argue that compared to their microscale counterpart materials, nanomaterials could react and behave unexpectedly. Detailed information about nanoproduct composition and the possible nano-specific health and safety issues are lacking and as a consequence it might be very difficult for a construction company to conduct a proper risk assessment and organise a safe workplace for employees (van Broekhuizen, 2009). Therefore it is important to identify potential applications of nanotechnology in the construction industry and how to implement these applications safely. No study has yet been done to investigate/determine how South Africa will react to the continued and increasing implementation of nanotechnology. The present article applies Causal Layered Analysis (CLA) as a theoretical framework to answer the following questions:

- What are the obvious applications of nanotechnology that can benefit the South African Construction Industry?
- What systemic factors (trends or drivers of change) are driving the need for application of nanotechnology in the South African Construction Industry?
- What assumptions are driving the social causes for nanotechnology in the South African Construction Industry?
- Whose perspectives are dominant or the most influential?
- Whose opinions and concerns are not being considered?
- What impact does the current state of the South African Construction Industry have on the future of nanotechnology in the industry?
- Do the benefits of implementation of nanotechnology in the South African Construction Industry outweigh the risks?
- If the above is true, what needs to be done to ensure an efficient implementation?
- If the above is false, can the implementation of nanotechnology be stopped?
2. REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

Nanotechnology developments towards 2020 under the framework of CLA

Litany

Under this layer the obvious applications of nanotechnology that can benefit the South African Construction Industry are analysed.

International development in terms of research and patenting

Patent analysis is a direct indicator for assessing development of different technology fields (Narin, 1998: 51-59; Adendorff, 2012 433; Oppenheim, 2000 145-176). There are three differences between nanotechnology and other technological inventions that make the role of patents more significant in the area of nanotechnology (Lemley, 2005: 601). Firstly, this is almost the first new field within a century in which basic ideas are being patented at the outset. Secondly, nanotechnology has a unique cross-industry structure (Lemley, 2005: 601). Finally, a large number of the basic nanotechnology patents have been issued to universities, which have become far more active in patenting in the past three decades (Lemley, 2005: 601).

There has been a rapid increase of nano-related patenting activity (Zhu et al., 2004: 651). Andrievski and Klyuchareva (2011: 6221-6230) reiterates this by stating that during the past few decades the nanotechnology field has attracted overwhelming interest from scientific, business and political communities. The worldwide growth rate of the number of nanotechnology patent applications between 2000 and 2008 was about 34.5% (Dang et al., 2010: 704). To support this, the worldwide investment in nanotechnology research and development reported by government organisations increased approximately nine-fold from 1997 to 2005 (Siegel, Hu and Roco, 1999; Roco, 2005: 3). International collaboration in establishing the nanotechnology knowledge base, addressing long-term challenges for human health, clean water and energy conservation, educating the new generation, and studies on environment and societal implications will play an important role in the affirmation and growth of the field (Roco, 2005: 8).

Atomic Precis Manufacturing Impact

The key physical capabilities of APM-technologies include low-cost production of higher-performance materials, which will lead to higher-performance components and products of every kind (Drexler, 2013:16). This will result in stronger and lighter structures, more-efficient engines, greater safety, lower emissions, and vastly greater computational power. The nanoscale size enables extreme productivity as a result of mechanical scaling laws (Drexler, 2013:19). Small-scale, versatile and highly productive machinery, due to APM-
technologies, can collapse globe-spanning industrial supply chains to just a few links, from raw materials to refined feedstock materials, from feedstock materials to standardized microblocks and from the microblocks to various end products used in different fields. Due to the fact that precise processing embraces products and by-products, APM-based systems need not produce hazardous waste (Drexler, 2013:16). APM can reduce the demand for scarce resources in two ways: firstly, by enabling less-massive products to perform common functions, and secondly, by enabling abundant materials to substitute scarcer materials in most applications and with better performance (Drexler, 2013:19).

Concrete and steel - Concrete is the most used material in the world and is a nano-structured, multi-phase, composite material that ages over time (Sanchez and Sobolev, 2010: 2061). The properties and processes at the nanoscale, define the interactions that occur between the particles and phases at the microscale and the effects of working loads and the surrounding environment at the macroscale (Sanchez and Sobolev, 2010: 2061). Ready mix concrete and concrete products have been identified as among the top 40 industrial sectors likely to be influenced by nanotechnology towards 2020 (In Realis, 2002:11; Zhu et al., 2004: 781-788). Nano-silica has been found to improve concrete workability and strength (Sobolev, Flores, Torres-Martinez, Valdez, Zarazua, and Cuellar, 2009; Sanchez and Sobolev, 2010: 2065; Li et al., 2004: 1229-1232), increase resistance to water penetration (Ji, 2005; Sanchez and Sobolev, 2010: 2065) and help control the leaching of calcium which is associated with concrete degradation (Gaitero, 2008; Sanchez and Sobolev, 2010: 2065). Nano-titanium dioxide has proven effective for the self-cleaning of concrete and it provides the additional benefit of cleaning the environment by reducing air pollution (Sanchez and Sobolev, 2010: 2065; van Broekhuizen and van Broekhuizen, 2009: 19). Nano-iron has also been found to provide concrete with self-sensing capabilities as well as improve the compressive and flexural strength of concrete (Li et al., 2004; Sanchez and Sobolev, 2010: 2065). Composite materials reinforced with nanoclay exhibit flame retardant, anti-UV and anti-corrosive behaviours (Qian and Hinestroza, 2004: 3). For concrete, the combination of an already existing good performance available at low costs is a great challenge for any successful application of nanotechnology for concrete in the construction industry (van Broekhuizen and van Broekhuizen, 2009: 16).

Therefore, nanotechnology used in steel has the ability to improve the properties of steel (Tewari and Bharadwaj, 2013: 43-48). Carbon nanotubes and nanofibres have also the potential for use as nano-reinforcements in cement-based materials, which promise to greatly enhance the mechanical properties of concrete (Sanchez and Sobolev, 2010: 2066). Carbon nanotubes can be used to make nano composite steel which is about 50 times stronger and 10 times lighter than conventional steel (Sasmal et al., 2013: 117-129). Developments of the use of nanotechnology in steel therefore can lead to
increased safety, less need for inspections, less material required and less energy usage (Tewari and Bharadwaj, 2013: 43-48).

Nanotechnology has great potential to benefit mankind in the area of cementitious applications. Nanotechnology has shown to produce concrete that is stronger, lighter, more durable, and more resistant to damage and that has sensory properties. Sensory properties may include the ability to monitor temperature and stress loads. Sensory properties added to concrete from nanotechnology will allow for stresses on buildings to be monitored which will improve the safety of buildings. Concrete is probably the most used product in the construction industry and is widely used across South Africa. Therefore, the use of nanotechnology in concrete within the construction industry will in all probability see far reaching benefits throughout South Africa.

Due to the large quantities of concrete used in construction, concrete is currently considered reasonably cheap to use, therefore a new technology that results in a slight increase in the cost of concrete may hinder the acceptance of the use of the technology. However, the cost-benefits as a result of nanotechnology in concrete in the long term will far outweigh the marginal increase of costs at the early stages of implementation. This is a result of less quantity of concrete required due to stronger and lighter concrete, less rework and maintenance due to more durable concrete and the use of nanotechnology additives that allow for less cement to be used in concrete. Nanotechnology in concrete will result in stronger, more durable and lighter buildings. This will increase the life span of buildings and result in less maintenance costs. The use of large quantities of concrete results in significant environmental damage, therefore stronger, lighter and more durable concrete will result in a smaller quantity of concrete being carted to landfill areas. Additives such as nano-titanium dioxide can be used in concrete to break down harmful gasses emitted from industrial buildings and automotives.

**Coatings and Paints** - Of all nanoproducts introduced in the construction industry, coatings and paints have been the most successful in entering the market (van Broekhuizen and van Broekhuizen, 2009: 17). Owing to the versatility of many nanoparticles, surfaces treated or coated with them often exhibit more than one of the properties of the nanoparticles (Elvin and Green Technology Forum, 2007: 21). Nanoparticles interact better with the underlying surface of the paints or coatings to which they are applied compared to their larger forms and they are transparent which introduces new possibilities such as scratch and UV resistance, infra-red absorption or reflection, fire resistance, electric conductivity, anti-bacterial and self-cleaning properties (van Broekhuizen and van Broekhuizen, 2009: 17). Nanotechnology is already used extensively in paints and coatings. Applications for which it is primarily used include scratch resistance, UV, fire and water resistant applications as well as self-cleaning and anti-bacterial functions. The greatest benefit that will be realised in the construction industry and South Africa as a result of nanotechnology in paints and coatings will be that of a reduction in maintenance costs and an increased building life span. The increased building
life span will assist countries such as South Africa by having infrastructure that lasts longer so that funds can be spent on new infrastructure for new development rather than maintenance of old infrastructure. Self-cleaning properties are already sought after in the construction industry. Self-cleaning properties add to the aesthetics of buildings and reduce cleaning costs.

**Insulation materials and adhesives** - Nanotechnology applications for insulation and adhesives are among the predominant applications used in the construction industry (van Broekhuizen and van Broekhuizen, 2009). Nanotechnology promises to make insulation more efficient, less reliant on non-renewable resources and less toxic (Elvin and Green Technology Forum, 2007: 12). There are also no nano-related health risks associated with nano-insulation materials and these materials can be 2 to 8 times more effective than non-nano insulation materials (van Broekhuizen and van Broekhuizen, 2009: 20). Adhesives have also revolutionised the construction industry, however current applications have environmentally harmful substances (Elvin and Green Technology Forum, 2007: 37) such as formaldehyde. Scientists and engineers often look to nature to solve complex problems or to develop technologies that have the capability of mimicking nature (Davies, 2009: 13).

Nanotechnology for insulation has shown dramatic improvement in terms of effectiveness compared to conventional insulation. The improved effectiveness will drastically reduce energy consumption as a result of heating and cooling of buildings which will assist in environment restoration and lead towards self-sustainable buildings. There will also be a reduction in the use of bricks and concrete for the internal and external skin construction of buildings as the improved effectiveness of insulation will allow the use of construction such as dry walling to have a sufficient insulation greater than that offered by bricks and concrete. The use of other materials over bricks and concrete for the skins of buildings will reduce the quantity of construction waste that goes into landfills. Nano-insulation can also take the form of clear aerogels that can be used between panels such as glass panes for windows and doors. Heat loss in buildings occurs predominantly through doors and windows, therefore the improved insulation of windows and doors will see a further reduction in energy consumption of buildings. Nano-insulation has the added benefit that there are no nanotechnology related health issues associated with it. This assists with the rapid acceptance of nanoinsulation throughout the construction industry.

**Lighting** - Lighting applications that use nanotechnology include: light-emitting diodes (LEDs); organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs); and, quantum dot lighting (Elvin and Green Technology Forum, 2007: 41-47). Potential energy savings from LEDs are estimated at 83 to 93 percent over conventional incandescent and fluorescent lighting; however there is still a problem of heat generation from LED lighting (Elvin and Green Technology Forum, 2007: 41). Researchers and companies are looking at using nanotechnology in LEDs that do not produce heat (Elvin and Green Technology Forum, 2007: 41-43). OLEDs are highly efficient, long-lived natural light sources that can be
integrated into extremely thin, flexible panels, which allows objects such as cabinets, walls, floors and the like to become light sources (Elvin and Green Technology Forum, 2007: 44-45). Quantum dots are nanoscale semiconductor articles that can be tuned to bright fluoresce at any wavelength in the visible and infrared portions of the spectrum (Elvin and Green Technology Forum, 2007: 46).

Lighting has improved considerably over the past decade in terms of energy consumption and life span of the light bulbs. However, there is still the issue that light sources, even energy efficient Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) produce heat as a by-product. The development of Organic Light Emitting Diodes (OLEDs) may have solved this problem by creating a light source which uses a minute amount of energy and does not create any heat as a by-product. OLEDs have a very long life span and can be integrated into flexible panels which could make building components such as walls and floors light sources. Therefore, nanotechnology in lighting will reduce energy consumption from lighting in buildings to an even greater extent and due to no heat being produced and low electrical current required, will eliminate the risk of fires from light sources.

**Solar energy and energy storage** - The increased cost of silicon used in solar energy conversion has slowed down the application of solar energy technologies (Elvin and Green Technology Forum, 2007: 50). Nanostructured materials such as quantum dots and carbon nanotubes are being used for a new generation of more efficient and inexpensive solar cells (Singer et al., 2005: 58). The material, graphene, which is one-atom-thick, therefore in the nanoscale, has the potential to be used as a transparent electrode in photovoltaic cells used to produce solar energy (Wu et al., 2008: 263-302). This use of graphene in solar cells may result in decreased costs of solar energy as it has potential to replace the expensive use of tin. Quantum dot technology could also play a role in the future of solar energy (Talbot, 2007, Elvin and Green Technology Forum, 2007: 54). Nanotechnology can contribute to the future of energy storage by improving efficiency for conventional rechargeable batteries, new super capacitors, advances in thermovoltaics for turning waste heat into electricity, improved materials for storing hydrogen, integrating photovoltaics into the building, and more efficient hydrocarbon based fuel cells (Walsh; 2007: 441-448, Elvin and Green Technology Forum, 2007: 56).

Buildings consume almost half of the world’s energy; therefore a reduction in the consumption of energy by buildings will see extensive benefits for the environment. South Africa struggles to supply the required amount of electricity for the country. Nanotechnology can reduce the required energy load by being used in building materials as this will greatly reduce the energy required for heating and cooling of buildings. Nanotechnology is used to produce electricity from the most sustainable resource available, solar energy. The abundant resource of solar energy will be the obvious source for the world’s energy as a result of nanotechnology applications. Nanotechnology
enables this by a reduction in the costs of producing solar panels by reducing silicon used, improved efficiency of the panels, the ability to convert UV and infrared light into electricity and improved methods of storing energy, sustainable buildings and nations will become a reality.

Nanotechnology in hydrogen fuel cell usage has improved the efficiency of hydrogen fuel cells, which will have revolutionary effects on the automotive industry. The construction industry depends on the automotive industry for transport of materials and personnel. Heavy machinery used in construction also uses large amount of fuels such as diesel for energy. Therefore the use of hydrogen fuel cells for construction vehicles and machinery will see a massive reduction in environmental pollution from construction activity. Dependence on fossil fuels will be greatly reduced, emissions nullified and the environment will head towards restoration.

Environment and green building - The nanotechnology era could not have come at a better time for the construction industry, as the construction industry is moving aggressively towards sustainability (Elvin and Green Technology Forum, 2007: 3). Buildings consume between 30 and 40 percent of the world’s energy and waste from construction accounts for 40 percent of all landfill material in the United States also (United Nations Environmental Programme, 2007; Elvin and Green Technology Forum, 2007: 3). A new generation of highly efficient environmental technologies – from solar technologies and water-purification systems, to sensors that detect pollution levels – is becoming a reality as a result of nanotechnology’s revolutionary properties and increased investment in this field (Schmidt, 2007: 3). Throughout the renewable-energy sector, nanotechnology has the potential to increase efficiencies and process yields, decrease costs and enable energy processes that would not normally be possible (Davies, 2009: 15).

The world’s yearly cement production of 1.6 billion tons accounts for about 7% of the global loading of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere (Mehta, 2001). As mentioned in section 3.3.2.3, annual global concrete production is massive and uses a large amount of materials, which has a great environmental impact; therefore developments of nanotechnology in concrete resulting in the use of less concrete will have a benefit for the environment (Keyvani, 2007: 3-11). Nanotechnology has seen development in water purification and treatment systems which will increase the supply of clean drinking water. Buildings will be able to produce adequate quantities of clean drinking water without having to rely on the municipal water systems. This will once again lead to sustainable buildings and decrease infrastructure and maintenance costs. The construction industry also relies on good quality water for use in cementitious applications such as concrete and plaster. This is sometimes a problem on rural construction sites where water has to be trucked in. Therefore, the ability to purify water on site easily will reduce the transport costs of water and see improved quality of cementitious applications.
3D printing and nanotechnology - Automation of various parts and products has evolved considerably, but construction remains largely a manual practice (Khoshnevis and Bekey, 2003: 2). Development of nano and biotechnologies provide encouragement to develop new automated building concepts that will significantly reduce the harmful effects that current construction practises have on the environment (Rebolj et al., 2010: 175-182). 3D printing, or Additive Manufacturing, builds products layer-by-layer (Campbell et al., 2011). One of the systems used for 3D printing of buildings is that of Contour Crafting (CC), which was developed at the University of Southern California (Hwang and Khoshnevis, 2005). CC technology adapts rapid prototyping capabilities and extends them to the field of large scale construction (Hwang and Khoshnevis, 2005: 3). Some of the important advantages of CC compared with other layered fabrication processes, are better surface quality, higher fabrication speed, and a wider choice of materials (Khoshnevis and Bekey, 2003: 2). Nanotechnology may be able to assist with synchronising the filling and extrusion process used in CC, as the joining of these two processes depend on factors such as extrusion rate, pour rate, cure time and strength requirements (Hwang and Khoshnevis, 2005: 5). 3D printing can reduce or even eliminate supply chains (Campbell et al., 2011: 1) and this could have profound effects on economic and environmental sustainability for nations.

3D printing has benefited many different industries and has the potential to completely reduce the supply chain for end-products to very few processes. This has less of a carbon footprint and results in cost saving. The use of nanotechnology in concrete will see advancements in the development of 3D printing for buildings. The use of additives such as nanoclay, nanosilica and other nanosized cement particles result in faster setting times, increased workability and earlier compressive strength, which will allow for faster construction times using 3D printing type techniques for construction. The benefits of this type of construction will be seen in areas such as low cost housing projects. Nanotechnology will also enable conventional construction techniques to be completed much faster. This has potential to boost the economy as capital will not be tied up in projects for extremely longer periods of time as seen with current construction projects.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Causal Layered Analysis (CLA) is a futures research method which is concerned less with predicting a particular future and more with opening up the present and past to create alternative futures (Inayatullah, 2004: 8). Mankind’s need to know the future arises mainly from the desire to control destiny, however by knowing the future, changes to the present can be reacted to accordingly (Kotze, 2010: 26). Building a knowledge capacity and understanding of the future allows for the opportunity to move from reaction to action (Adendorff, 2012: 26). As the world has become more risky, futures studies have become more eagerly adopted by organisations and governments.
Throughout the world (Inayatullah, 2013). Futures studies can enable one to gain first mover advantage in securing competitive positions (Saul, 2001: 107-119).

Inayatullah (2013: 511) argue that CLA, being a paradigmatic method, provides a richer account of what is being studied as opposed to more common empiricist or predictive orientation, which merely skim the surface. CLA is comprised of layered philosophies, each of which assists the defining and understanding of the duality of human nature to develop personal perspectives and human experience of interaction with individuals, organisations and communities (Russo and Caloundra City Council, 2003: 55). CLA organises the reality into four mutually sustaining layers or levels, namely, litany, system, worldview and myth-metaphor (Bussey, 2009: 19-32).

Table 1 summarises the four levels into a few key words or phrases to help understand the flow of the levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Litany</td>
<td>Quantitative trends or what is obvious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systemic</td>
<td>Systemic factors, trends or drivers of change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worldview</td>
<td>Structural causes and influences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myth/Metaphor</td>
<td>Deeper assumptions and causes affecting the other levels</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Levels of Causal Layered Analysis

The first level of CLA is the ‘litany’ level which includes quantitative trends and problems, which are often exaggerated and used for political purposes and are usually presented by the news media (Inayatullah, 2004: 16). The litany level is the most visible and obvious, requiring little analytic capability and assumptions are rarely questioned (Inayatullah, 2004: 16). The second level is concerned with systemic causes, including social, technological, economic, environmental, political, and historical factors (Inayatullah, 2004: 17). This level excels at technical explanations as well as academic analysis (Inayatullah, 2004: 17). The role of the state and other key players and interests are often explored at this level (Inayatullah, 2004: 17).

The third and deeper level is concerned with discourse or worldview that supports and legitimates the second level (Inayatullah, 2004: 17). The task is to find deeper social, linguistic, and cultural processes that are not dependent on whom the actors are and are somewhat invariant (Inayatullah, 2004: 17). Discerning deeper assumptions behind the issue is crucial here, as are efforts to revise the problem (Inayatullah, 2004: 18). At this stage, the extent to which different discourses do more than cause or mediate the issue, but constitute it are explored (Inayatullah, 2004: 19). The use of the discourses is dependent on the situation and based on the varied discourses; discrete alternative scenarios can be derived here (Inayatullah, 2004: 19).

The fourth level of analysis is at the level of metaphor or myth (Inayatullah, 2004: 17). This layer is about discovery of the deeply rooted,
unarticulated, highly emotional and unconscious stories behind the story (Kotze, 2010: 39). This level provides a gut or emotional level experience to the worldview under inquiry. The language used is less specific, more concerned with evoking visual images, while touching the heart instead of reading the head (Inayatullah, 2004: 17). This fourth layer takes us to the metaphorical level of identity, which takes a step back from the actual future to address the deeper assumptions about the future being discussed, specifically the irrational or post-rational (Inayatullah, 2004: 18).

4. RESULTS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Social causes

This layer deals with analysis of systemic factors (trends or drivers of change) that are driving the need for application of nanotechnology in the South African Construction Industry. The need for nanotechnology in the South African construction industry is driven by various factors.

Nanoparticles are expected to play an important role at the base of material design, development and production for the construction industry (van Broekhuizen and van Broekhuizen, 2009: 15). In construction, APM-level technologies will improve the performance of materials, structures, and functional components while reducing the cost of their production and use. Cost of assembly represents a large portion of the cost of construction, which can be reduced by the production of low-cost, prefabricated, yet precisely customised segments of larger structures which are lightweight, easy to move and designed for easy assembly (Drexler, 2013:14). Various factors influence the use of nano-products in the construction industry. These include price competition, technical performance, awareness within the industry, advantages of nanotechnology for the industry, communicating nanotechnology along the user chain and overuse of the term ‘nano’ (van Broekhuizen and van Broekhuizen, 2009: 8-13; Adendorff, 2012: 20).

South Africa can be seen as a country with great potential, a country that can be an example to other African countries in terms of leadership, environmental responsibility, research, sustainability and growth. South Africa has grown tremendously since the 80s and 90s, however in recent years it appears that the growth of the nation has slowed down. Poor infrastructure is one of the factors that are slowing the country down. The quality of the country’s infrastructure influences its efficiency which in turn hinders the economy. Poor infrastructure results in costly maintenance and damages industries that depend on the infrastructure. The potential of nanotechnology to create infrastructure that is almost maintenance free is one of the drivers of change through nanotechnology.

To improve or maintain infrastructure is currently very expensive and is a lengthy process. Nanotechnology allows for much quicker construction methods than current construction methods. Slow construction time adds to
increased costs and more disruptions to the economy as capital is tied up for long periods of time. 3D printing of buildings using methods such as contour crafting is an example of how construction methods that use nanotechnology will speed up the construction process. 3D printing of buildings aided by nanotechnology will be able to print a building in one day that would usually take weeks if not months to construct. This holds great potential for construction projects such as low cost housing. First world countries are constructing high rise buildings at extremely fast rates which almost seem impossible in South Africa due to the methods used in the construction industry. However, nanotechnology will enable faster construction times for conventional methods due to applications such as rapid hardening concrete, increased efficiency of insulation used in construction such as dry walling to reduce brick and concrete usage. Job creation is an important driving factor for a country with a high unemployment rate such as South Africa. When a new technology is accepted by the public, new markets are potentially created. This is evident when the Information Technology sector is considered. Nanotechnology creates the opportunity of new markets which will create more jobs. New technology, improved infrastructure and new gaps in the market add to the economy of a country. An improved economy results in an increase in employment opportunities.

Other industries within South Africa are affected by the South African construction industry and the lack of acceptance to change and the poor implementation of new technologies by the South African construction industry negatively affect the other industries of South Africa. Therefore, there is pressure placed on the South African construction industry by the other industries to reach the same technological level that these industries have reached. This is one of the driving forces of the application of nanotechnology within the South African construction industry. A nation with an efficient construction industry could be considered one of the characteristics of a first world nation.

South Africa is experiencing challenges to become a first world country and to be competitive. An improved economy from less capital being tied up, increased job creation and improved infrastructure are steps in the right direction towards South Africa becoming a first world country. The dependence on other countries for resources and the length of supply chains add to the cost of materials and items. Therefore, the ability to not be dependent on other countries for resources and minimisation of supply chains is another driving force for the development of nanotechnology in the South African Construction Industry.

Nanotechnology has the potential to improve the efficiency of energy productions from sustainable resources such as solar energy. This will reduce if not eliminate energy production from fossil fuels such as coal and oil which will greatly reduce the emission of greenhouse gases.

Worldview
This level investigates the deeper (often unconscious) assumptions underlying the theories and policies that influence challenges for any reform.

These assumptions are:
- Risk and hazard identification of nanotechnology are driving the social causes for non-implementation of nanotechnology in the South African Construction Industry.
- Resistance to accept innovation.

**Risk and hazard identification of nanotechnology and mitigation thereof**

It has become necessary to determine health risks of nanotechnology before products are introduced into the market (Satterfield, Kandlikar, Beaudrie, Conti, and Harthorn, 2009: 752-758). The kind of scientific and engineering knowledge that is mobilised to make nanoproducts potentially marketable is filled with gaps and uncertainties and these uncertainties can only be understood by taking the contexts into account, and by seriously investigating the social, cultural and environmental implications of nanotechnology (Jamison, 2009: 133). Properties of novel nanomaterials used in civil infrastructure, necessitate an evaluation and understanding of the impact that the materials may have on the environment and human health, as millions of people will come into contact with nanotechnology (Sanchez and Sobolev, 2010: 2069). In contrast to the extensive and exponential possibilities of new technologies, government agencies responsible for protecting the public from any adverse effects of these new technologies seem dilapidated and tattered (Davies, 2009: 7).

Increasing awareness relative to the role of health and safety as a project performance measure has engendered focus on health and safety in construction (Smallwood and Haupt, 2005: 29-56.). Detailed knowledge of the chemical nature of a product that a construction worker is using is not of great importance to them. What is important to construction workers is technical and health and safety information of the products (van Broekhuizen and van Broekhuizen, 2009: 11). South Africa’s DST has emphasised the need for risk assessment of engineered nanomaterials used in South Africa (Gulumian et al., 2012a). Detailed information about nano-product composition and the possible nano-specific health and safety issues is lacking and as a consequence, it will be very difficult for a construction company to conduct a proper risk assessment and organise a safe workplace for the employees (van Broekhuizen and van Broekhuizen, 2009: 3).

At the construction site, one could deal with exposure to nanoparticles from primary and secondary use of a nanoproduct (van Broekhuizen and van Broekhuizen, 2009: 3). Typical activities with possible high risk of exposure to nanoparticles are the application of wet and dusty nano-products, machining dried or prefabricated nano-products and cleaning or maintaining of
nanomaterials and the equipment used (van Broekhuizen and van Broekhuizen, 2009: 9). The use of nano-products in the construction industry is a reality and can be expected to grow in the future (van Broekhuizen and van Broekhuizen, 2009: 25). Therefore, these activities require a careful risk assessment (van Broekhuizen and van Broekhuizen, 2009: 14). Oversight consists of obtaining risk information and acting on it to prevent health and environmental damage (Davies, 2009: 7). It is essential to coordinate international efforts and develop standardised methods for hazard identification to provide data for the risk assessment of representative engineered nanomaterials (Gulumian, M., Kuempel, E. D. and Savolainen, K. 2012a: 1). Once information about the potential risks and hazards have been obtained about nanotechnology, it is necessary to impose requirements that prevent or minimize adverse effects from occurring (Davies, 2009: 21).

The development of a risk assessment for engineered nanomaterials in South Africa has similar challenges as those experienced internationally (Gulumian et al., 2012a: 7). Due to the various applications of nanotechnology, it is inadequate to develop an overall risk assessment and also unviable to conduct risk assessments individually for each application (Gulumian et al., 2012a). Therefore, it is necessary to place application in different classes and conduct risk assessments accordingly (Gulumian et al., 2012a). For a resource-limited country such as South Africa, it is essential that best practice guidelines developed internationally be adopted and that research be conducted as a priority to provide that data needed for risk assessments specific to the situation in South Africa (Gulumian et al., 2012a: 7).

Despite the overwhelming support for nanotechnology, the public and a few scientists and researchers are concerned about potential harmful effects of nanotechnology. Risks that have been identified, such as nanoparticles being able to enter into the human body due to their extremely small size, could have harmful effects on the health of people and the environment. The public often focus more on potential risks rather than benefits of new technologies. Some believe that there is not enough effort being made to identify what risks are associated with nanotechnology as the world is blinded by the benefits of nanotechnology. However it is important to not just identify the risks but to determine ways to overcome the risks and make these discoveries know.

**To accept innovation by the South African construction industry**

The construction industry in South Africa is an important contributor to and facilitator of socio-economic development and economic growth (Rust and Koen, 2011:77). The construction industry is renowned for low levels of innovation and there is a need in South Africa to enhance and focus innovation efforts as well as construct and support research and nano technology development programmes (Rust et al., 2008b; Rust and Koen, 2011, HSRC, 2006: 2-8). The technology used in construction has aged and has not kept up with advances in other sectors of the economy (Rust and Koen, 2011:18).
Current obstacles to the adoption of nanotechnology the construction industry include the high cost of many nanoproducts and nanoprocesses, risk aversion, the traditional hesitancy of the building industry to embrace new technologies, the uncertainty about the health and environmental effects of nanoparticles and the public acceptance of nanotechnology (Elvin and Green Technology Forum, 2007). Due to the large quantities of materials required in the construction industry, small price changes may play an influential role in adopting new innovations. The immediate adoption of nanotechnology into the building industry is being slowed by the mismatch between a short term cost-conscious industry and the high cost of most nanoproducts relative to conventional building materials (Elvin and Green Technology Forum, 2007: 91).

Researchers and scientists appear to be the dominant driving forces behind these assumptions. The ability to control the building blocks of materials has been a dream of the scientific world which has now become a reality. Worldwide it appears that governments are supporting the findings of the scientific world and are encouraging them to look deeper into the further development and potential of nanotechnology. The scientific world has also identified the potential benefits that nanotechnology has to offer. Governments of first world countries are pouring funds into nanotechnology research and development in order to gain a competitive advantage over other countries and to grow their own wealth. While governments of developing countries, such as South Africa, have identified nanotechnology to be the solution to problems such as malnutrition, availability of clean drinking water, energy production, energy storage and equality. Therefore governments of the world seem to be encouraging researchers and scientists to identify potential applications that will be beneficial to them as nations. Developing countries often lack the finance required to fund developmental research for applications that will benefit them. Therefore, a collaborative goal between first world and developing countries needs to be determined. Applications that benefit both first world and developing countries need to be further developed. However, it is becoming of greater importance to look beyond the surface and determine the overall effects of the applications, to ensure that applications are developed with operational safety a priority.

Myth/Metaphor

This fourth and deepest layer of analysis is usually invisible to most processes of change. However, it is a crucial one to become conscious of because in a sense it is its very invisibility that gives it such power. In relation to understanding the implementation of nanotechnology into the construction industry it is imperative to dig beneath the surface.

- What impact does the current state of the South African Construction Industry have on the future of nanotechnology in the industry?
- Do the benefits of implementation of nanotechnology in the South African Construction Industry outweigh the risks?
If the above is true, what needs to be done to ensure an efficient implementation?
If the above is false, can the implementation of nanotechnology be stopped?

The South African construction industry is focused on labour intensive construction methods as this is what the South African government focuses on for job creation. This has created an attitude within the South African construction industry that is now very reluctant to change. This attitude will slow the implementation of nanotechnology into the construction industry, however it will not prevent it. Billions of Rand is spent on construction projects each year in both the public and private sectors and such expenditures play a significant role in the South African economy. The South African government therefore needs to encourage the role that the construction industry has in the growth of the South African economy. Unnecessary emphasis is placed on labour intensive construction which slows down construction projects. By not encouraging innovative construction methods and materials, the government is slowing the economy by not allowing the construction industry to reach its full potential in the shortest time possible. A stronger economy will result in more jobs throughout the economy, inclusive of the construction industry.

The health and safety of all involved in the construction industry, as well as the health and safety of the public during and after construction, has become of extreme importance for the South African construction industry. Therefore, the presence of potential risks associated with nanotechnology applications in the construction industry will prevent nanotechnology being applied to the construction industry efficiently. Once there is sufficient research and information available on how to deal with the risks associated with nanotechnology, there will still be the challenge of getting the construction industry to buy into the education process of these risks. The workforce of the South African construction industry often does not see the need for health and safety practices. Therefore it is of extreme importance to the successful implementation of nanotechnology in the construction industry, especially the workforce, is educated about the benefits and the risks associated with the nanotechnology applications that the workforce is using.

Risks associated with nanotechnology are a reality and may be like no other risk factors experienced before. The public tend to focus more on the risks and hazards compared to the benefits of a new technology. This can create a negative attitude towards the new technology. Due to the size of nanoparticles, current health and safety apparatus will no longer be sufficient to prevent the particles from entering the human system. The manipulation of materials at the nanoscale and the ability of materials to change properties with external stimuli such as sunlight could have devastating effects to the environment and ecosystems. However, it is widely considered that the benefits of nanotechnology used in the construction industry will outweigh the risks. Therefore, in order to ensure efficient implementation, there needs to be more funding available for research focused on working safely with the risks of
nanotechnology. Regulations for working with nanotechnology need to be developed much like those used for asbestos. Companies working with nanotechnology also need to be identified, registered and monitored. Procedures that are designed to deal with potential disaster scenarios will also need to be developed. Public involvement will also be crucial to the efficient implementation of nanotechnology in the South African construction industry. Researchers, scientists and governments will therefore need to be transparent in the development of nanotechnology.

Due to the emphasis that governments and researchers have placed on nanotechnology and successful results from applications already in the industry, very little will be able to completely stop nanotechnology in the construction industry. Nanotechnology could be the only current solution to the world’s problems.

5. FURTHER RESEARCH

South Africa has the potential to use nanotechnology in the construction industry to improve the situation that the country is currently in. Applications of nanotechnology and the results from these applications almost seem idealistic, however they are a reality. The time-frame of realising the full effect of nanotechnology in the South African construction industry depends on the efforts made by the academic world and government alike to determine how to safely work with nanotechnology. It is also important for the timely implementation of nanotechnology that the public of South Africa is adequately informed about the developments of nanotechnology in terms of both benefits and risks. The South African government needs to focus more on the long term benefits that can be achieved by nanotechnology. Areas of focus such as labour intensive methods for job creation will slow the implementation of nanotechnology in the construction industry which could see South Africa fall even more technologically behind first world countries.
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Purpose
This paper assesses the level of alcohol abuse and illicit drug use on construction sites, reasons and their effects.

Design/methodology/approach
The research adopted a cross sectional research design to examine the level of alcohol abuse and illicit drug use on construction sites, reasons and their effects. A sample size of 100 construction sites was earmarked and using random sampling technique sites for the study were selected. Literature review and questionnaires were used to collect the data. Thirty five questionnaires were returned out of which 22 were fairly filled.

Findings
Findings indicate that the level of alcohol abuse and illicit drug use on construction sites were on average. Major reasons stated were to increase endurance and performance and peer pressure. Effects frequently cited are accidents and physical injury, and, lowering work performance.

Research limitations/implications
The study covered few sites in Dar es Salaam; consequently the findings cannot be generalized. Hence, other regions should be surveyed.

Practical implications
Findings of this paper provide an insight on the use of illicit drugs and alcohol abuse on construction sites. The paper recommends initiation of training and counselling programmes relating to alcohol abuse and illicit drug use on construction sites.

KEYWORDS: Construction workers, alcohol abuse, illicit drugs, construction sites
1 INTRODUCTION


Use of illicit drugs and alcohol abuse are prevalent in societies and workplaces for a number of reasons such as enjoyment, peer pressure, working or living conditions as well as availability (Laad et al., 2013; Du Plessis and Corney, 2011; Spooner, 1999; and European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions Report, 2012).

Substance abuse have been associated with unfavourable behaviour, acts or events in societies or workplaces leading to accidents, low productivity, health problems, and absenteeism (Yung and Agyekum-Mensah, 2012; Graham, 2014; and European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions Report, 2012). However, there are studies which are not in agreement with the effects of alcohol abuse and illicit drug use at workplaces such as that of Smith (2007), Beach and Cherry (2006) and Melia and Becerril (2009).

This study seeks to shed light on the substance abuse in Tanzanian construction sites, the reasons for abuse and their effects.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Alcohol abuse and illicit drug use in the construction industry

The construction industry is susceptible of alcohol abuse and illicit drug use. Few studies done on this area have established that construction workers are among users of alcohol and illicit drugs who are at the top of the list. Bywood et al. (2006) report that construction industry workers were the second heaviest users of drugs (24.1%), followed by the retail industry (20.7%) and preceded by hospitality (31%) and the most used drug is cannabis (32.6%). Laad et al. (2013) reveal that the prevalence of tobacco use (63.8%) and alcohol use (15.8%) among construction workers is very high compared to that in the general population. Slavit and Reagin (2009) report industries with some of the highest rates of illicit drug use as accommodations and food services (16.9%) followed by construction (13.7%). Australia Safety and Compensation Council (2007) found that workers in the construction and mining industries (15.7%) had the highest rates of heavy drinking followed by manufacturing (9.4%) and service (9.4%), and, in use of illicit drug construction (12.3%) was leading followed by service industry (10.8%). Butler Center for Research (2009) indicates
that use of illicit drugs among adult full time workers were high in food preparation and serving (17.4%) followed by construction and extraction (15.1%). These figures in the construction industry are alarming and call for action to be taken given the nature of the activities undertaken in the industry.

Alcohol abuse and illicit drug use or substance abuse are raising concerns among researchers in the construction industry due to their potential impact on safety and productivity. Laad et al (2013) found that the prevalence of smoking and non-smoking form of tobacco was 21.6% and 46.1% respectively. Biggs and Williamson (2012) disclose that 58% of respondents scored above the cut-off cumulative score (risky or hazardous alcohol of ≥ 8) for risky or hazardous alcohol and identified other drug use as a major issue. A study by Plessis and Corney (2011) reveal that the majority of apprentices had experimented with alcohol followed by cannabis. Although the illicit drug of choice for workers across all industries was cannabis, followed by ecstasy, amphetamines, painkiller and cocaine, there were differences in the prevalence of illicit drug use across the industries such that hospitality workers (31%) were more likely to have used an illicit drug in the past 12 months, followed by construction (24%) and retail workers (21%) (ibid). A report by Beach and Cherry (2006) discloses that the recent Canadian Addiction Survey estimated that current alcohol use among adults averaged 79.3% of the population and the prevalence of illicit drug use in the past year was at 14.1% for cannabis and 1.9% for cocaine/crack. Cook et al (2004) indicate that construction workers who participated in the initial data collection displayed relatively high levels of substance abuse drug positive rate of 19.2% and 27.5% obtained by self-reports of drug use in the past 30 days and 12 months respectively.

2.2 Reasons for alcohol abuse and illicit drug use

Alcohol abuse and illicit drug use are happening for many reasons which are linked work, social life as well as availability. Many countries are directing their efforts to control drug accessibility as way of eradicating or minimizing illicit drug use, still such drugs are accessible. Laad et al (2013) report that the most common reason for first use was company of friends or peer pressure (59%) and 36% reported influence of family/friends as reason for addiction. Du Plessis and Corney (2011) found out that majority of apprentices used substances for enjoyment ("It is fun/I like it") or social reasons ("Friends use it"). Spooner (1999) studied drug abuse among adolescents and concludes that the reasons for drug abuse vary among adolescents and across time within adolescents. She gives an example that drug abuse might begin as a result of curiosity or peer pressure, and then continue for social/recreational purposes. European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions Report (2012) state that the reasons for alcohol/drug use at work are:
work-related reasons such as arduous working conditions, irregular working practices and psychological stress at work; and
social/personal reasons such as cultural tolerance, ease of access, social isolation, difficult living conditions and personality.

2.3 Effects of alcohol abuse and illicit drug use in construction works

Alcohol abuse and illicit drug use have a number of effects to workers, supervisors, owners of firms and even users themselves. Yung and Agyekum-Mensah (2012) found that a smoker on average smokes 5.6 cigarettes, which takes a total of 73 minutes, representing 15.2 per cent of productivity loss in an eight-hour shift. Graham (2014) argues that alcohol- and substance-abuse leads to lost productivity due to:
- drinking on the job;
- working with hangovers;
- the use of more sick days;
- higher accident rates; and
- indirect costs related to health care, employee turnover, legal issues, and the recruitment and training of replacement workers.

There are other studies which are yet to establish facts on the effects of alcohol abuse and illicit drug use. Smith (2007) points out that the evidence for workplace consequences is sparse for instance despite the intuitive link, there is little clear evidence on the links between drug use and absenteeism, low productivity, poor performance and accidents at work. A report by Beach and Cherry (2006) disclose that personal use of alcohol as a social habit, at work, or immediately before work; and personal use of illicit drugs as a social habit, at work, or immediately before work are not risk factors for work-related injuries. Similarly, Melia and Becerril (2009) research reveal that the employee's unhealthy behaviours do not appear as a direct source of micro-accidents. They define workers health to include habits or actions related to physical exercise, nutrition, smoking and drug or alcohol consumption. However, most of these studies agree that literature has established that alcohol consumption and substance abuse have been a source of accidents and injuries among construction workers. European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions Report (2012) lists consequences of drug/alcohol use at work to include:
- higher instances of sick leave/short-term absenteeism;
- health problems;
- reduced performance;
- labour conflicts and unsettled working environment;
- greater number of work accidents;
- other problems (company reputation, damage to equipment or products)
3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The study adopted a cross-sectional research design which tries to shed light on the extent of alcohol abuse and illicit drug use on construction sites. The population of the study was a number of construction sites in progress in Dar es Salaam and registered by Contractors Registration Board (CRB). At the time of the study there were 354 projects registered in 2014 out of which 116 projects met criteria to be studied. These criteria are: a project must be of building or civil engineering work, and must have a value of Tanzanian Shillings 500 million and above. The study assumed a sample size of 100 construction sites which were randomly sampled and respondents were either construction supervisors or dealing with daily activities of the site.

Data was collected using questionnaires prepared and from existing literature. Hundred questionnaires were prepared out of which 30 were physically delivered and 70 were e-mailed to site supervisors of construction firms. Thirty five questionnaires were returned, of which 22 were properly filled resulting in 20% response rate.

Data was analyzed using Statistical Package for the Social Science (SPSS) where frequencies were used to analyze data for respondents’ profile and extent of alcohol abuse and illicit drug use. Relative Importance Index (RII) was used to compute reasons and effects of alcohol abuse and illicit drug use. The Relative Importance Index (RII) is calculated as follows:

\[
\text{RII} = \frac{\sum W x A x N}{A x N}
\]

Where; \( W \) = weight given to each factor by respondents i.e. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5

\( A \) = highest weight

\( N \) = total number of respondents.

For the purpose of this study \( A = 5 \) and \( N = 22 \)

Relative Importance Indices (RII) comparison table was used to rank the results by taking into account the average scores and the RII as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average Score</th>
<th>RII</th>
<th>Ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.0 to 5.0</td>
<td>0.80 to 1.00</td>
<td>High (H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0 to 4.0</td>
<td>0.60 to 0.80</td>
<td>Medium (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0 to 3.0</td>
<td>0.20 to 0.60</td>
<td>Low (H)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** Chileshe, Haupt and Fester (2007)
4. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Respondents profile
Majority of respondents were Quantity surveyors (11) followed by engineers (7). Regarding experience, a good number of respondents (13) had experience of more than five years.

4.2 Extent of alcohol abuse and illicit drug use on construction sites
In assessing the extent of alcohol abuse and illicit drug use, respondents indicated their frequency of abuse and use of alcohol and drugs in a Likert scale. The results are summarized in Figure 4.1 and 4.2 below.

![Figure 4.1 Alcohol abuse on construction site](image1)

![Figure 4.2 Illicit drug use on construction site](image2)

Results indicated that level of alcohol abuse and illicit drug use on construction sites are on average. This implies that there are indications of substance abuse in Tanzanian construction sites. This finding supports findings of other studies by Bywood et al (2006), Laad et al (2013), Australia Safety and Compensation Council (2007), Plessis and Corney (2011) and Beach and Cherry (2006) that substance abuse in the construction industry is evident.
4.3 Reasons for alcohol abuse and illicit drug use on construction site
In examining the prevalence of alcohol abuse and illicit drug use, reasons were extracted from literature and respondents were required to assess them using 1 = unsure; 2 = rarely; 3 = sometimes; 4 = often; and 5 = always. The results are summarized in Table 4.1 and 4.2 below.

Table 4.1 Reasons for alcohol abuse on construction sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Average Score</th>
<th>RII</th>
<th>Ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peer pressure</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For leisure</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To increase performance and endurance</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family problems</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To increase concentration at work</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2 Reasons for illicit drug use on construction sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Average Score</th>
<th>RII</th>
<th>Ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peer pressure</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To increase performance and endurance</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family problem</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For leisure</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To increase concentration at work</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fact that substance abuse remains to be a threat in the industry, a number of studies have tried to put to light reasons for such habit. All reasons for alcohol abuse were ranked medium meaning that at times they contribute to substance abuse except to increase concentration at work which was ranked low. On the use of illicit drugs, peer pressure was ranked highest followed by to increase performance and endurance which was ranked medium. This finding partly is in consistence with the work of Laad et al (2013) and Du Plessis and Corney (2011) who found that peer pressure was a reason for illicit drug use.

4.4 Effects of alcohol abuse and illicit drug use on construction site
Substance abuse is susceptible of effects to workers, supervisors, owners of firms and even users themselves. This part examines effects extracted from literature and those listed by respondents using 1 = unsure; 2 = rarely;
3 = sometimes; 4 = often; and 5 = always. The results are summarized in Table 4.3 and 4.4 below.

**Table 4.3 Effects of alcohol abuse on construction sites**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Average Score</th>
<th>RII</th>
<th>Ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accidents and physical injuries</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowering work performance</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateness at workplace</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of discipline</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absenteeism</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor economic status of the worker due to unnecessary expenditure</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.4 Effects of illicit drug use on construction sites**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Average Score</th>
<th>RII</th>
<th>Ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accidents and physical injuries</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateness at workplace</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowering work performance</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absenteeism</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of discipline</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor economic status of the worker due to unnecessary expenditure</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All effects of alcohol abuse were ranked medium with accidents and physical injuries leading followed by lowering work performance. On illicit drug use the effect ranked high was accidents and physical injuries and those ranked medium are lateness at workplace, lowering work performance and absenteeism. These findings contradict the work of Smith (2007) points out that the evidence for workplace consequences is sparse. Finding on lowering work performance supports the work of Yung and Agyekum-Mensah (2012) and Graham (2014) who found that smoking and alcohol- and substance-abuse lead to lost productivity. The finding on illicit drug use and its relation to accidents and injury is disputed by researches like that of Graham (2014) and Melia and Becerril (2009).
5. CONCLUSION ANDRECOMMENDATIONS

Substance abuse is indisputable in the construction industry. A number of studies have indicated that the construction is among the industries that are prone to substance abuse. Reasons revealed for substance abuse include peer pressure, when socializing i.e. leisure and in addition to increase performance. Effects of substance abuse include accidents and physical injuries, lowering work performance and being late at work.

The fact that substance abuse like in any other regions is evident in the Tanzanian construction industry it calls for employers and stakeholders at large to take action. The paper recommends that construction firms shall initiate training and counseling programmes relating to alcohol abuse and illicit drug use on construction sites.
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ABSTRACT

Purpose and objective
There is limited understanding about the experiences and conduct of women entrepreneurs in traditionally male dominated sectors such as construction industry (WECI). This paper aimed at contributing to addressing this gap by providing insights about the motives that drive women to start and develop businesses in the construction industry in Tanzania.

Methodology
The case study research strategy was employed in which five WECI were studied. Data were collected through a combination of methods, including in-depth interviews with a range of participants such as WECI, their managers, clients and regulatory agencies. Data were subjected to qualitative analysis techniques.

Findings
The findings show that, unlike women in traditional industries, pull factors constituted the primary motives for women to start a business in the construction industry while push factors were secondary reasons. Findings demonstrate further that, personal and business environment had implications on women’s motives as well as involvement in business.

Practical implications
The paper sheds light for understanding the factors that motivate WECI. In terms of policy, the findings point to some approaches for preparing women to successfully enter and operate in male dominated sectors. These ways are both complimentary and self re-enforcing.

Key words; Construction, Women, Entrepreneurship, Motives and Tanzania
1.0 INTRODUCTION

While women entrepreneurship has been studied in other countries, the majority of these studies have largely focused on generic motives for women to start a business in traditional industries (Alwaryd, 2009; Lingsey, 2012; Nchimbi and Chijoriga, 2009). Furthermore, the majority of these studies have focused on developed countries with a paucity of studies within the developing countries (Lincoln, 2010; Verwey, 2005; Hakala, 2008). However, there is a growing need for specific studies on women entrepreneurship in male dominated industries such as construction industry especially within Sub Saharan Africa (SSA) including Tanzania. As with other developing countries, construction industry is a sector of economy that transforms various resources into constructed physical economic and social infrastructure necessary for socio-economic development (Rwelamila, 2009; MoW, 2003). For example, the importance of construction industry is evidenced as one of the Tanzanian pillars for socio-economic development and contributes between 5 to 9 percent of the GDP, 9 percent of employment creation and 57 percent of the gross fixed capital formation (MoW, 2003; CRB, 2013).

The construction industry is one of the main economic sectors that need the skills and talents of everyone, including women. In contrast, in Tanzania, less than 2% of 7,036 construction firms are owned by women (CRB, 2013). Out of 129 WECIs, 5 own large, 27 own medium and 68 own small construction firms. Although, women comprise 51.4% of the Tanzanian population (URT, 2012), they continue to be under-represented, marginalized and so less able than men to participate in primary sectors such as the construction industry. Women are marginalized due to social and cultural structures. However, the social structures and cultural systems that reinforce the continued subordination and marginalization of women have a major impact on their motives for their involvement in business and perception of success (Hakala, 2008; Nchimbi & Chijoriga, 2009). Partly as a result, women have limited technical educational, socialization and financial resources which are very important for business start-ups and development of businesses especially for which require high levels of professional and technical education such as the construction industry (Alwaryd, 2009). Needless to say, the number of females who take science and technical studies in higher learning institutions is low and it can explain the under representation of WECI.

The fact that, women have the entrepreneurial potential as men do to contribute to wealth creation and employment by starting and developing their own businesses is beyond question (Lincoln, 2010; Nchimbi & Chijoriga, 2009; Rosa, 2013). Unfortunately, their potential has not been fully realised because of the systemic challenges that face women
entrepreneurs. In addition, globally, women who choose to pursue entrepreneurial ventures have had limited representation in the construction industry which limits their contribution to economic development (Wangle, 2009; Verwey, 2005; Dainty et al., 2007; Worrall et al., 2008). In order for countries to realise their entrepreneurial potential and for them to contribute fully to economic development, it is important to address the specific issues facing WECIs. There is no consensus as what exactly motivates women to start and develop business ventures as differences in motives exist.

What motivate women to start a business?
Motivation is a driving force within individuals as they attempt to achieve some goals for the purpose of meeting their expectations. There are many reasons why individuals may start a new business because the decisions people make are complex and unique. Given the fact that women are not homogeneous, they are motivated differently. It is important to examine their motives for starting a business first as this can have a major impact on the type of business they establish. Some authors have indicated that, although women and men are similar across a range of demographic characteristics, business skills and some psychological traits, there appears to be a general consensus that greater differences than similarities exist between the sexes in terms of motivations (Cromie, 1987a; Brush, 1992; Orhan and Scott, 2001). An important difference between men and women is that, for men, being an entrepreneur is a business strategy while for women it's a life strategy (Lingsie, 2012). They further suggest that men generally start a business for economic reasons while women start a business for family needs and see it as a life choice. This is consistent with the fact that male and female entrepreneurs differ with respect to their personal and business goals and their tendency to start and run businesses in different sectors (Fischer et al., 1993; Verheul and Thurik, 2001).

Reasons for Start-up Decision
Literature reveals that entrepreneur’s motivation for starting a business can be categorised in terms of push and pull factors. Pull factors as described by (GEM, 2012; Pines and Schwartz, 2008) are those which encourage potential entrepreneurs by virtue of the attractiveness of the option and include financial reward, preference for independence, the need for achievement and innovate, ambition and new challenges, and to gain social standing and recognition These pull factors are associated with the motives of choice (Orhan and Scott, 2001). Self-achievement is a major pull factor for female entrepreneurs, as women start a business because they want a challenge (Orhan and Scott, 2001; Buttner and Moore, 1997). Through entrepreneurship, women have the opportunity to stretch their skills and experience the freedom to determine their destiny (Buttner and Moore, 1997). This is consistent with the notion that women deliberately choose self-
employment, rather than be forced into it through necessity (Orhan and Scott, 2001; Verwey, 2005).

Push factors are those which force an individual to start a business out of necessity or where a woman is forced into pursuing her business idea. Such factors are economic necessity, redundancy, personal circumstance, unemployment, job dissatisfaction, career frustration, the inspiration of friends, parents or co-workers and the work/life balance (Verwey, 2005; Nchimbi and Chijoriga, 2009). It has been found that one of the strongest motives for women to start a business in developing countries is the pressure to meet basic economic needs (Rutashobya, 2000). Women are mostly found in informal, micro level and low-growth sectors, where they encounter stiff competition while earning subsistence incomes (UDEC, 2002). Goffee and Scase (1983) found that in a small number of cases women set up a business to combat male dominance. Orhan and Scott (2001) support this idea as they suggest that women enter self-employment due to a combination of male domination and push factors. In cases like this, self-employment may be the last option for many women (Catley and Hamilton, 1998). The literature further revealed that, the number of women who choose entrepreneurship because of negative pushes from their former jobs is significant, and that push factors have played a larger role in women's decisions to start a business today than in previous generations (Lincoln, 2010). Women's desire to ensure the financial security of their families has been reported as one of the motivational factors for starting a business (Coleman, 2002). Fielden et al (2003) found that women with domestic responsibilities believed that business ownership appeared to be the only way they could make a sustainable living around other family commitments.

While the mentioned studies have specifically addressed the issue of motives for women entrepreneurs in their traditional industries in relation to entry barriers, progress, functions, motivation, perceptions, sources and types of opportunities and ways to leverage resources, Kapp and Hunter (2008) argue that, less is known regarding WECI where their representation has been limited. There is a need to explore the motives within African context and Tanzania in particular. In this paper a model is developed that may be used to explore WECI motivations for starting and developing businesses in the TCI. The subsequent sections of the paper are research methodology, research findings and conclusion and implications of the findings.

2.0 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The case study research method was used in this research as it provided the possibility of gaining insights into the experiences of WECI (Yin, 1994; 2009). Five cases of WECI were conducted. The use of multiple cases
allowed the key themes from recurring concepts, relationships and explanations to be tested in several different situations. Information about WECI was obtained from the CRB data base to establish the number and profile of the targeted firms before embarking on the case study. Dar es Salaam was chosen firstly to serve as a standard because of the availability of many WECI, as 51 out of 142 WECI are in Dar es Salaam (CRB, 2013). Secondly, there are more opportunities for expansion of construction activities than in other towns. Thirdly, it was convenient and cost effective to do repeated interviews in Dar es Salaam. This is to say, it was possible for the researcher to follow projects developments through repeated social interactions with WECI, which in turn facilitated direct observation.

The firms whose owners are women (major shareholders) were considered as a potential target for case studies. The criteria set were that the firms must be registered, be owned by a woman, make key decisions, have more than 31/2 years’ experience as per (GEM, 2012; ILO, 2003) suggestion, have undertaken more than 2 projects of not less than TAS 200 million in value and also have upgraded/grown from one class to another (i.e. from a lower to a higher class). Interested respondents were selected and interviewed. WECI who expressed their perceptions, experiences and opinions on the experiences of women entrepreneurs in the construction industry were purposively selected. The cases chosen appeared to qualify based on the initial interviews and the criteria set. The interviews were conducted first with WECI and then key informants in the same firm, such as project managers, engineers and other staff members involved in the business were interviewed. The interviews were extended to outside the firm’s key informants, including representatives of the CRB, and consultants, contractors and major clients who had worked with WECI. In addition, the use of multiple sources of evidence in case studies allowed the researcher to address a broad range of historical and behavioural issues exhibited by the WECI.

Data was analyzed by organizing the data into categories on the basis of the themes and concepts, after which the relationship between the concepts was then analyzed and finally linked in a sequence (Creswell, 2009). In the process, raw data was categorized into conceptual categories to generate themes and concepts. Thus, data coding had two concurrent activities, namely mechanically reducing data into manageable chunks and analytically categorizing the data. The tools of analysis explained above were applied within the case and across the case analyses. Within-case analysis is when the analytical tools focus on the phenomenon in one case. Across-case analysis is when the analytical tools target comparisons of phenomenon between two or more cases. In within-case analysis detailed case studies are written up of the represented cases. Thematic case analysis followed and formed the basis for the analysis. Across-case analysis was undertaken as a means of extending external validity or transferability by looking at multiple actors in multiple settings. This was seen as further enabling generalizability (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994; Yin,
The key themes, relationships and explanations were tested in several different cases. Each case was then seen as a replication of the questions under study. Multiple cases also assisted in the identification of themes, relationships and explanations that apply in some settings but not in others (Creswell, 2009). In searching for patterns, the results were compared with patterns predicted from theory or the literature. The themes from the interviews were used to form common patterns to answer the research question.

3.0 RESEARCH FINDINGS, DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

Cases Presentations
This section provides a presentation of each of the five cases participants and the current status of their enterprises. The focal data are presented in a composite table for each case. The presentation are considered by the researcher to be fundamental themes.

Across the cases analysis
This section attempts therefore to put together a cross-case analysis of all five cases that were studied and presented. It highlights what seems to be working for further recommendations. The idea is to capture a better understanding of women’s experience in terms of motivations for the best practices of WECI in the construction industry. The section begins by matching common themes that emerged from each of the studied cases. These themes emanated from field data rather than the reviewed literature.

Matching Common Motivation Factors for WECI
The five case studies revealed some common significant factors that motivated WECI to engage in the construction industry. However, these factors varied from one WECI to another according to whether an individual encountered external or internal factors, as indicated in Table 1 below.

Table 1: Matching Common Motivation Factors for WECI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Egra</th>
<th>Besty</th>
<th>Vaney</th>
<th>Marly</th>
<th>Sezy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internal (pull factors)</strong></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need for freedom</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passion for the sector</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic prosperity</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical education and experience</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunity pull</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-confidence</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The need to assist others</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conducive investment &amp; Law reforms</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The need to be her own boss</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identity among known WECI</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>External (push factors)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career frustration</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic necessity</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of inspiration from co-workers</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspiration from friends</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law reforms changed the situation</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need for substitute work</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supporting husband</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** From Table 1, √ means the factor applies to a case while X does not apply to a case. From the table the major common motivating factors are passion for the sector, economic prosperity, technical education and experience, opportunity pull, economic necessity and inspiration from friends. The differences are due to personal context for example those who have technical education and experience are more likely to have a needed level of socialization, business network, confidence and passion for the sector which are motivation factors to start and develop business in construction industry. Their differences emanate from level of education, growth level, work experience as well access, use and control over resources.

**Discussion of the Motivating Factors for Starting a Business**

From the five cases studies as indicated in Table 1, it was evident that, although women’s motives for starting up a new business varied, the bottom line was that every woman, regardless of her status, had the potential to become an effective entrepreneur. The driving force within individuals to become entrepreneurs could be better explained in terms of pull and push factors, whereby push factors represent elements of necessity such as insufficient family income, dissatisfaction with a salaried job, difficulty in finding work, the need for a flexible work schedule and inspiration from friends. Pull factors, as reflected in Table 1, related to passion for the sector, technical education, need for freedom, professionalism, identity, entrepreneurial drive and the desire to accumulate wealth (economic propensity).
It is important to note that, despite WECI differences in education level, growth level and work experience, all five cases studied shared common motivational factors for venturing into the construction industry. As revealed in this study, WECI were not necessarily moved to start a business merely out of necessity. As revealed in the case studies, women basically chose to start their business in the construction industry, motivated primarily by the pull factors. The main motivation factor for WECI was economic propensity. Thus they desired to receive equitable rewards for working hard while contributing to the economic development of their family units and the nation as a whole. This finding complements the need for achievement theory advocated by McClelland (1961) and the expectancy theory (Vroom, 1964) by suggesting that need for achievement is necessary for developing successful businesses. Similarly, it falls in line with other studies, which found out that motivation factors were what caused the starting up of new businesses (Rosa, 2013; Ericson and Luther-Rune, 2012).

Technical knowledge and experience of what and where an individual want to invest or venture was an essential motivational factor (Jung, 2010; Aylward, 2009). This study's findings indicated that most WECI started business ventures had prior technical knowledge and those with neither technical education nor experience relied mainly on learning by doing at construction sites during the construction process. Due to the importance of technical knowledge, registration requirements also stipulate that one of the company directors must have had a formal technical education (CRB, 2010). The case study findings, however, contradict other studies by (GEM, 2010; Pines and Schwartz, 2007; Wangle, 2009), which indicated that women entrepreneurs did not consider their prior education when they made their decision to start their new business ventures.

Other motivating factors such as; passion for the sector, the need for autonomy and confidence were also found to be paramount factors for WECI starting a business. In the study, it was observed that WECI had passion and needed freedom to run a business in the construction industry. In so doing, women enjoyed having projects, handling and managing them to completion with great delight as WECI. Correspondingly, WECI with a favourable background in terms of technical education and experience owned and managed more than one firm in the construction industry as opposed to those with a less favourable background. WECI indicated in one way or another that, apart from the pull factors they had been greatly influenced by friends, family members and peer groups to venture into the construction industry. This finding supports the socio-learning theory (Bandura, 1977), which maintains that people will learn more by seeing/doing, through having a role model, such as looking at what others did, and from their environment. Similarly, the study’s finding were consistent with the study by Kennedy and Drennan (2001) and that of Aylward (2009), which indicated that influences and similar business experience had an impact on the motives of the entrepreneur.
Conversely, having felt anger and frustration at their organization without having a voice, WECI were motivated to try on their own ventures. This led most WECI to quit formal employment and start their own companies. Moreover, the death of husbands meant that women had to care for children single-handedly. It was apparent that WECI had to sustain the business they had already established in the construction industry in order to meet basic needs. The researcher is of the view that most WECI possessed characteristics such as persistence, determination, innovativeness and growth seeking which helped them succeed. Studies by Watkins (1982) and Aylward (2009) indicate that persistence, determination, risk-taking and innovativeness qualities needed for successful entrepreneurship, in most cases are lacking in the female population. Affirming the same, Coleman (2002) points out that when women display such characteristics as aggressiveness, persistence and determination, which are fundamental for any successful business, they become unattractive and so compromise their femininity.

In contrast, the findings indicate that women who successfully start and developed their construction business mostly associated themselves with masculine traits, irrespective of whether or not, by doing so, they compromised their femininity. For most WECI, the outcome in terms of success of the business and being respected by the community was their main concern. This study's findings indicate that women who displayed masculine traits had greater intentions to start and grow successful businesses in male-dominated industries than those who associated themselves with feminine traits (Gupta et al., 2005). These factors are summarized in matrix form below (Figure: 1).

**Figure 1: Motivational factors for WECI to start and develop ventures in the construction industry in Tanzania**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pull factors</th>
<th>Push factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Freedom</td>
<td>Necessity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passion</td>
<td>Inspiration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunity pull</td>
<td>Career frustration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic propensity</td>
<td>Death of husband</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical education</td>
<td>Substitute work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the construction industry in Tanzania

Analysis of the Motivational Factors for Women to Start and Develop Business Ventures

The above discussion dwells on matching the identical factors found in the cases in order to develop a better understanding of the motives of women to start and develop businesses in the construction industry in Tanzania. The case study findings have revealed that both push and pull factors were motivators for WECI to venture on their own. Apart from the fact that WECI were motivated by a combination of both factors, pull factors constituted the primary motives as opposed to the existing literature. The literature review indicated that most studies suggest that women were being forced into entrepreneurship as they lacked other sources of income or other income-earning options (Pines and Schwartz, 2008; Nchimbi, 2003; Rutashobya, 2000; Nchimbi and Chijoriga, 2009). Consequently, the few WECI who moved out of necessity (push factors) still had the desire to be independent, needed freedom and had a passion for construction work, which are pull factors.

The researcher is therefore of the opinion that when a pull factor is combined with a push factor it becomes a strong motivation factor for WECI to start and develop a business. From the table and discussion above, the results show that women-related aspects as regards motives for starting a business are push factors. The women-related motivational factors were economic necessity, career frustration, lack of inspiration from co-workers and identity. In all cases, the support of the husband had a great influence on WECI starting and developing businesses even though both pull and push factors were present. The stronger the level of motivation of WECI, the more likely they were to succeed in developing their business ventures. Table 2 below presents the summary of research findings versus research objective and emergent factors in the Tanzanian construction industry.

Table 2: Summary of Research Findings versus Research Objective and Issues (motivational factors) which are consistent with literature and the emerging factors
Encountered Motivational Factors (Pull factors) | Encountered Motivational Factors (Push factors)
---|---
Self-confidence (Hakala, 2008; Aylward, 2009) | To be among few women in the industry
Economic prosperity, Technical education and work experience (Lincoln, 2010; Aylward, 2009) | Inspiration from friends
Need for freedom (Butter and Moore, 1964) | Economic necessity,
Identity and purpose | Career frustration (Verwey, 2005; Kapp and Hunter, 2008)
Passion for the sector (Rosa, 2013; Hasson, 2009) | Lack of inspiration from co-workers
Opportunity pull (Verwey, 2005; Fakhri et al., 2012) | Death of husband
Conducive investment and Law reforms | Support of husband
Lack of inspiration from co-workers | Substitute work
Inspirations from friends | Economic necessity,
Economic necessity, Career frustration (Verwey, 2005; Kapp and Hunter, 2008)
Death of husband | Support of husband
Substitute work

4.0 CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATION OF THE FINDINGS

The findings indicate that education increases motivation and the confidence to start and develop a business in the construction industry in Tanzania. This demonstrates that women entrepreneurs are not homogeneous, but differ in terms of personal context, such as their roles, rights and access to, use and control over resources. Thus, women with technical education and past working experience in the sector had accumulated industrial experience which helped them to start a business. Those who did not have technical education and industrial experience were unsure if the industry was the right choice for them. They did not have a good understanding of the industry and therefore pointed out the need for it. The findings from this research contradict the existing literature that asserts that women do not consider their technical education prior to starting a business in NTIs (Aylward, 2009; Jung, 2010). The findings from this research conclude that technical education and industrial experience were viewed as key motivating factors for WECI prior to starting a business.

The government needs to reform the education system and use it to promote women entrepreneurship more than it is currently doing. Efforts should be made to foster greater awareness of the benefits of entrepreneurship among women to build a strong economy and, to acknowledge and promote the positive impact of WECI involvement in improving the living conditions of their families and the nation as a whole. The education system needs also to make it flexible to accommodate females in technical education to allow more WECI to emerge. The government needs to take a lead in promoting an entrepreneurial, risk-
taking spirit as well as providing support structures for these emerging women entrepreneurs. Consequently, successful female role models should be at the forefront to encourage others to consider becoming entrepreneurs and, to build self-confidence. This could be effectively achieved through setting up seminars and conferences where entrepreneurial topics could be articulated.
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ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS

**Purpose:** This study investigates the relationship between the direct and indirect costs of accidents to establish whether they can be used to estimate the total cost of construction accidents.

**Design/methodology/approach:** A case study approach was used where the cost data was extracted from the accident reports of a selection of 100 construction accidents in an organization with a major annual construction spend.

**Research limitations:** There were considerably more accident reports given the historic poor construction health and safety (H&S) performance track record of the organization. However, these were not readily available for examination. Only certain cost categories were used to calculate the total costs based on what was available for extrapolation.

**Findings:** In all categories of accidents the indirect costs always exceeded the direct costs but by varying degrees. Using known or estimated direct costs in the cost equations it is possible to calculate the total accident costs.

**Response to conference theme:** The outcomes of the study highlight the importance of preventing construction accidents on all types of construction projects given the magnitude of their overall costs and impact on the cost of construction.

**Practical implications:** The various cost estimation equations can be used to estimate the total cost of various categories of accidents especially when the
direct costs are known. These estimates can be used to direct resources and remedial actions to improve overall construction health and safety performance.

**Keywords:** Direct costs, indirect costs, accidents.

**Conference sub-theme:** Inappropriate construction practices and ethics

### 1. INTRODUCTION

While the construction industry contributes significantly to national economic growth and offers substantial opportunities for job creation, the industry has historically and continually been plagued by workplace accidents. Moreover, these accidents represent a considerable economic and social burden to employers, employees and to society as a whole. Given the high rate of construction accidents experienced, employers are not entirely aware of the actual costs of these accidents, especially when considering the hidden or indirect costs of accidents.

According to the Health and Safety Executive in the United Kingdom (2005) many organisations were largely concerned about the potential costs of major incidents, but less concerned about the actual costs incurred as a result of minor events, which occurred more frequently. Most respondents reported that they did not know what the cost effect of accidents or work-related illnesses was on their business. Evidently, not many attempts had been made to estimate the cost of health and safety failures. The most commonly cited barriers to conducting accident/work-related ill health cost assessments were limited time and resources, perceived complexity and lack of expertise. Further, the avoidance or reduction of accident and work-related ill health costs per se were not primary motivating influences for effective health and safety management. A combination of other interlinked factors emerged as being more influential in driving the health and safety agenda in most organisations such as, for example:

- avoidance or reduction of liability claims;
- potential legal exposure;
- concern over the cost of insurance premiums;
- external pressures from insurance companies;
- maintenance of corporate image and reputation;
- customer and client expectations;
- government targets;
- moral obligations;
- staff morale;
- absence, recruitment and retention; and
- impact on productivity, efficiency and quality of service delivery.
However, it was generally acknowledged that health and safety failures might ultimately impact on the financial performance of an organisation through any of these higher level factors.

2. COSTS OF ACCIDENTS

Several researchers have suggested that the true costs of construction accidents can be computed in a variety of ways. Everett and Frank (1996) suggested three types of costs that were relevant to owners in terms of evaluating the costs of jobsite accidents, injuries and fatalities, namely:

- direct costs of injuries and fatalities that included workers’ compensation, public liability and property insurances;
- indirect costs of injuries and fatalities that included loss of productivity, disruption of schedules, administrative time for investigations and reports, training of replacement personnel, wages paid to the injured workers and others for time not worked, clean up and repair, adverse publicity, third-party liability claims, and equipment damage; and
- costs of H&S programs that include salaries for H&S, medical and clinical personnel, H&S meetings, inspections of tools and equipment, orientation or induction sessions, site inspections, personal protective equipment, health programs, and miscellaneous supplies and equipment.

Waehrer, et al., (2007) suggested that the costs of occupational injuries and illnesses could be divided into three broad categories used in other areas, namely:

- direct costs that include the costs of hospitalization, physician, and allied health services, rehabilitation, nursing home care, home health care, medical equipment, burial costs in case of fatalities, insurance administrative costs for medical claims, payments for mental health treatment, police, fire, emergency transport, coroner services and property damage;
- indirect costs that refer to victim productivity losses that include wage losses and household production losses, and administrative costs that include the cost of administering workers’ compensation wage replacement programs and sick leave; and
- quality of life costs that refer to value attributed to the pain and suffering that victims and their families experience as a result of the injury, fatality or illness. Loss of quality of life costs were six times greater than the workplace disruption costs.
Rikhardsson, Impgaard, Mogenson and Melchior (2002) developed the systemic accident cost analysis (SACA) methodology. In the SACA approach the following four cost categories were used, namely, time, materials and components acquired or lost, external services bought, and other costs such as fines and rehabilitation.

However, the most typical means used in the construction industry has been to express the costs by way of direct and indirect costs (Tang, Ying, Chan and Chan, 2004; Gosselin, 2004; LaBelle, 2000; Corcoran, 2002). As long ago as 1956, Simonds and Grimaldi proposed that the relationship between direct and indirect costs as well as that between insured and uninsured costs should be used.

3. COST COMPUTATION

Many cost calculating models and calculators have been developed. These models and cost calculators principally utilise fixed costs determined by means of case studies and illustrate mean indicative cost values based on rigorous approximated calculations. For example, Jallon, Imbeau and de Marcellis-Warin (2011) developed an indirect-cost calculation model given that indirect costs far exceeded direct costs of accidents. Tang, Yong, Chan and Chan (2004) attempted to calculate social costs of construction accidents while evaluating the impact of social H&S investments. Rikhardsson and Impgaard (2004) used the systematic accident cost analysis (SACA) approach to evaluate the corporate cost of accidents. Everett and Frank (1996) used direct, indirect and cost of H&S programs in their study. Waehrer, et al., (2007) used direct costs, indirect costs and quality of life costs in their analysis of the cost of occupational injuries in construction.

When quantifying the costs in relation to construction accidents, many aspects need to be taken into consideration. These include, for example, the type of accident, the extent of the injuries suffered and the length of time the unfortunate victim suffered physically and emotionally.

All of these have significant impacts on the cost computations. Financial loss could be due to, *inter alia*, the treatment cost to injuries; cost of rehabilitation; lost income from days off work; pain and suffering; emotional distress; and physical losses.

The average costs of accidents are typically determined through various costing studies for different types of accidents to produce a representative cost for each accident type. The following costs are typically focused on, namely:
4. DIRECT COSTS

The direct costs of accidents are those costs incurred due to the treatment of an injury that are normally reimbursed by workers’ compensation insurance – sometimes referred to as insured costs. These may include medical costs, premiums for workers, compensation insurance, liability and property losses (Kapp et al., 2003). According to Griffin (2006) direct costs were those costs that were directly associated and payable by the employer or the insurance carrier on the employer's behalf. These costs were typically fairly easy to establish and quantify.

5. INDIRECT COSTS

Construction accidents were more expensive than most people realised because of the associated indirect costs also described as the hidden or uninsured costs of accidents. Unless organizations systematically and accurately evaluate the true costs of accidents that occur, they most likely do not know how costly these accidents actually are.

According to Griffin (2006), indirect costs of accidents consist of uninsured losses from damage to buildings, equipment, tools and materials; interruption of business operations; lost productivity required overtime to make up for delays caused; inefficiency of backup employees; cost of training new employees; increased insurance premiums; and damage to a company's reputation. Indirect costs are usually non-recoverable. For example, if the direct costs of an accident total R10,000 and indirect costs are five times greater, the total cost would be in the region of R60,000. Consequently, a contractor would need to generate an additional R60,000 in profit to offset the loss.

Further, indirect costs are generally those costs attributed to the loss of productivity of the injured worker and the crew, transportation costs to the nearest medical treatment facilities and time expended to complete various forms related to the injury (Hinze & Appelgate, 1991). The indirect costs also included all other costs resulting from the injury that were not recovered through various insurance coverages. Most indirect costs could be categorized as being related to the cost of lost productivity, damaged materials and/or equipment, and added administrative effort.

Most known studies confirm that the indirect costs of accidents are greater than the direct costs of accidents. Head and Harcourt (1998) conducted a study to estimate the Direct and Indirect Costs of Workplace
Accidents in New Zealand for 1995 and subsequently concluded that the ratio of indirect to direct costs was 1:2.9. This ratio is peculiar, given the substantially lower figure than those of all the other studies reviewed. This disparity can be attributed to the fact that the direct costs of occupational accidents in New Zealand contain what are indirect costs in various other countries. They, however, acknowledge that the indirect costs could have been more because several costs were omitted due to unreliable data and conservative estimations.

Some costs, like lost workdays or lost income, are clearly visible and can readily be expressed in monetary terms. However, other costs such as, for example, administrative activities after an accident may be forgotten, the negative impact on the company’s image may be hard to quantify and placing a value on human suffering and health damage may be subject to debate. However, it is possible to get an adequate insight into the costs of accidents and the potential benefits of accident prevention (European Agency for Safety and Health at Work, 2003). Indirect costs can be associated with or consequential and due to a wide array of complexities and indefinite dynamics relative to a construction accident may not necessarily take the form of direct monetary outlays.

Insurance premiums, wages, and direct payment to medical practitioners are examples of direct costs within an organisation. Arguably, indirect costs are just as tangible, but they must be quantified from close observation and comprehensive calculation. If an apparatus has a shorter lifespan because it was involved in an industrial accident, the accident is an economic cost. It may be one that goes unnoticed unless someone measures and allocates amounts for the damage. A list of possible indirect costs at the company level can be far-reaching and extensive, given the knock-on effect an accident could have.

There are numerous hidden costs associated with construction accidents. Many of these costs are difficult and occasionally impossible to quantify (Jallon, Imbeau and de Marcellis-Warin, 2011). A basic list of potential indirect costs as a consequence of construction accidents includes, *inter alia*, the following, namely: inevitable interruption in production immediately after the accident; Lower morale effects on co-workers; Staff allocated to investigating and writing up the accident report; Recruitment and training costs for replacement workers; Damage to equipment and materials if not identified and allocated through routine accounting procedures; Loss in product quality after the accident; Reduced productivity due to injured workers being on light duty; Damage to products; Damage to plant and equipment; Costs of possible litigation; Delays in production; Transportation of injured person; Decreased efficiency of workers; Need for overtime working and use of temporary staff; Investigation costs; Administrative and clerical efforts; and Potential loss of expertise and experience.

Being unable to identify and consider these indirect costs could have a profound impact on an organisation. Estimates of indirect costs as a proportion of direct costs have ranged from ratios that are 1:1 to more than
20:1, depending on the specific industry and methodology utilised by the researcher. If a company fails to tally the full cost it pays for poor health and safety conditions, the true costs will not be immediately realised and perhaps concealed. Without realizing it, organisations may be undermining their economic position and continued existence.

Given that indirect costs of accidents always exceed the direct costs, it makes business sense to give greater attention to the indirect costs of worker injuries. Even where indirect and direct costs are similar, indirect costs balloon exponentially when liability litigation is instituted for a worker's injury. The following example illustrates how much an injury could potentially affect the output or bottom-line of a company trying to achieve a three percent profit margin. If a company sustained a R50,000 loss due to injury, illness or damage and still tries to make a three percent profit, the company theoretically must increase sales of services by an additional R1,667,000 (adapted from eLCOSH, 2001).

6. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIRECT AND INDIRECT COSTS

Many researchers, when studying the concepts of direct and indirect cost, express a ratio of indirect costs to direct costs. Heinrich (1979) estimated the ratio of the indirect costs of injuries to the direct costs to be approximately 4:1 using data gathered from various industrial facilities in the United States. The problem with this ratio was that it did not take into account the steep escalation of the direct costs of health care. However, this ratio has been used for many years because of its simplicity. A study by Sheriff (1980), found the ratio of indirect and direct costs to be as high as 10:1. Bird and Loftus (1976) in their seminal work found the ratio to be even higher at 50:1. Irrespective of the variations in the ratios, in all cases the indirect costs were significant when examining the costs associated with an injury, and typically exceeded the direct costs substantially. In South Africa more than 7.3 million working days were lost during 2000 and 2001 as a result of workers taking time off because of these injuries.

7. RESEARCH APPROACH

According to Welman and Kruger (2001), the design of any research study is concerned with the plan to assemble suitable data for investigating and testing the research hypotheses. Further, the methods used to gather information depend on the type of data and the problem to be researched (Leedy, 1993; Leedy and Ormrod, 2001).
7.1. CASE STUDY METHOD

The case study method of research is one used when a contemporary phenomenon such as accident causation is examined against very specific research questions attempting to identify a correlation between the phenomenon and the context or real-life situation in which it has occurred. To advance knowledge and understanding of a phenomenon, case studies should be placed in an appropriate literature review (Yin, 2003). Case studies are further useful as empirical research into specific scenarios where the boundaries between the phenomenon and the context are not clearly evident. According to (Shuttleworth, 2008) the case study method is used to examine a broad scope of research within a single topic available for research. In Schramm’s (1971, cited in Yin 1989: 22–23) words, “The essence of a case study is that it tries to illuminate a decision or set of decisions with reference to why they were taken, how they were implemented and with what result”. Cases could include individuals, organizations, processes, programs and events (Yin, 2009).

This particular study is a combination of explanatory and collective case study approaches, whereby a course of events is examined from multiple cases to estimate the cost of accidents. The preferred form of data collection is left to the researcher to decide (Yin, 2003). When a researcher is considering “how” or “why” questions, a contemporary set of events using primary and secondary documents, over which the researcher has little or no control, the case study approach is feasible (Yin, 2009).

A statistical determination of the validity and reliability of the approach or strategy was not conducted. The authors consulted a statistician, who advised that for a study of this type a sample size of 100 cases would contribute to the validity of the study. A comprehensive review of construction related accidents was done using the accident database of one of the divisions within a large energy utility in Southern Africa, where major capital expansion was being undertaken of approximately R150 billion (about $15 billion) over the next 5 years.

The period of review was 1 April 2006 to 31 March 2008, where 872 accidents namely fatalities, first aid, medical and lost time incidents (LTIs) were reported and recorded. A random sample was then drawn using systematic random sampling, where an accident was randomly chosen and then every 8th accident was selected in order to obtain 100 accidents for selection and analysis for this study.

Table 1. Distribution of Types of Accidents including Fatalities

---

1 The period 1 April 2006 to 31 March 2008 was selected because these records were readily available to the researcher given the confidentiality restrictions of the organization involved in the study
2 A work-related injury that arises out of and in the course of employment and renders the injured worker unable to perform normal duties
### 7.2. ACCIDENT REPORTING PROCEDURE

All incidents are in the first instance reported to the Corporate Health and Safety department. All Incident information received via the initial notification report are confirmed and captured onto the data management system, namely Systems Applications and Products – Environment, Health and Safety (SAP EHS). The organization uses this management software as the electronic data management system to support the management of occupational health and safety and industrial hygiene processes. A SAP EHS system generated flash report is sent immediately or within 24 hours after the incident as internal incident notification to internal stakeholders of the organization such as, for example, the relevant managers within the defined structure of the operating/business unit and other relevant individuals within the Service and Strategic functions.

Typically a preliminary investigation takes place and depending on the incident the Corporate Health and Safety department decides whether a corporate legal investigation should take place or not. A representative from the Corporate Health and Safety department attends significant portions of the fatal and LTI incident investigations. Initial reports are brief and limited to an outline of the known facts which include the following information, namely: date and time of accident; entry type; plant; work area; accident location; short description of accident; severity of injuries; likelihood of occurrence; immediate causes; and involved persons, etc.

The incident report that is produced following the corporate legal investigation is highly confidential and is archived by the corporate legal department of the organization.

In most cases selected SHE personnel have access to the SAP EHS system and are responsible to add and update information related to the incident on the SAP EHS system. The Corporate Health and Safety department conducts verification of the data regularly. In the event of any incident involving an employee, contractor or member of the public, the responsible manager must ensure that all legal aspects and the requirements are carried out, such as, for example, reporting, notification, and investigation.
For the purposes of this study, analysis of the costs were essentially based on the incident investigations participated in by one of the authors as well as the investigation reports received for the others from the database. The focus was on LTI, fatalities and disregarded near-misses, first-aid, and medical accidents. Consequences of these accidents ranged from fatalities to severe lost time injuries and major medical treatment.

8. FINDINGS

Because of their highly confidential nature, the findings have been aggregated and presented in summary form. The full description of the accident as recorded in the actual corporate accident investigation report was not reproduced but examined in detail and used to calculate the costs associated with each of the accidents.

Data for the following direct costs were extracted from accident reports, namely Medical (ambulance, doctor, medication, hospital); and Wages for injured person/s (Refer to Appendix A). In the case of a fatality, unless otherwise stated, a standard value of medical expenses for the deceased worker was used, namely R500,000 because no accurately recorded costs were available for further examination.

The following indirect costs were analyzed, namely: Overtime costs; Time lost by injured employee and co-workers; Injured employee’s productivity loss costs; Supervision & Management lost time; Incident investigation costs; Training of replacement employee; Additional medical costs; Damage to equipment, plant, tools, or other property; Idle plant and equipment; and Other (including Consumables, Legal and Funeral Costs) (Refer to Appendix B).

8.1. CALCULATION OF EACH COST CATEGORY

The value of each cost category was arrived at for each accident in the sample as follows, namely:

- Overtime costs were derived from the records of the Human Resources department and the payroll records using the actual scales of income for each worker involved for the number of days actually lost, excluding light duty upon return of the injured worker/s.
- The costs of time lost by injured employee and co-workers were extracted directly from the respective accident investigation reports from which the list of names of workers who were off work was drawn. The costs were obtained from the records of the Human Resources department and the payroll records of each workers. Fatality costs were pre-determined at R1.1m.
The costs of Supervision & Management lost time were calculated by using the M14 to M16 salary grading scales of managers and attendance records.

Additional medical costs were established from medical records kept by the organization in-house COID office. This office also provided prescribed costs for various medical treatments. Where external ambulance services were used these were charged out at R800.

The costs involved with incident/accident investigation were derived from the organizational investigation process by someone from the Corporate Health and Safety department office. An investigation panel is constituted that includes both internal and external members. In the case of the latter these were typically attorneys. The costs of the internal members were calculated based on the time they spent on the investigation, together with all related costs such as travel, accommodation and subsistence. The costs of external members were extracted from the accounts submitted by attorneys.

Costs of training of replacement employees, where required, were derived from the records of either temporary employment services or technical related labour brokers. Typically the same rates as employees of the organization were used. Where contractors were utilized their rates were used.

The costs associated with damage to equipment, plant, tools, or other property were derived for hire fees or replacement costs, depending on type of equipment and plant, since these costs are captured by each site.

The costs associated with idle plant and equipment are similarly derived.

Other (including Consumables, Legal and Funeral Costs) are derived from actual records kept in the organization offices or sites themselves (Refer to Appendix B).

From Table 2 it appears that the accidents involving the highest average costs were electrical (R670,567), falls (R448,609) and struck by (R187,930). In almost all cases the average indirect costs were more than twice the direct costs except for accidents involving falling objects. Electrical accidents (R212,733; R457,833) and accidents involving falls (R132,999; R315,610) incurred both the highest direct and indirect costs per accident and therefore the highest total average cost per accident. The direct costs of accidents involving falling objects (47.81%) and exertion/ergonomics (34.62%) and the indirect costs of accidents involving falls (70.35%), struck by (70.22%) and burns (70.02%) had the highest proportion of the total costs of the respective accident types. Therefore, for this organization the total costs of the various types of accidents in Table 2 may be represented as:

- exertion/ergonomics accidents: \( tc_{ee} = dc + 1.9dc \equiv 2.9dc \)
  where \( tc_{ee} \) = total cost of exertion/ergonomics accidents
  \( dc \) = direct costs

- burn accidents: \( tc_{b} = dc + 2.3dc \equiv 3.3dc \)
  where \( tc_{b} \) = total cost of exertion/ergonomics accidents
\[ dc = \text{direct costs} \]

- accidents involving falling objects: \( tc_{fo} \cong dc + 1.1dc \cong 2.1dc \)
  where \( tc_{fo} \) = total cost of accidents involving falling objects

- cut/caught accidents: \( tc_{cc} \cong dc + 2.0dc \cong 3.0dc \)
  where \( tc_{cc} \) = total cost of cut/caught accidents

- struck by accidents: \( tc_{sb} \cong dc + 2.4dc \cong 3.4dc \)
  where \( tc_{sb} \) = total cost of struck by accidents

- electrical accidents: \( tc_{el} \cong dc + 2.2dc \cong 3.2dc \)
  where \( tc_{el} \) = total cost of electrical accidents

- accidents involving falls: \( tc_{f} \cong dc + 2.4dc \cong 3.4dc \)
  where \( tc_{f} \) = total cost of accidents involving falls

\[ dc = \text{direct cost} \]

Table 2. Average Costs by Nature of Accident

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature of Incident</th>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>% Direct Cost</th>
<th>Average Direct Cost (R's)</th>
<th>% Indirect</th>
<th>Average Indirect Cost (R's)</th>
<th>Avg Total Cost (R’s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exertion/Ergonomics</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>34.62</td>
<td>11,033</td>
<td>65.38</td>
<td>20,833</td>
<td>31,867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burn</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>29.98</td>
<td>20,550</td>
<td>70.02</td>
<td>48,000</td>
<td>68,550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falling Object</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>47.81</td>
<td>39,300</td>
<td>52.19</td>
<td>42,900</td>
<td>82,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cut/Caught</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>33.33</td>
<td>9,612</td>
<td>66.67</td>
<td>19,224</td>
<td>28,835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Struck</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>29.78</td>
<td>55,957</td>
<td>70.22</td>
<td>131,974</td>
<td>187,930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>31.72</td>
<td>212,733</td>
<td>68.22</td>
<td>457,833</td>
<td>670,567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>29.65</td>
<td>132,998</td>
<td>70.35</td>
<td>315,610</td>
<td>448,609</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Therefore, from Table 3 for this organization the total costs of non-fatal accidents may be represented as: \( tc_{nf} \cong dc + 1.6dc \cong 2.6dc \)
where \( tc_{nf} \) = total cost of non-fatal accidents

\[ dc = \text{direct costs and the total costs of all accidents may be represented as} \]
| tc_a \cong dc + 2.25dc \cong 3.3dc |
| where \( tc_a \) = total cost of all accidents

\[ dc = \text{direct costs} \]
Table 3. Comparison of Costs Including Fatalities and Excluding Fatalities (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Direct Costs</th>
<th>Indirect Costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incl. Fatalities</td>
<td>Non-Fatal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical</td>
<td>6.96</td>
<td>27.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wages</td>
<td>93.04</td>
<td>72.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overtime</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time lost by injured &amp; co-workers</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervision &amp; Management lost time</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident investigation costs</td>
<td></td>
<td>10.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training of replacement worker</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damage to equipment, plant, tools, or other property</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Direct Costs</th>
<th>Indirect Costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incl. Fatalities</td>
<td>Non-Fatal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idle plant and equipment</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td>77.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.2. ANALYSIS OF FATAL ACCIDENTS

Table 4. Direct costs vs. Indirect Costs Comparison (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Including Fatalities</th>
<th>Non-Fatal</th>
<th>Fatal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct Costs</td>
<td>30.59</td>
<td>38.92</td>
<td>28.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirect Costs</td>
<td>69.41</td>
<td>61.08</td>
<td>71.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of direct to indirect costs</td>
<td>1:2.27</td>
<td>1:1.57</td>
<td>1:2.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 shows that indirect costs made up 61.08% of the total costs of non-fatal accidents. Therefore, for this organization the total costs of fatal accidents may be represented as $tc_f = dc + 2.5dc = 3.5dc$
where $tc_f = total cost of fatal accidents$
$dc = direct costs$

9. CONCLUSION

It is evident from the analysis of the accident cost data extrapolated from the 100 accident records examined that in all categories of accidents, the indirect
costs exceeded the direct costs to varying degrees. The study has shown that it is possible to calculate the costs of accidents by using the relationship between direct and indirect costs. By inputting the direct costs, which are typically fairly easy to establish and quantify, it is possible by using the derived multipliers to calculate the indirect costs and therefore an estimate of the total expected costs of various categories of accidents. Armed with this knowledge construction companies can based on their H&S performance track record implement appropriate preventative interventions and allocate the necessary resources to reduce the types of accidents that have historically occurred on their construction sites. As a result not only will their overall H&S performance improve but the bottomline will also improve as the costs of construction are reduced.
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## APPENDIX A: DIRECT COSTS OF 100 ACCIDENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accident number</th>
<th>Accident cause from investigation report</th>
<th>Medical (ambulance, doctor, medication, hospital)</th>
<th>Wages for injured person/s</th>
<th>Total Direct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Burn</td>
<td>R2,600 11.02</td>
<td>R21,000 88.98</td>
<td>R23,600 30.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Burn</td>
<td>R1,500 8.57</td>
<td>R16,000 91.43</td>
<td>R17,500 29.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cut/Caught</td>
<td>R800 13.79</td>
<td>R5,000 86.21</td>
<td>R5,800 28.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Cut/Caught</td>
<td>R2,100 53.85</td>
<td>R1,800 46.15</td>
<td>R3,900 26.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Cut/Caught</td>
<td>R700 12.73</td>
<td>R4,800 87.27</td>
<td>R5,500 27.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Cut/Caught</td>
<td>R3,000 25.00</td>
<td>R9,000 75.00</td>
<td>R12,000 33.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Cut/Caught</td>
<td>R5,000 62.50</td>
<td>R3,000 37.50</td>
<td>R8,000 32.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Cut/Caught</td>
<td>R14,000 53.85</td>
<td>R12,000 46.15</td>
<td>R26,000 43.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Cut/Caught</td>
<td>R1,700 48.57</td>
<td>R1,800 51.43</td>
<td>R3,500 12.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Cut/Caught</td>
<td>R3,400 41.46</td>
<td>R4,800 58.54</td>
<td>R8,200 16.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Cut/Caught</td>
<td>R2,000 23.81</td>
<td>R6,400 76.19</td>
<td>R8,400 28.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Cut/Caught</td>
<td>R1,600 26.67</td>
<td>R4,400 73.33</td>
<td>R6,000 30.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Cut/Caught</td>
<td>R1,200 19.35</td>
<td>R5,000 80.65</td>
<td>R6,200 36.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Cut/Caught</td>
<td>R4,400 25.29</td>
<td>R13,000 74.71</td>
<td>R17,400 53.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Cut/Caught</td>
<td>R1,800 8.26</td>
<td>R20,000 91.74</td>
<td>R21,800 62.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Cut/Caught</td>
<td>R700 14.89</td>
<td>R4,000 85.11</td>
<td>R4,700 26.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>Cut/Caught</td>
<td>R1,800 18.37</td>
<td>R8,000 81.63</td>
<td>R9,800 23.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>Cut/Caught</td>
<td>R3,200 21.05</td>
<td>R12,000 78.95</td>
<td>R15,200 38.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>Cut/Caught</td>
<td>R600 60.00</td>
<td>R400 40.00</td>
<td>R1,000 16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Electrical</td>
<td>R2,400 61.54</td>
<td>R1,500 38.46</td>
<td>R3,900 17.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Electrical – Fatality</td>
<td>R1,800 0.36</td>
<td>R500,000 99.64</td>
<td>R501,800 29.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Electrical</td>
<td>R5,000 10.64</td>
<td>R42,000 89.36</td>
<td>R47,000 39.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Electrical</td>
<td>R9,500 34.55</td>
<td>R18,000 65.45</td>
<td>R27,500 33.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Electrical</td>
<td>R9,000 34.62</td>
<td>R17,000 65.38</td>
<td>R26,000 47.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Electrical</td>
<td>R9,500 24.05</td>
<td>R30,000 75.95</td>
<td>R39,500 45.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Electrical – Fatality</td>
<td>R1,600 0.32</td>
<td>R500,000 99.68</td>
<td>R501,600 29.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Electrical</td>
<td>R1,500 9.68</td>
<td>R14,000 90.32</td>
<td>R15,500 39.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>Electrical</td>
<td>R2,300 7.36</td>
<td>R29,000 92.65</td>
<td>R31,300 47.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Electrical</td>
<td>R1,500 14.29</td>
<td>R9,000 85.71</td>
<td>R10,500 40.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Electrical</td>
<td>R3,900 11.85</td>
<td>R29,000 88.15</td>
<td>R32,900 33.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Electrical</td>
<td>R2,400 5.17</td>
<td>R44,000 94.83</td>
<td>R46,400 50.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>Electrical – Fatality</td>
<td>R1,200 0.24</td>
<td>R500,000 99.76</td>
<td>R501,200 28.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>Electrical</td>
<td>R1,600 10.26</td>
<td>R14,000 89.74</td>
<td>R15,600 42.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Electrical</td>
<td>R184,000 35.11</td>
<td>R340,000 64.89</td>
<td>R524,000 56.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Electrical – Fatality</td>
<td>R1,800 0.36</td>
<td>R500,000 99.64</td>
<td>R501,800 28.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Electrical – Fatality</td>
<td>R1,500 0.30</td>
<td>R500,000 99.70</td>
<td>R501,500 28.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Event Type</td>
<td>Total Loss</td>
<td>% Frequency</td>
<td>Reporting Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Exertion/Ergonomics</td>
<td>R1,400</td>
<td>25.93</td>
<td>R4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Exertion/Ergonomics</td>
<td>R1,700</td>
<td>43.59</td>
<td>R2,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>R1,800</td>
<td>7.56</td>
<td>R22,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>R2,800</td>
<td>30.00</td>
<td>R1,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>R4,600</td>
<td>75.27</td>
<td>R14,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>R1,800</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>R7,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>R148,000</td>
<td>33.04</td>
<td>R300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>R1,500</td>
<td>10.34</td>
<td>R13,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>R1,800</td>
<td>12.16</td>
<td>R13,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>R3,200</td>
<td>31.37</td>
<td>R7,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>R2,800</td>
<td>28.57</td>
<td>R7,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>R900</td>
<td>11.39</td>
<td>R7,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>R2,600</td>
<td>9.77</td>
<td>R24,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>R7,800</td>
<td>13.98</td>
<td>R48,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>R9,500</td>
<td>12.75</td>
<td>R65,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>R11,500</td>
<td>24.73</td>
<td>R35,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>R850</td>
<td>17.53</td>
<td>R4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>R2,600</td>
<td>17.22</td>
<td>R12,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>R2,800</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>R72,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>R700</td>
<td>21.88</td>
<td>R2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>R2,000</td>
<td>22.22</td>
<td>R7,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>R1,200</td>
<td>12.37</td>
<td>R8,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>R700</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>R17,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>R600</td>
<td>14.29</td>
<td>R3,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Fall –Fatality</td>
<td>R800</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>R500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>Fall –Fatality</td>
<td>R1,500</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>R500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>R1,200</td>
<td>11.76</td>
<td>R9,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>R1,700</td>
<td>8.63</td>
<td>R18,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>Fall –Fatality</td>
<td>R43,000</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>R1,158,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>R500</td>
<td>14.29</td>
<td>R3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>R2,200</td>
<td>18.80</td>
<td>R9,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>R400</td>
<td>40.00</td>
<td>R600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>R1,200</td>
<td>46.15</td>
<td>R1,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>R1,200</td>
<td>37.50</td>
<td>R2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>R2,200</td>
<td>13.58</td>
<td>R14,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Fall –Fatality</td>
<td>R1,800</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>R500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Fall –Fatality</td>
<td>R1,500</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>R500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Fall –Fatality</td>
<td>R1,500</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>R500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Falling Object</td>
<td>R48,000</td>
<td>66.67</td>
<td>R24,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Falling Object</td>
<td>R1,800</td>
<td>27.27</td>
<td>R4,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Struck</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Struck</td>
<td>R2,000</td>
<td>17.39</td>
<td>R9,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Struck</td>
<td>R8,400</td>
<td>46.93</td>
<td>R9,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Struck</td>
<td>R600</td>
<td>37.50</td>
<td>R1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Struck</td>
<td>R4,500</td>
<td>39.13</td>
<td>R7,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Struck</td>
<td>R4,500</td>
<td>36.00</td>
<td>R8,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Struck</td>
<td>R1,600</td>
<td>44.44</td>
<td>R2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Struck</td>
<td>R1,400</td>
<td>14.89</td>
<td>R8,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Struck</td>
<td>R1,600</td>
<td>26.23</td>
<td>R4,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Struck</td>
<td>R1,600</td>
<td>53.33</td>
<td>R1,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Struck</td>
<td>R4,000</td>
<td>21.05</td>
<td>R15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Struck</td>
<td>R3,600</td>
<td>10.71</td>
<td>R30,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Struck</td>
<td>R7,500</td>
<td>18.99</td>
<td>R32,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Struck</td>
<td>R26,000</td>
<td>41.94</td>
<td>R36,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>Struck</td>
<td>R1,500</td>
<td>23.08</td>
<td>R5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>Struck</td>
<td>R1,200</td>
<td>75.00</td>
<td>R400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Struck</td>
<td>R4,600</td>
<td>26.14</td>
<td>R13,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Struck</td>
<td>R1,800</td>
<td>16.67</td>
<td>R9,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Struck</td>
<td>R800</td>
<td>47.06</td>
<td>R900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Struck</td>
<td>R1,200</td>
<td>15.58</td>
<td>R6,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Struck – Fatality</td>
<td>R1,200</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>R500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>Struck – Fatality</td>
<td>R1,600</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>R500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>Struck</td>
<td>R600</td>
<td>16.67</td>
<td>R3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>Struck</td>
<td>R500</td>
<td>14.29</td>
<td>R3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>R701,750</td>
<td>6.96</td>
<td>R9,385,600</td>
<td>93.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX B: INDIRECT COSTS OF 100 ACCIDENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Overtime costs (ZAR)</th>
<th>Time lost by injured &amp; co-workers (ZAR)</th>
<th>Supervision &amp; Management lost time (ZAR)</th>
<th>Incident investigation costs (ZAR)</th>
<th>Training of replacement worker (ZAR)</th>
<th>Damage to equipment, plant, tools, or other property (ZAR)</th>
<th>Idle plant and equipment (ZAR)</th>
<th>Other (incl. Additional Medical, Consumables &amp; Funeral Costs) (ZAR)</th>
<th>Total Indirect (ZAR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>13, 00</td>
<td>23, 00</td>
<td>1, 4</td>
<td>2, 2</td>
<td>4, 0</td>
<td>5, 0</td>
<td>24, 0</td>
<td>3, 0</td>
<td>54, 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>12, 00</td>
<td>29, 00</td>
<td>1, 3</td>
<td>1, 6</td>
<td>2, 0</td>
<td>6, 0</td>
<td>4, 0</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>41, 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4, 5</td>
<td>30, 00</td>
<td>1, 4</td>
<td>4, 2</td>
<td>7, 0</td>
<td>8, 5</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>14, 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1, 8</td>
<td>28, 00</td>
<td>0, 5</td>
<td>5, 4</td>
<td>0, 5</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>10, 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4, 1</td>
<td>28, 00</td>
<td>1, 5</td>
<td>4, 8</td>
<td>9, 0</td>
<td>5, 0</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>10, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>7, 0</td>
<td>30, 00</td>
<td>0, 6</td>
<td>9, 0</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>1, 9</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>23, 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2, 5</td>
<td>15, 00</td>
<td>0, 8</td>
<td>8, 0</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>8, 0</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>16, 00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>10, 0</td>
<td>29, 00</td>
<td>0, 9</td>
<td>8, 0</td>
<td>1, 9</td>
<td>8, 0</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>33, 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>1, 8</td>
<td>16, 00</td>
<td>0, 5</td>
<td>7, 9</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>7, 9</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>24, 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>4, 8</td>
<td>11, 00</td>
<td>0, 3</td>
<td>4, 8</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>4, 8</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>87, 00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>5, 0</td>
<td>23, 00</td>
<td>0, 6</td>
<td>5, 1</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>5, 1</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>40, 00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>3, 5</td>
<td>25, 00</td>
<td>0, 6</td>
<td>1, 5</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>1, 5</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>13, 00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>4, 8</td>
<td>44, 00</td>
<td>0, 1</td>
<td>3, 6</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>3, 6</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>10, 00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>7, 0</td>
<td>46, 00</td>
<td>0, 6</td>
<td>8, 2</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>8, 2</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>3, 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>53, 1</td>
<td>3, 9</td>
<td>2, 5</td>
<td>3, 4</td>
<td>0, 8</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>13, 7.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>78</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16,00</td>
<td>18,00</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2,00</td>
<td>27,00</td>
<td>1,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>1,800</td>
<td>4,200</td>
<td>9,00</td>
<td>1,210</td>
<td>1,200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ABSTRACT

Purpose
Substance abuse among youths is a worldwide epidemic that impacts negatively on the health sector as well as the family and society. Substance abuse has been identified to interfere with the students’ physical, cognitive and affective development. Therefore, the main aim of this study was to determine the perception of gender on the effects substance abuse on their physical, cognitive and affective development.

Methodology
The research philosophy adopted was positivism and the approach was deductive. A self-administered questionnaire containing items developed from literature review was administered to 199 built environment and civil engineering students at a South African university. The data was analyzed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 21. The reliability for internal consistency of the measured constructs i.e. physical, cognitive and affective development was determined using Cronbach’s alpha test. Item correlation identified the correlation of the measures of physical, cognitive and affective development. T-test was further conducted to test gender perception on the effects of substance abuse on the physical, cognitive and affective development.

Findings
The measures of physical, cognitive and affective development had a strong relationship and were reliable measures. Furthermore, the results suggest that there was no statistical significant difference on the perception of the effect of substance abuse on cognitive development as informed by
male and female students. However, there was a significant difference on their perception on substance abuse on physical and affective development.

Value
It is recommended that the scale of physical, cognitive and affective development can be used in future studies. These scales are reliable and the measures have strong relationship. Furthermore, male students should be informed of the effects of substance abuse on their physical and affective development.

Keywords: Correlation, Effects, Engineering, University, Substance Abuse.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is probably uncontroversial to state that all university campuses struggle with containing and controlling alcohol and drugs consumption by their students, this was highlighted in a discussion with the vice chancellor and members of staff of this university being researched (Vice-Chancellor university campus visit, 2014). This sentiment is supported by the study of Dlamini et al., (2012) which inferred that alcohol is still freely available on campus. Substance abuse could be exacerbated with the age at which students first enter such institutions. An age of freedom and experimentation, where young students have the opportunity to test the limits previously set by parents and schools.

Parents expect a university to provide a nurturing environment for their children which would be conducive to studying. It is expected that a university should provide a safe, enriching and rewarding educational experience for a student. This will ensure that students would develop their social and intellectual skills without any hindrances. However, recent news reports about South African university campuses have led to speculation about the safety of students on campus (Flanagan, 2011). According to Towl (2004) alcohol consumption has been described as a core component of student culture and is seen as a defining feature of tertiary education lifestyle. Alcohol is among the most abused substances in South Africa. Furthermore, substance indulgence has prompted students to lose focus on their primary reason for embarking on a study in higher education.

Students normally enter university to further their studies and acquire knowledge so they can improve their chances of entering the job market. Students’ fees are a substantial expense for parents and guardians especially when no bursaries are secured. Students aspire to obtain qualifications which would equip them with skills to follow noble career paths. These students would expect to have a positive experience that will contribute towards successfully completing their studies. Many students
believe that higher education is a genuine place for one to enjoy academic bliss. Aside from the high colour paraphernalia and sophisticated digital media used for promoting students enrolments, students need to understand that university is another community within which advantages and disadvantages exist. Every university in South Africa faces challenges and students ought to be aware of these challenges. Students should not be deceived into thinking that they have entered an ideal educational environment which is free from the influences of drugs and alcohol abuse and similar vices (Dlamini et al., 2012).

According to Botvin et al., (1990) some students who have experimented on substances such as tobacco, alcohol eventuates in compulsive patterns of use characterized by psychological and physical dependence. This paper examines measures of the perception of gender on the effects of substance abuse, on their physical, cognitive and affective development.

2. CREATING A SUBSTANCE ABUSE FREE ENVIRONMENT

The ambience of a “watering hole” is entirely different from that of a library or learning centre. Any attempts to merge these two environments would be a certain recipe for disaster. Universities need to take a firm stand to ensure that such calamities are prevented. According to the Shellenbarger (2011), survey conducted in Purdue University showed a sharp drop in drinking among students from 48% in 2006 to 37.3% in 2009. Much of this success is attributed to a new trend in alcohol free events on or around campus grounds.

According to the Higher Education Centre (2011) a comprehensive approach has been developed to assist students with alcohol use, which addresses the issues not only through educational channels but also by bringing about change at the institutional, community, and public policy level. The premise of this approach is grounded in the principle that people’s attitudes, decisions, and behaviour and those that relate to alcohol use are shaped by the physical, social, economic, and legal environments. This Centre argues that many aspects of this environment can be shaped by campus and government officials.

3. THE EFFECTS OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE

The effects of substance abuse on the development of tertiary students can occur in the following areas:
  - Their physical development; and
  - Psychological development i.e. cognitive and affective development.
3.1 Effects of substance abuse on students’ physical development

Physical development of a person concerns the growth of the body. This entails changes in the proportions between different parts of the body and changes in the internal structure and functioning of the body (Gouws and Kruger, 2003; Very, 1996).

Substance abuse has, amongst other, the effects on the physical development of the student. Smoking drugs such as marijuana causes various respiratory problems and diseases such as daily coughing, acute chest illness and risk of lung infections (National Institute on Drug Abuse, NIDA, 2014; South African National Council for Alcohol and Drug Dependence (Sanca, 2004). Furthermore, smoking can aggravate asthma and prevent enough oxygen and nutrients from nourishing the skin, giving rise to bad skin and a disease called psoriasis (Life scope, 2004).

Furthermore, continued smoking causes breakdown of lung tissue and clogging of the air sacs (Izenberg and Lyness, 2002). Based on the aforementioned discussion the researchers infer that student will be less active in sports performance. The student will suffer from increased heartbeat, poor blood circulation and shortness of breath making it difficult for him to engage in activities that students of his age group engage in.

Drug abuse may make the student giddy, stagger, lose balance and will affect his motor co-ordination (Sanca, 2004). Motor dysfunction (especially dysfunction regarding fine motor co-ordination as required for articulation, writing and eye movements) may cause students to experience speaking, writing and reading difficulties (Jeram, 2009). Substance abuse robs the body of essential vitamins and minerals and interferes with the digestion of food (Sanca, 2004).

3.2 Psychological development

Psychological development refers to the development of mental characteristic or attitude of a person with specific emphasis on those factors affecting behaviour in a given context (Allen, 1993). The psychological development of the student will be discussed by distinguishing between the cognitive and affective aspects.

3.2.1 Cognitive development

The term cognitive development refers to the continuous and cumulative development of the intellect and has to do with thinking skills, creatively, perception, conceptualization, insight, knowledge, imagination and intuition (Jeram, 2009). According to Du Toit and Kruger, (1994) and Vrey, (1996) secondary school learners display different characteristics during their cognitive development. The authors believe that these characteristics will also be experienced by university students. The student will have a
conscious focus on the world and acquires knowledge of the world in a
cognitive and formal manner. They acquire further new skills in calculation
of mathematics, physics and also incorporate new concepts in his
knowledge structure. Furthermore, the student is expected to remember
information and apply the information when solving problems and be able
to reproduce it a later stage.

The student can communicate effectively and his vocabulary is large
enough to follow teaching. Perceptually, the student can assign meaning to
sensation and can recognize, memorize, integrate, differentiate and
imagine. The student learns by personal experience and by active
participation. His attention span improves and he is able to concentrate for
longer periods. The student is capable of devoting himself seriously to his
tasks and completing them properly. Furthermore the student is willing,
eager and ready to learn (Jeram, 2009).

3.2.2 Effects of substance abuse on students cognitive development

Substance abuse can affect the cognitive development of the students.
According to Bezuidenhout, (2004) this can occur when substance being
abused interferes with a good nutrient supply to the brain and may result in
brain damage, which is done in a cognitive and formal manner. Excessive
alcohol use causes the brain to age prematurely. Brain disorders
commonly associated with alcoholism are Weenicke’s Syndrome,
Koraskoff’s Psychosis and Marchiafava’s Disease.

The use of addictive substance over a long period of time may impair
the memory and problem solving abilities of the student (NIDA, 2014). This
has serious consequence on academic achievement as well as appropriate
life decisions that a student has to make.

Furthermore, it erodes the self-discipline necessary for learning. The
student may experience problems with reading, calculating, writing and
incorporating new concepts into his knowledge structure. Ultimately, the
student may experience falling grades and may drop out of school (Jeram,
2009).

The student who abuse alcohol finds it more difficult to be cautious
and to use good judgment to protect him/herself. They find it more difficult
to think clearly because the more they drink, the more slowly their brain
works (Lifescope, 2004). This in turn can lead to difficulty in reading,
calculating and writing skills.

Marijuana smoking may result in the loss of short-term memory and
impairs a person’s ability to learn and concentrate, which in turn affects his
problem solving abilities and the ability to reproduce information at a later
stage. The marijuana user experiences a lack of initiative, motivation and
concern about the future (Ravesafe, 2003).

3.3 Affective development
The affective development is an emotional development concerned with emotions, feelings, passion, moods, sentiments and whims and determines the students' personality (Van den Aardweg and Van den Aardweg, 1990). The student shows a greater understanding for the feelings of others and simultaneously displays a greater degree of empathy and sympathy. They also express, control, suppress or hide emotions according to social rules thus meeting the requirements of his cultural groups, his peer group and his community. The students express aggression (anger, rage, stubbornness) becomes more refined and he/she uses the social skills that he/she has acquired to cope, i.e., communication and co-operation. Anger and rage make him moody and he/she will sometimes tend to use force to solve his/her problems or relieve his frustrations (Jeram, 2009).

Happiness and cheerfulness is expressed within the confines of his peer group to which he constantly strives to be accepted. The student often prefers to gloat at a friend's defeat rather than express happiness outwardly for social reasons. They understand moods and mood changes and the positive and negative feelings with which they leave him. Furthermore the student learns to suppress his emotions leading to stress, depression, feelings of discontent and bad moods. They also learn to rid themselves of unpleasant feelings by having a good cry, doing rigorous exercise or having a good laugh (Jeram, 2009).

3.3.1 Effects of substance abuse on students affective development

The following are some of the effects that substance abuse may possibly have on the affective development of the students: Alcohol intake can lead one being talkative and friendly or aggressive and angry. It can also alter emotions, movement, vision and hearing. In addition to this it can make people do embarrassing things like throwing up or urinating on themselves (Rutherford, 2004).

Furthermore, alcohol intake causes a student to become more angry and stubborn or get into a rage without much provocation. The student has not learnt to express control, suppress or hide his emotions in line with expectation of his peer group, his cultural group and his community. Substance abuse can weaken a person's inhibitions, dull the common sense, bring out sexually aggressive behaviour and make the student more egocentric (Rodgers, 2011).

Students sometimes attempt to hide feelings and emotions by abusing substances. The “high” that the substance abuser experiences can be a very happy or “spaced out” feeling or a feeling that he has special powers like the ability to fly or get rid of all his problems (Brown, 2004). Since substance abuse has interfered with the students’ ability to suppress his emotions, the student may display anger, rage, stubbornness and jealousy in an open and less refined manner (Jeram, 2009).
Marijuana use has been noted for blunting emotions and for making the student paranoid. The student will most probably end up becoming suspicious and fearful of the people around him causing him to bed-wet, stammer, boast, be anxious or engage in noisy behaviour, which are symptoms of suppressed fear (Bowman, 2002). Jealousy may be displayed by anger, rage and the use of force rather than by teasing, lying and bullying.

Substance abuse and addiction may cause stress and anxiety, which in turn may cause the user to increase the substance dosage to cope with the situation. When this fails, the individual may suffer from uncontrolled depression and may commit suicide (Rodgers, 2011).

Once the student becomes psychologically dependent on drugs and alcohol they find it difficult to stop. Bezuidenhout, (2004) inferred that 90% will experience some degree of relapse. Even if the student wishes to stop they will not know how to because they have relied on substance abuse to resolve problems and escape from the reality. The student may become less co-operative, less friendly and less sensitive to others who may want to assist him.

4. PROBLEM STATEMENT

It has been indicated that substance abuse is rampant among university students in South Africa. This could lead to health problems of the students and poor performance in their studies. Coupled with this problem, the measures for physical, cognitive and affective development have differed in different studies. In order address the stated problems the research questions posed were:

- What is the reliability of the measures of physical, cognitive and affective development?
- What relationship exists between the measures that measure the physical, cognitive and affective development?
- Do male and female students differ on the effects of substance abuse on their physical, cognitive and affective development?

Furthermore, the following null hypotheses were tested:

- \((H1)\) The measures measuring affective, cognitive and physical development are not reliable;
- \((H2)\) There is no relationship within the measures that measure substance abuse effect on physical, cognitive and affective development; and
- \((H3)\) There is no significant difference on the perception of the effect of substance abuse on physical, cognitive and affective development between male and female students.
5 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The research philosophy of the study was positivism and adopting a deductive approach. Based on the research philosophy and approach adopted in this study the review led to the identification 23 items measuring three constructs i.e. physical, cognitive and affective depicting the effect of substance abuse on students. The use of structured questionnaire survey in an in-depth exploration of the constructs underlying the subject matter of the research was used. Creswell (1994) describes a survey as a quantitative or numeric description of some fraction of the population – the sample, which enables researchers to generalize their findings from a sample of respondents to a population within the limitations of the sampling method.

A purposive sample was used where the researchers selected sample members to conform to some or other criterion in this case university students. The respondents were reading for the qualifications on Baccalaureus Technologiae (BTech) Civil Engineering, Construction Management or Quantity Surveying programs. Furthermore, those who were reading for National Diploma in Civil Engineering and Building were also included. A total of 199 usable questionnaires were gathered of which 51 were reading for National Diploma in Civil Engineering, 137 pursing National Diploma in Building and 11 were reading for BTech in Construction Management, Quantity Surveying and Civil Engineering. This sample size was sufficient to meet the statistical test requirements for group statistical testing. As part of the delimitation process (Creswell, 1994) of this research, few respondents reading for BTech in quantity surveying, civil and construction management did not complete the questionnaire. This limits the generalization of the sample.

Purposive sampling is a non-probability method of sampling it is impossible to evaluate the extent to which such samples are representative of the relevant population (Welman & Kruger, 2001). In some respects purposive sampling gives the research qualities of a case study (Creswell, 1994). These problems with generalizing from the sample to the whole population of built environment and civil engineering students are limitations of the research design and fully acknowledged in this research.

The questionnaire surveys were administered under controlled lecture room conditions to ensure the standardization of data gathering, to decrease non-response errors and to increase response rates (Cooper & Schindler, 1998). The data was gathered using self-administered questionnaires (Leedy, 1997). Furthermore, as the questionnaires were completed anonymously, the collection of the data and the presentation of this report cannot harm the respondents or their organization in any way.

The need for content validity was not established as no, pilot study and pre-testing was done on the questionnaire. The structured questions
were analyzed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 21. This resulted in the computation of frequencies, parametric statistics in the form of independent sample t-test to test the hypotheses of gender perception on the effects of substance abuse. The mean scores of the male and female students in the t-test were interpreted using the bands; strongly disagree (1.00-1.80); disagree (1.81-2.60); uncertain (2.61-3.40); agree 3.41-4.20; and strongly agree 4.21-5.00.

The reliability for internal consistency of the constructs of physical, cognitive and affective development was determined using Cronbach's alpha test (Cooper & Schindler, 1998). Hair et al., (2006) advocated for a cut-off value of 0.70 and above as sufficient in achieving internal consistency of a construct. This cut-off value was adopted for this present study.

6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The demographic result indicates that majority, i.e. slightly over 61% of students were male and 38 % were female. This is an indication that gender transformation is taking place in the faculty of the built environment and engineering. It can be indicated that this particular university is adhering to the South Africa government policy of allowing female to purse built environment and engineering qualification. Furthermore majority of the students were Blacks (92.0%), Whites (5.0%), Indians (1.5%) and Coloureds (1.5%). As per the qualification 25.6% of the students were pursuing National Diploma in Civil Engineering, 68.8% pursing National Diploma in Building and 5.5% were reading for Baccalaureus Technologiae (BTech) in Construction Management, BTech Quantity Surveying and BTech Civil Engineering. The result also suggests that slightly over 40 percent of students in this university are not aware of the substance abuse policy in the university. This might be the reason why students are using drugs and abusing substance in the campus.

The results in Table 6.1 indicate the reliability of the effects of substance abuse. The results found that the measures of physical development were reliable, as the group Cronbach alpha was greater than 0.70 at 0.86. The result also found that cognitive and affective development measures were reliable as the Cronbach alpha was above 0.70 as advocated by Hair et al., (2006). The Cronbach alpha was 0.91 and 0.92 respectively. These results do not support the null hypothesis (H1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Cronbach alpha</th>
<th>Cronbach alpha based on standardized measures</th>
<th>Number of measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical development</td>
<td>0.864</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive development</td>
<td>0.913</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
According to Pallant (2013), it is ideal to analyze and report the mean inter-item correlation when the measures of each construct is less than 10 items. The physical, cognitive and affective development measures had less than 10 items. The result in Table 6.2 suggests that physical development attained mean inter-item correlation value of 0.513 with values ranging from 0.348 to 0.661. This indicates a strong relationship between the measures measuring physical development. Cognitive development attained mean inter-item correlation value of 0.57 with values ranging from 0.413 to 0.703. This indicates a strong relationship between the measures measuring physical development. Lastly affective development attained mean inter-item correlation value of 0.562 with values ranging from 0.364 to 0.744. This indicates a strong relationship between the measures measuring physical development. The null hypothesis (H2) is not accepted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Maximum/minimum</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Number of measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical</td>
<td>0.518</td>
<td>0.348</td>
<td>0.661</td>
<td>0.312</td>
<td>1.898</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive</td>
<td>0.570</td>
<td>0.413</td>
<td>0.703</td>
<td>0.290</td>
<td>1.702</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective</td>
<td>0.562</td>
<td>0.364</td>
<td>0.744</td>
<td>0.381</td>
<td>2.046</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The result in Table 6.3 indicates that the physical development construct was measured using six items. The measures were reliable and can be reused in other similar studies. A t-test was therefore conducted to compare the physical development scores of male and female students. There was significant difference in scores for male students (M=3.18, SD=1.05) and female students (M=3.52, SD =1.07, t(169)= 2.00, p = 0.05, two tailed). Therefore, rejecting the null hypothesis (H3) stated. Male students were highly uncertain than female students on the effect of substance abuse on their physical development. Female students agreed that substance abuse affects their physical development. The groups mean score was 3.52 for female students and 3.18 for male students. In relation to this finding male students might be in denial that substance abuse affects their physical development.

The result in Table 6.3 further indicates that the cognitive development was measured using eight items. The measures (items) for cognitive development are reliable and hence reused in other similar studies. Furthermore, an independent sample t-test was conducted to compare the cognitive development scores of female and male students. There was no significant difference in the mean scores of female students (M=3.48, SD=1.02) and male students (M=3.20, SD =0.98, t(165)= 1.78, p = 0.08, two tailed) as the p-value was greater than 0.05. Therefore, accepting the
null hypothesis \((H3)\) stated. This is an indication that the effect of substance abuse on cognitive development of the students was not different. However, the groups mean score for female and male students was 3.48 and 3.20 respectively. These mean scores suggest that the female students agreed that substance abuse had an effect on cognitive development, whereas male students were uncertain. Male students need to be more informed of the effects of substance abuse on their cognitive development.

Finally, the result in Table 6.3 indicates that the affective development construct was measured using nine items. The measures (items) for affective development are reliable and can be reused in other similar studies. An independent sample t-test was conducted to compare the affective development scores of male and female students. There was significant difference in scores for female students \((M=3.25, \ SD=1.02)\) and male students \((M=2.92, \ SD =0.99; \ t(165)= 2.06, \ p = 0.04, \ two\ tailed)\). Therefore, rejecting the null hypothesis \((H3)\) stated and accepting the alternative hypothesis. However, both female and male students were uncertain on the effect of substance abuse on the affective development. These finding suggests that both and female students should be informed of the effects of substance abuse on their affective development.

Table 6.3 T-test of gender on the physical, cognitive and affective development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development</th>
<th>Levene test of equality of variances</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>Sig.(p)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical development</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive development</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective development</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>2.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 CONCLUSIONS

The research established that measures for physical, cognitive and affective development were reliable and had strong relationship. Female students perceived that substance abuse affected the physical and cognitive development. However, male students were uncertain of the effects of substance abuse on their physical and cognitive development.
Both male and female students were uncertain in relation to the effects of substance abuse on their affective development. It is interesting to note that despite of the uncertainty male students were less uncertain than the female students.

It is recommended that the scale of physical, cognitive and affective development can be used in future studies that will include all the universities in South Africa in the department of construction management and quantity surveying. These scales are reliable and the measures have strong relationship. The researchers further recommend that this university and others in South Africa should develop a policy to inform students of the dangers of substance abuse on their affective, physical and cognitive development.
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ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS

**Purpose:** To report findings of a study that examines the power attributes and how they influence stakeholders' participation in health and safety risk management in construction projects in Tanzania.

**Research Design:** A case study strategy was adopted, and, involved four large on-going construction projects in Dar es Salaam Tanzania. Data were collected through in-depth interviews with a range of stakeholders: clients, consultants, contractors, workers and regulatory agencies.

**Research limitations/implications:** The use of case study strategy confined to the small sample size. Survey methods could be used to collect data from a bigger sample and therefore would have generated more insight on the subject matter.

**Findings:** This study indicates that power remains a predominant factor in stakeholders’ participation in risk management. In fact, the different sources of power such as technical expertise, legitimate or position, political and resource control created opportunities for stakeholders to participate in health and safety risk management.

**Response to conference theme and outcomes:** This study demonstrates the importance of improved project management in risk management by involved key project stakeholders and their power attribute.

**Practical implications:** Effective stakeholders’ participation in health and safety risk management requires the analysis of different stakeholders’
powers attributes and implementation in the participation programme and policies

Originality/value: Influences of power on stakeholders’ relationship and subsequent effects of this relationship upon project performance underscored the potential of power as a tool for promoting effective stakeholders’ participation and engendering higher levels of risk management performance in construction projects.

Keywords: Construction Project, Health and Safety risks Management, Power influences, Project Stakeholders

1.0 Introduction

The nature of construction activities are associated with high health and safety risk factors; this being the case, there is high spate of accidents in construction projects. Managing risk factors in construction project has been a challenge for a long time. Nevertheless, it has become apparent that risk management is collective responsibility and requires effort of all stakeholders such as clients, consultant teams, contractors and workers (Lingard and Rowlison, 2005). In some contexts, terms and the means for stakeholders’ participation on health and safety risk management are specified and guided by regulations (Construction Design and Management Regulations (CDM) of 2007 in the UK, (HSE, 2007); the South African Construction Regulation of 2003 (CIDB, 2008), and the Swedish Work Environment Act of 2009). In other contexts in particular Tanzania, the issue of health and safety risk management are vested to Contractors, while other stakeholder such as client, designers and workers have no legal power to influence health and safety risk management (OSHA, 2003).

Power, as stated by Jasperson et al., (2002) is an ability to influence decisions of a particular event. On the health and safety perspective, the influence should based on identification of risk factors, analysis, evaluation, control risk, communication, consultation, monitoring and review of the level of risk in construction projects. The influence can be either from legal, professional or position perspective (Lunenburg, 2012). Nonetheless, in most cases people depend much on legal power and neglecting the potential of other powers which can influence decisions. This has been the case in construction sectors, where there is a limited knowledge on how stakeholders’ power influence their participation on health and safety risk management in construction projects. This paper therefore contributes to the understanding of types of power in which stakeholders hold, the use of such power on health and safety risks management from briefing, design, procurement and construction phases.
2.0 Literature Review

2.1 Definition of Power

Generally, power has been defined as the measure of the amount of authority a particular stakeholder can exercise (Arnstein 1969). Other scholars have defined power as an ability to influence the intentions and actions of other stakeholders (Jasperson et al., 2002). Moreover, Etzioni (1978) ascertained that, power is an actor's ability to induce or influence another actor to carry out his directives or any other norms he supports. In the similar vein, Folger, et al., (1993) defined power as "the capacity to act effectively". In generally, what emerge in these definitions revealed that power has to do with possession of control, authority or influence over others. One can say that, power is a potential energy that exists and only awaits realization through being acted upon by either being a driver of activity or active resource as decision makers.

2.2 Sources of Power

Different researchers have identified different sources of powers. As maintained by Lunenburg (2012), there are three main sources of powers: legitimate or position power, personal or expert power and political power. Accordingly, position power is derived from statutory or organisational authorities where there is formal authority to reward, punish and control information. Personal power is derived from the individual's personal attributes or human relationship influences such as expertise power (special knowledge and experiences), traits and loyalty. Furthermore, resourcing is also inevitably linked with power, since power can be seen as concerning control over resources (Scott, 1992), whether physical, intellectual or emotional. This source of power is derived from ownership or control over resources. Resource rights are exemplified by the ability to assign people offices, space and financials success.

Political power on other hand is derived from the exercise of strategic processes. Politics is typified by the use of creeping commitment as a strategy for drawing cautious practitioners into taking revolutionary actions. A good example is when workers join a trade union or elect their representatives in workplaces. Possession of information has been found to constitute an additional source/element of power (Liu et al, 2003) and a socio-political connection (who is known) has been suggested by Hersey et al. (1996) to constitute another source. Status, in terms of social prestige, may also be an important consideration to provide greater power to those with higher status. The discussion above transpires that there are different sources of power among actors. These include position, personal, political, resources, information, status and connections. Needless to say, these sources of power have a potential to provide opportunity for one to act in one way or another in health and safety risk management.
2.3 Stakeholders Power and Risk management process

Risk has been defined as the chance of something happening that will have an impact on objective, and it is specified in term of event and their consequences. According to Chapman and Ward (2003), the essential purpose of risk management is to improve project performance via systematic identification, appraisal and treat or control risk and communication of risk information. The management of health and safety risk factors is embedded in the roles and responsibilities of various stakeholders and vary from inception to construction stage. For example, different authors have discussed the role of clients in managing health and safety issue (Smallwood (2008), Lingard, et al., (2009), Kikwasi (2010) Musonda and Haupt (2011) and Musonda (2012). They maintained that, clients have a major role in project implementation, and therefore, they should push for the safety requirements from idea to completion of projects. This has been reflected in different regulations in different countries which require clients to ensure health and safety is managed throughout the projects (Construction Design and Management (CDM) Regulations, of 2007; South Africa construction regulation of 2003, Swedish Work Environment Act of 2009). The core issues which require clients to have responsibilities on health and safety include his position (position power) in selecting consultant team and contractors. Further, Huang and Hinze (2006) ascertain that a client is the financier who has resource control power. This is demonstrated in the way clients encourage designers to address safety issues in the designs, and how they inspire contractors to implement safety management during construction.

Project managers (PMs) on the other hand, are viewed as the single point of responsibility for all key decisions of the project where they play a vital role in the execution of project excellent (Rwelamila and Asalan, 2010). Indeed, the PM is involved in planning, organising, staffing, motivating, directing, leading, tracking, measuring, and controlling of all aspects of a project (Weaver, 2007) which need commitment and necessary skills. On the other hand conditions of contracts have vested much of the power to PMs, specifically, issue instruction, approval payments, and issuing certificates. In this regards PMs possess, position, expertise and information power to control health and safety in construction projects. Such control is achieved through forward thinking and the provision of good information and communication which are the basis for decisions for both the project managers, clients and contractors.

The architects, engineers and quantity surveyors do consider health and safety aspects in their design (Smallwood, 2004). Moreover, they identify, appraise and control all the risk from a design perspective. Quantity surveyors warrant health and safety aspects in the BOQ by drawing up specifications and ensure principal contractors incorporate adequate allowances for health and safety (Niemandt, and Crafford, 2011).

Contractors, especially site managers have traditionally and legally borne the largest portion of health and safety risk responsibility in
construction (OSHA, 2003). They highly influence on-site safety because they monitor, co-ordinate and direct the work of the sub-contractors. On the other hand, workers have to comply with the safety and health law, instructions and procedures in the health and safety policy. Furthermore, they have to use safety devices and protective equipment as required. They are obliged to report to their immediate supervisor of any incident which they believe is likely to cause a hazard which they cannot rectify. In addition, they have power to select safety protective equipment, to join trade unions (employment and labour relation Act 2004) and elect their representative for health and safety risk management (OSHA, 2003).

3.0 Methodology

Four on-going construction projects in Dar es Salaam were included in the case study. All projects were selected because they showed some element of multi-stakeholders participation in health and safety risk management. Face-to-face Interviews were conducted with key stakeholders such as clients, project managers, architects, engineers, Quantity surveyors, Site managers and workers. Key informers from legal institution such as Contractor registration board (CRB), Architect and Quantity surveyor registration board (AQRB), Occupational safety and health Authority (OSHA), and Public Procurement Authority (PPA) were interviewed. The interview began by asking stakeholders to rate their perceived level of power in various activities in the construction project where responses range from low, medium and high. Also they were asked to rate their power influence in health and safety risk management. The possession and the use of powers of these stakeholders were assessed at four stages of a project: Briefing, Designing, Procurement and Construction phase.

The briefing phase in this context refers to the early stages of a scheme; from the time a client conceives an idea to the point where a client communicates ideas to the consultant. Design stage, on the other hand is when the designer start conceptual drawings through its development and up to production of BOQ. Procurement stage include when a contractor is selected. The construction stage is the time the contractor(s) carry out work on site. Table 3.1 indicate the nature of project selected and stakeholders involved in the interview.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewees</th>
<th>Type of project</th>
<th>Nature of project</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1 Client, project manager, Architect, Quantity surveyor, engineers, site manager, and 10 workers</td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>Construction of two storey warehouse building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2 Client, Architect, Quantity surveyor, engineers, site manager, and 10 workers</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Construction of five storey maternity ward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3 Client, Architect, Quantity surveyor, engineers, site manager, project manager, clerk of work and 15 workers</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Construction of 36 storey commercial and residential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4 Client, Architect, Quantity surveyor, engineers, site manager, project manager,</td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>Construction of 10 storey building for</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Data Analysis

4.1 Stakeholders’ power relation during the briefing stage

Qualitative content analysis was applied to discern the perception and the used of power among stakeholders in different activities. Three activities were used in this analysis: setting the project’s requirements, employment of consultants, and communicating project requirements. The respondents were asked to rate these attributes as high, moderate or low. Counting was used to determine the number of stakeholders who perceived low, moderate or high power at different project stages. The results are presented in Table 4.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity performed</th>
<th>Stakeholders performed</th>
<th>Perceived power</th>
<th>The use of power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Setting project requirements which emphasises health and safety aspects</td>
<td>Clients</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>H M M M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Legal authorities</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>M M M M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Professional Registration Bodies</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>L L L L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment of consultant based on safety merits</td>
<td>Clients</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>H M M H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Legal authorities</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>M H H M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Professional Registration Bodies</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>M M M M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicating project information with emphasis on health and safety aspects</td>
<td>Clients</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>H H H H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Project managers</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>H N/A N/A M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Architects</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>M M M M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quantity Surveyors</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>M L L L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engineers</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>L L L L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Legal authorities</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>L L L L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Professional Registration Bodies</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>L L L L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NB: L =low, M=Moderate, H =High, N/A= Not applicable, P1, P2, P3, P4 are Project one to Project four respectively

As Table 4.1 illustrates, all clients from four projects perceived having high power during the briefing stage. Although they have high power, only project one has used effectively his power to influence health and safety aspect. In project two, three and four, the clients used moderate power to influence health and safety risk decision. A further discussion revealed that in project two the client was not a financier; therefore, he had to adhere to
the financier’s requirements. Accordingly, this client had less resource control power.

During the employment of consultant teams and in communicating the project’s requirements, the clients retained high power in project one and four respectively while in case two and three, clients’ power was moderately used. It was further informed that project two and three, clients had less power as consultants employment processes were guided by procurement regulations. The procurement regulations provide a procedure for employing consultants without any emphasis on health and safety risk management. In the communication of project’s requirements, the project manager in Project one had high powers as he was in a position to discuss and advice on various aspects of the project’s requirements. Either way, the project manager had to ensure that the clients understood the decisions to be made and that there was a balanced opinion in making those decisions.

4.2 Stakeholders’ power relation during the design stage

Three activities were used to analyse perceived and uses of stakeholders’ power in implementation health and safety risk management during design stages. These activities involved design concepts such as the generation of the general layout and outline proposal, production of full design details, establishing specifications and preparation of the BOQ and cost estimates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity performed</th>
<th>Stakeholders</th>
<th>Perceived power</th>
<th>The use of power in different projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L   M   H</td>
<td>P1   P2   P3   P4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Design Concepts which incorporate health and safety</td>
<td>Client</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>M   M   M   M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Project manager</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>H   N/A  N/A  L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Architect</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>M   L   L   L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quantity Surveyor</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>L   L   L   L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engineers</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>L   L   L   L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Legal authorities</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>L   L   L   L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Professional bodies</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>L   L   L   L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Detail Design which incorporate health and safety</td>
<td>Client</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>L   L   L   L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Project Manager</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>L   N/A  N/A  L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Architect</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>L   L   L   L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quantity Surveyor</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>L   L   L   L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engineers</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>M   L   L   L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Legal authorities</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>L   L   L   L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Professional bodies</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>M   M   M   M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 BOQ and cost</td>
<td>Client</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>M   M   M   M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Project Manager</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>H   N/A  N/A  M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
estimates which incorporate health and safety

Architect ☑ ☑ ☑ M M M M
Quantity Surveyor ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑ H M M M
Engineers ☑ ☑ ☑ M M M M
Legal authorities ☑ ☑ ☑ M M M M
Professional bodies ☑ L L L L

NB: L = low, M = Moderate, H = High, N/A = Not applicable, P1, P2, P3, P4 are Project one to Project four respectively

Table 4.2 reveals that, during the inception design, the architects and the project managers had high power, whereas the quantity surveyors and the structural engineers had moderate powers. During the detail design, the powers of the structural engineers increased. On the other hand, when BOQ and cost estimate were prepared, the power of the architects and that of engineers decreased while quantity surveyors power increased. This underscores the fact that there was high expertise power in performing tasks in construction projects. The project managers maintained considerable power throughout the design stage. The fact that the project managers interpret the plan and specifications, the BOQs and the cost estimates to ensure they met the client’s requirements is interpreted by the researcher as a source of his high power throughout the design stage. After a long discussion, it was revealed that although designers acknowledged having high power during the design stage, they did not use it. For example, in project two, three and four the uses of power were low. This was contributed by perception that it cost and time consuming, lack of regulation requirements and lack of knowledge. This underscores the fact that someone may have power but fails to use it due to the perception or legal requirement or knowledge.

4.3 Stakeholders’ power relation during the procurement stage

Three activities were used to analyse perceived and uses of stakeholders’ power in implementation health and safety risk management during procurement stage as indicated in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Perceived and uses of powers of stakeholders during procurement stage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity performed</th>
<th>Perceived power</th>
<th>The use of power in different projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preparation of tender documents which emphasis the aspect of health and safety</td>
<td>Client ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑ M M M M</td>
<td>Project Manager ☑ ☑ ☑ H N/A A/ M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Architect ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑ M M M M</td>
<td>Surveyor ☑ ☑ ☑ H H H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engineers ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑ M M M M</td>
<td>Legal authorities ☑ ☑ ☑ M M M M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Professional bodies ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑ M M M M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 4.3 indicates that the project managers and the quantity surveyors perceived to have high powers throughout project procurement stage. They were actively involved in the tender document preparation as well as in the tender evaluation. Architects who acted as team leaders perceived to have high power in document preparations and tender evaluation. Although these stakeholders perceive to have high power, in some cases (Projects two and three) evaluation of health and safety aspect measures were lacking. The reason reported was that the evaluation process was governed by procurement regulations which do not have these criteria, testing the commitment of contractors for awarding the projects. During the awarding of the contract, the clients’ powers were high as they had to make final decisions on selection. Therefore, at this stage, the clients had an opportunity and authority to emphasize and ensure health and safety risks are adequately accommodated within the contract clauses.

### 4.4 Stakeholders’ power relation during the construction stage

Two activities were used to analyse perceived and uses of stakeholders’ power in implementing health and safety risk management during design stage. These activities included safety induction training, provision of PPE, Welfare facilities and site safety inspection/monitoring.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity performed</th>
<th>Stakeholders</th>
<th>Perceived power</th>
<th>The use of power in different projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Client</td>
<td>L M H P1 P2 P3 P4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Project Manager</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ M M M M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Architect</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ M H M M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quantity Surveyor</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ H H H H</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engineers</td>
<td>✓ ✓ M M M M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Legal authorities</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ M M M M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Professional bodies</td>
<td>✓ ✓ M M M M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NB: L = Low, M = Moderate, H = High, N/A = Not applicable, P1, P2, P3, P4 are Project one to Project four respectively

Table 4.4: Perceived and uses of powers of stakeholders during construction stage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity performed</th>
<th>Stakeholders</th>
<th>Perceived power</th>
<th>The use of power in different projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Client</td>
<td>L M H P1 P2 P3 P4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Project Manager</td>
<td>✓ ✓ M M M M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Architect</td>
<td>✓ ✓ M M M M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quantity Surveyor</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ M M M M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engineers</td>
<td>✓ ✓ L L L L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Legal authorities</td>
<td>✓ ✓ M H H M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Professional bodies</td>
<td>✓ ✓ M M M M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.4 indicates that the clients, project managers, architects, site managers, safety officers and the clerk had moderate power during the induction training and welfare facilities in the project construction. They influenced worker training as well as induction on health and safety risk by requesting monthly reports from contractors. During site inspections and audit onsite safety, the clients and the consultant teams had high power. On the other hand, workers had moderate power during the safety induction training and in provision of PPE and welfare facilities. In projects two and three, workers elected their representatives to attend safety committee meetings. Further discussion revealed that in safety committee meetings, workers were able to raise health and safety concerns at the site. Resolutions from these safety committee meetings were presented during the monthly site meetings. This observation suggests that safety committee meetings seem to empower and enhance workers engagement, especially on health and safety matters.

5.0 Discussion

Evidences from this study establish that majority of stakeholders perceive high or moderate power and were able to participate in health and safety risk management because of different powers they held. For example, clients employed services of both consultants and contractors. Thus, clients had legitimate or position power to influence the works of consultant.
teams and contractors. The contract between clients and consultant/contractor gave clients the authority to reward and punish if the contract is bleached. In a contract, a client can state clearly health and safety clauses in which contractors and consultants have to adhere to. Furthermore, the client initiates the project as he/she has personal power of ownership or control over the resources at the disposal of the construction projects. Also, clients have the ability to provide financing for health and safety risk management.

Project managers and team leaders had both legitimate power and expert power. Through supervision, the project manager/team leaders were empowered by conditions of contracts to issue instructions, inspect the contractor’s work and advise clients in terms related to payment claims. They also exercised their expertise power during project supervision. Supervision works require necessary skills in project management. Nonetheless, both position and expert power hold a significant positive influence upon health and safety risk management. Thus, they managed to influence other stakeholders to make better decisions on health and safety risks. For example, they ensured that designers incorporated health and safety risk aspects in their design.

Consultant team members such as architects, quantity surveyors and engineers had expert power. For example, designers implemented a safety aspect in their design as this was their area of expertise. Likewise, the QSs included safety items in the BOQ and cost estimates. This underscores the fact that there was high expertise power in performing a task in construction projects. The implementation of health and safety risk management is an area of expertise.

On the other hand, workers had moderate power during the safety induction training, provision of PPE, and welfare facilities provision. It was revealed that workers possessed political power. Workers exercise their political power when they elect their representatives on safety committee meetings.

One can say that power remains a predominant attribute in stakeholders’ participation in risk management, and subsequently, has a potential to influence health and safety performance. This observation converges with the theoretical framework that power is the central to participation (Arnstein, 1969). The implication is that, effective stakeholders’ participation in health and safety risk management requires the analysis of different stakeholders’ powers and its implementation in participation programme. Influences of power on stakeholders’ relationship and subsequent effects of this relationship upon project performance underscored the potential of power as a tool for promoting effective stakeholders’ participation and engendering higher levels of risk management performance. This performance benefit induced stakeholders to take a second look at their power within the project and encouraged a more conscious and considerate use of power.
Nonetheless, most of the stakeholders did not utilize fully their power to influence risk management. This was due to the shortcoming in the legal system, low level of health and safety knowledge among stakeholders and individual perception that their participation would lead to increased cost, time consuming and that it is not their responsibility. The legal system has also provided some challenges as it does not stipulate the role and responsibility of different stakeholders with regard to health and safety as well as there was no employment criteria which test the health and safety commitments for contractors and consultants in procurement regulation.

6.0 Conclusion

This study demonstrates that power is a predominant factor in stakeholders’ participation in risk management, and it was found to have the potential to influence health and safety performance. In fact, the different sources of power such as technical expertise, legitimate position, political position, and resource and information control among project stakeholders created opportunities for them to participate in health and safety risk management in different construction project stages. While clients and projects managers acknowledged having high power throughout project stages, other stakeholders such as architects, engineers and quantity surveyors had high power when they executed their duties. Thus, they have expertise power. However, despite the fact that some stakeholders acknowledged having high powers in some aspects, the uses of power were generally low. This was due to insufficient in appreciation of other power such as position, expertise and information/political power. This was also due to low level of knowledge on health and safety risk management among stakeholders, stakeholders’ perception that their participation would lead to increased cost, time consuming and that it is not their responsibility. The legal system has also provided some challenges such as lack of stipulation of roles and responsibilities for different stakeholders in matters related to health and safety and the absence of employment criteria which test the health and safety commitments for contractors and consultants.

In order to have an ideal form of uses of stakeholder’s power to influence health and safety risk management, there is a need to review health and safety regulations to ensure strategic responsibilities are assigned to stakeholders involved in the projects. There is also a need for training institutions to include Health and safety modules for professionals who are involved in construction projects (Architects, Engineers and Quantity Surveyors). Further, there is a need to ensure that workers are sensitized on the health and safety issues before they start working (modality of handling toolbox and safety committee meetings). Lastly, there
is need to include criteria to test the knowledge, experience and commitment of contractors to improve occupational health and safety
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ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS

Purpose of this paper
This paper investigates the tender process for dry sanitation units in the Ugu municipal district.

Design/methodology/approach
This study is a reflective case study located within qualitative research. Data was collected by means of reflective notes and structured interviews with partners from one of the tenderers and twenty community members who were purposively selected. Data was analysed using thematic analysis.

Research Limitations/implications
This paper is based on the views of the tenderer and the community. Interviews with the municipality did not form part of this study.

Findings
In this case the authors’ involvement in a dry sanitation project in the Ugu municipality uncovered key areas that contributed to the failure of the Louisiana Dry Sanitation project. The key factors were corruption and
nepotism. The concepts of integrity, transparency and accountability were identified in this paper as the key performance areas that required further involvement by stakeholders in order to ensure a successful and open tender process.

**Practical implications**
This paper endeavours to place discrete constructs that contribute to corruption in the tender process, and also places solutions to address these negative constructs. In the construction industry, the issue of corruption is both damaging and nebulous, thus poorly understood.

**Originality/value of the paper**
The value of this paper is that it addresses the issue of corruption from a reflexive stance, where the researcher delves deeply into his own views, pre-conceived ideas and experiences first-hand of the effects of corruption during a tender process. The feedback to the professional fraternity about self-reflection is of value in order to open the dialogue for further research efforts, and for an increase in best practice in the construction industry.

**Keywords**: construction industry, corruption, dry sanitation units.

1. INTRODUCTION

“The globe is littered with failed water and sanitation projects.”
(Moe and Rheingans, 2006:53)

Only thirty six percent of the population in Sub-Saharan Africa have regular access to improved sanitation (McDaniel, Prebil, Swap, et. al., 2011), leaving the remaining population to live with unsanitary, unhygienic conditions which perpetuates morbidity and mortality amongst the world’s most vulnerable citizens. The right to adequate shelter and proper hygienic surroundings is one of the most fundamental human rights. The World Health Organisation recognises that the provision of good quality sustainable homes with adequate sanitation and water for individuals will greatly enhance the health, well-being and growth of a positive society (World Health Organization, 2015).

The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa (1996) recognises that proper hygienic settlement and housing is a basic human right, and thus makes provision for housing of citizens, most especially the vulnerable poor and those of low income. Section 26 of the Constitution (1996) states that all citizens, regardless of income have a right to have “access to adequate housing”. Adequate housing refers to a viable and stable structure for shelter, as well as the provision of support services for proper sanitation and hygiene (Gounden, Pfaff, Macleod & Buckley, 2006).

Driven by the attempts to address the imbalances and inequities of the apartheid government, policy and legislation in South Africa underpins the
great value attached to these support services, as a means to address basic human needs and challenges in society (Gounden, et. al., 2006).

Adequate sanitation techniques needs to be placed at the forefront of government agenda’s and policies because millions of people contract water-related diseases such as cholera, due to a direct result of poor sanitation (McDaniel, et. al., 2011).

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

The lack of adequate sustainable sanitation efforts have far reaching consequences in the attainability of human dignity, proper public health and environmental health. The removal and sustainable treatment of human excreta has been a challenge for developing countries without access to proper infrastructure within low income communities (Montgomery, Bartram & Elimelech, 2009). Sewage removal by waterborne methods has conventionally been accepted as means to adequate sanitation (Cordova & Knuth, 2005). But waterborne sewage removal regularly leach nutrients and pathogens into already stressed water resources within semi-rural low income housing projects (Black, 1998). Wastewater treatment plant failures, overloads and sewage system leaks are common occurrences worldwide (Otterpohl, Grottler, & Lange, 1997).

2.1 Sanitation review: A South African perspective

The South African National Sanitation Policy states that sanitation is the “principles and practices relating to the collection, removal or disposal of human excreta, refuse and waste water” (Republic of South Africa (RSA), 1996a). The societal imbalances of apartheid left a country flailing in its basic infrastructure. In the National Sanitation Policy (RSA, 1996a) the right to sanitation was recognised and addressed as a means to improving the quality of life and health of South African citizens, who had borne the burden of the atrocities of apartheid, and whose rights to health and hygiene were direct corollaries of the perpetuation of a poverty cycle (Ekane, Nykvist, Kjellen, et. al., 2014).

a) Pre-1994

Prior to the election of the democratic government, sanitation provision happened on a decidedly unequal basis. Limited or no services were provided to the Black African population of the country (Department of Water Affairs and Forestry (DWAF), 2000) as a result of the old apartheid regime to prevent the formation of Black African settlements. The areas with no formal sewage and water systems were forced to use the bucket system to relieve themselves in the surrounding bushes and vegetation, thus fostering unhygienic conditions. The other option used in informal settlements were rudimentary pit latrine toilets (DWAF, 2002).
b) 1994 – 2001

Following the democratic government election in 1994, the provision of adequate sanitation became a strong focus (DWAF, 2003). In 1996, the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa set the target for government to provide hygienic, usable and onsite sanitation facilities in "operational order" (RSA 1996b). The Health and Sanitation Policy outlined in the Constitution aimed at improving health for all South African citizens, most especially those that had been disempowered by the apartheid regime, and specifically planned to "get rid of human excreta, dirty water and household refuse as well as to ensure that people practice hygienic and healthy habits" (RSA, 1996b).

This was a bold and ambitious statement that was not implemented as planned. The DWAF recognised that the funding and infrastructure began to trend towards the provision of electricity rather than hygiene, thus sanitation took a "back-seat" (Hoossein, 2014), resulting in poor delivery of this essential health service. The government thus contradicted its own White Paper on the provision of sanitation to its vulnerable poor and failed to develop, implement and maintain an integrated sanitation and pollution and waste management system which contributes to sustainable development and a measurable improvement in the quality of life of South African citizens (RSA, 2000).

c) 2001 – present date

The National Sanitation programme was launched in 2002 to address the eradication the backlog in sanitation efforts in 3 million households in South Africa in informal settlements and low income housing projects (DWAF, 2002). Implementation of this policy took place at a community level, where government engaged with non-governmental organisations and community stakeholders in this initiative. Although this initiative was a step forward in engaging the communities most affected, black water sewage treatment was still insufficient as it lead to negative and unhygienic environmental effects (Department of Water Affairs (DWA), 2012).

Solutions were then sought to address and improve the sanitation service delivery in order to improve health and hygiene for all and reduce the negative environmental efforts (Hoossein, et al, 2014). The result of the programme was the consideration of the ventilated pit latrines for use in low income housing settlements and informal settlements. However, the DWA recognised that such efforts still had the drawbacks of incorrect installation, maintenance and usage, as well as the leaching of pathogens and chemicals from the pit latrine continued to affect the surrounding groundwater and posed a hazard to end-users as well as the environment (Bhagwan, et. al., 2008). Alternative sewage disposal systems were also looked at in collaboration and consultation with efforts in Mexico and other countries in Sub-Saharan Africa (Cordova & Knuth, 2005; Ekane, et. al., 2014).

Dry sanitation (DS) as proposed by Cordova & Knuth (2005) was one such alternative. Theoretically, dry sanitation was identified as one
methodology to manage the problems that face informal settlements and low income housing projects.

Although these standpoints form a yardstick to the eradication of poor sanitation efforts within South Africa, the challenges met by the attempts to implement such efforts within the various district municipalities bear objective assessment.

The author’s involvement in the dry sanitation project in the Ugu municipality uncovered the constructs of the corruption and nepotism practices in the project, which were identified as the key areas that contributed to the failure of the Louisiana dry sanitation project.

Corruption, inclusive of bribery, kickbacks and nepotism, in construction projects undermines the delivery of infrastructure services (Sohail & Cavill, 2008).

According to a World Bank Report on corruption in the construction industry of developing countries of which South Africa is noted as one of them, Kenny (2007) iterates that the construction industry is consistently ranked as the one of the most corrupt, where nepotism and large payments to secure contracts and circumvent regulations commonly occurs. This is especially harmful because of the significant role construction of basic amenities and infrastructure plays in the development and delivery of services to the most vulnerable of citizens (ibid).

3. RESEARCH METHOD

This study is a reflective case study located within the qualitative research method that focuses on the tender process for dry sanitation units in the Ugu municipal district. Qualitative research responds to the researcher's ability to interpret and make sense of what he/she sees is critical for understanding the particular phenomenon (Leedy & Ormrod, 2005). New understanding can be developed when one explores personal experiences because reflection is the process of engaging with learning. A reflective case study was the most appropriate approach for this research as the authors wanted to make explicit the challenges that were experienced in the tender process for dry sanitation units in the Ugu municipal district. The tender was a closed negotiated tender between the Ugu municipality and ABC Agencies. No other agencies or persons were approached to tender for this project.

Data was collected by means of reflective notes and interviews with the original tenderer and twenty members of the community who were purposively selected. The community members chosen were semi-skilled artisans from the local Louisiana area. ABC Agencies had indicated to the community leader that they required skilled or semi-skilled artisans to whom they could instruct the process of erecting the dry sanitation units. The twenty members of the community were purposively selected from this sample. Data was analysed using thematic analysis.
3.1 Background to study
Louisiana is a low income housing area within the Ugu municipality, KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa. The Louisiana Housing Project is approximately 305,000 square metres, with a population of 2,748 occupants at the time of this study.

The Ugu municipality chose to implement dry sanitation projects in some key areas as an alternative to traditional sanitation methods. It was with this decision of the municipality that the author and his partners of ABC Agencies decided to approach the Ugu municipality with the Amalooloo dry sanitation units.

ABC Agencies were given access to a new and innovative dry sanitation unit developed by a patent developer in Johannesburg, South Africa. This unit was called the Amalooloo dry sanitation unit (ADSU). The partner of ABC Agencies met with the developer of this product in Johannesburg and was given full-scale training on how to install and maintain the unit. Thus, all areas were well covered by ABC Agencies, ensuring that they were fully versed in the use and maintenance of the product.

The Ugu municipality informed the public via governmental tender bulletins that they intend installing dry sanitation units in the Louisiana low income housing area. ABC Agencies then set up a meeting with the Ugu municipality, which was attended by six members of the Ugu municipality. ABC Agencies showed the officials a YouTube video of the ADSU, and indicated to them that they were trained in the installation and maintenance of the unit and were therefore the ideal choice to train the local people of Louisiana in installing and maintaining this unit. ABC Agencies also provided the officials with the details of the supplier, and indicated to the officials that the suppliers would be able to supply these ADSU’s to the Ugu municipality within a stipulated time frame. ABC Agencies left this meeting feeling confident in their approach, and awaited the response.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After ABC Agencies’ initial meetings with the developer of the toilets, and a joint meeting with the stakeholders at the Ugu municipality, they remained confident that their strong pitch would give them a chance to attain the project. They were never informed of anything regarding their stance and after various telephone calls to the relevant stakeholders; they learnt that the project had been awarded to a private consultancy. It was only six months later that they learned via a newspaper article (Louisiana toilets create a stink, South Coast Herald, 10 June 2011) that the project had failed.

ABC Agencies were keen to discover the reasons for this failure, as they knew the product well enough to recognise that it had a low level of failure in terms of its design. The author then began to question the issues of corruption and nepotism on a deeper level because of the belief that the Louisiana Project was simply a microcosm of a deeper issue at hand.

The author then visited the site, and conducted informal interviews with the community at Louisiana to investigate why the project had failed. The
following is an excerpt from such an interview. The interview was recorded in the native language of the respondent, and later transcribed and translated by a Zulu speaking assistant:

**Researcher:** I am a construction manager. I am interested to find out why the Amalooloo Project failed.

**Community member:** Yes. Very bad failure. The toilets worked for less than two weeks. After that, it was all broken and stinking.

**Researcher:** Explain to me what happened please.

**Community member:** The agent came here to the community and asked for us to help build the toilets. We asked him if we need to know about building. He said no. He said he will teach us everything.

**Researcher:** Did he teach you?

**Community member:** Yes, maybe for two hours he showed us one toilet. Then he left us to do it and went away.

**Researcher:** So, did you all experience difficulty in doing the job?

**Community member:** When we had questions, no one was there to show us. So we put it the way we thought. It was wrong. But he didn’t come to check.

**Researcher:** Did you and the users know how to use the toilets?

**Community member:** No. He didn’t tell us all the details. He didn’t explain and then he went away.

The following is an excerpt from a semi-structured interview conducted with the business partner from ABC Agencies.

**Researcher:** What happened about the Louisiana project and Amalooloo?

**ABC Agencies:** The project failed badly. It was in the local papers.

**Researcher:** Please explain.

**ABC Agencies:** We approached the officials from the Ugu municipality. They were very interested in the ADSU. They took down the details of the supplier from us, and we trusted them enough to give out these details. We did not hear from them again. The next we heard, someone else had taken over the project, contacted the supplier and had started putting up the toilets in Louisiana. The patent owner of Amalooloo had been contacted, and he worked directly with Ugu municipality. It was clear to us, that we had been cut out, and the tender to provide these units had been given to a local associate of the officials at Ugu municipality.

**Researcher:** What happened next?

**ABC Agencies:** 500 units were put up in Louisiana. One per household. Within a month, all the units had failed dismally. The entire project had failed and the toilets had malfunctioned, creating a massive sanitation dilemma.
Researcher: When you visited the site after the failure of the project, what do you think was the reason for this failure?

ABC Agencies: The people who had obtained the tender to provide these toilets to the community had not been properly trained in how to install them. After interviewing 20 community members, both male and female the following reasons for the projects failure was discerned:

- The toilets were installed on poor soil for drainage. The soil conditions were not assessed before installing the units;
- The toilets were incorrectly installed by the local communities because they were incorrectly trained on how to install them properly. The training was hastily done where the semi-skilled and unskilled local people were shown one demonstration on how to install it and then left with the hardware to install it;
- The agent who supplied the products did not come to the site to ensure the installation was done correctly;
- The local community were not educated in adequate end-product (waste) management;
- The local community as end-users were not consulted prior to the installation, and educated about the benefits of this type of sanitation usage;
- The local community were not educated on the maintenance of the unit;
- The local community were not educated on refraining from disposing of non-biodegradable items such as sanitary pads and nappies in the unit.

After discussion with the partners from ABC Agencies and self-reflection it was evident that the tender to provide these units to the Louisiana Community had not been awarded on a merit basis. This assumption was made because ABC Agencies were properly trained in this operation, but were ignored when it came to awarding the tender. As stated above the process was a closed negotiated tender. After the need for the DS Units were identified by the UGU Municipality, the Municipality contacted ABC Agencies and asked them to take on the project. ABC Agencies then took on the sole task of drawing up all business plans, Bills of Quantity as well as compiling comprehensive instructional material such as DVD’s and face to face training tutorials. After all this was elicited by ABC Agencies, and with the knowledge that they were the sole provider of this service, they were then denied the contract. ABC Agencies tried to discover why they had been denied this contract after all the negotiations and work had been successfully implemented but were not given any information. All communication was then cut off from ABC Agencies. Their skills and expertise would clearly have covered the areas in which the problems arose. Their extensive business plan encompassed all these areas, and seeing that the project had failed, they believed that the wrong person had been awarded this tender.

The issue of corruption began to enter the frame of reference as the author reflected on the entire experience. A study conducted by Vee and Skitmore (2003) found that corruption and nepotism was pervading and
strong in all areas of construction which often resulted in project failures. Further, Bowen, Edwards & Cattell (2012: 887) alludes to corruption being the red-flag that points to a project failure as "trained consultants are no longer involved in tender evaluations and recommendations. Municipalities refuse to be transparent as to how they award tenders". The following is an excerpt of the interview with the partner of ABC Agencies:

Researcher: Do you think ABC Agencies were adequately qualified to conduct the Louisiana Project?

ABC Agencies: Yes, definitely. I attended all the training workshops that the patent owner held.

Researcher: So, do you believe that the project would have not failed had ABC Agencies run it?

ABC Agencies: I believe so. We had a proper project management plan in place.

The researcher then attempted to gain an insight into the emotions behind being sidelined by way of nepotism for a contract by asking further questions:

Researcher: When ABC Agencies didn’t get the contract, how did it feel?

ABC Agencies: It was a big blow. We had put a lot of work into it.

Researcher: What do you think was the worst aspect of this rejection?

ABC Agencies: In my opinion, it was the fact that a project that was so simple and easy to elicit, failed because of it being given to the wrong people.

Researcher: Do you believe all governmental agencies are corrupt?

ABC Agencies: No. I think that some are more susceptible than others to it (corruption).

Researcher: Why?

ABC Agencies: I think the poorer municipalities indulge in more corruption methods.

Researcher: Why do you think this is?

ABC Agencies: I think they are trying to level the playing fields. Create more jobs for very poor people. They don’t necessarily give the jobs to rich entrepreneurs. Maybe it is their way of giving the community people some work.

The issue of empowerment was foremost in my mind. While the authors agreed that it is important to empower previously disadvantaged communities by creating jobs, the jobs should not be awarded only to friends and contacts. The authors believes strongly that expensive mistakes can be made, and much resources that would really empower the impoverished communities are lost when the wrong people get the contract.
The causes of corruption are multi-fold and cannot be looked at as a microcosmic plethora event that has simply resulted in a poorly planned government. As Pillay (2004) outlines it is clear that many societal inequities result in people resorting to corruption as a method. Pillay reminds us that “antiquated laws” from the apartheid era still govern many construction related projects, and that bureaucratisation that have been a construct of a colonial governance may contribute towards a marginalised and disempowered people resorting to corruptible means. The practice is not simply bad governance, it is a multi-edged sword that cannot discount the past and its effects.

The United Nations has identified three key concepts that collectively and individually must be espoused in order to address the negative impacts of corruption in the construction and public service sector. These are integrity (honesty and trustworthiness); transparency and accountability (United Nations Development Program (UNDP), 2002).

Transparency forms the keystone towards eradicating corruption in all sectors. As long as secrecy is maintained, the circle of corruption and nepotism draws tighter and tighter. Abdul-Rahman et. al. (2010) highlights the need for a transparent and open environment from planning to implementation to awarding of tenders in the governmental sectors. Ethics sometimes is not just a question of accountability, but an issue of personal openness, where the circle of people “in the know” is broken open. A transparent environment in discussing awarding of contracts can become a place where learning, collaboration and eventual healing of previously held racism, disempowerment and atrocities of separation fostered by apartheid can be found.

The authors believe that a middle ground could have easily been fostered in the Louisiana project. This middle ground would have been to award the contract to the person that the municipality had developed a nepotistic relationship with, but a consultant with good knowledge of the workings, such as ABC Agencies, should have been called in during the earlier stages. This method, although unconventional would have probably ensured a multi-level consultation environment with the sharing of ideas and plans for the mutual benefit of all stakeholders.

Of late, I have re-visited the Louisiana area and found that the problems have been sorted out. But this was only after a large loss, a huge financial outlay, human resources, as well as pollution of the grey water and soil following the incorrect usage of the units. Cordova & Knuth (2005:253) clearly outlines the authors’ thoughts at the time in stating that “failures are repeated around the world until they become too obvious to ignore – at which time their wastefulness is deplored”.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper investigated the corruption in the tender process for dry sanitation units in the Ugu municipal district. The apartheid regime was a
divisive and secretive one. To move beyond such secrets, it is incumbent on the construction industry to open up the processes of how contracts and projects are handled. This is one of the ways forward, and a positive direction to grow the industry in.

The effect of corruption in governmental contracts has far reaching consequences to both independent contractors, governmental agencies, non-governmental organisations and to the community at large. The psychological effects that contractors feel after being turned down for projects despite being highly competent and qualified are an infringement on basic human rights. In addition, the economic and developmental constraints advance upon a government that is already straining at the seams. Poor information about the construct of corruption and the theory surrounding why corruption becomes a viable solution to the current society needs to be further addressed with deeper research enquiry.
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ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS

Purpose of this paper
This paper presents the findings of a pilot study to determine how much contractors allow for construction health and safety.

Design/methodology/approach
A small sample of contractors and sub-contractors were surveyed to determine the level of financial provision that they made for construction health and safety on their projects.

Research Limitations
The research is limited because the findings are based on a small convenience sample of contractors and sub-contractors in the KwaZulu-Natal Province.

Findings
The findings provide an indication of the trend in financial allowance by industry practitioners for construction health and safety on their projects. The findings confirm that standard forms of contract do not require specific allowance to be made for health and safety. Further, in the absence of specifically accounting for all associated costs related to health and safety it is difficult to accurately determine what the financial provision is and whether the allowances are adequate.

Originality/value of the paper
The findings of this study have implications for the level of financial provision that is adequate for effective management of construction health and safety.
Keywords: construction health and safety, financial provision, forms of contract

1. INTRODUCTION

Construction and maintenance is dangerous by its nature, and increased emphasis needs to be placed on occupational health and safety (OH&S) in order to reduce the cost to the industry (Lin and Mills, 2001). Cost has a role in reducing accidents and improving efficiency. According to Tang (2004) there is a general consensus that construction contractors should increase their health and safety (H&S) investment on their construction projects. The higher the investment in H&S, the better the H&S performance. However, determining the extent or how much is enough is the challenge. Further, time and economic constraints influence the way individuals perceive risks and consequently risks should be identified prior to construction. Hinze (2006) argues that construction managers should consider H&S from a purely economic perspective.

It is common practice for contractors to discount their jobs just to win the tender, as a result H&S often suffers. H&S is more often than not the first item to face cost cutting because they believe that implementing a H&S management system will cost more. In addition, managerial focus tends to concentrate on production “at cost.” Since H&S is perceived not to improve production, the investment is reduced when a project runs over budget. Contractors prioritise production criteria, regarding resources dedicated to occupational safety as expenditures that have nothing to do with the production aims of the organization - costs rather than an investment (Fernández-Muñiz, Montes-Peón and Vázquez-Ordás, 2009).

2. INVESTMENT IN HEALTH AND SAFETY

Studies have shown that the true costs of construction injuries can have a substantial impact on the financial success of a construction organization and may increase overall construction costs by as much as 15% (Everett & Frank, 1996). Therefore, it makes business sense to invest in accident/injury prevention not only for H&S management but also for decreasing overall costs of construction projects. Tang (2004) found in a study in Hong Kong in response to the question: ‘What is the optimal level of H&S investment?’ that the minimum H&S investment should be about 0.80% of the contract sum and that a greater percentage would produce intangible benefits. While very few definitive studies have been done to determine what the level of investment should be, a range between 1% and 10% of project cost has been suggested (Hinze, 2006). Arguably, this variance may be as a result of different interpretations of which costs should be included as investments in H&S.
3. COST OF HEALTH AND SAFETY (COHS) MODEL

The cost of health and safety model illustrated in Figure 1 was developed by Chalos (1992) to conceptually describe the cost–benefit analysis of accident/injury prevention. According to the COHS model, there is a theoretical equilibrium point at which the total costs of prevention and detection are equal to the total costs of injuries, and this point reflects the optimum investment. The model also supports the presumption that some level of H&S risk must be considered as acceptable to maintain an organization’s financial stability. There exists some level of inherent risk in most of construction work processes and that the costs of mitigating this risk can be overwhelming (Manuele and Main, 2002). Subsequently, in practice, beyond the optimum equilibrium point the cost of prevention will exponentially exceed the costs of injuries to the organization.

4. BENEFITS OF HEALTH AND SAFETY INVESTMENT

Investment in construction H&S has several positive effects, such as, for example,

- Improved H&S performance, since it reduces the accident rate, and consequently personal injuries and material damage, and simultaneously improves working conditions, which raise employee motivation and reduce their absenteeism;
- Improved organization competitiveness, due to its positive influence on the image, reputation, productivity and innovation of the organization; and
- Improved economic-financial performance, due to its positive influence on the profits and profitability of the organization (Fernández-Muñiz, Montes-Peón and Vázquez-Ordás, 2009).
Figure 1. Cost of health and safety model (Chalos, 1992)

These assertions are supported in Figure 2 which shows the influence of H&S measures on H&S performance and overall organization performance.

Figure 2. Benefits of H&S Investment

5. RESEARCH APPROACH

According to Welman and Kruger (2001), the design of any research study is concerned with the plan to assemble suitable data for investigating and testing the research hypotheses. Further, the methods used to gather information depend on the type of data and the problem to be researched (Leedy, 1993; Leedy and Ormrod, 2001).

For this pilot study a short quantitative questionnaire was developed to determine the extent to which standard forms of contract used in South Africa addressed or referred to construction H&S, which of them included a provision for the cost of H&S, opinions on various approaches to costing for H&S, and whether contractors computed the percentage H&S constituted of estimates and project costs. The convenience sample comprised of 21 contractors and sub-contractors in the KwaZulu-Natal Province of South Africa. The data was analysed using SPSS version 22.
6. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

Respondents were presented with statements under each of the subsections and asked to respond on a 6-point scale as follows:

- Extent of reference to H&S in contracts and documents where 0 = unsure, 1 = nothing, 2 = limited, 3 = neutral, 4 = somewhat and 5 = extensive;
- Extent of agreement with perceptions of costing of and financial provision for H&S where 0 = unsure, 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree and 5 = strongly agree; and
- Importance of project parameters where 0 = unsure, 1 = not important, 2 = somewhat important, 3 = neutral, 4 = important and 5 = very important.

The degree of internal consistency or Cronbach Alpha scores for the scale used for the various constructs is shown in Table 1. All constructs were found to have statistically high levels of internal reliability, namely Cronbach Alpha values greater than 0.700. The One-Sample T-test when applied to all the constructs showed that the sample means for all items differed significantly from the neutral value of 3.00 at the 99% confidence interval level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Cronbach Alpha</th>
<th>No of items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reference to H&amp;S in contracts and documents</td>
<td>0.846</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approaches to costing H&amp;S</td>
<td>0.874</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance of project parameters</td>
<td>0.911</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Respondents were asked to indicate to which extent H&S was addressed or mentioned in the most prevalent standard forms of contract and documents used in the South African construction industry using a 6-point scale where 0 = unsure, 1 = nothing, 2 = limited, 3 = neutral, 4 = somewhat and 5 = extensive. Their responses are shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document/Contract</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSM (Standard System of Measurement)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JBCC</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCC</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model Preambles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIDIC</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is evident that H&S was either not addressed or mentioned at all or addressed on a limited basis in contracts and documents. The SSM was the document and the JBCC was the standard form of contract that made the most mention of H&S. This finding is indicative of the dominance of the usage of these in the industry. However, more telling is the large proportion of respondents who were unsure about whether H&S was addressed or mentioned at all (range 23.8% in the case of SSM to 57.1% in the case of FIDIC). It is possible that because H&S was not given prominence or importance in construction contracts and documents that respondents were uncertain about reference to H&S.

Respondents were requested to indicate for the periods 2013/2014 and 2014/2015 what percentage of contract documents had included financial provision for H&S and if so whether in the form of a provisional sum or a detailed H&S preliminaries section. Their responses are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Form of provision for H&S in contracts N=21

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form of provision</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Inference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provisional sum – 2013/2014</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>&lt;10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provisional sum – 2014/2015</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>~20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detailed H&amp;S Preliminaries – 2013/2014</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>&gt;10%&lt;20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detailed H&amp;S Preliminaries – 2014/2015</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>&gt;20%&lt;30%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidently, there appears to be a tendency to use detailed preliminaries more frequently than provisional sums. Further, there is a trend for these forms of provision to be more frequently used over time suggesting that the industry is becoming increasingly aware of the need to allow for financial provision for H&S in contracts. However, despite the growing percentage it is still extremely low.

Table 4. Perceptions of costing of and financial provision for H&S (%) N=21

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A detailed H&amp;S section should be included in the Preliminaries</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriate contract documentation promotes H&amp;S</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>52.4</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A provisional sum should be provided for H&amp;S in the Preliminaries</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H&amp;S specifications highlight hazards</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H&amp;S specifications are</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Respondents were presented with a series of 13 statements that covered perceptions of costing and financial provision for H&S using a 6-point scale where 0 = unsure, 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree and 5 = strongly agree. Their responses are show in Table 4.

It is evident that respondents tended to agree most that a detailed H&S section should be included in the Preliminaries section of Bills of Quantities, that appropriate contract documentation promoted H&S and that at least a provisional sum should be provided for H&S in the Preliminaries section. They tended to disagree that existing contracting documentation promoted H&S, that contractors were given the opportunity to price items included in H&S specifications on an equitable basis and that H&S specifications included ‘design and construction method statements.

Respondents were requested to provide information about whether their organization computed the percentage that H&S constituted of the tender cost estimate and project cost. Their responses are shown in Table 5.
Table 5. H&S contribution (%) N=21

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Unsure</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tender cost estimate</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project cost</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is evident that only 33.3% and 28.6% of construction organizations computed the contribution of H&S to tender cost estimate and project cost respectively. This finding is indicative of the lack of knowledge of the industry of the necessary financial provision for effective management of construction H&S on their projects.

Respondents were requested to rate on a 6-point scale the importance of various project parameters to their organizations, where 0 = unsure, 1 = not important, 2 = somewhat important, 3 = neutral, 4 = important and 5 = very important. Their responses are shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Importance of H&S (%) N=21

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project parameter</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project quality</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>4.71</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project cost</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project time (duration)</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project H&amp;S</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>52.4</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction ergonomics</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 6 it is evident that the mean responses to the importance of the various project parameters to the construction organization were all greater than the neutral value of 3.00. Project H&S ranked behind the traditional project parameters of quality, cost and time. The industry has clearly not made the requisite paradigm shift to accord H&S equal importance to these traditional parameters.

Given the high internal reliability of the perceptions of costing of and financial provision for H&S construct, a new H&S perception variable was created and correlated with the various project parameters using Kendall’s tau_b one-tail test. The findings are shown in Table 7.

The H&S perception construct was found to be significantly correlated with project cost, environment, construction ergonomics and project H&S but not project quality and project time. This finding suggests that the construct predicts the level of importance that construction organizations accord to the various project parameters.
Table 7. Correlation of H&S perception with project parameters (N=21)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project parameter</th>
<th>Correlation Coefficient</th>
<th>Significance (1-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project cost</td>
<td>0.354*</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>0.516**</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction ergonomics</td>
<td>0.475**</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project H&amp;S</td>
<td>0.623**</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project quality</td>
<td>0.257</td>
<td>0.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project time</td>
<td>0.286</td>
<td>0.061</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (one-tail test)
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (one-tail test)

7. CONCLUSION

This pilot study found that the dominant standard forms of construction contract and documents used in South Africa make limited reference if any to construction H&S. If there is limited reference to H&S in contracts and documents and industry practitioners are unaware or uncertain of H&S it is questionable whether they would make any or adequate financial provision for H&S. There appears to be a trend that increasingly financial provision for H&S is being made in provisional sums and detailed H&S preliminaries. The study found that a detailed H&S section should be included in the Preliminaries section of Bills of Quantities, that appropriate contract documentation promoted H&S and that at least a provisional sum should be provided for H&S in the Preliminaries section.

The study also identified that existing contracting documentation did not promote H&S, that contractors were not given the opportunity to price items included in H&S specifications on an equitable basis and that H&S specifications did not include ‘design and construction method statements. Very few construction organizations computed the contribution of H&S to their tender cost estimates or their project costs.
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ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS

Purpose
The research project investigated the different negative implications fast-track construction had on construction companies in South Africa which are implementing the system, the negative financial implications due to this, and finally how it all reflected on the project costs of such a construction company.

Design
The study was undertaken to educate the researchers and readers of this paper related to the issues mentioned above.

The research used a quantitative approach and a survey design. The data collection method used was questionnaires. The data was analysed to conclude a summary of all the findings related to both primary and secondary data. The questionnaires helped the researchers identify the current problems that goes hand in hand with fast track construction and which are directly correlated with negative financial implications impacting on the company utilising the fast track construction method.

Value
The researchers also analysed previous research that was done prior to this study but in the same scope of interest (not necessarily identical), as well as journals and books relative to the study, as our secondary data. The greatest point of interest is the assessment of a perceived project enhancement approach which through the research seems not to be the case.
Keywords: Fast-track construction, financial implications in fast-track construction, Finances, Construction Company, Fast-track construction in South Africa.

1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Fast tracking methods of construction can be defined as the overlapping of construction sequences to allow for the construction project to be completed in a shorter period of time (Khoeiery et al. 2013; Cho et al. 2010; Dey 2000; Anon., 2014). This means that in order for a construction project to finish sooner to meet its deadline, the construction process will take steps such as planning and implementing subsequent sections of the construction project before the previous stage has been completed (Khoeiery et al. 2013). Fast-track construction can be seen in the development of most commercial and industrial building contracts such as shopping centers, mass housing developments, hospitals and bridges. (Heigers, 1988).

It is perceived that two main requirements of a successful fast-track construction project is, firstly the ability to effectively understand the skills needed in fast-track construction as well as having an effective management team to undertake the fast-tracking properly, as a high level of delivery is expected in a short time frame (Pena-Mora & Park 2001; Park 2003). Therefore emphasis has been placed on the importance of effective teamwork as it is the proper integration of all of the members involved in the construction process that will allow for delivery of a final product of good quality without exceeding the time or cost limit (Rovelli, 1998; Moazzami et al. 2011; Prins, M & Den Otter 2001; Den Otter 2002). With the ever-growing popularity of fast-track construction it is understandable why this method of construction is so popular when looking at the advantages of using this technique. Fast-track construction offers a highly sped up building process, which means the building can be available for use earlier and results in a quick investment return for the owners. Along with these advantages, fast-track construction also allows a reduction in the impact of unemployment of the community, as more local labour is sourced and upon quick completion of the building, it can result in end user job opportunities being available sooner then would be seen with traditional construction methods (Heigers, 1988; Gibb & Nel 2007). However these advantages will only be beneficial to the client and the company if executed properly, and this is more than often not the case with most fast-track projects (Rovelli, 1998; Pillay & Bass 2008).

According to research, up to 60% of contractors experience cost overrun, increased contractor claims, design errors, poor levels of work quality and low levels of service delivery, (Heigers, 1988). Along with this, construction companies also experienced delays in completion of the projects which adds to the monetary loss of the construction companies
and the clients as it increases the overall construction costs. Research shows that mistakes by the employer caused 37.43% of the delays followed by the contractor's faults which added, 27.60% of the delays during the use of fast-tracked construction methods. Therefore it is important for the overall management team to motivate the necessary steps to reduce the possibilities of delays on a project (Heigers, 1988). Further disadvantages has been noted as being increased pressure on the design and construction teams of the project which often results in the building going up quickly but having a short lifespan as designs lack sustainable thought. Building processes also become more expensive as more supervisors and workmen are needed as part of the site operations and errors that are made during the construction process are overlooked to allow for construction to meet the stringent deadlines (Heiger, 1988).

The European Construction Institute fast track manual identified that through the use of fast track contracts there was often more labour required when the project peak had been reached; this was due to the construction activities running parallel to each other (Eastham, 2002).

The manual also identified that there would be in increased need for management resources which would aid in any interface or progress issues that arose on the project (Eastham, 2002). There were also additional risk factors that were identified because decisions taken regarding the project were based on limited information, and therefore there was a need for more in depth risk management. In addition to this, it can be noted that the use of fast track contracts often result in a cost increase (Eastham, 2002 & Hwang et al. 2009).

It has been shown that there were often various additional materials ordered as the project progressed. This often included costs to speed up delivery to allow for the project to continue without any delay. Material orders often either resulted in too much or too little materials being ordered at premium costs (Kasim et al. 2005). Additional costs also included labour costs as most fast-track contracts required overtime or shift work (Eastham, 2002).

Additional cost and risk factors were concerned with the fact that the design of the fast track contracts which were done at a fast pace before the project had been fully defined often resulted in an incorrect design consequently causing major rework (Hwang et al. 2009; Eastham, 2002).

2. REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

The literature reviewed, clearly indicated that the fast-track construction process were strongly influenced by the level of efficiency and competency of the construction management teams as well as the processes set out to achieve the project goals. According to Barbara Kencht (2002) “as the design progresses, it is the construction manager’s role to control the costs. And as the price for one item escalates, the cost of another will have
to be reduced. Some contracts will carry a design contingency, which is likely to be consumed by the end of this phase. An experienced team with good communications skills will keep to the budget through construction. Still, it is a journey into uncertainty”.

Knecht (2002) also emphasize the negative influence that minor problems within the construction process had on the advantages of using fast-track construction. This was then further disadvantaged by the lack of appropriate management or communication skills of the members involved in the process. When these important factors were investigated it was pointed out by the literature reviewed that it was evident that there were certain pit-falls in using fast track construction. These pit-falls could easily escalate and lead to excessive costs and budget over-runs which in turn could have a major impact on the profits envisaged by the contractor (Goldenhar et al. 2003; Kasim et al. 2005; Hwang et al. 2009; Otter 2002; Moazzami et al. 2011).

The literature provided a clear indication of areas of pit-falls that need to be covered in order to measure the negative financial implications resulting from the use of fast track construction methods (Hwang et al. 2009; Moazzami et al. 2011; Dey 2000). The variables listed below provided the researchers with the criteria of measurement in order to establish whether a link exists between the negative cost implications of fast track construction and the incidents commonly found on fast track construction sites. Literature pointed out the following as being the most frequent areas that resulted in cost implications on the construction site: The occurrence of sites accidents, Training of staff, Material management costs and the Hidden costs often incurred in the construction process.

According to Rowlinson (2005) and Goldenhar et al. (2003) the use of fast track methods during construction projects more than often resulted in higher accident rates when comparing them to the more traditional methods of construction. Some of the reasons indicated can be contributed to the accelerated working pace, as well as the additional cost expenditure. Both of which were highly prominent during the early stages of fast track construction. Training was another area that was frequently overlooked. The benefits of trained staff had a ripple effect throughout a company. Good management skills must be incorporated when training processes are in place and an untrained workforce could lead to numerous negative results with undesirable financial implications. According to Dung, (2009) “A proper and successful fast track project requires skillful and experienced consultants and project management. When a project owner decides on fast track projects, designers and contractors should be selected according to their experiences in this construction approach. To make this decision, the project owner should consider using a pre-qualification process to evaluate a contractor’s experience”.

Material mismanagement had always been a problem in construction projects, therefor it is undoubtedly a problem area in fast track construction projects (Kasim et al. 2005). Materials are one of the most important as
well as expensive elements on a project, hence the importance of good and effective material management both on and off site (Dainty et al 2005). Kasim et al. (2005) suggested that in order to obtain effective material management onsite for fast track construction project, there had to be an “integrated material handling processes maintained from the design stages up to the usage of the various materials”.

According to Fuchs (2011) the use of fast track construction often gave rise to unwanted and unforeseen costs as a result of each subcontractor’s tender. It could be these costs that hinder the success of projects and would ultimately become the responsibility of the principal contractor. The reason for this was that the contractor was unable to produce the proper estimates needed for pricing and scheduling of such a project. This could be a result of working with incomplete documentation and project plans (Fuchs, 2011).

3. RESEARCH

The approach of the research study was quantitative in order to evaluate how the independent variables namely the increased occurrence of accidents, training costs, material management and the hidden cost impact the dependent variable of the negative financial implication due to the use of fast track construction. The study consisted of an online survey created through the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan Universities website survey tool. The questionnaire consisted of six sections. The first section gathered information which was general regarding the respondent background and general knowledge of the fast tracking process. The responses to these questions were then measured in the form of multiple choice selections as well as various yes/no questions.

The next four sections focused on the measurement of various impacts within the different areas of common concern to the fast track construction process. These four sections each had four to five questions aimed at measuring certain elements within the mentioned independent variables. The responses to these questions were measured in the form of a five-point Likert Scale (Leedy & Ormrod 2001). The final section within the questionnaire focused on comparing the percentage increase or decrease with regards to costs in labour, delivery, communication, effective management and additional staff requirements when comparing the fast track contracting methods to the traditional methods. This allowed for objective data collection which is characteristic of a quantitative research method (Leedy & Ormrod 2001; Miller 1991). The research data was used to measure the impact of the elements mentioned above on the cost implications of using fast track contracts for the sample within the Eastern Cape. This data was then generalized to the population of individuals working within the construction field within South Africa. The advantage of using a quantitative measure was that the responses could be represented...
on numerical rating scales which intern allowed for measurement to be reproduced statistically on graphs and tables.

The research was based on the viewpoint of the role-players within the construction field. The decision to research the impact of fast-track contracts in the construction field had been based on commentary from previous research and on the fact that there was a general negative perception regarding the use of fast-track contracts within the construction field. This paradigm could be seen to be linked to the purposes as it indicated that there were indeed negative perceptions as well as negative financial implications seen with regards to fast-track contracts and the results clearly indicated and supported this notion.

The data that the researchers collected were aimed at measuring two aspects of the fast-track construction process. The first aspect was the interpretation of the relationship between the uses of fast track construction and the rate of increase and decrease in financial costs during the construction process. The second aspect was to measure the most frequent negative financial cost implication associated with fast track construction. The data was also secured in the similar method mentioned above, namely the numerical rating scale. The data was interpreted using the descriptive statistical method of data analysis and interpretation by calculating the mean, median, mode and standard deviation of results produced. These were tabulated in a frequency distribution table and through this the data was presented graphically which allowed for accurate analysis and interpretation of the data. The sampling method that was used in this study was that of purposive sampling, which had also frequently been termed a judgmental sample (Leedy & Ormrod 2001). This method of sampling was chosen as the participants were specifically chosen for their knowledge on the research topic. The main advantage of this sampling method was that it allowed for the target sample being members of the construction field, to be reached in a quick and effective manner (Babbie, 2001). The disadvantage linked to this sampling method was the fact that the sample may not be an accurate representation of the population (Babbie, 2001)(Leedy & Ormrod 2001).

The focus of the study was on the local construction managers and subcontractors of building companies found in the Eastern Cape, South Africa. The sample size consisted of 58 respondents who were selected specifically for their participation in the construction industry and subsequently provided a fair representation of the population of the building fields as a whole (Babbie, 2001).

In order to measure the negative cost implications of fast track construction in the Eastern Cape questionnaires were used in this study as a tool to access the data needed for this study. Questionnaires were used because they are a relatively inexpensive method of gathering information from a large scale sample of participant’s whilst still maintaining respondents anonymity (Leedy & Ormrod 2001). Questionnaires also allowed for a large sum of data to be used for comparison and analysis.
The variables seen in the study consist of the independent variables that include the factors that might be affected by fast track construction, the dependent variable in this study were the financial implication of fast-track construction.

The analysis of the data was done using statistical programs as well as individual calculations using textbook references for the university library.

4. RESULTS

The following were the results gathered and analysed based on the research sub-problems.

The first sub-problem required the interpretation of the relationship between the use of fast track construction and the rate of increase and decrease in financial costs during the construction process.

The second sub-problem considered establishing the impact of the most frequent negative financial cost implications associated with fast track construction.

This section will focus on presenting and noting the interpretation of the data gathered from respondents with the main aim of measuring the financial impact on the use of fast track construction contracts that arise on the side of the contractor.

4.1 Current understanding of Fast Track construction:

The majority of the respondents believed that the fast track construction can be best described as a project delivery system which compressed the design-tender construction process into overlapping design and construct phases.

The following best described fast track construction according to the respondents as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Respondents agreed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fast track construction enables construction to commence before the design work is finished with the objective to permit an earlier start and completion date</td>
<td>28.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast track construction is a project delivery system which compresses the design – tender construction process into overlapping design and construct phases</td>
<td>53.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast track construction is the managerial approach whereby the normal sequential phases in the design documentation, tendering and construction, is</td>
<td>18.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
overlapped so that the time scale is not significantly larger than the longest of the individual items.

4.2 Rate of increase and decrease in financial costs:

The respondents indicated the following increase in percentage with regards to what extent the use of fast-track construction as opposed to traditional construction impacted on the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of financial cost incurred</th>
<th>% Mean increase</th>
<th>% Mean decrease</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Cost of delivery</td>
<td>38.70%</td>
<td>7.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Cost on digital communications (phone calls, emails, etc.)</td>
<td>48.28%</td>
<td>12.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Cost of planning</td>
<td>66.98%</td>
<td>10.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Cost of effective management</td>
<td>68.79%</td>
<td>12.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Cost on labour</td>
<td>66.10%</td>
<td>14.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Cost on maintaining quality fast-paced work</td>
<td>48.42%</td>
<td>10.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Cost of additional staff requirements</td>
<td>54.83%</td>
<td>16.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Indicates the % mean increase and decrease in cost with regards to comparing fast track with traditional contracts
From the above graph, it is apparent that the % increase with regards to cost of delivery, digital communications, planning, effective management, maintaining quality on fast-paced work, labour and finally the additional staff requirements was much higher when using the fast track construction methods.

Linked to the above, 98% of respondents indicated that according to their experience; there were often negative financial implications to the contractor in fast track construction.

The following tables relates to the measurement of the various impacts within the different areas that is of common concern to the construction process (Occurrence of accidents, Levels of training, Material management, Hidden Costs).

4.3 Occurrence of accidents:

As shown in the table and graph below, fast track contracts showed an increased occurrence of accidents on site, and as a result required more detailed inspections as well as an equal need for proper regulation of quality and safety measures. However the cost of medical bills, workman’s compensation and insurance (element B & E) with means of just more than 3, and standard deviations of 0.78 and 0.66 showing good grouping of data around the mean, could be seen to show that accidents did not always result in direct costs.
In fast track construction there is an increased occurrence of accidents. Injuries often result in large insurance costs. To avoid accidents fast track contracts there often need more detailed inspections. To avoid accidents in fast track contracts there is a higher need for regulation of quality and safety measures. There is an increase in the direct costs of workman’s compensation and medical bills.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact element</th>
<th>Occurrence of value from 1-5</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A In fast track construction there is an increased occurrence of accidents</td>
<td>0 6 23 26 3</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Injuries often result in large insurance costs</td>
<td>0 11 27 18 2</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C To avoid accidents fast track contracts there often need more detailed inspections</td>
<td>0 4 20 25 9</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D To avoid accidents in fast track contracts there is a higher need for regulation of quality and safety measures</td>
<td>0 2 19 26 11</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E There is an increase in the direct costs of workman’s compensation and medical bills</td>
<td>0 7 30 21 0</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Occurrence of accidents – Impact elements

4.4 Level of training:
There is a lowered productivity due to low morale of workers

The effect of increased supervision due to specialist work being required often impacts the construction process negatively

There is often incorrect use of materials resulting in wastage

There is often incorrect use of machinery resulting in more frequent maintenance requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact element</th>
<th>Occurrence of value from 1-5</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>0 4 25 27 2</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>0 9 22 22 5</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>0 3 23 28 4</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>0 4 24 22 8</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Level of Training – Impact elements

As seen in the respondents’ answers in the table and graph above, on fast track contracts there is an increased need for training as:
- Workers often lacked moral to do work on site (element A);
- There was an increase in the supervision needed to be done on specialised work (element B);
- Materials got wasted due to its incorrect use (element C).

4.5 Material Management:

The feedback indicates that there is an increased need for material management. This could be due to materials being received before they are needed and as a result there was often an increase in inventory costs and quality deterioration. There was also poor management of materials which results in damage or theft of materials. Finally when materials arrived late on site there was often a loss in productivity with regards to the construction process.

It could be highlighted that “damaged material” was the highest ranked impact with a mean feedback value of 4.02 and a fair grouping of data around the mean with a standard deviation of 0.88, which in social sciences are acceptable.
Due to materials often being received before they are required, there is an increase in inventory holding cost.

Due to materials often being received before they are required, there is an increase in the chances of quality deterioration.

There is an increase in loss of productivity on site due to late arrival of materials.

Poor materials management often results in damaged materials.

Poor material management often results in theft of materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact element</th>
<th>Occurrence of value from 1-5</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J Due to materials often being received before they are required, there is an increase in inventory holding cost</td>
<td>0 3 14 25 16</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K Due to materials often being received before they are required, there is an increase in the chances of quality deterioration</td>
<td>0 7 23 24 4</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L There is an increase in loss of productivity on site due to late arrival of materials</td>
<td>0 11 20 19 8</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M Poor materials management often results in damaged materials</td>
<td>0 3 12 24 19</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N Poor material management often results in theft of materials</td>
<td>1 4 16 19 18</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Material management – Impact elements
Degree of hidden costs:

![Bar chart showing the degree of hidden costs]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact element</th>
<th>Occurrence of value from 1-5</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>0 3 22 49</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is often an increase in the need to restock damaged materials</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>0 13 28 15 2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is often an increase in the need to restock incorrect materials</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>11 18 13 14 2</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The use of fast tracking contracts often leaves no room for bargaining when ordering materials in advance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>0 9 20 19 10</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There of often an increase in cost due to wrong material types, quality, and quantity being ordered, this is often caused by poor communication between the owner and the contractor.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Degree of hidden costs. – Impact elements
The respondent’s feedback notes a general increase in hidden costs due to
the restocking of damaged goods, as well as restocking of incorrect goods
and quantity numbers with regards to materials. These findings concur with
the material management issues mentioned earlier.

5. CONCLUSION

The data collected allowed the researchers to learn more about the impact
that the fast-track construction method had on the contractors in the
industry. These impacts included frequent problems with accidents,
training, material management and hidden costs. The researchers also
learnt that even though fast-track allows for the completion of projects at a
faster rate, that there is no clear indication of the implication on the quality
and time expectancy of these projects, as not much research has been
done with regards to fast-track contracts within the South African context.
From the research, it can be interpreted that there is in fact a problem
when employing the fast-track contracts within the construction field as
opposed to the more traditional methods of construction methods. It was
also proven through the responses that with regards to accidents, training,
material management and hidden cost that there was more than frequently
a problem with increased costs of running the project. These problems
could however be corrected keeping in mind the suggestions made in the
following section. However further research would be required with regards
to fast-track contract use worldwide as well within the South African
context.

When previously reviewed the theme of fast-track contracts commonly
having more negative financial implications when compared to traditional
contracts was a predominant factor within the research.
The findings can be listed as follows:

- Fast track contracts were found to have more cost increase issues
  with regards to the accidents, training, material management and
  hidden costs.
- Fast track contracts were seen to have increased with regards to (%
  mean):
  - Cost of delivery;
  - Cost on digital communications (phone calls, emails, etc.);
  - Cost of planning;
  - Cost of effective management;
  - Cost of Labour;
  - Cost on maintaining quality on fast-paced work; and
  - Cost of additional staff requirements
- 98% of respondents believed there was in fact a problem with regards
to the negative financial implications of using the fast-track
construction approach.
6. RECOMMENDATIONS

In line with Eastham (2002) the following can be recommended related to each of the variables and its impact on the contractors:

- It is important to know the possible costs involved in the project, however this is often a difficult task as there’s often limited information available to the project role-players;
- It would be suggested that a well-adapted control estimate of costs be formulated. This estimate would need a high level of tolerance to allow for an unhindered supply of funds to assist the completion of the project.
- The risk of costs increases could also be addressed by reducing the possible risk factors by addressing them before they occur or escalate;
- Suggestions to aid in the management process and the material management would be that the management team would need to be skilled to meet the increasing demands of working with a fast track contract project high levels of competence is required to handle both the stresses of getting the project completed successfully within the schedule and price range.
- Suggestions to aid in management of materials and equipment would be that material should be supplied on time due to shortage delays. These materials need to be managed in an effective way to ensure they’re delivered safely and undamaged when arriving at the site.
- Quality assurance is important to reduce any possible risks of having to do rework on the projects. This can be done by addressing and rectifying any previous issues and keeping all revisions up to date (Eastham, 2002).
- Suggestions to reduce the cost and risk through the use of fast track contracts would be the importance of rectifying any defective work that may result in further risks and costs.
- Managements and designers should focus on the use of effective strategies that will allow for optimal development and high productivity (Eastham, 2002).

7. FURTHER STUDIES

As previously stated, there had not been much research done with regards to fast track contracting problems within the global arena. There should also be a drive to close the many knowledge gaps related to this construction method within the South Africa context. Each factor that had been studied by the researchers allow for further investigations as they allowed the introduction into the measurement of the impact of fast-track contracts within the factors of accidents, training needed, material management and hidden costs. All of which could be investigated in depth.
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ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS

Purpose of this paper

This paper investigates the influence of macro-economic variables on the contributions of the construction sector to the South African economy.

Design/ methodology/approach

The methodology adopted for the study was an ex-post facto survey research because it was based on existing data. Annual data of the construction contributions, GDP, inflation rate and interest rate between the period 1984 and 2011 were collected. The data were extracted from the published sources of the South African National Reserved Bank (SARB); Statistics South Africa (Stats. SA) and Quantec South Africa.

Findings

This study discovered that, although construction sector is very significant in nation's economic development especially in the developed countries, but the contributions of construction sector to South Africa economy is low compared to what is operating in some emerging economies such as China, India and Malaysia. The macro-economic environment in the country is unstable, therefore the economy is experiencing slow growth which affects its sectors such as the construction industry.
Value of the paper
The study will assist the policy makers in South Africa in area of construction industry growth.

Key words: Construction Contributions; Construction Sector; Economy; Government Policies; South Africa.

1.0 INTRODUCTION
South Africa economy has been struggling for decades due to the political and economic reasons. In the 1970s to early 1990s, there was economy sanction imposed by the Western economies on the government of South Africa because of the prolonged rule of the apartheid regime, and there was also internal crises (Dollery, 2003). Gordhan (2014) states that between 1985 and 1986, large number of skilled workers migrated out of South Africa and this incident had a great impact of the economy. However, 1994 marked the beginning of a democratically elected government in South Africa. According to Harmse (2006) there was an improvement in the macro-economic environment in South Africa when the first democratically elected government resumed power in 1994. This last statement was supported by Ntsama (2010) and Lysenko and Barnard (2011) and that after a prolonged period of declined in the socio-economic growth in South Africa, there was an improvement from mid-1990s, with the introduction of some economic policies by the government. Meanwhile, to develop South Africa economy and to make it sustainable, sectoral stimulation have to be initiated by government through adequate and sound policies. Keynesian asserts that increasing spending in construction industry can stimulate economic growth. This is because construction sector through its engagement in the provision of capital infrastructure development can enhance sustainable growth (Dlamini, 2011).

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Macro-economic policies and the construction sector’s contributions in South Africa
South Africa is a rapidly changing environment, because of various political, economic and global influences (Mbachu and Nkado, 2007). According to Harmse (2006), in the 1980s and the 1990s, the South African economy was faced with external pressures in the form of economic
sanctions by the Western economies, and the ongoing internal structural
inadequacies. The era of sanctions led to import substitution and self-
sufficient policies on strategic products by the State; and this caused huge
government investment in oil from coal, and in the weapons industries. This
period of economic recession saw about 420 000 workers lose their jobs
(Harmse, 2006).

The unstable macro-economic environment of South Africa, during the
sanctions era, improved when the first democratically elected government
came into power in 1994 (Harmse, 2006: 21). According to the analysis of
the macro-economic environment, as carried out by Frankel, Smit and
Sturzenegger (2006), the income per capita increased rapidly during the
1960-1980 period; but thereafter the economy experienced a downward
trend that lasted for 15 years. And, it was only from mid-1994, that the
economy began its upward trend.

Ntsama (2010) and Lysenko and Barnard (2011) state that after a
prolonged period of declining economy growth, South Africa has had an
improved macro-economic management since the mid-1990s; and this can
be attributed to the introduction of inflation targeting by the South African
Reserve Bank (SARB), as well as the introduction of the Growth
Employment and Redistribution (GEAR) programme in 1996.

However, the improved economic growth in South Africa is very slow;
and the impact has not been felt by all the people, because the rates of
poverty and unemployment were still very high (Moller, 2007). Cassim
(2006) reviewed the economic reform in South Africa within the period
between 1994 and 2004, and came to the conclusion that the macro-
economic policies in South Africa concentrated more on issues to address
macro-economic instability, external pressure, balance of payments crises,
and exchange rate volatility, instead of on long-run structural problems, like
the problems of employment generation, unequal income distribution,
poverty and crimes.

Meanwhile, the unstable macro-economic environment prevailing in
South Africa has contributed immensely to the cyclical trends in the output
of the construction industry. According to a study carried out by Windapo
and Cattell (2013), the key challenges perceived by stakeholders causing
the fluctuations and poor performance of the construction industry in South
Africa are: The increasing costs of building material; access to mortgage
and credits; high interest rates; and the high rate of failure of contracting
enterprises.

The Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) (2013) reveals
the following on the key challenges faced by sub-contractors as follows:
“The lack of security of payment; bid price pressure from the main
contractors; weak management practices; poor attitudes within sub-
contracting organizations; and general industry-wide factors, including the
lack of working capital, high levels of competition, and skills shortages.”

These above challenges testify to the fluctuations and the poor
performance of the emerging contractors. These individuals have all faced
some challenges in their bid to deliver infrastructural projects effectively – because of the sharp decline in employment, a decline in NGCF, and the slow execution of construction projects owing to poor capacity, low productivity, poor-quality workmanship, and low profit margins for contractors (Perkins, Fedderke and Luiz, 2005). Dlungwana, Nxumalo, Huysteen, Rwelamila and Noyana (2002) attribute some of the challenges confronting the construction industry to the rapid globalization of the South African economy, whereby large contracting firms are increasing their offshore markets, in order to grow their revenue, and to survive the current economic recession.

They went further, by maintaining that, in an attempt of the government to improve the present situation of the industry, the National Department of Public Works (NDPW) was tasked to develop a remedial strategy, which was done. And this then led to the formation of the CIDB, which is now in charge of construction industry development.

### 2.2 The relationship between the construction sector and the economy

The performance of a country economy is the product of its macro-economic policies such as monetary and fiscal policies. While at the same time, the performance of the economy dictates the growth of its sectors.

Many researchers studied the relationship between the construction industry and the economy. One of such studies is the work of Bon cited in Dlamini (2011) and Lope, Numes and Balsa (2011). From this study, he discovered that growth in the construction industry follow the bell-shaped relationship. His findings was based on the fact that the share of the construction gross national product (GNP) first grows and then reached a peak and then declines with the level of economic development.

In a study carried out by Lopes et al. (2011) on the long-run relationship between construction sector and the economy using time-series data gathered from United Nations. They applied econometric methodology and their findings follows the assumptions of earlier researchers such as Bon and Torin to mention just two researchers. They discovered that when there is an upward growth trend in developing countries, the growth of their construction industry too will follow the same upward pattern.

Osei (2013) conducted work on the construction industry and its linkages to Ghana’s economic policies in order to improve the sector’s performance, using the Engel-Granger causality and the Johansen co-integration methodology. His findings confirmed the fact that construction sector is very vital to the economic growth of Ghana and also confirmed a positive relationship between the construction industry and the economy.

The South African construction sector contributions to the GDP shows its impact to the sustainable and economic growth of the country at a given period of time, normally on quarterly or annual basis. Figure: 1.1 below
shows the contributions of the construction industry to GDP from 1980 to 2004. The contribution of the South African construction sector to the GDP was between 2 and 5 percent during the period 1980 to 2004 (Aiyetan, 2010). The fig. 1.1 also shown the cyclical fluctuation pattern of the construction sector contributions to the economy of South Africa as a result of the macro-economic environment prevailing in the country.

![Graph showing economic growth versus growth in South African construction industry.](image)

**Figure 1:** Economic growth versus growth in South African construction industry.

*Source: Adapted from Aiyetan (2010).*

From figure 1 above one can deduce that there is a strong relationship between the economic growth and the contributions of the construction industry. This follows a study carried out by Khan, Liew and Ghazali (2014) on the Malaysia economy and the construction industry, they discovered a strong correlation between the construction sector and the economy. Their findings also discovered that construction sector grows faster than the GDP during the doom period, and during the recession the construction sector declines more rapidly than the GDP.
3.0 METHODOLOGY

The study assess the contributions of the South African construction sector to the economy. The methodology adopted for this study includes the use of survey research, an ex-post facto survey, since the researcher did not have any direct control of the independent variables and the manifestations that have already occurred. The variables were studied in retrospect. Furthermore, it is a study that employed an analytically-survey method by virtue of the essentially quantitative nature of all variables and the data. This study relies heavily on secondary sources of data for information on both dependent and independent variables. The sampling design adopted for this study is non-probabilistic purposive sampling method. This is necessary in order to avoid the accidental inclusion of cases that will affect the outcome of the study, thereby affecting the reliability and validity of the research outcome.

3.1 Administration of the data collection instrument

The data were extracted from the published sources of the South African National Statistics, such as SARB, STATSSA, and Quantec SA. The data were extracted on an annual basis via an instrument designed for the purpose. The administration of the data-collection instrument did not pose any problem; since the extraction could be done either at the information unit of the SARB or the research units of the STATS-SA. All the information is also available on the website of these bodies, or in their offices.

3.2 Data processing and procedure

The data collected for the research were processed using Statistical software package. Essentially, the data for the study have the characteristics of both the time and the cross-sectional data. The suitability of the package is enhanced by the interactive nature of the programme, which makes it user-friendly, and time-efficient in terms of output and the robustness of the statistics generated.

4.0 DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

4.1 Trends of the variables
Figure 2: gdp-construction trends 1984-2011  
Figure 3: GDP trends 1984-2011
Figure 4 Interest rate trend 1984-2011

Figure 5 Inflation rate trend 1984-2011
Figure 2 to figure 5 show the trends of the variables for the study. The variables are construction sector contributions, GDP, inflation rate and interest rate. The trends of the macro-economic variables such as inflation rate and interest rate in figure 4 and figure 5 indicated the unstable nature of the South African macro-economic environment. According to Mbachu and Nkado (2007) the South Africa is a rapidly changing environment due to political, economic and global influence.

However, unstable macro-economic environment during the sanction era between 1984 and 1993 affects the contributions of the construction sector and the economy. This is indicated in figure 2 and figure 3. The growth of the construction sector and the GDP were very slow between the period 1984 and 1993. Frankel, et al. (2006) were of the opinion that the income per capital increased rapidly during 1960-1980 period; but after this period, the economy experienced a downward trend that lasted for 15 years. The stagnation in the economy was supported by Ntsama (2010) that there was a prolong period of declining economy growth in the 1980s and early 1990s.

Meanwhile, from figure 2 and figure 3, there was an improvement in the economic growth in South Africa and the construction sector contributions respectively from 1994 upward. According to some studies, there is an improvement in the economy during this democratic dispensation but the rate is very slow when compared to other emerging economies like China, India and Malaysia. The growth is not sustainable to warrant concrete development because unemployment, poverty and unequal distribution of income still persist.

According to Moller (2007: 189) the economic growth in South Africa is very slow and the impact is not felt by people, because the rate of poverty and unemployment are still very high. SARC (2012) attributed the key constraints to development in South Africa to the problem of unequal distribution of income, poverty, and unemployment are structural problems, and must be addressed by reliable structural reforms.

On the economy of South Africa, the fluctuation nature of the macro-economic variables as it was indicated in figures 4 and 5 affects the performance of both the economy and the construction sector. The strength of the macro-economic variables are dictated by both internal and external factors. For instance South African economy rely mainly on commodity products and the income from these products depend on the world economy. According to World Bank (2013), one of the problems causing the low economic growth in South Africa can be attributed to the macro-economic indicators building up of inflationary pressures, thereby resulting to continuous weakness of rand.
Another problem to rapid economic growth in South Africa is that the economy is vulnerable to external shock. According to International Monetary Fund (IMF) (2013) in 2009 the economy of South Africa's real GDP growth average was 3 percent compared to 5 recorded by its peer emerging markets, this was attributed to weak trade partner and domestic factors such as labour disruptions.

The study also reveals that there is a close relationship between the economic growth and the contributions of the construction sector. Following the scatterplot of the gdp construction against the GDP that was plotted, the r value, which is the correlation coefficient is 0.95 and p-value is 0.000. This indicating that the two variables are highly correlated and their relationship is highly significance. The relationship is also positively correlated. That implies that if the economy grows, the construction sector too grows vice-versa. This finding conforms to other researchers view on the same issue.

Osei (2013) conducted work on the construction industry and its linkages to Ghana’s economic policies in order to improve the sector’s performance, using the Engel-Granger causality and the Johansen co-integration methodology. His findings confirmed the fact that construction sector is very vital to the economic growth of Ghana and also confirmed a positive relationship between the construction industry and the economy.

However, a study carried out by Khan et al (2014) on the Malaysia economy and the construction industry, they discovered a strong correlation between the construction sector and the economy. Their findings also discovered that construction sector grows faster than the GDP during the doom period, and during the recession the construction sector declines more rapidly than the GDP.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The study discovered that the macro-economic environment prevailing in South Africa is unstable due to both internal and external factors thereby contributed to the low performance of the economy and the contributions of the construction sector. Since the apartheid regime in the 1980s the country has been struggling to have sustainable growth but this is unrealistic because of the economic and political problems that are confronting the country.

Although, with the assumption of the democratic government in South Africa, in 1994, there was an improvement in the economy. According to some researchers such as Moller (2007), Ntsama (2010) economic growth in South Africa during this democratic regime is too slow for economic sustainability. The improvement in the economy is not felt by the citizens. South Africa economy is confronted with structural problems such as unemployment, poverty, unequal distribution of income and insecurity.
Meanwhile, all these structural problems are blocking the growth of the economy and also having an adverse effects on the contributions of the construction sector of the economy. Despite of the huge potentials in the construction sector, it effects is not felt in South Africa economy.

The study also discovered that, there is a positive relationship between the economy and the construction sector's contribution. This follows the studies carried out by the researchers such as Aiyetan (2010) and Khan et al (2014) that the growth of the construction sector follows the same pattern with that of the economy and that there is a strong correlation between the construction sector and the economy.

South Africa needs sound macro-economic policies that are well managed to stimulate the economy through infrastructure development. This will improve the performance of the construction sector and at the same time grow the economy the economy. Infrastructure development will reduce the present level of poverty, insecurity, unemployment and unequal distribution of income in the country.
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ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS

Purpose
Contractual adjudication has been in existence in the South African construction industry for some years. All the modern forms of contract incorporate adjudication as a standard form of dispute resolution. However, a careful observation indicates that sufficient attention has not been given to adopting the adjudication provisions by contracting parties on public sector projects. This literature-based paper discusses the existing adjudication provisions in the standard forms of contract, review current practices of contractual adjudication and thereafter evaluate adjudication potentials in resolving disputes among public sector contracting parties.

Design/methodology/approach
The study is mainly a literature survey on both contractual and statutory adjudication with emphasis on the South African construction industry.

Findings
The study reveals that although there are adequate provisions for adjudication in the current forms of contract endorsed for usage in the South African construction industry, the public sector contracting parties rarely invoke adjudication provisions when disputes arise. The study further revealed that adjudication has good potentials to resolve disputes effectively among the public sector contracting parties.

Original/value of paper
The study evaluates adjudication provisions in the standard forms of contract and adds to the body of knowledge by creating an insight into the potentials of adjudication in resolving disputes among public sector contracting parties in South Africa.

**Keywords:** Adjudication, public sector, South Africa

1. **INTRODUCTION**

One of the indices for measuring the economic development of countries is the rate of construction activities and performance of their construction industry. The construction performance is a factor of industry-wide effectiveness and efficiency (Department of Public Works, 1998). This performance basically relies on active participation of contracting parties and enabling environment for effective delivery of projects within the stipulated time. Disputes among contracting parties sometimes arise; hampering the smooth operation of construction projects and thereby jeopardizes the industry performance. Globally, the incidences of disputes in the construction industry have had different consequences on construction projects which range from delay in project progress, to utter abandonment of construction projects (Harmon, 2003). In fact, disputes have also been associated with poor construction work, project failures, complicated litigations, loss of money used in securing the services of an advocate and other adversarial relationships among construction professionals (Kumaswamy, 1997; Cheung, Suen, and Lam, 2002; Harmon, 2003; Cheung and Pang, 2013).

The adversarial relationship among construction professionals is often acute, particularly on public sector projects due to lack of ADR mechanisms (Department of Public Works, 1998). These unfavorable relations also impact negatively on the overall cost of construction. Consequently, several construction stakeholders have advocated that something must be done in order to circumvent the situation (Cheung and Yiu, 2006; De Olivera, 2011). Therefore, the challenges and frustrations associated with litigation and arbitration in resolving construction disputes have necessitated an increased demand for ADR and triggered the introduction of adjudication into the construction industry.

2. **EMERGENCE OF ADJUDICATION AS AN ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION MECHANISM IN SOUTH AFRICA**

The construction sector in South Africa is recognized as very large, diverse and complex in nature, with several activities including construction, maintenance, renovation or replacement of fixed assets of a range of magnitude (CETA, 2008; CETA, 2014). The industry plays a vital role in
South Africa’s economic and social development. However, the industry is plagued with many disputes particularly payment defaults which have been reported to be a chronic problem affecting the delivery chain in the industry (Maritz, 2007). Disputes have a significant effect and negatively impacts on growth and performance of the industry. As a result, there have been concerns on how to strengthen the industry to face the present and future challenges. One of the efforts to face the challenges led to the promulgation of the White Paper entitled “Creating an Enabling Environment for Reconstruction, Growth and Development in the Construction Industry” (Department of Public Works, 1999).

The White Paper provides a scheme that enables the construction industry to play a more strategic role in the socio-economic growth of the nation. It sets out Government’s plans and vision for an enabling strategy aimed at enhanced service delivery, greater stability, improved industry performance, value for money and the growth of the emerging sector. It further focused the need for improved public sector capacity to manage the construction delivery process. The paper recommended the establishment of an industry caretaker afterwards known as CIDB with the mandate to champion the process of creating an enabling environment in order to promote the industry at large.

Having recognized the entrenchment of ADR procedures for resolving labour disputes in the Labour Relations Act No. 66 of 1995 and the successful application of ADR procedures in the private sector, the CIDB in the 1999 white paper to the Minister of Public Works, recommended the use of ADR, in particular adjudication, as litigation and arbitration were observed to be time consuming and costly leading to small and emerging contractors’ vulnerability in the event of major disputes arising. Hence, contractual adjudication was formally introduced to South Africa through the efforts of CIDB. In addition, the CIDB endorsed four forms of contracts documents namely, Federation Internationale Des Ingenieurs Conseils (FIDIC), New Engineering Contract (NEC), Joint Building Contracts Committee (JBCC) and General Condition of Contracts (GCC), all of which make provision for adjudication.

3. ADJUDICATION PROVISIONS IN THE STANDARD FORMS OF CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT

Currently, South Africa has four CIDB endorsed standard forms of construction contracts for both public and private sector construction works. Two of the forms are internationally developed (FIDIC, and NEC3) and the other two are home grown (GCC and JBCC). It is believed that the two international standard forms properly reflect the current South African construction industry norms and practices with regards to disputes management and are used extensively throughout the industry. The home grown standard forms perform a secondary role to the application of the two international standard forms. As with many jurisdictions, the standard forms have undergone some amendments since its introduction. The latest
versions of the four standard forms are JBCC 2014 edition 6.1, GCC 2010 2nd edition, the NEC3 2005, 3rd edition and the FIDIC 1999 1st edition. In the current version of the forms, adjudication provisions are found under the clause 20 of FIDIC; clause 10.5 of GCC, Option W1 of NEC 3 and clause 30 of JBCC.

Each of the forms adopts a standard adjudication procedure. GCC makes use of the CIDB Adjudication procedures, JBCC applies JBCC adjudication rules, NEC provides for two adjudication procedures (Option W1 and W2) because of UK statutory requirements for adjudication. Option W2 is the Act compliant procedure for use in contracts subject to the UK’s Act while option W1 is the NEC procedure applicable in South Africa. FIDIC, makes use of its own general conditions and procedural rules for adjudication. It is important to know that all the adjudication procedures needs to align with the principles underpinning adjudication in South Africa.

Drawing some comparison from the four forms of contracts, the following points are observable:

• **Appointment:** The parties are to jointly appoint the adjudicator or Dispute Adjudication Board by mutual agreement or by a named authority either at the beginning of the contract (standing adjudicator) or when disputes arose (ad hoc adjudication); the adjudicator’s agreement is a tripartite agreement and must be co-signed by the employer, contractor and the adjudicator/ adjudicators.

• **Terms of appointment and conduct of adjudication:** The adjudicator is required to act fairly and impartially in accordance with the rules of natural justice. He is expected to act independently of the parties and treat all matters with confidentiality.

• **Procedure:** The adjudication process is not to be conducted as arbitration. The adjudicator is permitted to decide on the procedure to be followed in adjudication. He is authorized to use his own initiative to ascertain the facts and laws necessary to determine the dispute. The adjudicator may use his own expertise knowledge, order any interrogation, requires /limit further submission of documents or decide on the language to use in adjudication. The adjudicator can also conduct hearing (though not usually encouraged) or call for meetings, carry out site visits and inspection as he/she considers being appropriate, carry out any test and experiment and can appoint an independent expert upon receiving the concept of the parties.

• **Determination:** The adjudicator is to reach a fair, rapid and inexpensive determination of a dispute arising under the contract. The decision of the adjudicator shall be in writing, containing the reasons for his/her decisions if requested by any of the parties. He/she shall determine the amount that any of the parties is liable to pay to the other, the date the payment is to be given and other matters regarding the rights and obligations of the parties. The adjudicator on his own or upon the application of any of the parties may correct his/her decision so as to remove any clerical or typographical error arising by accident or omission within five days of the delivery of the decision to the parties. The corrected decision must be sent to the parties as soon as possible. The adjudicator’s
decision is binding and the parties must give effect to it regardless of any intention to take the adjudicator's decision on review or arbitration.

- **Payment:** The parties shall implement the adjudicator's decision without delay whether or not the dispute is to be referred to legal proceedings or arbitration. Payment (if applicable) shall be made in accordance with the payment provisions in the contract.

- **Miscellaneous:** The adjudicator is not liable for any act or omission in the cause of discharging his duty except if the act is done in bad faith.

Evaluating these provisions several factors have to be considered in order to reach fair, rapid and inexpensive decision. Some of the provisions discourage any delay tactics which can hamper the progress of construction work.

(i) The provisions require that there should be strict adherence to the time period specified under the procedure. Any extension to the time must be jointly agreed upon by the parties. The strict time frame in each of the procedures is to avoid delay. Although the time frame in JBCC is different from that of FIDIC and the other forms of contract, the procedure in the provisions is to allow for quick resolution.

(ii) The decision of the adjudicator is immediately binding regardless of any intention to take the decision on review or on arbitration. It is therefore clear that the fact that prompt effect is to be given to the decision does not give room for any delay in project execution. In fact, the provisions require that parties should continue with their obligations in terms of the agreement, notwithstanding the disagreement between them.

(iii) The parties are expected to comply with any request or direction of the adjudicator in the adjudication process. In case of default by any of the parties without a reasonable cause, the adjudicator may continue the adjudication in the absence of the party or the documents requested and take decision on the basis of information before him or her. This is to avoid the use of delay tactics by one party which may affect the speedy resolution of the dispute.

Looking at the provisions of the different forms of contract, the findings of Maiketzo and Maritz (2009) that there are sufficient contractual provisions for effective practice of adjudication in the CIDB recommended forms of contract can be regarded as valid.

4. **THE CURRENT PRACTICES OF ADJUDICATION AS ADR IN SOUTH AFRICA**

The South African construction industry currently practices contractual adjudication. This is different from the practice in the United Kingdom (UK) where adjudication is a creation of legislation, through the introduction of Housing Grant, Construction and Regeneration (HGCR) Act (1996). The Act provides statutory right to either of the parties to invoke adjudication unilaterally. However, the provision of adjudication can only be adopted in South Africa by agreement between the parties. The adoption of contractual adjudication is not without some limitations. Of course,
contractual adjudication have been in use in the 1980’s but never widely accepted due to certain constraints (Gaitskell, 2007). Some of the limitations include power disparity between the contracting parties and fear of losing future jobs by the weaker party. The study of Kennedy et al., (1997) reveals that lack of willingness of the weaker contracting parties to commence adjudication proceedings was a concern at the time of its introduction. According to Kennedy et al., (2010), the major concern of the weaker party (mostly the sub-contractor) was the fear of being denied future opportunity to tender for work. In fact, Gaitskell (2007), reports that contractual adjudication was not widely used during pre-statutory era because its usage depend on the negotiating strength of the parties. He later noted that adjudication has to be compulsory in order to have real impact and that powerful contracting parties would not strike it out from the contract they make.

Another notable limitation is when adjudication is not being adopted as a primary resolution mechanism. For instance, in Hong Kong, just like the case in South Africa, there is no statutory right to adjudicate. Adjudication is just one of the three tiered disputes resolution mechanisms which can only be invoked by agreement between the contracting parties. Therefore the take up of adjudication was limited due to the fact that it can only be adopted at secondary level following mediation (Hill and Wall, 2008). However, this limitation has been addressed in many countries by making adjudication a creation of law. Following UK, HGCR Act (1996) countries like Australia, New Zealand, and Singapore etc. have enacted similar legislation to back up adjudication practice. At present, a draft regulation has been prepared and submitted to the Minister of Public Works for approval in order to overcome the above stated limitations in South Africa.

Despite all its limitations, it is noteworthy that contractual adjudication has been adopted in the resolution of disputes in South Africa. The recent studies of Massey, (2014) and Hattingh and Maritz (2014), show that adjudication was effective in the cases where it has been employed. Even in the few cases where contracting parties had gone to court after adjudication (e.g. Basil Read (Pty) Ltd v Regent Devco (Pty) Ltd; Tubular Holding (Pty)Ltd v DBT Technologies; Esor Africa (Pty) v Bombela Civils), it was observed that most of the court rulings had aligned with the adjudicators’ original judgments. In relation to this, the recent courts’ support and robust approach in enforcing adjudicators’ decisions has positively contributed to the increasing penetration of ad hoc adjudication into South African construction practice (Hattingh and Maritz, 2014).

5. OBSERVATION AND AREAS OF CONCERN.

Recently, various researches have revealed that there is a growing preference for adjudication (Du Preez and Verster, 2013; Van der Merwe, 2009). For instance, the study of Bvumbve and Thwala (2011) reveals that many construction stakeholders would prefer the inclusion of adjudication
as the priority in resolving dispute before arbitration. Van der Merwe (2009) finds that although both mediation and arbitration are effective, adjudication has advantages over mediation. In addition, the research of Maritz (2007) revealed that the construction industry stakeholders agreed that introduction of adjudication will significantly reduce arbitration and litigation. Based on these findings, it is expected that the use of adjudication would have increased significantly in resolving disputes on public sector construction contracts.

However, a thoughtful reflection of prevalent trends in the construction industry revealed that the practice of adjudication in South Africa as an ADR is limited to its private sector. This observation can be proved in two ways. First, by the numerous and increased complaints on payment default and other disputes (particularly on public sector projects) which adjudication provisions were originally intended to solve (CIDB, 2012). The CIDB construction industry indicators results from 2007 to 2012 shows a declining trend in prompt payment of public sector contractors which remains the major cause of dispute (CIDB, 2008, 2012). Secondly, by the analysis of the few cases that eventually got to Court after adjudication. For instance out of six cases that got to court between 2010 and 2014, five of the disputes were either between private employer and contractor, main contractor and sub-contractor and main sub-contractor and another sub-contractor. The only exception is the case between Freeman August Wilhelm N. O, Mathebula, Trihani Sitros de Sitros NO v Eskom Holdings Limited of which Eskom is a public client. It can therefore be inferred that the public sector rarely invoke adjudication as ADR for its numerous disputes. Investigations reveal that litigation have remained the prevailing dispute resolution technique among public sector contracting parties in South Africa (Van Anraad, 2004; Bvumbwe and Thwala, 2011; Du Preez and Verster, 2013). It is therefore very disturbing that the advocacy of the CIDB that adjudication should be used to resolve disputes at both prime and subcontractor's level on both private and public sector contracts have not been implemented on public sector contracts. It can be easily deduced then that parties to public sector projects have very rarely invoked the adjudication provisions when disputes arise. This suggests that certain constraints or peculiarities are hampering the use of adjudication in public sector contracts. Something urgent must be done therefore to enable the public sector to tap into the benefits and prospects of adjudication.

6. CONCLUSION

The objectives of this paper are to discuss the existing adjudication provisions in the standard forms of contract, review current practices of contractual adjudication and thereafter evaluate adjudication potentials in resolving disputes among public sector contracting parties. The literature reveals that contractual adjudication is no more new in South Africa. The Courts in South Africa have acknowledged the importance of this ADR alternative and have shown a robust approach towards enforcing
adjudication decisions. In anticipation of a better performance of adjudication in South Africa, a draft regulation has been proposed to provide the statutory right to any party wishing to invoke adjudication provisions (although the draft is not yet approved as at present). However, the public sector has not tapped into the advantages of this mechanism. Therefore the first finding of this paper is that there are sufficient adjudication provisions in the forms of contract conditions capable of mitigating dispute problems among public sector contracting parties. The second is that public sector has to address its own constraints and confronts its limitations creatively in order to tap into the advantages of adjudication. Lastly, the benefits and advantages of the present contractual adjudication and the proposed statutory adjudication can be fully realized provided adequate consideration is given to the special circumstances and limitations surrounding public sector contracts.
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ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS

Purpose of this paper
The aim is to improve procurement management practices in the public sector by investigating the causes of non-compliance to procurement management. It also seeks to assess the factors influencing the selection of procurement management processes in the public sector.

Design/methodology/approach
An empirical study was conducted among three Eastern Cape Departments namely; the Department of Public Works, Office of the Premier and Department of Local Government and Traditional Affairs with officials utilising interviews.

Findings
The key findings suggest that officials from all three departments do not clearly understand the system of procurement management which lead to non-compliance when implementing the system. Findings reveal lack of accountability, transparency and openness in public procurement management system and inappropriate selection of procurement methods as the main causes of non-compliance. Public procurement management legislation and regulations are unclear and need further clarification. Findings indicate that shortage of skills and knowledge in public procurement result in inadequate planning. All these factors negatively affect the norms and standards of procurement management system in the studied departments.
Research limitations/implications
The empirical study was limited to a single province and therefore further research is recommended to include other departments and other provinces and a larger sample.

Keywords: Contract management, procurement management, procurement practices, supply chain management.

1. Introduction

CIDB (2005) notes the importance of complying with regulations and procedures when implementing public procurement management. The South African procurement management system is regulated at all spheres of government and all state enterprises. Furthermore, private sector procurement management systems are also governed and managed by various pieces of legislation (CIDB, 2005). The European Union Report (2010) indicates the wide use of procurement management by both private and the public sector. However, the procurement management system is fraught with various challenges which undermine its credibility and its functions, making it vulnerable to abuse and corruption. Miller et al (2009) show key challenges to include lack of accountability, lack of transparency and inadequate implementation which lead to weaknesses in the public sector. Furthermore, according to Thai (2001) & Federal Acquisition Institute (1999) the political, economic and socio-environmental disregard of a sound procurement management system which would have been accomplished through adequate best management practices through policy requirements is a cause for concern. Thai (2001) & Federal Acquisition Institute (1999) further indicate that public procurement management practices to require quality, timeliness, costs to minimize business financial and technical risks, to maximise competition and to maintain high integrity when implemented. Policy procurement requirements should also incorporate economic goals, environmental protection or green procurement, social goals, and international trade agreements (Thai, 2001). Tukamuhabwa (2012) claims that public procurement management system as a public issue is fraught by various challenges. Best management practices should be promoted in the practice of public procurement management system to ensure its credibility. Tukamuhabwa (2012) suggests that the focus of public procurement management practice should be on enforcement of rules, regulations and legislation to effectively transform and restructure the practices of procurement management within the construction industry as well as the public sector. The aim is to improve procurement management practices in the public sector by investigating the causes of non-compliance to procurement management. It also seeks to assess the factors influencing
the selection of procurement management processes in the public sector. The paper contributes to the understanding of the procurement challenges and better practices of procurement management.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Overview of procurement management system

The World Bank (1995a) defines public procurement management as a process by which to acquire goods, services and works by procuring entities using public funds. However, Schapper, Joao, Malta, & Gilbert (2006) define public procurement management as a politically inherent sensitive activity or system that involves a huge amount of public funds at disposal within the context of national development. The Construction Industry Development Board of South Africa (2005) describes public procurement management to be a process that creates, manages and fulfils contracts in construction industries. Public procurement plays an important role in the development of a country. Some national policies are implemented through selected policies which aim to develop a nation through public procurement and management of contracts. Odhiambo & Kamau (2003) state that public procurement spending of some developing countries account between 9-13 per cent of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Eyaa & Oluka (2011) caution that procurement managers and stakeholders need to thoroughly understand the role that procurement management plays for the development of the country. Miller, Furneaux., Davis, Love, & O’Donnell (2009) highlight that the public procurement process is still a widely used process mostly by contractors in the construction industry to tender with increasingly tighter margins due to competition. However the European Union Report (2010) indicate that although public procurement management system is widely used both by the private and public sector, there are some challenges which are still experienced because of its vulnerability to abuse. Miller et al (2009) indicate that these challenges which include lack of accountability, lack of transparency and inadequate implementation has led to more research and development.

2.2 Challenges of public procurement management system in practice

Miller et al (2009) suggest that public procurement challenges manifest themselves through lack of focus to effectively implement the system efficiently. This leads to imperfect methodological expertise to management of public procurement system. As a result, these imperfect methods of application and implementation of procurement management systems lead to lack of achievement of targeted strategic targets for the country (Miller et al, 2009). These include less employment opportunities created in the
country, reduced opportunities towards the elevation of economic development for the entire country (EUR, 2010). EUR (2010) further postulates that the challenges also include the non-existence of follow up routines and effective reporting that impedes strategic and methodical developments of a particular organisation in terms of its procurement management system application. Bolton (2006) reports the importance of public procurement in South Africa as a tool which has broader socially, economically and political implications. The size and volume of government contracts, facilitate government decisions with regards to when and whom government contracts with. Bolton (2006) argues that the freedom of South African government to use procurement as a policy tool has encountered various challenges. The challenges which South Africa faces in procurement management systems are similar to those found in practice in Asia and Europe, such as, World Trade Organisation and Government Procurement Agreements and the trade restrictions in place under European Community Law (Bolton, 2006). However, Watermeyer (2000) argues that despite South African procurement encountering various restraints in recent years, public procurement has been used by governments to stimulate economic activity, to protect the national industry against foreign competition, to improve the competitiveness of certain industrial sectors and to remedy regional disparities. The Public Finance Management Act (Act of 1999) and Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act (Act of 2000) provide that South Africa government should make use of the public procurement process as one of its instruments to achieve its socio-economic objectives. The Constitution of the Republic (1996) also provides for preferential treatment of previously disadvantaged people or communities. Whilst there are various legislations in place such as the Public Finance Management Act of (1999), Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act of 2000 (Act no 5 of 2000), Local Government Finance Management Act of 2003 (Act No 56 of 2003), Broad Based Black Economic Empowerment Act of 2003 (Act No 53 of 2003), Prevention and Combating Corrupt Activities Act of 2004 (Act No 12 of 2004), Construction Industry Development Board Act of (2000), Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair Discrimination Act 2000 (Act No 5 of 2000), Promotion of Administrative Justice Act (Act 3 of 2000), Municipal Finance Management Act of (1999) the challenge is how to promote and implement such policies effectively in an unbiased manner. The challenge is in terms of constitutional prescripts of procurement system which must remain fair, equitable, transparent, competitive and cost effective to all the construction firms that partake in public contracts. There will always be a degree of tension between obtaining value for money and the promotion of socio-economic policies in the public procurement (Watermeyer, 2011).

Thai (2001) contends that public procurement management processes depend on various environmental factors for them to become effective and accomplish their procurement policy goals which are influenced by the surrounding environment which in turn they influence.
The environmental factors comprise the internal environmental factors in which procurement finds itself. Internal environmental factors include the interactions between various elements of the public procurement management system. This includes various officials and organizations in the three branches of government which have a major influence on the public procurement process. Staffing levels also have a great influence on public procurement management process, procurement regulations, rules, guidance, internal controls and legislative oversight (Thai 2001). World Bank Institute (2012) indicates that there is a growing recognition that monitoring of procurement process can serve an effective function in controlling fraud, waste and abuse in public contracting. This becomes important in industries that have the potential to shape the country's overall development which includes education, health, infrastructure and extractive industries. 

Amber & Badenhost-Weiss (2011) highlighted a number of challenges including; lack of proper knowledge, skills and capacity, non-compliance with supply chain policies and regulations, inadequate planning and poor linking of the demand to the budget, accountability fraud and corruption, inadequate monitoring and evaluation of supply chain management processes, unethical behaviour, too much decentralization of procurement system, ineffectiveness of Black Economic Empowerment Policy. McCarthy (2006) argues that there is lack of capacity and knowledge about supply chain management actors in the public sector to handle the procurement management processes effectively and efficiently which leads to bad governance. Luyt (2008) also notes that poor planning and poor budgeting amongst government entities result in inadequate implementation of supply chain management processes. Amber & Budenhost-Weiss (2011b) indicate that ethics and conflict of interest greatly affect supply chain management processes and their implementation whereby there is a wielded power exerted upon chief financial officers but with lack of proper consultation with other senior officials in the public sector whilst there are standardised approaches towards supply chain and procurement management practices. Eriksson (2008) notes that public innovation needs to have some elements of research and development because it is innovation that promotes best practices in public procurement. 

The use of public procurement needs to improve quality. Accordingly, a greater need for upgrading of human resource practices and capacity building concerning public procurement particularly requires an approach that necessitates professional requirements when dealing with the issues of public procurement. Wittig (1999) argues that the purpose for the on-going improvement of the public procurement system is to necessitate comprehensive guide, with well-built obligation through implementation of sound management practices.
2.3 International best practices in public procurement management system

Ban Ki-moon (2012) advocates public procurement management system as a powerful driver of development whereby, procurement management strengthens local economies, supports the marginalised and boosts the local capacity for commerce in particular countries. Ban Ki-Moon (2012) indicates that to maintain high quality public procurement system, a core principle of transparency is highly needed. This core principle of transparency in public procurement management requires a high level of openness to improve competition, increase efficiency which will result in lessening of threats towards unfairness and levels of corruption. Wittig (1999), states that issues relating to accountability must consist of enforcement organs which that will ensure that the system is adequately implemented. An ombudsman, anti-corruption bureaux, state auditors and controllers are needed to monitor institutions which utilise public procurement to ensure that bribery and corruption are dealt with accordingly. According to Wittig (1999) operational activities range from sitting on evaluation committees, serving as adjudicator body, these activities overlap between the functions of operations and those of regulations to the jeopardy effects of regulatory independence. This leads to questions about the extent to which a regulator becomes one with the regulated. The regulatory functions of the regulator become subjected to extensive pressure leading to conflict of interest. Accordingly, a greater need for upgrading of human resource practices and capacity building concerning public procurement particularly requires an approach that necessitates professional requirements, when dealing with the issues of public procurement. Federal Ministry of Economic Cooperation and Development (2011) notes that to achieve better management practices in public procurement, the rules and regulations need to be regularly updated to make the public procurement effective leading to improved compliance. The legislative regulatory framework governing public procurement is intended to outline and clarify the roles and responsibilities leading to effective accountability. When these regulations and rules governing public procurement are not properly followed, issues of conflict of interests emanate and weaken the system (FMECD, 2011).

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 Research approach

The empirical study used interviews whose study population consisted of public procurement management officials from lower level, middle level and at managerial level in the supply chain sections in the Office of the Premier, Department of Local Government and Traditional Affairs and the
Department of Public Works in the Eastern Cape Province. These professionals were purposively selected due to their experience and knowledge in procurement management. The margin of error was at 10% whilst the desired confidence was at 90% the population size. Purposive sampling was used to select participants. There were five respondents in each department. Appointments were secured for each participant which lasted for about 1 hour per participant. The sample of respondents is shown in figure 1.
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**Figure 1 Total number of procurement officials**

Interviews were conducted to collect data from the sample of which a total of 15 participants were selected. All participants had more than three years working experience either in supply chain management, procurement or buying and demand.

4. RESULTS PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Existence of legislation, regulations and procedures to implement procurement management system

Responses were sought to the question whether there is existence of legislation, regulations and procedures when implementing procurement management. All 15 respondents (100%) said there was an existence of regulation and codes that officials have to follow when administering public procurement in their sections. All respondents (100%) reported their provincial departments to have promulgated procurement management regulations in the entire province but highlighted their foot-dragging
tendency to comply with these regulations. All respondents reported a
tendency of urgency when contracting which often overrides the
compliance to procedures and regulations leading to non-compliance. All
respondents reported unclear and vague procedures and regulations which
lack uniformity with other provincial departments which result in the
selection of inappropriate techniques and methods. The finding of 100% of
all respondents which indicated existence of legislation, regulations and
procedures which are not clear is almost identical to was reported in 2006
by (McCarthy 2006).

Respondents were asked what factors influence procurement
management systems. The majority of respondents 13 (87%) reported
political and bureaucratic irregular practices to have negative effects on the
overall institutional and legal framework in which public management
procurement occur. The remaining 2 respondents (13%) reported the
influencing factor not only being politics and irregular bureaucratic practices
but unclear procurement management regulations. All (100%) respondents
reported some difficulties in complying with the standard norms and
practices on public procurement management due to top management
influence when awarding tenders. The majority of respondents 14 (93%)
reported irregular practices to influence the award of contract on the basis
of subjective or unwritten criteria to a specially favored contractor. Only 1
respondent (7%) indicated that procurement management practice is
influenced by unclear written regulations and guidelines. The finding of the
majority of respondents (93%) who reported irregular practices to have an
influence on the award of contracts based on subjective and unwritten
criteria is consistent with the literature as reported by Wittig (1999) and Ban
Ki-moon (2012). The findings indicate that the majority of respondents 9
(60%) do not adequately understand the public procurement management
system used in their departments. This means that the majority of officials
administer the procurement management inappropriately because of the
lack of understanding of the whole system. This also means that there is
likely wrongful selection of methods when selecting a method for particular
procurement of goods in the department. Findings indicate that 6
respondents (40%) understand public procurement in the public sector.
This is a challenge when the majority of the officials do not understand the
system because it is common to find various elements of errors in the
system making the system weak. This also implies that those who do not
understand the system well become easy targets by the top management.
This means that only 40% of the officials comply with regulations leaving
60% non-complaint. The findings are consistent with the literature such as
Miller et al (2009) who found that public procurement management has
been constrained by lack of understanding and, inability to articulate the
value attached to public procurement management holistically and
identified clients as contributors to constraining public procurement
management by pursuing hard money contracts. The findings reveal that
the most common cause of noncompliance is lack of total openness of the
whole public procurement management system. This refers to both the internal and external stakeholders. The study showed that interviewees reported the lack of openness in the system leads to total lack of accountability. The majority of respondents 12 (80%) highlight the importance of aligning existing regulations regulating public procurement and a clear, thorough definition of public procurement processes. Few respondents 3 (20%) highlighted the importance of complementary role ethics should play with the code of conduct which will ensure transparency and openness to the procurement system. The majority of respondents 10 (67%) noted that officials in the departments should familiarise themselves with the code of conduct, rules and regulations controlling procurement management which will ensure maintenance of integrity.

The implications of the findings are to promote professionalism in the conduct of procurement management. This must mitigate any influence whether its political or bureaucratic informing the correct practices officials should do. These practices will promote best practices of public procurement. The bleak picture presented by findings suggests that the majority of people do not have proper qualifications to administer public procurement. The implication for this is the continued trend that government departments are in the likelihood to fail to promote best management practices in the area of public procurement. Findings further suggest that necessary steps should be taken to correct this trend in public procurement. The findings that the lack of familiarisation with these rules and procedures by officials is a major cause of noncompliance is similar to issues raised De Boer and Telgen (1998) who revealed that the cause of noncompliance is the level of familiarity of officials with the regulations and procedures of public procurement in the public sector. De Boer and Telgen (1998) assert that for example in the Netherlands, many municipalities could not comply with the regulations and procedures because officials were not familiar with them. This position also resonates with the results obtained by Gelderman et al (2006) in his study which claim that in South Africa although regulations have been put in place since late nineties up to now, the procurement profession is still new and it is possible that the level of familiarity with the regulations is still low. However, it is important to have officials who have specialised in public procurement and are more familiar with the procedures and rules so that they know how to beat the loopholes for their benefit in the public sector. Findings further reveal that lack of planning on procurement requirements, identifying the necessary items to be procured, specification and monitoring and evaluation of the specifications are the leading causes of noncompliance in the public sector in public procurement management. As indicated by the findings of Callender (2000) officials’ lack of procurement knowledge to result in the procurement management processing without the follow-up of necessary procedures resulting to poor sourcing of items to be procured. This further lead to limited evaluation of items, resulting to poor administration of offers and the whole processes thereof that follows. The finding is consistent with
what has been argued by Callender (2000) who noted the procurement management challenges to be a challenge not only for South Africa, but all developing countries. Findings reveal the concerns of respondents in that, even the officials who administer the bids do not have adequate information and understanding of their roles when administering these processes. This limited information leads to vulnerability of bid committees, to manipulation and bribery by top management and by also external stakeholders who have an interest in those bids.

Findings suggest the need to develop alternative strategies to limit exposure of officials with limited knowledge on procurement management by re-skilling and re-development of officials through increases in training and development budget and provide courses which will make officials relevant to procurement management. A further strategy is to address the shortage of qualified staff by recruitment of qualified personnel on procurement management. Another strategy comprises the declaration of procurement management as a scarce skill to which government should promote as an important government function. Furthermore, findings highlight professionalism among active procurement management officials to be limited. Similarly De Boer and Telgen, Basheka and Mugabira (2008) also stress that when levels of professionalism are low and non-existent, officials tend to lean to noncompliance with regulations and rules. A finding of the present study shows 12 respondents (80%) to report non-existence of professionalism in the public sector. This finding supports the earlier findings of Basheks and Mugabira (2008:34) who noted an alarming lack of professionalism. Basheka and Mugabira (2008) further suggest lack of professionalism in public procurement management practice to lead to lack of compliance with regulations and rules. Findings suggest that professionalism should be applied at every level of procurement by each and every official to promote fairness, accountability, integrity, openness and to promote its value. Dobler and Burt (2008) highlight the importance of compliance of officials to public procurement by defining professionalism in the public procurement. Dobler and Burt (2008:32) define professionalism of public procurement as “a calling requiring specialised knowledge and often long and intense preparation including instructions in skills and methods”. Dobler and Burt (2008) suggest maintenance of professionalism through rigorous high standards of achievement and conduct in an organisation through commitment and further continued studies in procurement management.

5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The study set to investigate improvement of procurement management practices in the public sector. The main factors indicated by findings affecting public procurement management improvement and compliance include lack of understanding the elements of the public procurement management system by the officials, and unclear procurement regulations
and procedures. Secondly inappropriate selection of best alternative methods and processes affects public procurement. This is due to lack of expertise amongst those officials who work in the public procurement. Thirdly lack of proper monitoring and evaluation affects implementation of the public procurement management system. The study concludes that various alternatives in which government departments and procurement management officials should do to counter the challenges weakening the overall system. These include the redevelopment of staff towards a proactive procurement management strategy. Enforcing the rules, and regulations by making officials to account for actions taken when administering procurement management. The issues of professionalism came strongly as a best alternative to promote the best practice. This is because when officials acted professionally in procurement management chances of non-compliance are reduced. The hiring of candidates with essential procurement qualifications should be a necessity. Rules and regulations together with legislation should be harmonised to create a clear path and direction, which processes and methods should happen. These strategies will ensure full compliance to best procurement management practices so that public procurement is used as envisaged by government.

The following recommendations are made;
The study suggests the following ways to improve public procurement management practices in the public sector;

1 To develop professional personal qualities amongst officials and develop a professional workforce through recruitment of qualified personnel.
2 Provide training programs which would promote the best practices of public procurement.
3 Promote consistencies in defining and classifying public procurement approaches and processes
4 Collaborate with specialists and manage clients who promote public procurement management practices effectively.
5 Finding people with enough and extensive skills who understand public procurement holistically
6 Implementation of code of ethics for every official in public procurement which would promote best practices
7 It must be a requirement that all procurement officers have an educational requirement to work in supply chain and procurement management.

The study was limited to improving the public procurement practices in the public sector only, in the Eastern Cape Province. The study therefore proposes further studies on levels of vulnerability of the procurement management system due to non-compliance to procedures, due to bureaucratic and political influences, and internal and external environmental factors to improve the best practices of public procurement in the public sector. Maybe a wider sample and other provinces to be
studied to see if similar results will emerge; a quantitative study to establish the extent of improvement of public procurement management in the public sector of a study into the various innovative approaches used by difference public sector clients is also recommended.
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ABSTRACT
Purpose
This paper aims to develop a hybrid tool for integrating Quality Function Deployment (QFD) and Kano model to achieve more efficient capturing of customer requirements in the design process.

Design/methodology/approach
To achieve this aim, a research methodology, consists of literature review and unstructured interview was designed to accomplish four objectives.
- Firstly, build in depth understanding.
- Secondly, investigate perception.
- Thirdly, developing a frame work
- Finally, summarizing research conclusions and recommendations.

Findings
Understanding client requirements is an essential step towards delivery a successful project. The traditional briefing techniques have proved less effective with the continuous advancement of client requirements. Using the tools offered by the manufacturing industry such as Kano and QFD offer a new approach to understand client requirements. As these techniques require specific technical skill and knowledge, and the construction industry suffers from a lack of sufficient knowledge of such techniques, this hinders it’s advancement towards better understanding of client requirements.
Research Limitations
Lack of sufficient knowledge and use of Kano and QFD techniques in the construction industry

Practical Implications
Adopting the model developed by this research will facilitate overcoming the challenges of insufficient understanding of client’s needs and desires and inefficient delivery of expectations as a logical consequence

Originality / Value
Developing this hybrid framework would be a new addition to the understanding and better capturing of the client requirements in the design process and would lead to enhanced customer satisfaction. It also would provide a beneficent material for further research on the topic newly introduced to the construction industry.

Keywords: Client requirements, Kano, QFD, design process

Introduction
Capturing client requirements is a continuous process of work that requires the involvement of various disciplines, parties and stakeholders. Accurate capturing of client requirements may be considered the most important aspect in the whole design process because every other aspect in depending on it consequently. The problem with capturing client requirements, needs and desires is that they are always developing and changing with every phase of the project and are obstructed by many constraints such as monetary aspects and time constrains. Most clients with no previous experience in the construction process approach designers with a vague idea in mind about the initial developments of the projects let alone the final outcome, this develops further bears on the designer’s side to extract, categorize and fully understand the image the clients formed in their minds about the project and its different aspects.

Client satisfaction is a major issue in the construction industry; it determines a big portion of the status of the industry as a whole, and the position of firms and their continuity individually. Client satisfaction is a complicated issue because it is dependent upon many factors and aspects concerning involved parties; it requires an immense amount of understanding from the designer’s side to the aspects of which the client is concerned with most, such as: cost, quality, value, and aesthetics.

Achieving client satisfaction is a complicated process because of the uncompromising nature of the client; the client always wants the best quality with the lowest price in the shortest time possible without any compromises. Client’s demands are changing and dynamic; they change according to different times, places, cultures, social and economic circumstances. Client dissatisfaction is a common issue in the construction process and may lead to project stoppage or failure and be the cause of waste of much energy and resources. Client dissatisfaction can have different causes like: misunderstanding of the project’s aim or purpose, delaying, over budgeting, poor quality, misunderstanding client’s needs and
requirements. This can be remedied by using different client questioning techniques trying to extract information that are as accurate as possible from the client’s different views and ambitions on and for the project’s successful completion, but this is usually done at a very early stage when the client is not really sure about the end product but instead has a hazy picture of the project in mind and is depending solely on the specialists to construct his full idea of the project, this idea that he usually changes as the project moves towards the execution process and starts requesting changes to be made which cause delay and over budgeting. That is client involvement is essential at every stage of the project in order to achieve optimum satisfaction. Different techniques have been used as to ensure maximum client involvement in the various processes and phases but the efficiency of these techniques did not prove to be sufficient for two reasons:

1. Involving the client in all the pre-construction phases may have counter effect on the efficiency of the involvement process; involving the client in too many technical problems that he cannot add any value to but instead can be spared is unnecessary and even harmful for the whole process and effectiveness.

2. In order to understand best the client's needs and requirements, the right language should be used in order for the client to comprehend fully what the designer is aiming at. This information should be also translated to the right language to the design team in order to maintain professionalism and ensure maximum benefit from the given information.

Implementing these techniques would make it more efficient to involve the client/stakeholder/citizen in the design process from the early stages to make sure that the outcome achieved is based on and aimed at better life quality.

2 Research Objectives and Methodology

- In-depth literature review discussing previous writing on the subjects of QFD, Kano, customer requirements, customer satisfaction and the use of this techniques in the construction industry
- Investigating the perception and application of QFD and Kano in Architectural Design firms in Egypt.
- Developing a hybrid model to integrate between Kano and QFD as a framework that can be applied in the design phase
- Concluding the research by summarizing and recommending further improvement in research.

3 Literature Review

3.1 Client requirements processing

Both Kamara et al. (2002) and Bruce and Cooper (2000) argue that there is a need for processing client requirements in order to present information in a form that enhances the understanding of the product development team regarding precisely what the client desires.
This is due to both the wide range of often conflicting interests from different stakeholders (Kamara et al., 2002). Client requirements processing refers to the definition, analysis and translation of explicit and implicit client requirements into solution-neutral design specifications. It involves a structured process which facilitates the description of the facility that satisfies the business need of the client. The need for client requirements processing arises from the nature of client requirements, and the interactions between multi-disciplinary teams involved in a project. The interaction between different members of a project team is also another reason for processing client requirements. This is because, the focus, perspective and orientation of each discipline (and members of the team) is usually different. Therefore, to enable these disciplines to work collaboratively in the project development process, the following are required:

- Clearly defined requirements, which are unambiguous, and which are understood from the perspective of the client (not those of the different professional disciplines);
- Requirements which are stated in design terms, within the context of other relevant project requirements;
- A mechanism for managing the inevitable changes to requirements, and for tracing and correlating the history of design decisions to the original and evolving requirements of the client;
- A process that ensures that focus on the client is maintained throughout

The above conditions can be satisfied by the effective processing of client requirements within a client requirements processing model (Kamara, Anumba, hobbs 1999). The presentation of requirements should be neutral enough to allow different professionals to understand them in the same way, instead of adopting an interpreted version from the perspective of a single professional (Kamara et al., 2002). Moreover, although most of the effort involved in capturing the requirements occurs at the front-end of product development, new requirements may be discovered and existing requirements ought to be refined throughout the development of the new product (Bruce and Cooper, 2000).

### 3.2 Quality Function Deployment (QFD)

Quality Function Deployment, or simply QFD (Akao, 1990; Clausing, 1994; Cohen,1995), has been an important tool in the translation of the voice of the customer (VOC) into product’s specification. It has been widely used for product development and quality improvement around the World. It is a customer-oriented approach, supporting design teams in developing new products based on an assessment of customer needs. Basically in the QFD, customer needs are translated into design attributes. The design attributes are then deployed in process and quality requirements (G. Tonini, 2007).

Achieving the maximum outcome of the available information requires a tool that further investigates the clients’ satisfactory factors and given criteria by involving the client within the process of filtering and classifying the information, and advanced development of the information on the basis of arising needs and requirements and limitations.

The Quality Function Deployment (QFD) is a total-quality-management process in which VOC is organized throughout the engineering and manufacturing stages of the product development. For instance, customer wants and needs are linked to design attributes thus
encouraging the combined consideration of marketing and engineering concerns (Griffin & De Mast, 1993).

QFD functions through different techniques the most common one is the House Of Quality technique which classifies customer requirements against design requirements then calculates and creates parameters depending on which is more critical in each stage which determines the preferences for the designer and for the client on the decision to be taken in different stages of the design process. The HOQ is often utilized to understand customer requirements and translate those requirements into the voice of the engineer (Temponi, Yen, & Tiao, 1999). Cooper and Kleinscmidt (1994) explained that building the VOC, as a customer-focused and market-oriented new product effort, was the strong driver of on-time and fast paced product development projects.

Comprehensive QFD may provide four phases:

- **Product Planning (House of Quality):** Translate customer requirement into product technical requirement to meet them.
- **Product Design:** Translate technical requirement to key part characteristics or systems.
- **Process Planning:** Identify key process operations necessary to achieve key part characteristics.
- **Production Planning (Process Control):** Establish process control plans, maintenance plans, training plans to control operations.

### 2.5.4 Recommendations for improving QFD performance

Despite its limitations QFD can serve as a flexible framework, which can be modified, extended, and be combined with other quality design and improvement techniques. It has the potential to be the most suitable technique for designing quality from customer’s point of view by emphasizing on enhancing QFD’s capabilities and improving the associated problems with this technique. The flexibility of QFD has facilitated its integration with other advanced quality engineering techniques. According to Eshan S. Jaiswal the following recommendations are made to enhance the capabilities of QFD:

- More care should be taken to the beginning phases of QFD process (e.g. first house of quality) and new models should be proposed to improve the evaluation of the input data (e.g. customers’ requirements), before entering into other HoQs.
- The effectiveness of QFD should be improved through its integration with other quality engineering techniques which could improve the functioning of traditional QFD at its early stages with respect to: competitive analysis, correlation matrixes, determining critical items, number of phases needed and components of its phases.
- Enhancements must be designed to take place, with a focus on current problems associated with QFD (e.g. ambiguity in VoC, managing large HoQ and conflicts between CR). (Jaiswal, 2012)
3.3 Kano technique

The Kano technique represented in graph in fig (3.2) has been used since the 1980s to identify and classify specifically and efficiently the attributes that lead to more client satisfaction than others. Kano (Kano 1984) classifies client's needs to three main categories: Must be Requirements (basic needs), One Dimensional requirements (wants), and Attractive requirements (delighters).

Must-be requirements: If these requirements are not fulfilled, the customer will be extremely dissatisfied. On the other hand, as the customer takes these requirements for granted, their fulfillment will not increase his satisfaction. The must-be requirements are basic criteria of a product. Fulfilling the must-be requirements will only lead to a state of "not dissatisfied". The customer regards the must-be requirements as prerequisites, he takes them for granted and therefore does not explicitly demand them. Must-be requirements are in any case a decisive competitive factor, and if they are not fulfilled, the customer will not be interested in the product at all.

One-dimensional requirements: With regard to these requirements, customer satisfaction is proportional to the level of fulfillment - the higher the level of fulfillment, the higher the customer's satisfaction and vice versa. One-dimensional requirements are usually explicitly demanded by the customer.

Attractive requirements: These requirements are the product criteria which have the greatest influence on how satisfied a customer will be with a given product. Attractive requirements are neither explicitly expressed nor expected by the customer. Fulfilling these requirements leads to more than proportional satisfaction. If they are not met, however, there is no feeling of dissatisfaction.
These categories can be classified into customer’s attributes that can be effectively specified into six points, described below:

- **Attractive quality attributes**: A certain quality attribute can originate great satisfaction in the customer. However, the absence of the same quality attribute does not originate dissatisfaction.
- **Must be quality attributes**: The customer will not be satisfied when the current quality attribute fulfills. However, if the product or service does not meet the customer’s need, customer will become great dissatisfied.
- **One-dimensional quality attributes**: The customer satisfaction level is directly proportional to the certain quality attribute.
- **Indifferent quality attributes**: A certain quality that has no effect on customer satisfaction whether the quality attribute is present or not.
- **Reverse quality attributes**: The customer will be satisfied when the current quality attribute is absent.
- **Questionable results**: Due to misunderstanding or misinterpretation of the answers on the survey or filling out the error questionnaires, the contradictions in the response given from customer may happen.
The model of Dr. Noriaki Kano is aimed at capturing the voice of the customer for requirements for products and service. Originally conceived in the 1970s as a quality tool for obtaining a good match of customer need and product feature and function, project managers can apply this tool not only for grading requirements but also for evaluating budget allocations and priorities, and for assessing qualitative risks. Kano really only addresses two of the focus areas already described: customer perspective and product excellence. The Kano model pretty much ignores operational effectiveness, except as operational effectiveness is reflected in product or service quality that influences customer satisfaction. (Forss, Toshev, 2011)

Designing a product/project that fulfills and satisfies customer’s needs and requirements is a long and continuous dynamic process that lasts during the whole lifetime of the project itself and in some cases even after the project is finished. The design process requires an immense amount of understanding and patience, especially when we talk about effective involvement of the client in the design process. To obtain optimum client satisfaction standards, client effective involvement is necessary to take place in a manner that guarantees proper understanding and communication through the different phases of the design process. Proper involvement requires proper communication, and proper communication requires proper understanding that’s mutual from both parties, different techniques offer different ways to reach that common goal although overcome by limitations.

Advantages of using the kano technique:

- Product requirements are better understood. The product criteria which have the greatest impact on customer’s satisfaction can be identified. Classifying the service requirements into must-be, one dimensional and attractive dimensions can be used to focus on priorities for service development. It is, for example, not very useful to invest in improving must-be requirements which are already at a satisfaction level, but better to improve one dimensional or attractive requirements as they have a greater impact on the perceived service quality and consequently on the customer’s level of satisfaction.
- Kano’s method provides valuable help in trade-off situations in the product development stage. If two service requirements cannot be met simultaneously due to technical or financial reasons, the criterion which has the greatest impact on customer satisfaction can be identified.
- Must-be, one-dimensional and attractive requirements differ in the utility expectations of different customer segments. Specific solutions can be tailored for different customer segments. Discovering and fulfilling attractive requirements creates a wide spectrum of possibilities for differentiation.
- Kano’s model is used to establish the importance of individual product features for customer’s satisfaction; hence it creates the optimal prerequisite for process-oriented product development activities. (Chiou, Cheng, 2008)

By applying Kano philosophy, customer requirements cannot be solely taken into account the numerical evaluation. On the contrary, a qualitative measure from psychological aspects is
needed to analyze customer needs. (Matzler, Hinterhuber, 1988 and Shen, Tan, Xie, 2000) have proposed an integration of Kano model and QFD in meeting customer requirements.

3.4 Hybrid Tool
First of all the QFD techniques are used to translate the VOC (voice of customer) into useful technical information that can be implemented by designers and engineers, then the HOQ technique is used to weigh the design criteria against the customer requirements to determine which criteria is CTQ (critical to quality) and to the satisfaction of the client. After that a Kano questionnaire is prepared and survey inputs are categorized according to the more important customer requirements, the results are then tested statistically and the impacts on satisfaction and dissatisfaction are calculated. The multiple results are defined and refined to extract the ones that lead to maximum satisfaction or dissatisfaction and the relative importance of each factor is calculated and weighed against other factors to determine the one dimensional requirements and the delighters, then the relative importance of the design factors is calculated against the client’s requirements and the whole information go through the decision making process that involves all the parties included. The framework to evaluate customer requirements consists of four steps:

- Identification of service requirements by conducting focus group interviews
- Construct the Kano questionnaire
- Attractive, one-dimensional, must-be, indifference, and reverse quality requirements can be classified by Kano model. For each quality criterion, a pair of questions of functional and dysfunctional form is formulated to which the interviewee can answer in one of five different ways
- Calculate customer satisfaction coefficient
- Integrate with QFD

4 Data Analysis
This section analyses the data collected from the semi-structured interview. The techniques used in analyzing the quantitative and qualitative data are then discussed. The chapter then provides the response rate to the semi-structured interviews. Responses to the semi-structured interview are also presented in this chapter and provide insight to the issue of capturing client requirements and the way to more efficient capturing by integrating the Kano model and QFD techniques.

Response Rate
A total of 10 semi structured interviews were planned to be achieved, but due to the limited time schedules of Architects only 6 were conducted. Although this does not represent the intended sample, the interviews conducted still provide rich and valuable data to the research.

Data Analysis of the Semi-Structured Interviews
The analysis of the semi-structured interviews is presented by explaining the questions and providing a summary of the answers. A summary of the findings is presented after the analysis of the semi structured interview.
1. How do you see the importance of effectively capturing the client requirements in the pre-design phase and its impact on the future of the project?

All Interviewees asserted that capturing client requirements is critical to develop an idea of how the project ought to be like. One asserted that "Although the capturing process is the most tedious and dangerous phase of any project, information must be processed carefully because any misunderstanding will most certainly lead to a disaster". One also reflected on the disastrous impact of misinterpreting the client needs at the end of a project and said that "At the end of one of the project we discovered that the project was far from what the client wanted, you can imagine our disappointment!". He asserted that this was caused by the miscommunication between the designer team and the client and lack of updated information during the design process.

All interviewees approved of the relevance of the role of information collected at the pre-design phase and during the design process itself in achieving client satisfaction.

2. Are the traditional techniques used in capturing client requirements efficient enough to achieve high client satisfaction rates?

Three of the interviewees approved of the efficiency of the currently used information capturing and processing techniques. One said that: "These are the only techniques that we know of, and we've using them for decades now, maybe there are some tool that are better but we still don't use it here, in fact we don't know it; so we stick to what we know" he continued to discuss the role of education and government in developing the construction education and asserted that he is satisfied with the current construction rate in the firm. One asserted the struggles she faced trying to balance what the client wants to what the design requirements are and said that; "Most clients we deal with don't know exactly how they want their project to be like, I know that this is not completely their role but this vague idea is not helping either.

3. Do you use the QFD or Kano Model techniques in the pre-design phase in order to capture client requirements?

All Interviewees asserted that they only use the traditional capturing and processing techniques.

4. Are these techniques applicable to be used in construction industry?

In order for Interviewees to answer this question a brief introduction on the Kano Model and QFD technique had to be done, as 4 of them did not know about it before hand. After discussing the advantages and disadvantages of using the Kano and QFD models in the construction industry 3 asserted that this is too complicated and advanced to be used the design or pre-design phase due to the high level of specialization, time and budget constraints. One asserted that: "this might be a very interesting and if the know how was introduced it might even transform the way firms in Egypt work in the future"
Another one asserted that he's not sure about the applicability because it hard to grasp the
technicality of the techniques
All Interviewees agreed that the techniques seem very organized and systematic but they
didn't think they might be applicable in the current state of affairs in the construction industry.

5. What are the obstacles of using such techniques?
All interviewees asserted that the main obstacles besides the lack of knowledge and training
on the topic are related to budget and time constraints.

5 Discussion
The limitations mentioned above in the Quality Function Deployment (QFD) can be overcome
by implementing the Kano model as a hybrid tool to attempt the part lacking in the QFD
model. The QFD model weighs the design criteria against the client requirements, but it does
not specify which attributes cause more client satisfaction than others and this is the exact
job of the Kano model. Kano model classifies the client’s requirements into three categories
as: needs, wants and delighters; it specifies which causes most satisfaction or dissatisfaction
and which causes more satisfaction or dissatisfaction more than other factors, which makes
the process of choosing the criteria to be used in the design more efficient and client
satisfactory. Implementing this integrated technique through the design process will help
enhance client satisfaction and involvement through dividing the information on the different
stages of the design development and schematic design and so, each criteria will be based
on the information specified for this criteria to obtain maximum efficiency and productivity and
to ensure that the customer is involved in the design and decision making process step by
step and making sure better satisfaction and quality of life for the client.

6 Conclusion and Recommendations
Although it’s variable and tedious to capture, client satisfaction is a critical aspect that should
be taken into account when considering the success of a certain project. Traditional capturing
client techniques prove insufficient to effectively capture client requirements and needs, while
the use of Kano model can help prioritize the client satisfaction factors. Quality Function
Deployment is also an effective tool in translation client needs and requirements into tangible
technical information that can be used by designers, or even implemented in the construction
phase. It can also help eliminate the miscommunication between designers, clients and
constructors of the project. Integrating a hybrid tool between Kano model and QFD will help
fill the gap in the current situation; as the two techniques complete each other and develop
an applicable framework to be used in the pre-design phase. However, the construction
industry is still unfamiliar with those relatively new capturing tools. In reference to data
concluded this paper recommends the following:

- Education about the Kano model and the QFD techniques are mandatory for design
  firms in order to upgrade their skill level and achieve a better understanding of client
  requirements and the concept of client satisfaction
- Developing the hybrid model between Kano and QFD would help increase the
  efficiency of the gathering information process. It would also shorten the time
  consumed on brainstorming and analyzing the needs and requirements.
• Understanding the increase in demand in the developing market is critical and would encourage firms to be pioneers in using uncommon techniques in the construction industry such as Kano and QFD
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